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Tomy family,
a reminder of where I came from
andwhere I will return.

abstract
The suggestion that tradition plays a role in family business is a
long-acknowledged but often presumed notion in family busi-
ness research. As a result, studies that attempt to conceptual-
ise tradition as a focal point remain scarce. This dissertation
addresses this vacuum by examining the properties and pro-
cesses that are involved in the tradition-making and tradition-
maintainingof hospitality-based family businesses. Basedon an
ethnographic inquiry of five hotel-running families in Luxem-
bourg, this dissertation inquires into themeanings and tensions
of tradition. Drawing from a process perspective, it explores
how family owner-managers receive, enact, and perpetuate the
continuity of the family businesses as traditions.
Theoretically, this study contributes to two streams of liter-
ature: to the familybusiness literaturebyprovidinga conceptual
foundation for understanding tradition as process, and to the
process organisation studies literature byproposing family busi-
ness as an exemplar of tradition where the past is immanent in
the present. Methodologically, this study attends to discourses
and narratives at the national level, the industry level, and the
organisational level to contextualise the family-run hotels in a
wider discursive space.Thesemulti-level analyses constitute the
basis for theapplicationofafieldethnographywhichattempts to
explore therelationalitybetweendifferentmodesofdiscourse in
a chosen field: texts, talks, actions, and images. As a result, the
lived narratives of five hotel-running families are produced.
This dissertation advances tradition as a root metaphor for
family business andproposes threedifferent angles of seeing the
family business as tradition: family business as received tradi-
tion, family business as enacted tradition, and family business
as tradition tobe transmitted. Inalignmentwith theprocessper-
spective, fourdualities in the enactmentof the family businesses
as traditions are discussed: repetition and novelty, preservation
and abandonment, being and appearing, and certainty and pos-
sibility. Ultimately, this dissertation puts into question the pre-
dominant understandingof tradition as afixed construct argues
instead that tradition’s apparent unity, fixity, and stability is a
result of a reflexiveprocesswhich is enactedbyowner-managers
on a daily basis.
Keywords: family business, tradition, process, dualities, ethnography
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Chapter 1
Tradition and the Family Business: An Introduction
1.1 background andmotivation
In thepublic and scholarly discourse, there is a commonpresumption
that family businesses are closely linked with tradition. Consider, for
example, the proverb ‘from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three gener-
ations.’¹ Having passed from one generation to another, this proverb
is a tradition which is shared across the globe. In Italy, as quoted in
Yanagisako (2002, p. 1), there is “il nonno fondò, i figli sviluppano, i
nipoti distruggono—the grandfather founded [the firm], the sons de-
velop it, and thegrandsonsdestroy it.” InChina, there is ‘fùbùguòsān
dài’, which is roughly translated as ‘wealth does not pass beyond three
generations’. Taken altogether, these sayings indicate double mean-
ing: not only family businesses are a form of ‘traditional’ knowledge,
but family businesses are also ‘traditional’ when they follow the com-
mon pattern of rise and fall within three generations.
In the scholarly discourse, the relationship between the family
businesses and tradition is more complex. On the one hand, family
businesses are presumed to be ‘traditional’ when they are reluctant to
change (Chirico&Nordqvist, 2010; Hall, Melin&Nordqvist, 2001;
Ward, 1997), defensive (Dyer, 1994; Johannisson&Huse, 2000), and
predominantly patriarchal (Ainsworth & Cox, 2003; Kets de Vries,
1993). On the other hand, family businesses may as well be innovat-
ive when tradition is utilised as a resource for branding (Blombäck&
Ramírez-Pasillas, 2012; Micelotta & Raynard, 2011), product innov-
ation (De Massis, Frattini, Kotlar, Petruzzelli & Wright, 2016), and
paradoxical thinking (Ingram, Lewis, Barton&Gartner, 2016).With
tradition, family businesses thus obtain an ambiguous relationship.
1. Also ‘fromclogs toclogs isonly threegenerations.’Thecommonalityof this form
of saying in family business settings is discussed in Rau (2016) as “TheRiddle ofThree
Generations.”
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At times they appear to be traditional, and at times they appear to be
non-traditional.
While tradition is a recurring notion in the explanation of other
aspects in family business such as innovation (Vrontis, Bresciani &
Giacosa, 2016), succession (Yoo, Schenkel & Kim, 2014), marketing
(Byrom&Lehman, 2009; Lee& Shin, 2014), and operations (Barry,
1989), many of its uses seem to lack a theoretical anchoring. Like ‘cul-
ture’, ‘tradition’ tends to be used as a catch-all term that ranges from
basic assumptions (Dyer, 1988) and value systems (García-Álvarez &
López-Sintas, 2001) to overt practices such as a particular method
of doing business (Mariussen, Wheelock & Baines, 1997) and craft
(Barry, 1989). In other words, tradition has been implied, mentioned,
referred, and alluded to in family business studies but the question of
‘what tradition is’ has been fragmentarily addressed.
The ambiguity and fragmentation of the notion of tradition have
resulted in a missed opportunity for the family business field to ex-
pound tradition as a fundamental concept for understanding family
businesses.Thepresent dissertation redresses this situation and takes
traditionat theheartof inquirybyexploringboth its theoreticalunder-
pinnings and its empirical manifestation in a family business context.
Drawing from a process perspective, I argue that tradition is a power-
ful concept when understood as a process through which the past and fu-
ture are immanent in the present. As a result, this dissertationoffers three
areasof contribution.First, it compiles thevariousways tradition is re-
ferred in family business studies and traces out their theoretical roots
in social sciences. Second, this dissertation proposes a deeper under-
standing of tradition which, through a different angle, touches upon
the behavioural aspects of family business such as stewardship (Le
Breton-Miller & Miller, 2009), long-term orientation (Lumpkin &
Brigham, 2011), and socioemotional wealth (Berrone &Cruz, 2012).
Third, by exploring tradition in its processual nature, this dissertation
contributes to the growing stream of process studies in family busi-
ness (see, for example, Salvato & Corbetta, 2014; Salvato & Melin,
2008).
In the remaining sections, I will introduce the reader to (1) the un-
derlyingquestionsof the study, (2) theangle that is taken topursue the
questions, (3) the originality of the study, (4) the context of the study,
and (5) the delimitations of the study. A brief outline of the organisa-
tion of the dissertation is provided at the end of this chapter.
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1.2 research questions
This dissertation asks three underlying questions to guide the inquiry
into tradition in family business. Correspondingly, they are:
1. What is tradition andwhat does tradition refer to?
2. How does tradition manifest in the lives of the family busi-
nesses?
3. How can the stability and change of tradition in family business
be explained?
The first question interrogates the ontological and epistemolo-
gical foundationofwhatwouldhavebeen a slippery concept. Forprac-
titioners, the termtradition ispartof their everydayvocabulary.For re-
searchers, the everydayness of the term tradition may have veiled the
complexity and depth that lies beyond the term. The purpose of this
task is to construct a conceptual framework which augments and for-
tifies the practical interests in tradition with philosophical underpin-
ning. It is therefore the first task of this dissertation to examine how
extant research have used the term and to critically reflect upon the
current understanding.
The second question addresses the empirical reality of tradition.
The purpose of this question is to pinpoint where tradition can be
‘found’, ‘captured’, and analysed. This question is informed by the
framework developed in the first question but it may also destabilise
the framework that has beendeveloped.Hence the second task of this
dissertation is to perform an empirical observation which does both:
deductive application of the conceptual framework as well as induct-
ive abstraction of new insights derived from the fieldwork.
The third question, in turn, seeks to explain the dynamics through
which tradition is made, maintained, and changed. In line with the
process perspective (Tsoukas, 2016), this question attempts to ‘com-
plexify’ tradition as a process that entails both the tendency to change
and the tendency to be static. As an advancement of the second ques-
tion, this question addresses the stability and changeof traditionboth
in time and in space. Thus the third task of this dissertation is to
provide a set of explanation that incorporates the multitemporality
andmultiplicity of tradition in family business.
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1.3 tradition as a rootmetaphor for family business
In problematising the concept of tradition, I draw much of the in-
spiration from the literature of culture in organisation studies. Par-
ticularly, I draw a parallel with a line of research which propounds
culture as a ‘root metaphor’ for conceptualising organisation (Smir-
cich, 1983; Martin, 1992; Alvesson, 2013). By highlighting the simil-
arities between two different phenomena, a rootmetaphor facilitates
theexaminationof thebasicassumptionsofaphenomenon(Alvesson,
2013). In this dissertation, I propose thatwhat culturehasdone for or-
ganisation can be imported to the family business field by construing
tradition as a rootmetaphor for family business. In other words, fam-
ily business is tradition.
Readers familiar with the organisation studies literature may ask
why not using culture directly as a root metaphor for family business,
and whether it is necessary for the tradition metaphor to be distin-
guished from the culture metaphor. A short response to these ques-
tions is that tradition should to be distinguished but not separated
from culture. For a more elaborate argumentation, I need to unpack
both the conceptualmetaphors (i.e. culture vs. tradition) and the phe-
nomenon that the metaphors purport to represent (i.e. organisation
vs. family business).
Culture as a metaphor for organisation allows researchers to un-
derstand organisation as a form of human expression. As noted in
Smircich (1983), this view is in contrast with the view which con-
siders culture as a ‘variable’ that affects organisational outcome or
performance.When culture is employed as a root metaphor, the in-
terest is less in the input-output functions of culture in organisations
and more about how, to put it broadly, human expressions construct
and re-construct organisational reality. However, culture is also a
surrogate term which may mean “everything and consequently noth-
ing” (Alvesson, 2013, p. 3). This is where the notion of ‘tradition’ be-
comesmore useful as a rootmetaphor. Tradition draws our attention
more specifically to those which are ‘transmitted from the past to the
present’ (Shils, 1981). Like culture, everything can still be seen as tra-
dition but, unlike culture, everything is seen as traditionwhen the un-
derlying interest is in its transmission.
In termsof thephenomenonthat themetaphorpurports to repres-
ent, I contend that family business is a specific form of organisation,
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and that several similarities can be drawn between tradition (rather
than culture) and family business. To illustrate, I will briefly attend
three senses ofmeaning of tradition that correspondwith family busi-
ness: ‘the past’, ‘transmission’, and ‘narrative’.
First, if tradition is taken to mean ‘the past’, then family business
is also said to be ‘the model of the past’ (Aronoff & Ward, 1995).
As a form of enterprise, family business is possibly one of the old-
est forms of organisation with an embedded configuration between
the family and the business. Family business is among the basic—
if not primitive—organisational forms in society. Second, if tradition
is taken to mean something which is ‘transmitted’ from one gener-
ation to another, then family business is also tradition in the sense
that, fromgeneration to generation, there is a creation and transfer of
knowledge (Cabrera-Suárez,De Saá-Pérez&García-Almeida, 2001),
values (Chrisman,Chua&Litz, 2003), andwealth (Habbershon,Wil-
liams & MacMillan, 2003). Another example of tradition as know-
ledge is the traditionof ‘three-generationrule’ presentedearlierwhich
encapsulates long-standing knowledge about family enterprise. Such
knowledge becomes tradition when it is reproduced and transmitted
fromone generation to another.Third, if tradition is to be understood
as ‘narrative’, then family business becomes tradition through the nar-
ratives that it has produced (Hamilton, 2013;Hamilton,DiscuaCruz
& Jack, 2017). As family business embarks in the course of its activit-
ies, stories are produced about the founding and development of the
enterprise—-who the founder is,whenandhowtheenterprise is foun-
ded, andwhat thekeyeventsare.Anarrativeabout familybusiness can
also be found in the three-generation rule. The founding generation
builds the enterprise, then the second generation expands the enter-
prise, then the third generation derails the enterprise. Epic struggle,
glorious triumph, and tragic dissolution. As stories about the family
business are transmitted, family business becomes tradition.
Culture is powerful metaphor for the study of organisations. But
in the study of family businesses, should the field be confinedwith the
culture metaphor? Or, are there other metaphors, in addition to cul-
ture, that may provide new insight? In this dissertation, I argue that
tradition is both a concept and metaphor that yields a fruitful poten-
tial.
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1.4 three facets of family business as tradition
Building upon the view of tradition as a rootmetaphor and informed
by the empirical observation, the originality of this dissertation rests
in the offering of three facets of family business as tradition. In partic-
ular, I propose that family business can be analytically distinguished
into three facets: (1) family business as received tradition, (2) family
business as enacted tradition, and (3) family business as tradition to
be transmitted. Each facet is outlined in the following.
The first facet, family business as received tradition, draws the at-
tention to the transmittedness of the family business. Fromthis angle,
the existence of family business is seen as a given and completed pro-
cess. From this angle also, the present generation is seen as a receiver
of the familybusiness.Understanding thegivennessof the familybusi-
ness is key in order to understand the contextual landscape through
which thepresentgenerationacts andoperates.Thesecond facet, fam-
ily business as enacted tradition, takes the researcher into the actions
and practices that are performed by actors in the family business. In
relation to the previous facet, the transmittedness of the family busi-
nesssets somepreconditions for thepresentgenerationbut itdoesnot
pre-determine actions.To see the family business as enacted tradition
implies that actionsandpracticesarepartof theproductionandrepro-
duction of tradition. Tradition is elaborated and destabilised through
its enactment in the daily activities. From this angle, tradition is per-
meableand itsboundaries arenegotiated.Thethirdpointof view, fam-
ilybusinessas traditiontobe transmitted,brings the focus towards the
subsumingofpasthistoryandpresentenactment in thenarrativesand
values that the family business seeks to transmit. From this angle, the
family business turns to become tradition to be passed forward. From
this angle, succession is understood not only as a transmission of the
physical featuresof thebusinessbutalsoof intangible features that the
family business has produced.
By proposing the family businesses as tradition, this dissertation
aims tomove away from thepreconceptionof tradition either as bene-
ficial or detrimental for amanagerial purpose. Rather, tradition is the
family business itself.The responsibility of the researcher, then, is less
in determining the utility of tradition and more in arriving at a plane
of understanding that respects the complexity of the family business.
The implication of this metaphor is, therefore, the construing of act-
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ors within a tradition as reflexive practitioners.No longer tradition is
loaded with the assumption of unknowing actors enacting uninspec-
ted beliefs, but tradition ismultifaceted andmultilayered—at times it
is the outcome of actions, at times it is the condition for actions.
1.5 luxembourg and the family businesses: a contextual
background
Having outlined the theoretical background and the direction of the
study, I will now introduce Luxembourg and its family businesses as
the contextual background of the study.
Luxembourg is a tiny country in comparison to its bordering
neighbours which are Germany in the east, France in the south, and
Belgium in the west and north. Speaking three official languages—
Luxembourgish, German, and French—Luxembourg is a culturally
diverse country with a population of 576,200 inhabitants, out of
which 53% are natives and 47% are foreigners (STATEC, 2016b).Des-
pite its size, Luxembourg is one of the wealthiest countries in the
world. In 2016, its GDP per capita is recorded to be the third highest
in the world, surpassed only by Monaco and Liechtenstein (Trading
Economics, 2017). Luxembourg is thriving but it was also struggling
during the two World Wars—occupied twice by Germany before lib-
erated by theAmerican army in 1944. After theWorldWar II, Luxem-
bourgbegantoexperienceanotableeconomicgrowththatwas fuelled
partly by the resurgence in the steel and the construction industries.
The economic boom attracted many foreign workforces to the coun-
try such as from Portugal and Italy, and Luxembourg’s foreign policy
has continued to attract people to come into the country (Hey, 2003).
In 1970s, the steel industry was in a rapid decline due to oil crisis and
overproduction (Zahlen,2007)and,during thisperiod, foreign invest-
ments fromfinancially affluent countries such asQatar began to enter
the country (Learsy, 2012). Combinedwith the geopolitical roles that
Luxembourgplay inEurope,Luxembourg thenemergedasoneof the
world’s leading financial centres. Today, Luxembourg is known for its
statusasa taxhaven, thecapitalofEuropeanUnion (togetherBrussels
and Strasbourg), as well as one of the headquarters of the European
Commission.
Economically, family businesses play an important role in the
country. A report on the Luxembourgish family businesses estim-
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ates that family businesses represent 70% of the companies in the
country (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2007). In 2016, Luxembourg is
listed as “themost attractive country for family businesses” above the
UK as second and Switzerland as third (Stiftung Familienunterneh-
men, 2016) and, from2003 to 2016, family businesses are recorded as
among the biggest employers in the country (STATEC, 2016a). As in-
dicated earlier, Luxembourgwas amajor steel producer in the early to
mid1900s (Edwards, 1961). In this respect,ArcelorMittal isoneof the
biggest family-owned businesses in the industry (established in 1911
asARBEDand latermergedunder theownershipof theMittal family).
In the media, family businesses generally receive a favourable light.
A leading business magazine in the country, Paperjam, has published
a couple of special issues (Ducat, Gaudron, Raizer & Sorlut, 2013;
Bedel, Heyde, Lalieu & Raizer, 2016) which cover the ‘success stor-
ies’ of Luxembourgish family businesses. News related to the dissol-
ution of family-owned businesses are also occasionally reported (for
example, see Luxembourger Wort, 2015, 2016). In addition, a num-
ber projects and events related to family business development have
been carried out by several institutions such as the Chamber of Com-
merce (Chambre de Commerce Luxembourg, 2017), Banque de Lux-
embourg (Banque de Luxembourg, 2017), and Ernst & Young (EY,
2016).
1.6 delimitations
This dissertation is a result of multiple choices made throughout the
research process. Consequently, some of its conceptual and contex-
tual delimitations need to be addressed.
1.6.1 Conceptual delimitations
In this dissertation, I draw inspiration from the literature on organ-
isational culture, process organisation studies, sociology, history, and
moral philosophy. As I embarked further in the study, however, it
became apparent that the concept of tradition comes across as very
close to the institutional theories.While I acknowledge the similarit-
ies between tradition and institutional theories, I decidednot to expli-
citly draw upon or discuss the literature on institutional theories due
to a couple of reasons. First, the potential power of tradition for insti-
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tutional theories has been discussedmore explicitly elsewhere (for ex-
ample, seeDacin&Dacin, 2008). Second, the primary interest of this
dissertation is to allow tradition to take a centre stage in the analysis
of family business.The inclusion of the institutional theoriesmay risk
to overshadow the concept of tradition.
Within the family business literature, the concept of tradition is
also closely related to the notion of stewardship. In this dissertation,
especially later in Chapter 8, I allude to stewardship when discussing
about the commitment to the continuation of tradition. However, I
decided not to deal explicitly with the literature on stewardship—for
the theorising at least—since the focus of this dissertation is to draw
upon the literature in social science (i.e., sociology, history, andmoral
philosophy). Stewardship receives little mentioning in this disserta-
tion and this is, again, a consequence of the intention of the study to
allow tradition to construct its own vocabulary.
1.6.2 Contextual delimitation
Among the many contexts to be chosen for the study of tradition in
family business, this dissertation is contextually delimited in the Lux-
embourgish hospitality industry.This choice ismade based on a num-
ber of reasons explained below.
First, from the national level, Luxembourg is amultilingual coun-
try.The country’s national language, Lëtzebuergesch, is symbolic to the
tradition that country is trying topreserveamidst thenational interest
to promote its tourism sector. In this respect, tradition is not only an
organisational issue but also a national one.
Second, fromthe industry level, thehospitality industry isboth the
‘face’ of Luxembourg as well as an exemplar of the country’s multilin-
guality.Hotels are one the first touching points thatmake the impres-
sion of the country, and the development of the hospitality industry is
partof thegovernment’s strategicplanfor tourism(LeGouvernement
duGrand-DuchédeLuxembourg, 2013).Hence, attending to thehos-
pitality industry is a promising choice to speak to the policymakers.
Third, the restriction only in one industry is motivated by the
methodological choice of this dissertation to perform a field ethno-
graphy which emphasises the relationality between different entities
in a single field. During fieldwork, I have made some contacts with
family businesses in other industries such as winery, car and equip-
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ment dealership, insurance agency, retail, and craft. However, I did
not proceed furtherwith these industries afterweighing for thepoten-
tial access to expand the research and their relative richness concern-
ing tradition.Comparatively, thehospitality industry is richer in tradi-
tion since within it lies an intersection of various tradition-displaying
activities such asmaintenance of property, interior design, guest-host
interaction, culinary offerings, and other social and cultural activities
that are connected to the locality of the business.
1.7 organisation of the dissertation
This dissertation is comprised of nine chapters including this intro-
ductory chapter and a concluding chapter at the end. Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 are the theoretical chapters that set the foundation of the
study. In Chapter 2, a brief history of the field of family business is
provided and the literature that refer to tradition in family business
studies are reviewed. This review results in the different categories
tradition is conceptualised and used in family business studies. In
Chapter 3, a reading of foundational works in the topic of tradition is
performed.Scholarlyworksoffive scholars arediscussed: Shils (1981),
Giddens (1994), Vansina (1985), Hobsbawm (1983) and MacIntyre
(1981/2007, 1990). The result of this reading is a preliminary frame-
work of understanding the family business as tradition.Chapter 4 dis-
cusses the methodology of the study. This chapter starts with a dis-
cussion of social reality as a process of becoming, and followed by
attention to discourse as an inescapable feature of the social reality.
Thischapteralsodiscussesethnographyasastanceof researchengage-
ment.
In Chapter 5, a discourse analysis is performed which contextu-
alises the family business in a wider discursive space. Drawing from
governmental publications and website archives, the chapter attends
to discourses at the national level, industry level, and organisational
level. The result of this chapter is the mapping of family-run hotels
in Luxembourg and the discursive practices that are used in the self-
presentation of the family-run hotels. The following three chapters
take the reader into the narratives of five family-run hotels. Respect-
ively, three facets of family business as tradition are discussed: family
business as received tradition (Chapter 6), family business as enacted
tradition (Chapter 7), and family business as tradition to be transmit-
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ted (Chapter8).Aconceptual elaboration to the frameworkdeveloped
in Chapter 3 is provided in the second half of Chapter 8. Lastly, the
final chapter advocates the notion of reflexive tradition. Conclusions
are provided and questions for future research are raised.

Chapter 2
Tradition in Family Business: A Literature Review
In this chapter, I position the dissertation in the literature of family
business by addressing tradition as a specific topic in family business
studies.¹The chapter is organised into three parts. It starts firstlywith
a brief overview of the history of the family business field.The second
part reviews the studies on tradition in family business, which results
in five ways tradition is referred in the literature: as a set of assump-
tions, asa setofpractice, asa resource fororganisationalperformance,
as a barrier to organisational effectiveness, and as an organisational
goal. Acknowledging these five aspects, the third part concludes the
chapterwith twosuggestions:first, that a stronger theoretical ground-
ing isneeded to reinforce the extant literature and, second, that future
studies need to focus on considering tradition as a phenomenon to be
explained rather than to be assumed.
2.1 a brief history of the family business field
As a field of research, family business studies emerged from the field
ofmanagement studies.The “seedlings of family firm research,”write
Sharma, Melin and Nordqvist (2014, p. 2), “were sown in the early
1950s withCalder’s (1953) dissertation on the problems of small man-
ufacturing family firms”. As the interest on family business research
grew, the need to understand both the family systems and the busi-
ness systems demands a formal institution where a principal interest
in family business can be legitimised (Lansberg, 1993). This demand
was respondedby theestablishmentof theFamilyFirmInstitute in 1984
and Family Business Review in 1988 as a research publication outlet.
Throughout the 1980s, a notable wave of research in family business
began to flourish such as, to mention a few, Beckhard and Dyer Jr.
1. Apaper versionofChapter 2 andChapter 3 of this dissertationwas submitted to
the 2018 Family EnterpriseResearchConference (FERC) inGuadalajara,Mexico.The
paper was co-authoredwith Prof. Denise Fletcher.
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(1983), P. Davis (1983), Hollander and Elman (1988), and J. A. Davis
and Tagiuri (1989). Today, there are multiple publication outlets on
familybusiness research (particularly in theUSandEurope) andevery
year research conferenceson familybusiness researchareheld around
the world. Taken altogether, the recent body of literature on family
business represents a rich and wide variety of cross-disciplinary re-
search with a common interest: “to build knowledge on one specific
type of organisations—the family business” (Sharma et al., 2014, p. 1).
‘Family business’ is a subject of study that seems to be simple but
profoundly complex. One of the complexities is reflected in the de-
bate that has taken place to address the definitional problems of fam-
ily business (Astrachan,Klein&Smyrnios, 2002;Chrisman,Chua&
Sharma, 2005; Chua, Chrisman & Sharma, 1999; Litz, 1995; West-
head & Cowling, 1998). Among the earliest frameworks to under-
stand family business is the three-circle model, appears in Lansberg
(1988), where each circle represents the basic constituents in the fam-
ily business: the family, the owners, and themanagers. From another
angle, Litz (1995) proposes that a basic definition of a family business
should be based on the structure (i.e., the concentration of manage-
ment and ownership in the family) and the intention (i.e., the extent
towhich itsmembersendeavour toachieve,maintain, and/or increase
family-relatedness). In a study of family firms in the UK, Westhead
and Cowling (1998) highlight how the scale of family firms activity
in a country is highly sensitive to the definition being used. They ac-
knowledge four components of family business definition: (1) family
involvement and perception to be a family business, (2) proportion of
family ownership, (3) proportion of family members in the top man-
agement, and (4) inter-generational ownership transition (p. 34). Us-
ing these components,WestheadandCowling (1998,p.48) then show
how, among the firms surveyed, the family firm/non-family firm pro-
portion may fall from 79%–81% to 15% from the broadest definition
(using solely the perception or ownership) to the narrowest definition
(using all the components above).
Acknowledging the multiple ways to define a family business,
Chrisman, Chua and Sharma (2003) question the adequacy of defini-
tions thatarebasedonthecomponentsof involvement.“While thisap-
proach to defining family firmsmay be operationally convenient,” they
write, “it is theoreticallyunsatisfactorybecause it thenbegs thequestion
about what kind of firms classify themselves as family firms” (Chris-
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man, Chua & Sharma, 2003, p. 8, original emphases). Chrisman,
Chua and Sharma (2003) are alluding to the necessity to incorporate
intentionality in advancing familybusinessdefinition.Theyalsopoint
to the ‘sufficiency conditions’ thatmark thedifferencebetween,on the
one hand, the component-of-involvement approach that is based on
“the belief that family involvement is sufficient tomake a firm a family
business” (p. 9) and, on the other hand, the essence approach that is
based on “the belief that some formof family involvement is only a ne-
cessary condition” (p.9).The ‘essence’ of a familybusiness is thenelab-
orated, which is comprised of: (1) intention to maintain family con-
trol, (2)unique, inseparable, andsynergistic resourcesandcapabilities
arising from family involvement, (3) family-set vision and transgener-
ationality, and (4) the striving of such vision (Chrisman et al., 2003,
p. 9). For Astrachan et al. (2002), the concern remains on one thing:
the neglect that a “definition of family is oftenmissing” (p. 46).This is
to acknowledge the problems “where families and cultures differ not
only across geographical boundaries, but also over time” (p. 46). As-
trachan et al. (2002) then advocates a shift from the dichotomous cat-
egorisation of a family business, i.e. whether the business is family or
non-family, towards a continuum of family business to allow the ap-
preciation and comparison of family businesses.
Granted, the family business field to date has secured its legit-
imacy as a research domain. Family business is a contextually rich
and inherently multi-level subject of study (Sirmon, 2014) and it has
drawn a wide variety of fields in social sciences such as psychology,
family science, law, sociology, and anthropology to better understand
it (Sharma et al., 2014). To move the field forward, several calls for
future research direction have been proposed (for example, Sharma,
2004; Chrisman et al., 2005; De Massis, Frattini & Lichtenthaler,
2013; Zahra & Sharma, 2004). Among these calls, I am intrigued by
Zahra and Sharma (2004)who remind future research to the overdue
debt of the field.They argue that, as much as scholars have borrowed
fromotherfields insocial sciences tostudy familybusiness, it is ‘imper-
ative’ for the family business field to ‘give back’ and enrich these sister
disciplines (Zahra & Sharma, 2004, p. 336). In this dissertation, I re-
spond to their call to give back by exploring the concept of tradition.
As a first step, I look at the family business literature itself and exam-
ine how tradition is referred and conceptualised.
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2.2 tradition-related research in family business: a
review of the literature
Tradition is longstanding notion in family business research. Usually
paired with other aspects such as change and innovation, tradition is
commonlyarguedasan importantbasisof familybusinesscultureand
sustainability (Dyer, 1988;Handler, 1994;Carlock&Ward,2001;Sal-
vato, Chirico& Sharma, 2010; DeMassis et al., 2016). Tradition has
been picked as theme in several family business conferences: “Tradi-
tion or Entrepreneurship in the New Economy” in FBN 11th Annual
World Conference in London,UK; “Tradition and Innovation in Family
Business” in the 2015 International Family Enterprise Research Academy
(IFERA)AnnualConference inHamburg,Germany;and“FamilyTra-
ditions and Culture: Values and Legacy in Entrepreneurial Families”
in 2018 Family Enterprise Research Conference (FERC) in Guadalajara,
Mexico. Recent calls for papers also touch upon tradition: in Entre-
preneurship & Regional Development for the special issue on “Locality
and Internationalization of Family Firms” (Baù, Block, Discua Cruz
&Naldi, 2017), and in Journal of Business Ethics for the special issue on
“Values, Spirituality and Religion: Family Business and the Roots of
Sustainable Ethical Behaviour” (Astrachan, Baù, Astrachan & Cam-
popiano, 2017).
Attention to tradition seems to be enduring in family business re-
search. However, there is little effort to compile, review, and criticise
the body of research on tradition in family business. This relative ab-
sence begs the question of why is this the case. After performing a re-
viewof the literature—which Iwill present later—Ioffer two explana-
tions to this scarcity.On theonehand, itmaybe causedby the subsum-
ing of tradition under other concepts such as succession, culture, and
identity. If this is the case, then tradition is hidden and not addressed
as such but is already implied in them. On the other hand, tradition
might be such a common term that is of little interest for scholars
to review it. Unlike other more sophisticated terms that are available
in family business studies such as ‘socio-emotional wealth’ or ‘family-
centerednon-economicgoals’, theeverydaynessof theword ‘tradition’
might be at issue. Its use ranges frombeing a casual reference to some-
thingold, habitual, or obsolete, to amore elaboratedonewith specific
meanings attached to it.
In any case, it is telling to see that the closeness between family
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business and tradition has created an archetype of family business:
‘traditional’ family businesses are thosewhich are reluctant to change,
‘defensive’, and ‘dominated by paternalism’ (Johannisson & Huse,
2000,p. 361).Ofcourse,notall familybusinessesare ‘traditional’ even
though theyholdon to tradition and there are caseswhere family busi-
nesses are change-seeking and innovative through tradition (see, for
example, Aronoff & Ward, 2011). This apparent ambiguity presents
an opportunity for future research to engage with the complexities of
tradition. In the next sections, I take the task to compile, review, and
reflect upon the body of literature thus far produced related to tradi-
tion in family business. Iwill discussfirst themethodof retrieving and
compiling the literature and then followed by the presentation of the
findings.
2.2.1 Method
To retrieve the literature, I set out two complementary protocols: a
general search and an expanded search. First, a general searchwas car-
ried out through Scopus, which is preferred due to its ease of use (in
comparison toWeb of Science) and precision of search fields (in com-
parison toGoogle Scholar). As atNovember 2017, a search on Scopus
with the search keywords of “family business”OR “family firm”AND
“tradition” within ‘Article title, Abstract, Keywords’ resulted in 99
entries for all types of documents.²The 99 entries on the topic of tra-
dition were then exported to a spreadsheet format to be examined re-
garding their relevance based on the context in which the word ‘tradi-
tion’ is used and/or related to family business.This screening process
included: the exclusion of duplicate book chapters and papers, public-
ations in non-social sciences (such as engineering andmedicine), and
papers in which tradition is mentioned not in the context of family
business. This filtering process yielded relevant entries of 37 papers
which are outlined in Table 2.1.
Second, an expanded search was carried out with the purpose to
find the literature that are illustrative to the categories of tradition
that emerge fromthe review.At this stage,GoogleScholar ispreferred
since it retrieves a broader set of entries. Through this search, I ad-
2. This number is relatively small in comparison to other topics such as “succes-
sion” which resulted in 443 entries for article-type document alone, or “culture” which
resulted in 198 entries for article-type document.
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ded 14 articles that most relevantly address the themes that were de-
veloped. A summary of the literature added through the expanded
search is provided in Table 2.2.
2.2.2 Categorising tradition in family business research
Althoughthere isnoclearpattern, I foundthat someearly studies tend
to conceptualise tradition more deeply (Barry, 1989; Casson, 1999;
Dyer, 1988) while some recent studies tend to instrumentalise tra-
dition for innovation (De Massis et al., 2016; Ingram et al., 2016;
Vrontis et al., 2016). In other articles, tradition is mentioned without
much elaboration on the precise meaning which made it difficult to
infer a meaningful theme. Yet, it is clear that there are differences in
both the extent of engagement and the sense of meaning implied by
the term. Hence, I found it more useful to organise the literature by
focusing on exemplary articles which show the variety of emphases
when tradition is referred by the authors.This process resulted in five
distinct but interrelated categories of tradition in family business: (1)
tradition as a set of assumptions, (2) tradition as a set of practice, (3)
traditionasa resource fororganisationalperformance, (4) traditionas
a barrier to organisational effectiveness, and (5) tradition as an organ-
isational goal.The remaining of this chapter is dedicated to elaborate
on each of these categories.
traditionasasetofassumptions Tradition isoftenconstrued
as a set of assumptions that are highlighted as underlying the beha-
viours of family business members. Dyer (1988) is one of the early
scholarswho incorporate tradition in the typificationofcultures in the
family business. He delineates four types of culture-i.e., paternalistic,
laissez-faire, participative, and professional-where each type holds a
different set of assumptions related to the nature of relationships, hu-
man nature, the nature of truth, the orientation towards the environ-
ment, the nature of human activity, universalism/particularism, and
time. Inparticular,Dyer argues that tradition is strongly related to the
paternalistic culture which is based on the assumptions of (1) having
a time orientation towards the past, and (2) that ‘truth’ resides in the
founderor the family of the founder.Drawing fromthe studyofAmer-
ican family firms, he suggests that:
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Table 2.1. List of articles with ‘tradition’ in article title, abstract, and
keywords. Source: Scopus. (Continued on the next page)
No. Year Publication outlet Author(s) Title
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2014
2014
British Food Journal
European Journal of
International
Management
Journal of Co-operative
Organization and
Management
Academy of
Management
Perspectives
British Food Journal
Entrepreneurship:
Theory and Practice
Business History
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Journal of Economic
History
Service Business
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Journal of Small
Business
Management
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Giacosa, Ferraris, and
Monge
Scuotto, Del Giudice,
Holden, and
Mattiacci
Moskovich and
Achouch
DeMassis, Frattini,
Kotlar, Petruzzelli,
andWright
Vrontis, Bresciani,
and Giacosa
Ingram, Lewis,
Barton, and
Gartner
Edvinsson
Kamei, Boussaguet,
D'Andria, and
Jourdan
Khan
Lee and Shin
O’Gorman, Brophy,
and Clinton
Yoo, Schenkel, and
Kim
Uddin, Bose, and
Ferdausi
How to strengthen the business
model of an Italian family food
business
Entrepreneurial settingswithin
global family firms: Research
perspectives from cross-
cultural knowledge
management studies
Family home culture and
management-employee
relationships: Comparing two
kibbutz factories
Innovation through tradition:
Lessons from innovative family
businesses and directions for
future research
Tradition and innovation in Italian
wine family businesses
Paradoxes and Innovation in
Family Firms: The Role of
Paradoxical Thinking
Standing in the shadow of the
corporation:Women’s
contribution to Swedish family
business in the early twentieth
century
The transfer of small and
medium-sized Japanese family
businesses to the younger
generation: Narratives by
student-successors
InvisibleWomen:
Entrepreneurship, Innovation,
and Family Firms in
Nineteenth-Century France
Marketing tradition-bound
products through storytelling:
a case study of a Japanese
sake brewery
Teelingwhiskey company: A
tradition of family
entrepreneurship andwhiskey
distilling
Examining the impact of
inherited succession identity
on family firm performance
Push and pull factors of
entrepreneurs in Khulna city,
Bangladesh
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Table 2.1. List of articles with ‘tradition’ in article title, abstract, and
keywords. Source: Scopus. (Continued on the next page)
No. Year Publication outlet Author(s) Title
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
2014
2014
2014
2012
2012
2012
2012
2011
2010
2010
2010
2009
2009
2008
2008
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Asian Social Science
Europe’s Journal of
Psychology
Corporate
Communications
Asia Pacific Journal of
Tourism Research
World Development
Business History
World Review of
Entrepreneurship,
Management and
Sustainable
Development
Journal of Small
Business and
Enterprise
Development
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
International Journal of
Wine Business
Research
Marketing Intelligence
and Planning
International Journal of
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Family Business Review
International Journal of
Qualitative Studies in
Education
Dodd, Theoharakis,
and Bisignano
Abdullah, Azmi, Zin,
Chee, and Yusoff
Ruggieri, Pozzi, and
Ripamonti
Blombäck and
Ramírez-Pasillas
Chan and Quah
Zhang and Pan
Yacob
Smith
Trevinyo-Rodríguez
and Bontis
Pistrui, Murphy, and
Deprez-Sims
Dufour and Steane
Byrom and Lehman
Vadnjal and Letonja
Lumpkin, Martin,
andVaughn
Dingus
Organizational renewal in family
firms
Interaction between Chinese
family business and cultural
differences in Malaysia
Italian family business cultures
involved in the generational
change
Exploring the logics of corporate
brand identity formation
Start-up Factors for Small and
Medium-sized
Accommodation Businesses in
Sabah, Malaysia: Push and Pull
Factors
Women’s Entry into Self-
employment in Urban China:
The Role of Family in Creating
GenderedMobility Patterns
Trans-generational renewal as
managerial succession: The
BehnMeyer story (1840-2000)
The role of storyboards and
scrapbooks in propagating
entrepreneurial value in family
business settings
Family ties and emotions: A
missing piece in the
knowledge transfer puzzle
The transgenerational family
effect on newventure growth
strategy
Building a good solid familywine
business: CasellaWines
Coopers Brewery: Heritage and
innovationwithin a family firm
Albanian businesses in Slovenia:
A need, an opportunity or just
a tradition?
Family orientation: Individual-
level influences on family firm
outcomes
‘Our family business was
education’: Professional
socialization among
intergenerational African-
American teaching families
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Table 2.1. List of articles with ‘tradition’ in article title, abstract, and
keywords. Source: Scopus. (Continued from the previous page)
No. Year Publication outlet Author(s) Title
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
2007
2006
2005
2005
2004
2003
1998
1994
1989
Journal ofWorkplace
Learning
Management Decision
Family Business Review
Asia Pacific Business
Review
Geoforum
EuropeanManagement
Journal
Family Business Review
American Ethnologist
Family Business Review
Elsey and Tse
Hamilton
Hubler
Kopnina
Pallares-Barbera,
Tulla, andVera
Leenders andWaarts
Vago
Greenhalgh
Barry
Changing the behaviour of
traditional bakers in a Chinese
multi-family owned food
company throughworkplace
action learning in Hong Kong
Narratives of enterprise as epic
tragedy
Forgiveness as an intervention in
family-owned business: A new
beginning
Familymatters? Recruitment
methods and cultural
boundaries in Singapore
Chinese small andmedium
enterprises
Spatial loyalty and territorial
embeddedness in themulti-
sector clustering of the
Berguedà region in Catalonia
(Spain)
Competitiveness and evolution
of family businesses: The role
of family and business
orientation
Multiple roles in serving families
in business
De-Orientalizing the Chinese
family firm
The Development of
Organization Structure in the
Family Firm
[s]ome paternalistic firms tend to be oriented to the past. Carrying on
the founder’s and family’s legacy is the primary aim of the owning family.
Thus, time-worntraditionsareat thecenterof theculture.Otherpaternal-
istic firms tend to be very present oriented. Although theymaintain some
traditions, they focus on current problems and needs and quickly change
tomeet new threats. (Dyer, 1988, p. 41)
In contrast toDyer (1988)which discusses the underlying assump-
tions that are found on the business side of the family business, Johan-
nisson and Huse (2000) address the cultures of the board of directors
in the family business. In their study on Swedish small family firms,
they argue that family businesses are at an ‘ideological intersection’ (p.
357)between the family institutionasan ideology (paternalism), entre-
preneurship as an ideology (entrepreneurialism), andmanagement as
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Table 2.2.Listof selectedarticleswith ‘tradition’ in the full text.Source:
Google Scholar.
No. Year Publication outlet Author(s) Title
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
2017
2012
2010
2010
2007
2002
2001
2001
2000
2000
1999
1997
1997
1988
Family Business Review
Family Business Review
International Small
Business Journal
Family Business Review
Entrepreneurship and
Regional
Development
Family Business Review
Family Business Review
Family Business Review
Family Business Review
Entrepreneurship and
Regional
Development
Scandinavian Economic
History Review
Family Business Review
International Studies of
Management and
Organization
Family Business Review
Nelson and
Constantinidis
Berrone and Cruz
Chirico and
Nordqvist
Parada, Nordqvist,
and Gimeno
Johannisson et al.
Koiranen
García-Álvarez and
López-Sintas
Hall, Melin,
Nordqvist
Santiago
Johannisson and
Huse
Casson
Cole
Mariussen,
Wheelock, and
Baines
Dyer
Sex and Gender in Family Business
Succession Research: A Review
and ForwardAgenda From a
Social Construction Perspective
Socioemotional wealth in family
firms: Theoretical dimensions,
assessment approaches, and
agenda for future research
Dynamic capabilities and trans-
generational value creation in
family firms: The role of
organizational culture
Institutionalizing the Family
Business: The Role of
Professional Associations in
Fostering a Change ofValues
Interstanding the industrial
district: Contrasting conceptual
images as a road to insight
Over 100 Years ofAge but Still
EntrepreneuriallyActive in
Business: Exploring theValues
and Family Characteristics of
Old Finnish Family Firms
A taxonomy of founders based on
values: The root of family
business heterogeneity
Entrepreneurship as Radical
Change in the Family Business:
Exploring the Role of Cultural
Patterns
Succession experiences in
Philippine family businesses
Recruiting outside boardmembers
in the small family business: An
ideological challenge
The economics of the family firm
Women in Family Business
The family business tradition in
Britain and Norway:
Modernization and reinvention?
Culture and Continuity in Family
Firms
an ideology (managerialism).A familybusinesswithpaternalismideo-
logy, they explain, is where a business is characterised by a “clan struc-
turewhere the hierarchy is structured by seniority andkinship ties” (p.
359). Tradition is suggested to impose a mental restriction upon the
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operations of the family firm to the extent that “everyday life becomes
as important as maintaining traditions and building a future for gen-
erations to come” (p. 359).Barry (1989) adds to this viewbyalluding to
‘traditional authority’where authority is held exclusively by the family,
and this mode of authority takes precedence over the ‘rational-legal’
(Barry, 1989, p. 303). In Lumpkin, Martin and Vaughn (2008), tradi-
tion isdescribedaspersists throughtimeandserves toperpetuate fam-
ily beliefs which constitute what is ‘right’ for the family.
In the footstep of Dyer (1988), Leenders and Waarts (2003) add
to the typification of family businesses by making the distinction
between two dimensions which are family orientation and business
orientation. Of particular interest here is the category of Family Life
Tradition.Companies in this categoryaredescribedashavinga strong
family orientation and weak business orientation.The authors argue
that “these companies feel that involving familymembers strengthens
the business in general, that childrenmust be involved in the business
at an early stage, and, preferably, that one of them should be the suc-
cessor” (Leenders &Waarts, 2003, p. 689). Their findings also show
that Family Life Tradition companies score the highest among other
categories in terms of trust, social control, motivated employees, and
atmosphere. The study also suggests that Family Life Tradition com-
panies would not trade higher business orientationwith the lost in at-
mosphere and harmony.
The predominant assumption and expectation that the business
must be passed over from the father to his (first) son are captured by
what iswidely knownas primogeniture. In the literature, this assump-
tion usually comes to the fore in the context of family business suc-
cession (Barnes, 1988;Cole, 1997;Hollander&Bukowitz, 1990;Nel-
son&Constantinidis, 2017). As a set of assumptions, primogeniture
is considered as “themost sacred family business rules” which inhibit
the likelihood of women in the family to inherit and run the company
(Cole, 1997, p. 355). A recent review of the literature on family busi-
ness succession noted how primogeniture is often “presented as a tra-
dition” and that this ‘monolithic expectation’ of the eldest son assum-
ing control over the family business is currently being challenged and
questioned (Nelson&Constantinidis, 2017, p. 226).
Another way in which tradition is construed as an assumption
manifests not in the kind of rules or expectation that are held but in
the degree to which values are shared among people. Defined in this
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way, tradition is seen to include “recognition of a shared history and
the practices that serve to connect family members to one another”
(Lumpkin et al., 2008, p. 131). Shared family histories provide a sense
of connectednesswith the predecessors, and individualswith a strong
orientation towards the family are more likely to resort to tradition
to reach consensus (Lumpkin et al., 2008). In their study on an indus-
trial region inSweden,Lumpkinetal. (2008,p. 542)acknowledge that
tradition comes hand-in-hand with religion and family to construct
“a shared value basis that guides firms as commercial agents.” Tradi-
tion becomes salient through the sharedness of values acrossmultiple
arenas in the region.Theregion,Gnosjö, is described tohavea “strong
tradition in business creation” and these values are further reinforced
through churches, social associations, trade unions, and trade associ-
ations (Johannisson et al., 2007, pp. 542–543).
To consider tradition as shared values allow for a shift from see-
ing the kind of assumptions, rules, and expectation that are upheld,
towards seeing the sharedness of assumption among a group of people
in the business. In this way, to have a tradition does not always mean
being traditional.Oneexamplegivenabove is theuseof the term ‘busi-
ness tradition’. Another example is shown inAronoffandWard (2011)
where family businesses can create a ‘tradition of change’ by “creat-
ing and sustaining a culture in which change is the norm and every-
body, not just the CEO, is encouraged to take responsibility for new
ideasandtheir implementation” (Aronoff&Ward,2011,p.79). In this
respect, the interest is in the endorsement of particular values to be
spread and shared throughout the organisation.
tradition as a set of practices Thenotion of tradition as a set
ofpractices refers toaparticularwayofdoingwhichoften involves spe-
cific techniques or procedures. Tradition as practice is closely related
to tradition as a set of assumptions since one can also be an indication
of the another. But they are also different in that the emphasis ismore
towards theenactmentof traditionand, in somecases, this enactment
is industry-related. For example, in a study of a UK printing industry
familybusinesses,Barry (1989) is implicit indefining traditionasprac-
ticewhenheargues that “[i]n somefields, the emphasis [of familybusi-
nesses] is not on running a business but in continuing a craft tradi-
tion [as] reflected in the use of such terms asmaster printer ormaster
builder” (Barry, 1989, p. 298). Stressing the printing industry, Barry
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highlights that “pride in craft skills often results in a far higher stand-
ardofworkbeingproduced than is requiredor appreciatedby custom-
ers” (p.298).Asaresult, ‘legendsregardingpastachievements’ arepro-
duced alongside the sense of continuity of history (p. 298). Tradition,
then, is a result of the considerable time and efforts invested in the
mastery of a craft, which will have some repercussions when it comes
to change and technological advancements, a themewhichwill be dis-
cussed later.
Similar to Barry (1989) is a study by Mariussen et al. (1997) that
compares theBritishmicrobusinesses in theservice industryandNor-
wegian family businesses in the fishing industry. Given the focus on
tradition as a practice, for themoment I will focus on theNorwegian
context. Two fishing communities in Norway were examined in the
study where one is described as “dominated by the tradition of dried-
fish” in contrast to the other region which is reported to have under-
gone “a rapid modernization process” (Mariussen et al., 1997, p. 68).
For the family businesses in these communities, working in the fish-
ing industry implies “a continuation of a way of life and identity” (p.
74). In this respect, tradition is “a gift from the father to his children
[and] also a practice, a way of organizing, and a technology that [is]
transferred to the next generation through a socialization in which
sons and daughters work in the family business” (Mariussen et al.,
1997, p. 80). By contrasting the two different industries in two differ-
ent countries,Mariussen et al. (1997) acknowledge that traditionmay
also transcend from the continuation of practice to the continuation
of values that underlie the practice. As they put it, for some actors tra-
dition is “reflexively redefined from being a submission to the institu-
tionalized values of old practices and organizational procedures into
adedication to the entrepreneurial values of the father” (Mariussen et
al., 1997, p. 80).This insight also relates to the perspective of tradition
as a set of shared values-valueswhich are akey componentof tradition
as practice.
The close connection between tradition, craft, and the family busi-
ness is also examined through economic theories. By highlighting
the dynastic element of family firms—that is, the inter-generational
relationships—Casson (1999) argues that “[d]ynastic firms are well
suited to craft-based industries where the optimal scale of produc-
tion is small” (p. 11). In alignment to his contemporaries in the fam-
ily business field such as Lansberg (1999) and Ayres (1998), Casson
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(1999) also suggests that the inter-generational relationships compel
the younger generation to take stewardship responsibilities. He then
draws a relation between stewardship, tradition, and methods (prac-
tices):
The emphasis on stewardship also explains the concern with tradition
within the familyfirm. It isnotonly thenameof the family thatneeds tobe
maintained, but also themethods of doing business. (Casson, 1999, p. 18)
By linking together the notion of stewardship, the concern on tra-
dition, and the continuity of practices, Casson postulates that family
firms are in advantagewhenoperating in craft-based industrieswhere
initiation, learning, and trust are at the centre of the business as op-
posed to science-based industries which depend highly on what he
calls ‘professionally-qualified people’. For him,
[t]he advantage of the dynastic firm lies in the special training that it gives
to family members, who have the opportunity to learn about all the dif-
ferent aspects of the production process. It is assumed that this family
training is of greatest value in traditional industries, especially industries
where small-scale artisan or craftproductionmethods are dominant. Pro-
fessional training, by contrast, is of greatest value in mass-production
science-based industries. (Casson, 1999, p. 20)
To be noted, there are simplifications in Casson’s attempt to the-
orise the economics of family firms. The dichotomies between craft-
based industries and science-based industries, and between profes-
sional labour and family labour are among theparts thatmanagement
and organisation theorists will question.Nonetheless, it is worth not-
ing also that his analysis was performed in the context where fam-
ily firms were predominantly viewed, by economists, as small and
medium-sized enterprises. In this light,Cassonwas attempting todis-
entangle between the implication of size and family control as well
as the presumption that all family businesses are small. Finally, his
analyses are insightful not only in explaining that there is a relation
between family firms, tradition, and crafts, but also that family con-
trol and dynastic motive are markers of the distinctiveness of family
business.
tradition as a resource for organisational performance
Tradition as a resource alludes to the instrumentality of tradition for
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organisational ends. In this meaning of the term, the role of tradi-
tion is to enable the achievement of something else. To start, Green-
halgh (1994) takes an ethnological interest in family business by ex-
amining tradition in family businesses in connection with the na-
tional/regional culture. Her ethnographic study of Taiwanese fam-
ily businesses challenges the predominant Orientalist assertion that
Chinese rapid economic development is a natural reflection of the
‘traditional Confucian culture’, which is comprised of familism, col-
lectivism, and mutual benefit. She argues instead that family firms
were created as “a political construction of the family/firm head, who
was pressed to build his firm out of family resources by several fea-
tures of the national and global political economies” (Greenhalgh,
1994, p. 746). In particular, Greenhalgh (1994) specifies three ways
the Chinese family tradition is manipulated: first, by finding a way
“to attract family labour to the enterprise and employ it in a variety
of tasks requiring trust” (Greenhalgh, 1994, p. 759); second, by “dis-
couraging active resistance to the unequal distribution of resources
and authority [while] dissuading those at the bottom—generally fe-
male kin—from pressing for more independence and responsibility”
(p. 759); and third, by “keeping those at the top—usually male kin—
from leaving” (p. 759). By addressing both the discourses at the na-
tional and the family level, Greenhalgh sheds light on how tradition
is not always benign and praiseworthy, and at times it is appropriated
by local actors for economic purposes. Among others, her study also
highlights the gendered and generational power relations on some
practices such as ‘unpaid family labour’ (p. 749).
In Hubler (2005), tradition is referred in terms of the family’s re-
ligious values and it is highlighted as a resource for resolving family
conflicts that often plague the family business. Drawing from his per-
sonal experience in consulting family businesses, Hubler (2005) de-
vises what he calls the ‘forgiveness ritual’ by “ritualizing the process
of forgiveness, drawing on the family’s tradition of religious values
and creating a ceremony that draws on the family’s fundamental val-
ues of love, generosity, and sense of abundance” (Hubler, 2005, p. 96).
The forgiveness ritual is espoused tohave several functionswhich con-
verge to induce “a healing process that allows the family to start anew
in a positive way and go forward” (p. 102). In a similar vein, Lumpkin
et al. (2008) argue that shared family histories provide a sense of con-
nectedness with the predecessors, and individuals with a strong ori-
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entation towards the family are more likely to resort to tradition to
reach consensus.
In marketing and branding, tradition is found to be one of the
resource bases for family business managers to develop marketing
strategies as well as brand identity. On the one hand, Byrom and Leh-
man(2009)presentacase studyonafifth-generationAustralianbrew-
ing company and highlight the company’s rich history and tradition.
Expressed in terms of “having a ‘traditional’ feel” (Byrom&Lehman,
2009, p. 519), the feelingof traditionwas created through thephysical
design of the products, the interior of the main administration build-
ing, and the choice of the names of products. Blombäck andRamírez-
Pasillas (2012), on the other hand, investigated brand identity form-
ation process in select small and medium-sized family businesses in
Sweden.Through a discourse analysis, they reveal three different pro-
cesses for the selectionand formationof corporatebrand identity.Tra-
dition,with anemphasis inhistory, is found tobepart of the resources
formanagers to construct brand identity.
Tradition is also argued as a managerial resource for corporate
communications. In Lee and Shin (2014), attention is given to the
storytelling of a nearly 300 years old family-owned Japanese sake
brewery. With a generational involvement that spans nine genera-
tions, the family business is described to be rich in history and tradi-
tion.Storytellingwas found tobecentral in the reinventionof the sake
industry as well in winning the trust of the customers. In particular,
Lee and Shin (2014) argue that the customers may experience tradi-
tion through different senses such as by touching,watching, smelling,
tasting, and feeling.
Departing from the resource-based view, De Massis et al. (2016)
position tradition as a theoretical basis for product innovation
strategy. They draw from Shils (1981) and Hibbert and Huxham
(2010) and define tradition as past knowledge pertinent to both the
firm itself and the territory in which the firm is located. The authors
then integrate the resource-based view of the firm with the notion
of dynamic capabilities of the firm to argue that long-lasting family
businesses “benefit from their privileged access to past knowledge
and that the innovation success of these firms can be explained by
their ability to leverage tradition to develop successful new products”
(De Massis et al., 2016, p. 97). Their case studies on Italian family
businesses shows how tradition as past knowledge feeds into the in-
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novationprocess throughwhichnewproduct functionalities andnew
meanings are produced. Still in the Italian context, two recent studies
on five-generation-old family business in the food and wine industry
show how the combination of tradition and innovation contribute
to the competitive advantage of the business (Giacosa, Ferraris &
Monge, 2017; Vrontis et al., 2016). In these studies, it is argued that
both product innovation and process innovation are grounded in the
company’s respect to traditions.
tradition as a barrier to organisational effectiveness
Tradition as a barrier refers to the inhibitive characteristics that are
effected by tradition. In this sense, tradition is seen as the downside
consequence of upholding or practicing a particular tradition, and of
thecommitment to traditionasanendoragoal for thebusiness.Tradi-
tion, especiallywhen it is discriminative andoppressive, is considered
as a barrier when it manifests in the forms of primogeniture, pat-
riarchy, and paternalism, which discriminate family members to as-
sumecontrol of thefirm (Cole, 1997;Nelson&Constantinidis, 2017).
InGarcía-ÁlvarezandLópez-Sintas (2001), for example, they suggest
that the limited growthof businesseswhose founders value human re-
lations, ethical orientation, and family sense are likely to be caused
by family tradition. In a similar vein, Barry (1989) illustrates a a case
where tradition is a barrier to technological change. By drawing con-
nection between tradition and craft, Barry further explains how, espe-
cially in theprinting industrywhich involves specific technologies, the
emphasis on continuing tradition has a consequence if one is too at-
tached to it.
In relation to culture, Hall et al. (2001) longitudinally examine
the change process of two family businesses and found that a ‘strong
culture’ may be evidenced in the resistance to change and that tradi-
tions can be a burden that stifles entrepreneurship. In other words,
the preservation of the “traditional ways of thinking and acting” is
detrimental to the continuity of the family business (Hall et al., 2001,
p.206).ChiricoandNordqvist (2010)buildonDyer (1988)andHall et
al. (2001) and take tradition as part of the paternalistic culture which
contributes to family inertia.Theyargue thatpaternalismimpedes the
realisationofchangeandwhilst cultureandtraditionarean important
part in family businesses, it is equally important for them to “unlearn,
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relearn and adopt newways of thinking and doing business” (Chirico
&Nordqvist, 2010, p. 500).
Lastly, Parada,Nordqvist andGimeno (2010) draw from the insti-
tutional theory and investigate the change process of guiding values
in Spanish family businesses.They found that, from time to time, val-
ues and tradition are not static—some values remain while some oth-
ers change. In one of the cases, they observe that ‘patriarch tradition’
and ‘first-born tradition’—also known as primogeniture—were aban-
doned in favour of new values such as ‘business as patrimony’ and the
‘freedom to choose’ (Parada et al., 2010, p. 361). Their study shows
not only that some values and traditions are barriers but also that con-
straining traditions are abandoned for the continuity of the business
and the family. Similarly, a study on a sample of Korean family firms
suggests that non-first-son-inherited firms perform better than first-
son-inherited firms since the formermay avoid the barrier associated
with ’family tradition’ that are imposed on the first-son successors
(Yoo et al., 2014).
tradition as an organisational goal Apart from a set of as-
sumptions and a set of practices, tradition is also salient in the literat-
ure as anorganisational goal in familybusiness.This category iswhere
businesses can be said to be “driven by the family tradition” as their
aspiration (Koiranen, 2002, p. 183). Construed as an end, tradition
retains the meaning that is similar to legacy—i.e., tradition is some-
thing to be passed over to the next generation.This notion is sugges-
ted in Dyer (1988) where, in some paternalistic businesses, “carrying
on the founder’s and family’s legacy is the primary aim of the owning
family” (p. 41). Tradition as an end is often inseparable from tradition
as a practice. To return to Barry (1989), the practice of a method im-
plies the expectation of its continuation by the next generation.Mari-
ussen et al. (1997) allude to this sense of meaning where the practice
of a tradition is seen as the passing over of tradition as a ‘gift’which, in
turn, will continue to be passed over to the next generation.
In addition, some studies attribute tradition to the family’s non-
financial goals (Zellweger, Nason, Nordqvist & Brush, 2013). For ex-
ample, tradition is incorporated in the concept of ‘socioemotional
wealth’ (Berrone & Cruz, 2012; Gómez-Mejía et al., 2014). Firstly
appears in (Gómez-Mejía & Haynes, 2007), socioemotional wealth
broadly refers to the social and emotional (non-economic) aspects of
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the familybusiness that fulfill the family’s affectiveneeds including the
“ retention of a strong family identity [and] continuation of the fam-
ily dynasty” (Berrone & Cruz, 2012, p. 262). Tradition also appears
frequently in the literature as a ‘commitment to’ tradition (P. Davis,
1983;Lansberg&Astrachan, 1994;Santiago,2000;Sharma&Irving,
2005). Lansberg and Astrachan (1994, p. 43), for example, propose
that families with a high commitment to the business “view the firm
as a continuing legacy in which the family’s traditions, identity, and
culture are embodied.”Within this line, Santiago (2000) on his study
on family businesses in thePhilippines found that,when families view
their business as a legacy, they are willing to “sacrifice personal con-
cerns for the benefit of the long-term survival of the business” (p. 30).
Similarly, Sharma and Irving (2005, p. 22) suggest that family busi-
ness successors that are expected to assume leadership feel a sense of
“obligation toward maintaining the accepted norms and family tradi-
tions”.The concept of tradition as a legacy is present also in Lumpkin
et al. (2008) with the development of ’family orientation’.
2.3 a way forward in research on tradition
‘Tradition and change’ is acknowledged to be part of family business
dualities (Melin & Salvato, 2012) and paradoxes (Schuman, Stutz &
Ward, 2010; Ingramet al., 2016). Adding to this view, in this chapter I
have shown that there are five categories inwhich tradition is referred,
interpreted, and taken into account in family business studies.While
tradition is an enduring concept in family business studies, it is sur-
prising to notice that studies that squarely and deeply address tradi-
tion remain relatively limited. To move forward, some questions can
be raised such as: How does tradition emerge in the first place?Why
tradition seem to exertmore power in one family business and less in
another? As it were, tradition has been referred in many ways, but re-
mains largely under-theorised.
In Figure 2.1, I use the image of a tree as ametaphor to synthesise
the literature and suggest the ways forward. As a heuristic device, this
metaphor serves to highlight the current state of tradition-related re-
searchaswell as thepotential for further inquiries.First, the treemeta-
phor is used to show that tradition is an observable phenomenon in
family business studies. In Figure 2.1, this is shown by signifying tra-
dition as the ‘tree trunk’. ‘Tradition’ is a phenomenon that both the
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Under-explored
theoretical roots
Observable phenomenon
Contextual ground
Unexplored branches
Tradition
As a set of assumptions
As a set of practices
As a resource
As a barrier
As a goal
Figure 2.1. Tradition, its branches, and under-explored theoretical
roots. Source: author’s own elaboration.
researchers and the practitioners can see in its everyday terminology.
Second, the metaphor is drawn to put into perspective that the five
categories of tradition suggested in this chapter are carriers of more
specific aspects that are attached to them. Tradition as a resource,
for example, is a theme which includes various parts such as product
and service innovation, business creation, marketing and branding
strategy, and so forth. On the figure, this is represented by the ‘twigs’
through which finer details emerge.Third, the tree metaphor repres-
ents that thereareotherbranches that remainunexploredandthat the
branches that thus farexploredarepartof thepotentially largerareaof
inquiry.These unexplored areas might still be obscured partly by the
limits imposed by the perspective takenby the researchers in studying
the phenomenon.
Fourth, the metaphor illustrates that tradition emerges not in a
contextual vacuumbut as an outcome of various contextual elements.
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On thefigure, this contextuality is illustrated by the ‘soil’ onwhich the
tree is embedded.Families, businesses, communities, regions, andna-
tions are among the contexts that give rise to tradition.The fact that
the tree is observable should remind future researchers that its observ-
ability is made possible through its embeddedness in the soil. Thus,
further examination to what constitutes the ‘soil’ upon which tradi-
tion grows may help to explain why tradition manifests in different
ways across different family businesses, noting that there is amultipli-
city of family businesses around the world. Finally, the treemetaphor
is to put into question the common assertion that tradition is the root
of family business behaviours, cultures, and strategies. Traditionmay
be perceived appropriately as the root. However, while asserting that
it is the root, the literaturehas forgotten toacknowledge that there are
roots ofwhat is construed as the root. In otherwords, it is the theoret-
ical roots of tradition that are left largely unexamined.This neglect is
what future research should address.
If to seek for the root is to go back in time, then P. Davis and
Stern (1988)—published in the very first issue of Family Business Re-
view—havehinted towards an important direction. “Traditions,” they
posit, “have an immediacy and a tangibility through their association
with the folklore of the family” (P.Davis&Stern, 1988, pp. 81–82). To
take their argument further, one can askhowdoes tradition then exer-
cise such ‘immediacy’ and ‘tangibility’?Throughwhatmeans?Perhaps
there are clues in this statement.Maybe future research should exam-
ine ‘folkores’ as one of the areas of inquiry. By examining the theoret-
ical roots of tradition, not only to reinforce the foundation of the ex-
isting body of literature, but also to inspire future research so that the
‘fruits’ can enrich other fields of social science.
To conclude, I will end this chapter by offering a stance to take tra-
ditionasaperspective in familybusiness research.This stance isdevised
as a response to the restrictions that are imposed by current ways of
approaching tradition. To take one example, it has been the case to
date that, as a concept, tradition is approached from the lens of innov-
ation. That is, tradition is ‘visible’ for its utility in innovation.While
this angle is fruitful to highlight the potential of tradition as an or-
ganisational resource, but itmay aswell be that this innovation-based
perspective on tradition in family business restricts other insights. To
overcomethis limitation, Ipropose thata ‘traditiontheory’ is required
for tradition to stand on its own right. A new set of vocabulary—less
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burdened by the researchers’ expectation of tradition to be instru-
mental for organisational ends—needs to be devised.
There are several potentials in taking tradition as a perspective in
family business research. I will outline two of them, which will be ex-
plored further in this dissertation. Firstly, tradition connects the dif-
ferent levels of analysis such as the individual-level, the family-level,
the organisational-level, the societal-level, the industry-level, as well
as the national-level. As Greenhalgh (1994) has demonstrated, by ad-
dressing tradition from a discursive point of view and relating it with
the contexts through which tradition is produced, modified, and re-
produced, research on traditionmay illuminate the tensions and con-
tradictions betweenmultiple levels of analysis. Secondly, researching
traditionmay contribute to the streamof studies that take family busi-
nessascritical social science (Fletcher,2014).Acritical stance tosocial
science seeks to uncover the basic assumptions of a phenomenon and
the concept of tradition canbe apoint of departure for this inquiry.To
examine tradition criticallymeans putting tradition into questionnot
with the pretension to reject or vilify it, but with the spirit of under-
standing how andwhy tradition is possible in the first place, as well as
how andwhy they are perpetuated.
Hence, to relate back to the tree metaphor, to take tradition as a
perspective for family business research is to attend, appreciate, exam-
ine, question, and understand the various aspects that construct the
phenomenon of tradition. Accordingly, this perspective comes with a
caution: the explanatory power of tradition cannot be fully realised
only by showing that it has a role or that tradition is present (or co-
present with another phenomenon). More fundamentally, one must
takeonestep forward (orbackward) toexplainhowandwhysuchpres-
ence is possible so that the ‘branches’ canbebetterunderstoodand the
‘fruits’ can be enriched. Having examined the family business literat-
ure, I found that a stronger theoretical grounding to the notion of tra-
dition is necessary. In the next chapter, I take this task and set out to
find the theoretical roots of tradition.
Chapter 3
AReading of Shils, Giddens, Vansina, Hobsbawm, and
MacIntyre: Finding theTheoretical Roots of Tradition
In the previous chapter, I have reviewed the various ways tradition is
referred and used in the family business scholarship. Tradition is re-
cursive, and it manifests in multiple forms as a set of assumptions,
practice, a means, a barrier, and an end in the family business. In this
respect, the primary problem in the family business scholarship is less
about the roles of tradition andmore about the lackof attention to the
definition of tradition itself. In other words, tradition has been taken
in the scholarship as ontologically unproblematic. As a result, the gen-
eral uses of tradition come across as arbitrary and disconnected from
the larger scientific discourse such is that in social science.¹ It remains
an open questionwhy there has been little reflection to the theoretical
basis of tradition.This neglect is surprising since a body of knowledge
on the properties of tradition exists in other fields such as sociology,
history, anthropology, andmoral philosophy.
Presented with the above situation, this chapter seeks to de-reify
the notion of ‘tradition’. In doing so, this chapter aims to bridge the
conceptualdisconnectionbetweenwhathasbeenfound in familybusi-
ness studies on the one hand andwhat has been developed and elabor-
ated in other fields of social sciences on the other. This bridge is ne-
cessary not only because it will establish a continuity fromone field to
another, but also because it may strengthen the foundation of family
business inquiry where tradition is a fundamental part. The present
chapter explores the basic properties that are constitutive of tradi-
tion through a reading of five classic works in social science: they
are Shils (1981), Giddens (1994), Vansina (1985), Hobsbawm (1983),
and MacIntyre (1990, 1981/2007)—authors whose scholarly contri-
butions have been key to the understanding of tradition in society.
1. With few exceptions such asDeMassis et al. (2016)which connects tradition to
Shils (1981).
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To embark on the reading, I organise the chapter as follows. First,
I introduce the reader to Shils (1981) with his global view of tradition.
Then I move to Giddens (1994) as he shares a sociological angle with
Shils yet presents a more specific view by addressing tradition in the
context of modern society. I then move to the field of history and
present the works of two scholars: Vansina (1985) with his discussion
on oral tradition as history andHobsbawm (1983) with his view of tra-
dition as ‘invented’ tradition. Finally, I straddle to the field of moral
philosophy and explore the works of MacIntyre (1981/2007, 1990)
which are reflective in construing tradition not in its spatial context
but as a moral context. At the end, I conclude this chapter by propos-
ing a distillation of these works which will be applied as a preliminary
framework for the fieldwork.
3.1 edward shils and tradition
Edward Shils sets out an ambitious journey in his book Tradition
(1981). Tackling tradition at a societal level, the book discusses tradi-
tion from back to back. It begins by outlining the various meaning
of tradition and then advances to explore tradition as continuity and
change fromthepast.Traditionendures andmanifests in the formsof
past objects and past practices. As ‘objects’, tradition is not restricted
only to the physical artefacts but also include the non-physical things
such as knowledge—religious knowledge, scientific knowledge—and
literary texts. Shils also argues for the multiplicity of traditions. Tra-
ditions change. Part of the change occurs through factors outside of a
tradition, and another part of it occurs through factors inside of a tra-
dition. Shils then concludes his exploration of tradition by pointing
out, quite strongly, a ‘permanent task’ to emancipate tradition in the
faceofmoderndoctrine“whichtreated traditionsas thedetritusof the
forwardmovement of society” (Shils, 1981, p. 330).
Starting from the most basic feature, Shils defines tradition as
“anything which is transmitted or handed down from the past to the
present” (p. 12). Tradition is argued to refer to “the identity of trans-
mitted things” (p. 13) that is manifested through the sense of connec-
tedness with what is received from the past. For Shils, to talk about
tradition is “to speak of it in terms of generations” and that things
handed down require at least “three generations” for them to become
a ‘proper’ tradition (p. 15). By defining tradition as something trans-
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mitted, Shils takes the view that tradition is compatible with almost
any content.Hewrites:
All accomplished patterns of the human mind, all patterns of belief or
modes of thinking, all achieved patterns of social relationships, all tech-
nical practices, and all physical artefacts or natural objects are susceptible
to becoming objects in a process of transmission; each is capable of be-
coming a tradition. (p. 16)
Tradition is pervasive. It includes “material objects, beliefs about
all sorts of things, images of persons and events, practices and insti-
tutions” (p. 12). In terms of practices, it is not the actual concrete ac-
tions that are transmitted but the patterns or images of actions which
they imply and the beliefs that underpin the reenactment of such pat-
terns. Tradition entails the process of transmission from one genera-
tion to another, and this chain of transmission also presents itself as a
tradition. He emphasises that tradition is not an active entity capable
of producing and reproducing itself—it requires “living, knowing, de-
siring human beings” to enact, reenact, andmodify them (Shils, 1981,
pp. 15–16).
Traditions play an important role in the symbolic realm of hu-
man actions, where human’s creative expression is relatively uncon-
strained by power and scarcity. “One great painting does notmake an-
other painting less great” (p. 162). Despite the freedom of expressing
the creative power, however, “traditions of one kind or another in any
field of intellectual activity are always sought out” (p. 162). Traditions
draw together “minds with similar, strong propensities and they be-
nefit from each other’s constructions” (p. 163). In the search for intel-
lectual communion, the visible works of the past allow suchminds to
find “prototypes of the kinds of actions they wish to perform and of
works they wish to create” (p. 163). The ‘piety’ or ‘reverence’ towards
the past, then, is argued more likely to be pronounced among those
whose ‘natural environment’ is “made up of symbolic constructions
symbolic constructions, who are more sensitive to things remote in
time as well as in space” (p. 163).
While tradition is omnipresent, “in no society could life be lived
entirely under the domination of tradition” (p. 27). Hence tradition
embodies “the potentiality to be changed [and] instigates human be-
ings to change it” (p. 213). Traditionmay be regarded as self-evidently
correct, but a ‘critical intelligence’ will strive to improve the tradi-
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tion by refining it. In scientific traditions, for example, change occurs
through ‘correction’ and ‘rationalisation’. Each iteration is a refine-
ment that stems from “a state of satisfaction with much of the tradi-
tion” (p. 215). For those who receive a tradition, some ‘defects’ in the
tradition may be perceived immediately on its representation while
some othersmay be seen only after long study by a personwho at first
did not perceive them. By pointing to the literary and artistic tradi-
tions, Shilsmakes the point that traditionmay also be changed not by
correctionorrationalisationofpastworks,butby itsexecution. Inthis
sense, it is not the replacement of works that induces change but the
accumulation of a stock of works.
For Shils, correction, rationalisation, and imagination are ‘in-
ternal’ factors that contribute to the change in traditions. Change can
also occur due to ‘external’ factors when “their adherents are brought
or enter into the presence of other traditions” (p. 240). In this re-
gard, Shils asserts that it is the economic, political, andmilitary power
of the proponents of the alien traditions as well as their apparent
convenience, effectiveness, and superior intellectual persuasiveness
that make for the change in established traditions (p. 240). By giv-
ing examples of the Western antiquity—of the Hellenistic empires,
the Greek intellectual traditions, and the Roman Empire—and later
the movement of Islam beyond the Arabian locality, Shils shows how
traditions are spread, syncretised, and assimilated throughout the
globe. Shils then elaborates his discussion on the external factors of
changebymakingaspatialdistinctionbetween ‘centre’ and ‘periphery’
through which the process of migration—of human movements—
occurs. The centre of a society may expand (or contract) “in its influ-
ence over its own peripheries” (p. 246).The centre may dominate the
periphery by imposing its own institutions such as schools, churches,
and “organs for the presentation of the representation and interpreta-
tion of the world” (p. 249).
Towards the end of his book, Shils suggests that mankind are in-
herently inclined towards traditions despite the frequent dissatisfac-
tion towards them. In this sense, there isnoend to traditions. Ina con-
templative passage, he states:
Traditionhave grownand changed; theyhavebecomeenriched; theyhave
been attenuated. Changing circumstances, changing interests, changing
outcomes of conflicts of interests, the unresting power of reason and ima-
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gination have all put strains of all sorts upon tradition. They have not
themselves escaped from traditions while they were straining traditions.
(p. 321)
Shils repeatedly alludes to his preference for the multiplicity of tra-
ditions. And he also acknowledges the complexities in taking such
stance. To conclude, it is fair to allow Shils himself to state one of the
main thrusts of his view on tradition:
What I would like to emphasise here is that great circumspection should
be exercised and that traditions should be taken into account not just as
obstacles or inevitable conditions. The renunciation of tradition should
be considered as a cost of a new departure; the retention of traditions
shouldbeconsideredasabenefitof anewdeparture.Not that cost-benefit
analysis could ever be applied except very vaguely. I wish to stress that tra-
ditions should be considered as constituents of worthwhile life. (p. 330)
In thenext reading, I shiftgear fromthe ‘grand’ tradition theoryof
Shils (1981) into amore specific tradition theory of Giddens (1994) in
the context of reflexivemodernity.
3.2 anthony giddens and post-traditional society
AnthonyGiddens is well-known as a prolific author of social theories.
His works have contributed to explain, among many things, the rela-
tionbetweenstructureandagency (Giddens, 1979, 1986), self-identity
(Giddens, 1991), andmodernity (Giddens, 1994). In this section, I fo-
cus on one of his writings entitled Living in a Post-Traditional Society
(Giddens, 1994), a chapter in the book Reflexive Modernization: Polit-
ics, Tradition and Aesthetics in theModern Social Order (Beck, Giddens&
Lash, 1994).
In Living in a Post-Traditional Society, Giddens (1994) seeks to de-
base the view that tradition has no role in the so-called modern soci-
ety. “For most of its history,” he asserts, “modernity has rebuilt tradi-
tion as it has dissolved it” (p. 56). Giddens then proceeds by giving an
example of the !Kung San community of the Kalahari desert, where
a hunter’s kill is ‘disparaged’ by the group members upon his return.
Themeat brought in is insulted, and thehunter himself is supposed to
show“modestyasregardshisskillsandtounderstatehisachievement”
(p. 61).This exchange is continued to the next daywhere, upon the re-
turn of the hunting party to the village, “the members of the carrying
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group loudly comment upon the ineptness of the hunter and their dis-
appointment with him” (p. 61). Giddens takes this example to show
the inaccuracy of seeing ‘tradition’ in ‘traditional culture’ in terms of
its “functional conceptions of solidarity” (p. 61). To understand tradi-
tion in thismanner is tomisleadingly ascribe tradition as “unthinking
ritual, necessary to the cohesionof simpler societies.”Giddens argues
this is not the case. While acknowledging that there is a ‘functional
angle’ to insulting themeat—in a sense that it serves to the sustaining
of the !Kungcommunity—thepracticeof insulting themeat “doesnot
in fact operate in amechanicalway ... the !Kungarewell awareofwhat
is goingon” (p.62).Giddens thenasserts that tradition is “about ritual
andhas connectionswith social solidarity, but it is not themechanical
following of precepts accepted in an unquestioning way” (p. 62). Gid-
dens’ stance is to reject the functionalist view that tradition is exclus-
ively for social cohesion. “There is no necessary connection between
repetition and social cohesion at all” (p. 62). Instead, he asserts that
the repetitiveness of tradition is something that has to be explained
rather than assumed.
ForGiddens, repetitionmeans time, and tradition is related to the
‘control of time’. In this respect, tradition is:
anorientation to thepast, such that thepasthasaheavy influenceor,more
accurately put, is made to have a heavy influence, over the present. Yet
clearly, in a certain sense at any rate, tradition is also about the future,
sinceestablishedpractices areusedasawayoforganising future time.The
future is shapedwithout theneed to carve it out as a separate territory.Re-
petition, in a way that needs to be examined, reaches out to return the fu-
ture to the past, while drawing on the past also to reconstruct the future.
(p. 62)
Giddens acknowledges Shils (1981) by conferring that traditions are
always changing and enduring. However, he also specifies that tradi-
tions are organic: “they develop and mature, or weaken and ‘die”’ (p.
63), and that the authenticity of a tradition “is more important in de-
fining it as tradition than how long it lasts” (p. 63). He then glimpsed
on a conundrum where the ‘written tradition’ may provide evidence
for the longhistoryof a tradition, ‘oral tradition’ tends tobe construed
as ‘more’ traditional.
After presenting the arguments that allude to tradition, Giddens
then arrives at the core of thematter:
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I shall undestand ‘tradition’ in the following way. Tradition, I shall say, is
boundupwithmemory; involves ritual; is connectedwithwhat I shall call
a formulaic notion of truth; has ‘guardians’; and, unlike customs, has bind-
ing force which has a combinedmoral and emotional content. (p. 63, em-
phasis original)
For him, memory is a social process that is irreducible to recall. The
past isnotpreservedbutcontinually reproducedandreconstructedon
the basis of the present. As a social process, memory privileges older
people as the repository of traditions “because they have the leisure
to identify the details of these traditions in interaction with others of
their ageand teach themto the young” (p.63).Tradition,he claims fur-
ther, is “anorganisingmediumofcollectivememory” (p.64)whose in-
tegrity is derived from the ongoingwork of interpretation “to identify
the strands which bind present to past” (p. 64).
Tradition andpractice are enmeshed in rituals even though rituals
also need to be separated from the mundane tasks of daily activities.
Rituals have to be interpreted, but its interpretation is “not normally
in the hands of the lay individual” (p. 64). It is here that the power
of ‘guardians’ comes to the fore. Guardians retain their legitimacy as
‘suppliers’ of interpretations given their embeddedness to the local
context. Giddens then devises that guardians have full access towards
‘formulaic truth’, defined there as “an attribution of causal efficacy to
rituals” (p. 65). In other words, truth is established not by its proposi-
tional contents but by the events caused.The importanceof guardians
in tradition, then, lies in their interpretative legitimacyof practice and
to the extent that “they are believed to be the agents, or the essential
mediators, of its causal power” (p. 65).
Giddens sees tradition as contextual in terms of the interconnec-
tion between guardians, formulaic truth, and rituals (p. 79). As a res-
ult, tradition “always discriminates between ‘insider’ and ‘other’, be-
cause participation in ritual and acceptance of formulaic truth is the
condition for its existence” (p. 79). For thosewho are ‘inside’ of (or ad-
here to)a tradition, itprovides ‘ontological security’orasenseofsafety
and correctness. Tradition exerts such power because of the moral
and emotional binding that are investedwithin the interpretative pro-
cesseswhere tradition represents not onlywhat ‘is’ done in society but
also what ‘should be’ done.
As indicated earlier, Giddens understands time is a key element in
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tradition. So does space. “Privileged space,” he asserts, “is what sus-
tains the differences of traditional beliefs and practices. Tradition is
always in some sense rooted in contexts of origin or central places” (p.
80). Places are accordedwith sacredqualities as they are believed to be
a legitimate origin of a tradition. Boundaries are then drawn through
culturally defined space that separates the insiders from the outsiders.
Though some traditions are fuzzier in defining the boundaries, those
who did not belong in the space defined ‘from the start’ are more sus-
ceptible to be cast as strangers. Thus, tradition is also ‘a medium of
identity’ that confers basic trust (p. 81).
Linking back towards the notion of ‘traditional society’, Giddens
posits that tradition “incorporates power relations and tends to nat-
uralise them” (p. 104) and that
theworld of ‘traditional society’ is one of traditional societies, inwhich cul-
tural pluralism takes the form of an extraordinary diversity of mores and
customs—each of which, however, exists in privileged space. (p. 104)
Thepost-traditional society is a globalising society. Somewhat similar
to Shils’ exposition on the syncretismof different traditions,Giddens
is alert to thepotential clashesbetweendifferent values in societies.To
this end, he points out four possibilities to resolve them: through the
embedding of tradition; disengagement from the hostile others; dis-
course or dialogue; and coercion or violence (p. 105). Giddens argues
that traditions “only persist in so far as they are made available to discursive
justification and are prepared to enter into opendialoguenot onlywith
other traditions but with alternative modes of doing things (p. 105,
emphasis original).” Gender as tradition is one case in point which
hasundergoneprofoundstructural changes.Asaconclusion,Giddens
writes that the post-traditional society is an ending but also a begin-
ning. It is a global society where “social bonds have effectively to be
made, rather than inherited from thepast .. . It is decentred in termsof
authorities, but recentred in terms of opportunities and dilemmas, be-
cause focuseduponnew formsof interdependence” (p. 107, emphases
original).
BothShils in the previous section andGiddens in this sectionhave
shed some light on the sociological angle of tradition. In the next
couple of sections, I move to the field of history and introduce the
reader to Vansina (1985) andHobsbawm (1983).
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3.3 jan vansina and oral tradition
In his book Oral Traditions as History, Jan Vansina (1985) discusses in
great detail the systematic way to approach, record, and analyse oral
traditions. If Shils (1981) dedicates the book to discuss tradition in an
extensive and ‘encyclopaedic’ manner, Vansina (1985) devotes his en-
tire book to explicate the complexities that are attached to oral tradi-
tions for the study of history. Drawing primarily from his own field-
work in theAfrican communities,OralTraditions asHistory is both con-
ceptual andmethodological.Thebookdefineswhatoral traditionsare
anddiscusses the interrelationbetween thecontents (or ‘messages’) of
traditionand themediumthroughwhich they areproduced and trans-
mitted. Guided by the interest to explore the basic properties of tra-
dition, in this section I will prioritise the reading on his propositions
related to ‘what oral tradition is’ and less onhismethodological expos-
itions.
Vansina (1985) begins by pointing out that oral traditions occupy a
special place as a historical source.That is, they appear onlywhen they
are told. “Forfleetingmoments theycanbeheard,butmostof the time
theydwell only in themindsofpeople” (p. xi). “Theyaremessages,” he
continues, “butunwritten; theirpreservationentrusted to thememor-
ies of successive generations of people” (pp. xi–xii). Oral traditions
embody two realms of time: they are documents of the present since
they are told in the present, and they are also “expressions of the past
at the same time” (Vansina, 1985, p. xii, emphasis original). Accord-
ingly, traditions “must always be understood as reflecting both past
and present in a single breath” (p. xii). Oral tradition is both “a pro-
cess and its products” (p. 3), and messages become oral traditions as
they are “transmitted beyond the generation that gave rise to them”
(p. 13).
A crucial part of Vansina’s definition of oral traditions is that not
all oral sources are oral traditions. Again, he emphasises that “there
must be transmission by word of mouth over at least a generation”
(p. 28). At the same time, he also warns the reader over some poten-
tial misunderstanding of the definition. First, oral traditions do not
need to be about the past. In the form of ‘news’, for example, oral tra-
ditions often have ‘sensational values’ where the main points “do not
concern the past, but rather the present, and imply a future” (p. 4, em-
phasis original). Second, oral traditions arenot ‘just narratives’ (p. 28).
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Here it is informative that Vansina makes a distinction between ‘nar-
rative’ as everyday language on the one hand, and ‘poetry’ and ‘epic’
as formal speech on the other. Oral traditions are taken to encom-
pass all these categories.Third, this definition of oral tradition is per-
tinent to the use of historians. Consequently, scholars in other fields
may devise their own definition. In sociology, “[it] might well stress
commonknowledge, [in linguistics,] features that distinguish the lan-
guage from common dialogue ... [and in folklore studies,] features of
form and content that define art” (p. 28).
Oral tradition is performed for audiences. “Only performance
makes the tradition perceptible and at the same time only a perform-
ance is the source of the ensuing text” (p. 34). Through its perform-
ance, oral tradition may be recorded—through various means—yet
the recording of tradition is not one and the same with the ‘live’ per-
formance of tradition itself. Details are lost in the record due to the
limits imposedby themedium.Vansina furtherexplains that, formost
of the time, it is only inmemory that oral traditions ‘exists’. It is “only
now and then are those parts recalled which the needs of themoment
require” (p. 147). In this respect, tradition is information remembered
that are “distinguished from other more recent information by the
conviction that they stemmed from previous generations” (p. 147).
In contrast to the written text, the existence of oral traditions im-
plies that there is “a corpus of information in memory wholly differ-
ent from a corpus of written documents” (p. 148). The corpus of re-
membered information is collective and “known to a community or
to a society in the sameway that culture is so defined” (p. 149). In this
regard, traditions are “memories of memories .. . for each rendering
they must be presented and they are then encoded again by listeners
as well as by performers” (pp. 160–161).
Oral traditions derive its characteristics from the fact that they are
messages. From this angle, they are similar towritten documents, but
they also differ in important ways. From the research point of view,
Vansina argues that their status as messages should not be deemed
as less important or denigrated. Especially in comparison to written
sources. “Writing is a technologicalmiracle,” he exclaims (p. 119), “[i]t
makesutterancespermanentwhilenot losinganyof their faithfulness,
even though the situation of immediate intimate communication is
lost” (p. 199). This is different from oral traditions which are transi-
ent and performative. In conclusion, Vansina advocates that oral tra-
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ditionhas a place toplay in the reconstructionof thepast: “[w]herever
oral traditions are extant they remain an indispensable source for re-
construction [which] correct other perspectives just as much as other
perspectives correct them” (p. 199).
In the next reading, I complement Vansina’s specificities on ‘oral’
tradition and introduce the reader to Hobsbawm (1983) with his con-
ceptualisation of tradition in the context ofmodern history.
3.4 eric hobsbawm and invented tradition
Jan Vansina’s contemporary, Eric Hobsbawm (1983), introduces the
reader to examine ‘the invention of tradition’ in the book with the
same title (Hobsbawm & Ranger, 1983). Edited together with Ter-
rence Ranger, the book is a collective work that examines the inven-
tion of tradition in various nations such as Scotland (Hugh Trevor-
Roper), Wales (Prys Morgan), England (David Cannadine), India
(Bernard S. Cohn), and Africa (Terrence Ranger).
Of particular interest in this dissertation isHobsbawm’s introduc-
tion to the concept of ‘invented tradition’ where he begins with a pro-
vocative assertion: “‘Traditions’which appear or claim tobeold are of-
tenquite recent inorigin and sometimes invented” (Hobsbawm, 1983,
p. 1). For him, the term ‘invented tradition’ refers to “both ‘traditions’
actually invented, constructedand formally institutedand thoseemer-
ging ina lesseasily traceablemannerwithinabriefanddateableperiod
... and establishing themselves with great rapidity” (p. 1).More form-
ally, invented tradition is defined as
a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules
and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values
and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies con-
tinuity with the past (p. 1)
After outlining his definition of tradition, Hobsbawm then proceeds
to show how arbitrary the continuity of a tradition is. Among the ex-
amples that he gives is “a deliberate choice of a Gothic style for the
nineteenth-century rebuilding of the British parliament” (p. 2). In
such event, tradition is inserted with reference to the ‘historic past’.
Yet, for ‘invented’ traditions such continuity is largely artificial. In
other words, invented traditions are “responses to novel situations
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which take the form of reference to old situation, or which establish
their own past by quasi-obligatory repetition” (p. 2).
As a set of practices, Hobsbawm argues that tradition is to be dif-
ferentiated from ‘custom’ that dominates ‘traditional’ societies. “Cus-
tom,” he explains, “is what judges do; ‘tradition’ (in this instance in-
vented tradition) is thewig, robe, and other formal paraphernalia and
ritualised practices surrounding their substantial action” (pp. 2–3).
Tradition is also different from convention or routine.Hobsbawm ar-
gues that routines are “designed to facilitate readily definable prac-
tical operations” (p. 3). They have “no significant ritual or symbolic
function as such, though it may acquire it incidentally .. . and their
functions are technical rather than ideological” (p. 3). He further spe-
cifies that routine is devised to meet the practical needs, and people
who have become emotionally attached to it will resist its change. In-
deed, Hobsbawm acknowledges that there is a peculiar relationship
between tradition and pragmatic conventions.What is taken as tradi-
tion is not necessarily practical, and what is practical cannot immedi-
ately replace tradition. In contrast, it is when objects or practices are
no longer bound by practical use that they are “liberated for full sym-
bolic and ritual” (p. 3).
ForHobsbawm, the process of inventing traditions is “essentially
a process of formalisation and ritualisation, characterised by refer-
ence to the past, if only by imposing repetition” (p. 4). The pasts are
not always neatly organised, and they are sometimes disconnected
from one to another. To construe them as ‘tradition’, then, means in-
venting their continuity by appropriating extant or creating new sym-
bols, images, and practices.
Hobsbawm’s view on invented tradition is derived primarily from
his observation of the industrial revolution in the Western world, a
period when there was a notable break from the past and the start of
the ‘modern’. ‘Invented tradition’, then, is used in contradistinction
to ‘genuine tradition’, which is simply defined therein as ‘old ways’ or
‘archaic life’. Referring to the various manifestation of invented tradi-
tions such as national flags, national anthems, as well as the annual
MayDay, three types of invented traditions are proposed:
a) those establishing or symbolising social cohesion or the membership
of groups, real or artificial communities, b) those establishing or legitim-
ising institutions, statusor relationsofauthority, andc) thosewhosemain
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purpose was socialisation, the inculcation of beliefs, value systems and
conventions of behaviour. (p. 9)
Most pronounced inHobsbawm’s introduction to invented tradi-
tion is his critical view on the notion of ‘nation’ and its derivatives—
“nationalism, the nation-state, national symbols, histories and the
rest” (p. 13). For him, all these notions “rest on exercises in social
engineering which are often deliberate and always innovative, if only
because historical novelty implies innovation” (p. 13). Hobsbawm is
wary towards the phenomenon of invented tradition particularly at
the level of nations, and this wariness ismade clear in his call:
Weshould not bemisled by a curious, but understandable, paradox:mod-
ern nations and all their impedimenta generally claim to be the opposite
ofnovel, namely rooted in the remotest antiquity, and theopposite of con-
structed, namely human communities so ‘natural’ as to require no defini-
tion other than self-assertion. .. . And just because so much of what sub-
jectively makes up the modern ‘nation’ consists of such [invented] con-
structs and is associated with appropriate and, in general, fairly recent
symbols or suitably tailored discourse (such as ‘national history’), the na-
tional phenomenon cannot be adequately investigatedwithout careful at-
tention to the ‘invention of tradition’.
Hobsbawm’s view on tradition is thus that tradition—as it is gener-
ally known—is neither neutral nor natural. This is indicated by his
prudence in the repeated use of quotation marks when the term ‘tra-
dition’ is invoked. Through the various discursive means—language,
customs, practices, folksongs, history—traditions are invented and
constructed for novel purposes (p. 6).
This reading ofHobsbawm concludes the historical angle of tradi-
tion. In the next section, I present the final reading by examining the
works of MacIntyre (1990, 1981/2007) which address tradition as a
moral context for virtue.
3.5 alasdairmacintyre and tradition asmoral context
In moral philosophy, Alasdair MacIntyre is one of the prominent
scholars to discuss the notion of tradition. In this reading, I pay at-
tention to two of his works. The first is After Virtue: A Study in Moral
Theory (MacIntyre, 1981/2007)where tradition is discussed in the con-
text of virtues and the unity of a human life. The second one isThree
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Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry: Encyclopaedia, Genealogy, and Tradition
(MacIntyre, 1990) where tradition enters his exposition onmoral en-
quiry through the reference of craft. MacIntyre’s take on tradition is
a peculiar one compared to others discussed in this chapter. Differ-
ent from other scholars described earlier where tradition is explicitly
and formally defined, MacIntyre very rarely—at least not in a linear
way—established a definition of what tradition is. Instead, his partic-
ular take on tradition always needs to be grasped in the context where
it is used throughout the text.
There are elements in the works of MacIntyre that are related to
tradition althoughMacIntyre himself sometimes does not make this
explicit. In After Virtue (MacIntyre, 1981/2007), he reflectively writes
that
What I am ... is in key parts what I inherit, a specific past that is present
to some degree in my present. I find myself part of a history and that is
generally to say, whether I like it or not, whether I recognise it or not, one
of the bearers of a tradition. (p. 221)
In the passage above, ‘what tradition is’ is not established but it can
be inferred that tradition is constitutive to ‘what I am’ as something
which is inherited.He continues:
. . . practices always have histories and that at any given moment what a
practice is depends on a mode of understanding it which has been trans-
mitted often throughmany generations. (p. 221)
This time, there is no explicit mentioning of tradition but the reader
can already be grasped, especially after reading otherworks presented
earlier, that the transmission of things through many generations is
tradition. It can then be deduced, in reverse order, that tradition car-
rieswith it amodeofunderstandingpractice,which ishistorically con-
textualised, andmanifests in the formof practices.
Traditions never exist “in isolation for larger social traditions” (p.
221). In this respect,MacIntyre criticises the view that construes tradi-
tion as anopposition to reason, and ‘the stability of tradition’ as anop-
position to conflict. “Both contrasts obfuscate,” he argues (p. 221), be-
cause “all reasoning takes placewithin the context of some traditional
modeof thought” (p. 222).This implies that anyopposition that tradi-
tion is thought to be—even ‘reason’ and ‘conflict’—is made possible
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through tradition. In other words, it is in tradition that there is a con-
ception of what is good. An example is given:
So when an institution—a university, say, or a farm, or a hospital—is the
bearer of a tradition of practice or practices, its common lifewill be partly,
but in a centrally important way, constituted by a continuous argument
as to what a university is and ought to be or what good farming is or what
goodmedicine is. (p. 222)
Consequently,MacIntyre sets forth that tradition embodies “continu-
ities of conflict” (p. 222). For him, this amalgamation liberates tradi-
tion from themisleading contradictions thus far has been assumed.
Similar to Giddens, MacIntyre acknowledges that tradition is
context-defining, especially in defining what is good. “Within a tra-
dition the pursuit of goods extends through generations, sometimes
throughmany generations” (p. 222). One’s search for his or her good
is defined by traditions of which his or her life is a part. At this point,
MacIntyre introduces the connection between tradition and the no-
tion of ‘narrative embedding’:
. . . the history of a practice in our time is generally and characteristically
embedded in and made intelligible in terms of the larger and longer his-
tory of the tradition through which the practice in its present form was
conveyed to us; the history of each of our own lives is generally and char-
acteristically embedded in andmade intelligible in termsof the larger and
longer histories of a number of traditions. (p. 222)
As isGiddens,MacIntyre also concurs that traditions “decay, disinteg-
rate and disappear” (p. 221). It is here that he enjoins tradition with
moral enquiry: traditions are sustained or weakened by “the exercise
or the lack of exercise of the relevant virtues” (p. 223). Traditions are
corrupted through the “[l]ack of justice, lack of truthfulness, lack of
courage, lack of the relevant intellectual virtues” (p. 223). For him, the
future of traditions is inseparable from their past in the sense that an
individual cannot exercise virtuewithout taking the past into account.
Towards the end ofAfter Virtue, it becomesmore visible that tradi-
tion inMacIntyrian sense is ‘the traditionof virtues’. Against the back-
ground of the modern and post-modern thoughts such as individual-
ism, secularism, and relativism, After Virtue is written in as a defence
to the concept of tradition and a critique to the separations of life that
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arebrought forwardbymodernity—i.e.work from leisure, private life
frompublic.More readily,MacIntyre vindicates:
the kind understanding of social life which the tradition of the virtues re-
quires, a kindof understanding very different from those dominant in the
culture of bureaucratic individualism.Within that culture conceptions of
the virtues becomemarginal and the tradition of the virtues remains cent-
ral only in the lives of social groups whose existence is on the margins of
the central culture. (p. 225)
InThree Rival Versions (MacIntyre, 1990),MacIntyre further devel-
ops his advocation of tradition asmoral enquiry.Therein, tradition is
to be understood as one version of moral enquiry that stands in con-
trast with two others which are ‘encyclopaedia’ and ‘genealogy’. The
elaboratedmeaning of the two is of less interest in this chapter but, in
brief, they are both related to the view of reason and its place in the
history of philosophy. Encyclopaedia, according to MacIntyre, sees
a “unified history of progress” whereas genealogy sees “a unified his-
tory of distorting and repressing function” (p. 58). For encyclopaed-
ists, reason is independent from “the particular bonds of any partic-
ular moral and religious community” (p. 59), whilst for genealogists,
reason is “the unwitting representative of particular interests, mask-
ing their drive to power by its false pretension to neutrality and disin-
terestedness” (p. 59).
Tradition, MacIntyre argues, is at odds with these two versions.
Tradition is ‘neither neutral nor disinterested’ and requires ‘mem-
bership in a particular type of moral community’ (p. 60). As a con-
sequence, tradition is a mode of moral enquiry where “prior commit-
ment is required and the conclusions which emerge as enquiry pro-
gresses will of course have been partially and crucially predetermined
by thenatureof this initial commitment” (p. 60). It is at this point that
whatMacIntyre has argued inAfter Virtue can be understood:
Living traditions, just because they continue a not-yet-completed narrat-
ive, confront a future whose determinate and determinable character, so
far as it possesses any, derives from the past. (After Virtue, p. 223)
The future is ‘predetermined’ by the past through the ‘initial commit-
ment’ that is necessary for tradition. To show how this is the case,
MacIntyre introduces aparticular examplewhere commitment is key:
the practice of craft.
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InThree Rival Versions,MacIntyre argues that “to be adequately ini-
tiated into a craft is to be adequately initiated into a tradition” (p. 127).
Moreover, in any craft, “apprentices .. . have to learn to apply” (p. 61).
He explains further:
That is, the apprentice has to learn, at first from his or her teachers and
then in his or her continuing self-education, how to identify mistakes
madebyhimorherself inapplyingtheacknowledgedstandards, thestand-
ards recognised to be the best available so far in the history of that partic-
ular craft. (p. 62)
Inacommentary to theThreeRivalVersions,Porter (2003,p.60)elu-
cidates that “initiation into a tradition requires certain kinds of rela-
tionships .. . which are particularly apparent when we consider what
is involved in becoming proficient in a craft.” For MacIntyre argues
that, to be proficient in a craft, one has to embody the capacity to dis-
cern the difference between ‘the good’ and ‘the best’; between “what
seems tomegoodandwhat really is good”; andbetween“what is good
and best forme to do here and now” givenmy particular level of train-
ing and learning and “what is good and best as such, unqualifiedly” (p.
62)—characteristics which establish the telos of both apprentices and
master-craftsmen.
MacIntyre acknowledges that the application of these
distinctions—of differentiating between the good and the bad, and
between the good and the best—is not fixed once and for all. Differ-
ences in the “materials to which [a] craft gives form, differences in
the means by which form is imposed upon matter, and differences in
the conceptions of the forms to be achieved” both require new ways
of distinguishing as well as being the outcome in which these distinc-
tions are applied (p. 127). An apprenticewhohas embodied a craftwill
make him or herself part of the history of that craft, and he or she will
take part in shaping its future form through the process of learning
and transmitting the craft. To this end, there is a direction in a craft,
which is the direction towards the telos. He asserts:
Theauthority of amasterwithin a craft is bothmore andother than amat-
ter of exemplifying the best standards so far. It is also and most import-
antly a matter of knowing how to go further and especially how to direct
others towards going further, using what can be learned from the tradi-
tion afforded by the past tomove towards the telos of fully perfected work.
(p. 65–66)
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In the remaining of Three Rival Versions, MacIntyre allotted the
space to defend tradition vis-à-vis encyclopaedia and genealogy.
Again, this debate is of less interest in this chapter and should not
diminish the important lessons that emerge from the reading of
MacIntyre’s works and vindication of tradition. Without the preten-
sion to reducehisphilosophical exposition intogeneric sentences, the
concept of tradition forMacIntyre canbe crystallised as follows. First,
tradition is inherited. It defines what I am and forces the inheritor
to be a bearer of a tradition. Second, tradition defines what a prac-
tice is through the mode of understanding that is transmitted from
one generation to another. Third, tradition entails the pursuit of the
goods. Fourth, as a craft, tradition requires initial commitmentwhich
will predetermine, to a certain extent, its future. Lastly, the transmis-
sion of tradition occurs through the relationship that is established
between a master and an apprentice, in the sense that the master is
directing others towards the exercise of virtues, and the apprentice is
learning to apply virtues.
3.6 teasing out the theoretical roots of tradition
The purpose of this chapter is to find the theoretical roots to the
concept of tradition. In doing so, I have stepped outside of the family
business field and performed a reading of classic pieces in the neigh-
bouring disciplines such as sociology, history, and moral philosophy.
Through the reading, it is apparent that tradition is a complex phe-
nomenon and the works of the five authors discussed in this chapter
provide different yet complementary angles. In general, anything re-
tains the potential to become tradition. Tradition pre-exists its bear-
ers, yet it requires its bearers for it tomanifest andchange.Tradition is
collective, appears through itsperformance, and lives in thememories
ofpeople.Tradition is inventedandappropriatedwith thereference to
past histories and practices to convey continuity. Tradition is contex-
tual, controls time, discriminates space, and defines what the ‘goods’
are. At the crux of it, tradition is about transmission—both the pro-
cess and its product—fromone generation to another.
Based on the works presented in the reading, I propose that the
theoretical roots of tradition can be teased out into seven proper-
ties.These are: practicity, materiality, spatiality, narrativity, authority,
morality, and temporality. Tomake sense of these properties, I group
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D I T I O N
Temporality
Time, transmission
Authority
Guardians, masters, members
Practicity
Practices, rituals
Spatiality
Privileged space
Narrativity
Narratives, plots
Materiality
Objects, artefacts
Morality
Virtue, ‘good’
Figure 3.1. Tradition and its constituting properties. Source: author’s
own elaboration.
and order them in four layers of empirical ‘visibility’. That is, practi-
city, materiality, and spatiality constitute the first layer of tradition
as they are more readily visible. Narrativity, in turn, constitutes the
second layer which ties together practicity, materiality, and spatiality
as narratives. Authority andmorality are positioned as the third layer
of tradition on the basis that the visibility of the two became identifi-
able when the narrativity of tradition is appreciated. Finally, there is
the property of temporality which represents the core of tradition—
invisible but ever-present. Their relative positioning is presented in
Figure 3.1. Below, I offer an elaboration.
Practicity refers to the performance and enactment of tradition.
Practicity is a property throughwhich actors produce, utilize, and engage
with other properties suchmateriality and spatiality. Practicity entails
repeated practices and rituals but they are also variably enacted and
re-enacted in novel settings and for novel purposes. Through repeti-
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tion, tradition is amove forward to the past as well as a return back to
the future. Practicity allows tradition to be visible and observable as a
manifestation of what would have existed only tacitly.
Materiality refers to the material manifestation and symbolisa-
tion of tradition.Themateriality of tradition stems from objects and
artefacts—in various size and shape—that are presented, displayed,
andmaintained as a representation of the past. Materiality is weaved
with practicity as part of the repertoire, and it is weaved also with spa-
tiality uponwhich objects are displayed and situated.
Spatiality refers to the spatial property that allows tradition to
be located and demarcated. This property discriminates space in the
sense that some spaces are more privileged than others. It is through
its spatial property that tradition can be said to intersect with other—
one can also say ’broader’—tradition. The enmeshment of spatiality
with materiality and temporality make the impression of tradition to
have its ‘origin’ both in space and in time.
Narrativity refers to the narrative quality through which tradition
is transmitted. Through narrative, actions, events, practices, objects,
places, are accorded their legitimacy as tradition, and through plots,
other properties of tradition are connected as a coherent whole. The
narrativityof tradition isboth theproduct and theprocessof tradition.
It allowsnot only the production of tradition but also its dispersion in
time and space—which can be possessed and passed downwithin and
between individuals, families, communities, and societies.
Authority refers to the power relations that are produced and em-
beddedwithin a tradition.Through authority, actors are granted their
status as ‘guardians’ when their role is connected to the production
and reproduction of ‘truth’. The notion of ‘origins’ in tradition is re-
lated to both time and space, but it also relates to actors who guard
them.Within authority, there are ‘masters’ whose roles are connected
to theprovisionofdirection to the ‘apprentices’ in theprocessof learn-
ing the craft.
Morality refers to the ethical endowments that arise from being
part of a tradition. The morality of tradition also implies the pursuit
of good virtues or a sense of what is right and correct which extends
through generations. Central to this property is the meaning of ap-
prenticeship in traditionwhich is not only about learning andmaster-
ing the craft but also about the initiation of commitment and the ca-
pacity to discern what is ‘good’ as the ultimate aim toward which the
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tradition is heading.
Lastly, temporality refers to the temporal dimension as the funda-
mental property of tradition. Through temporality, tradition brings
together the past and the future in the present. From this property,
the notion of tradition obtains its legitimacy in terms of ‘generation’.
Temporality is a necessary element of tradition, yet temporality alone
is not sufficient for things to be considered as tradition. As the funda-
mental property of tradition, temporality is always embodied in other
aspects which are represented here by the six preceding properties.
Note that I use the ‘-ity’ ending as a label of each theoretical root
(i.e, practicity, materiality, spatiality, and so forth). This choice is de-
liberate and preferred for three reasons. First, it is to give more em-
phasis to the ‘properties’ of tradition which include ‘components’. For
example, in practicity, the emphasis is in the practice-like qualities
which includepractices and rituals; inmateriality, the objectifiedqual-
ities which include objects and artefacts. Second, the choice is to al-
low other yet-to-be-explored components that share a similar prop-
erty. In practicity, for instance, practices and rituals are the practical
components of tradition but they are not exhaustive of other, larger
componentswhich share a similar property.Third, the similar ending
is to remind the reader that anycomponentof tradition is a setof inter-
connectedproperties.As anexample, privileged space is a component
of spatiality. Yet, embodiedwithin is the narrativity of such space that
tells a story about its emergence and transmission from one point in
time to another.
3.7 three perspectives of family business as tradition
Having traversed to theneighbouringfields, I now returnhome to the
field of family business and reconnect the theoretical roots found in
this chapter with the ‘tree’ image presented in the previous chapter.
In Figure 3.2, I present an extended version of Figure 2.1. With its
‘roots’ explored, the ‘tree’ is now seen as a set of interconnected sys-
tems.The ‘roots’, derived from the reading in this chapter, give rise to
a body of phenomenon called ‘tradition’.This body is then connected
to many different ‘branches’ of meaning—some of which are readily
visible while some others remain unexplored.
The arrival to a fuller image of the ‘tree’, however, gives rise to a
new set of questions—and this is perhaps where I arrive to the limits
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Observable phenomenon
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Tradition
As a set of assumptions
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As a resource
As a barrier
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Figure 3.2. Tradition, its branches, and explored theoretical roots.
Source: author’s own elaboration.
of the tree image as ametaphor. I highlight twoof them.First and fun-
damentally, I claim to be interested in process but process itself is still
missing from the ‘tree’ image.The imageoffers a snapshot of the parts
integrated into a whole but how one part makes its appearance to the
image remains largely hidden. Second, while time is acknowledged, it
also appears to be reduced to one of the roots rather than a generative
feature for the movement of the whole body. As a snapshot, the ‘tree’
imagemay suggest to the viewer that all the parts appearmore or less
spontaneously. Of course, this suggestion requires further question-
ing.Do the parts appear simultaneously?Or is there a sequence in the
productionand reproductionof tradition?Whenthe research interest
is to understand tradition as process, unravelling these questions are
inevitable.
As thewhole body of the ‘tree’ is gettingmore visible, the task now
turns to figuring out the processes through which the ‘tree’ grow. To
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resolve this problem, I propose that time—as the core meaning of
tradition—should transcend from being one of the roots and be the
basis to explain the emergence (and change) of tradition. More con-
cretely, I argue that tradition canbedistinguished into three facets: (1)
tradition as received, (2) tradition as enacted, and (3) tradition as to-
be-transmitted.²These facets can be taken in either of the two senses:
as multiple states of being (i.e. having been, being, and becoming) or
multiple temporal perspectives (i.e. past, present, and future).The ba-
sic propositions of each facet are presented below:
1. Tradition as received. The fact that tradition exists is in itself
a testimony that something—stories, identities, practices, ob-
jects, beliefs—has been transmitted. At any point in time, tradi-
tion pre-exists the peoplewho live in the time. In this sense, tra-
dition is received by the current generation as something that
is not of their ownmaking.The current generation has no con-
trol over what has happened in the past. Events had happened,
conflicts had occurred, objects had been created, and practices
had been practised. Yet, when tradition is received, it is not the
events, conflicts, objects or practices as such that are received
but the narratives about them. Even for physical objects whose
presence is generally construed as human-independent, they re-
quire a narrative about their transmission to be established as
tradition. In time, narratives that are produced in one genera-
tion are told, re-told, and become history that is received by the
current generation as a ‘fixed past’. They are fixed in the sense
that the narratives aremore or less stable. It is here that the cur-
rent generation can be said to be the ‘bearers’ of tradition—in
any of the forms—quite independently from their own aware-
ness and liking of it.
2. Tradition as enacted.The receivedness of tradition is a precondi-
tion for actions, but it does not determine the actions of the cur-
rent generation. The current generation is the bearers of tradi-
tion, but this also does not occur mechanistically. The bearing
of tradition requireshumanagency to (re)enact and (re)perform
2. In proposing this analytical distinction, I am inspired by Archer (1996) where
she advocates the notion of ‘cultural morphogenetic approach’. In brief, this approach
advocates a temporal stratification of structure and agency in such a way that structure
and agency donot appear simultaneously (or ‘flat’) but that one is, recursively, a precon-
dition for another.
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it.The living, knowing, anddesiringgenerationallows tradition
to sustain and change. Some traditions exist in memories, and
they remain imperceptible until they are performed. In this re-
spect, the appearance of tradition depends asmuch on its enact-
ment and performance as its transmittedness. Repetition is key
in the enactment and performance of tradition. To enact and
performtradition is torepeata tradition.It is throughrepetition
that continuity and changemay be introduced. Continuity may
also be ‘imputed’ towhatwouldhave been adisconnection from
the past. And when continuity is imputed, people invent tradi-
tion by making reference to the past. A set of practices, for in-
stance, are performed as traditionwhen their justification is the
past.Throughenactment andperformance, tradition is re-lived,
re-experienced, and remembered.
3. Tradition as to-be-transmitted.The enactment and re-enactment
of tradition simultaneously destabilise and reinforce tradition.
Tradition is to be transmitted in the sense that upheld be-
liefs, modes of understanding, enacted practices, physical ob-
jects, and other features of the world retain their potential-
ity to be transmitted to the next generation. In contrast to
the receivedness of tradition where the past is fixed, the to-be-
transmittedness of tradition is where the future is uncertain.
From this point of view, tradition is fluid since the present
generation is engaged in the imagining a narrative that is still
to be written. In its to-be-transmittedness, there is a narrative
trajectory—adirection—tobe taken.Thedestinationof this dir-
ection presents itself in many forms including the notion of
what is ‘good’.To transmit a tradition is to commit to adirection
whose future is partially preconditioned by the past.
In this dissertation, I implement the three facets explained earlier
as three perspectives to understand the family business as tradition.³ This
idea is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In the figure, time is depictedmore ex-
plicitly as lines that connect the past, the present, and the future. In
each line, one part of it is solid while another part is dashed. This is
to represent the different temporal emphases of each facet of tradi-
tion. To be noted, the three perspectives of family business as tradi-
3. In using the term ‘perspectives’, I am influenced byMartin (1992) and her coin-
age of the ‘three perspectives’ of culture.
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(Chapter 6)
Tradition is received
Family Business as Enacted Tradition
(Chapter 7)
Tradition is enacted
Family Business as Tradition to be
Transmitted (Chapter 8)
Tradition is to-be-transmitted
temporal emphasis
Past Present Future
Figure 3.3.Three perspectives of family business as tradition.
tion offered here are not to be taken as separate social realities but as
an analytical distinction of a single social reality, i.e. the family busi-
ness. In other words, it is not that one exists independently from an-
other. Rather, one perspective touches upon another in a different
way. This is why the solid line is drawn from past to present (tradi-
tion is received), around the present (tradition is enacted), and from
present to future (tradition is to-be-transmitted). Respectively, they
are reflected in Chapter 6, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8. I present a brief
outline of their application in this dissertation below.
In Chapter 6, I set out to understand the family business as a re-
ceived tradition. From this angle, family businesses are traditions as
they are transmitted from the past.They have emerged and developed
from a certain point of time in the past, and they are received by the
current generation in charge of the business. In Chapter 7, I take the
enactedness of tradition to refer to the day-to-day enactment of the
family business. To be a family business is to enact a set of beliefs and
practices in virtue of its being as a family business. It is from this angle
thatwhat is received from thepast is negotiated.And it is through this
angle also that tension and contention in the family business are elu-
cidated.Then in Chapter 8, I take the to-be-transmittedness of tradi-
tion to refer to the possibility and uncertainty that is faced by the fam-
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ily business to continue into the future. From this angle, the family
business is in the process of becoming tradition—of becoming some-
thing to be passed over to the next generation.
The present chapter sets the foundation for this dissertation.The
foundation, however rudimentary, has been built to connect the field
of family business with other fields where tradition is a key concept.
Granted, in my search for the theoretical ‘roots’ of tradition, they are
not exhaustive. There are more works other than, and that emerge
from, the works prioritised in this chapter. As Vansina (1985) has ar-
gued earlier, in each field there is a particular way in which tradition
is applied and understood. More efforts need to be taken to unravel
the potential and depth of tradition as a concept for family business
studies.This dissertation, as a research journey into tradition in fam-
ily business, is one attempt to do so.
In thenext chapter, Iwill hold thediscussionon traditionand turn
to themethodology of the dissertation as a transition point from the-
ory to fieldwork.
Chapter 4
Methodology: Philosophical Standpoint, Research Processes, and
Analytical Approaches
Beforemoving ahead, I deem it necessary to prompt awarning.While
this dissertation may be read as a linear progression from theory to
empirics, the process of practising research is closer to an oscillation
between the two.This contrast between the presentation of research
and the practice of research is alluded to in Kaplan (1964/1998) as
the difference between ‘reconstructed logic’ and ‘logic-in-use’. A re-
constructed logic reconstructs the scientific practice in its idealised
and purified form (Kaplan, 1964/1998, pp. 10–11). This dissertation,
as a case in point, is reconstructed from its actual practice and restruc-
tured in a linear flow: it begins with an introduction (as a general ori-
entation), then followed by theoretical frameworks (as a body of liter-
ature that frames the study), methodology, empirical findings (as an
output of the inquiry), discussions (as an abstraction of the inquiry),
and ends with conclusions (as an outcome of the inquiry). However,
as most researchers can attest, the practice of research rarely follow
the same trajectory.Thepath of research is non-linear—if not chaotic.
Along the research journey, surprises emerge and disrupt the traject-
ory.Methods thatwere chosen should be dropped.Theories thatwere
proposed should be revised and reconsidered.
If researchprocessesaremessy, thensomequestionsarepertinent:
How can the less orderly bemade orderly?How do coincidences turn
to become necessities? How is aspiration reconciled with execution?
This chapter onmethodology serves to disclose these tensions.More
deeply, this chapter discusses researchmethodology as processes that
stand at the crossroads of two sets of relationships: between know-
ledge production and knowledge consumption on the one hand, and
between the researcher and the researched on the other. As the first
set of relationships, knowledge production and knowledge consump-
tion correspond to the organising nature of research that seeks for
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patterns, similarities, consistencies, and principles. In this case, the
researcher’s role is not invisible. Through involvement in the field, a
researcher ‘generates’ the empirical material.¹ A researcher then ‘de-
scribes’ what that empiricalmaterial is at a chosen angle. A researcher
thengoes further not only to describe but also to ‘organise’ reality into
consumable knowledge. The two are necessary and interdependent:
knowledge production without consumption is useless, knowledge
consumptionwithout production is empty.The second set of relation-
ships is the relation between the researcher and the researched. Here
also, the researcher is not detached from what is researched. The re-
searcher is a curious, often naive, actor who is immersed with a cer-
tain phenomenon. A researcher brings along pre-conceptions to the
researched and the very contact between the researcher and the re-
searchedshape furtherconceptions.Accessandtrustarecontinuously
negotiated and what is negotiated affects the subsequent steps in the
research.
As a methodological reflection, this chapter renders the presence
of the researcher explicit. Choices that are made along the research
journey—includingthe ‘whys’ andthe ‘hows’—aregivenamorecentre
stage in the reflection. In Figure 4.1, I illustrate the blueprint of the
methodology utilised in this dissertation.The blueprint is comprised
of four parts, and each will be discussed respectively in this chapter.
The first part is the underlying ontology (the nature of reality) of the
social reality as process. In this first part, Iwill elaborate on the choice
to see the complex nature of social reality as ‘open systems’ whose fu-
ture is ‘unknowable’.Thesecondpart is theepistemology (thewayreal-
ity is known) of the dissertation. In this respect, I chose ethnography
as a stance of research engagement to generate the empirical mater-
ial. In discussing ethnography, I also take a wider meaning of ethno-
graphy as a stance of engagement with theory, fieldwork, and writing.
Next, the third part is the processes of generating the empirical ma-
1. I favour the use of the term ‘empiricalmaterial’ rather than ‘data’ to accordwith
the qualitative tradition and at the same time to distinguish it from the quantitative tra-
dition.AsDenzinandLincoln (2008,p. 5)pointout in reference toBecker (1998,p. 2), a
qualitative researcher is a “makerofquilts”who“uses theaesthetic andmaterial toolsof
his or her craft, deploying whatever strategies, methods and empirical materials are at
hand.” Inmy view, the analogy of researchers as craftsmen are insightful. To produce a
craft(research, thesis, report, etc.), aqualitativeresearcher fashionsthematerialathand
through thehelpof various tools.Everymaterial is unique and the tools that are applied
to the material result in the transformation of material into a usable, appreciable, and
consumable knowledge.
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Figure 4.1.Methodological blueprint of the dissertation.
terial and how the generation of the empirical material influence the
direction of the study. In particular, I disclose the processes of getting
access into the field, navigating the field, and writing the research. Fi-
nally, the fourth part is the use of discourse and narrative approaches
to analyse the empirical material. Collected as texts, images, audio,
and video, the empirical material are forms of discourses and narrat-
ives which represent the social reality. In this part, I will discuss the
analytical processes which underpinChapter 5 to Chapter 8.
4.1 social reality as a process of becoming
Science is a social activity to inquire into reality (Bhaskar, 2000).
Defined in this way, any scientific inquiry is immediately faced with
two fundamental questions: (1)What kind of reality does one seek to
examine?And (2)What kind of activities does one undertake to exam-
ine it?The first question is ontology, the second is epistemology.The
question of ‘what is reality’ is possibly one of the oldest questions re-
corded in the human history. Philosophers—from the ancient to the
modern, from the West to the East—have devoted their thoughts to
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address this peculiar question. ‘Reality’, Heidegger (1962/2008) pos-
its, is something that human beings have an average grasp on but in
which they struggle, philosophically, upon deeper examination. Real-
ity is blatantly self-evident yet eternally elusive, banal yet irreducibly
profound.
The history of science has recorded that there are many ways to
define reality. For the purpose of discussion here, specific attention is
given to the ontological distinction between closed systems (or closed
world) and open systems (or open world). Simply defined, closed sys-
temsare systems “inwhich all the components of the systemare estab-
lished independently and are known to be correct” (Oreskes, Shrader-
Frechette&Belitz, 1994, p. 642). It is also called as a ‘predictablema-
chine’ with regularities where, its input, output, and function are un-
ambiguously defined (von Foerster, 1984). Open systems, in contrast,
are systems “inwhich the operative processes are incompletely under-
stood” (Oreskes et al., 1994). In other words, open systems are un-
predictable in a sense that the components in the systems are inter-
dependent and never fully known. In this light, scholars have pointed
out the resemblance of social realities with open systems where there
areno invariantempirical regularities (Bhaskar, 1998).Fromasociolo-
gical point of view, Archer (1998, p. 190) puts it another way by stress-
ing that, in societies, thereare“intrinsic sourcesofopenness,whichon-
tologically preclude closure” (emphasis original). Archer’s argument
is echoed in Tsoukas (2016) where he speaks of the non-closedness
of the world in term of ‘open-world ontology’. An open-world onto-
logy assumes that the world is “always in a process of becoming, of
turning to something different. … The future is open, unknowable
in principle, and it always holds the possibility of nontrivial surprise”
(Tsoukas, 2016, p. 17).
Complexity, unpredictability, and a state of becoming something
else are among the hallmarks of process ontology (Chia, 2002;
Langley & Tsoukas, 2017; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). Chia (2002) elo-
quently puts it that a process view takes the stance to understand
fluxas reality, andorganisations areunderstoodas ‘temporarily stabil-
isedevent-clusters’.Change is immanent inorganisation (Chia,2002;
Tsoukas&Chia, 2002). Organisation, therefore, is “not a thing but a
generic social technology for arresting, fixing, stabilising and regular-
isingwhatwouldotherwisebeawild, amorphous, andhenceunlivable
world” (Chia, 2002, p. 867). The implications of a process ontology
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are counter-intuitive for those who are not familiar with the world-
view. “It is thus organisation that is the exception, and hence that
is what requires analysis and explanation, not change” (Chia, 2002,
p. 866). A process ontology understands organisation as a ‘world-
making’ activity where people creatively participate in the social con-
struction of reality fromflux into events, things, and situations (Chia,
2002).
The immanence of change on the one hand and the stabilising
tendency of organisation on the other shed light to language as one
of the inevitable aspects of the construction of social reality. Lan-
guage, or discourse, plays a role in “differentiating, fixing, naming,
labelling, classifying and relating” of lived experience (Chia, 2000,
p.513).Thesediscursiveprocessesconstructa ‘livableworld’ forpeople
to act upon them. Language is a recurring issue not only in the ways
it shapes the social reality but also in the operation of process philo-
sophy itself. In their introduction to Alfred NorthWhitehead’s pro-
cess philosophy,Mesle andDibben (2017) use theEnglish language as
an example to showhow language is fundamentally “oriented around
‘substance’ thinking rather than process thinking” (Mesle & Dibben,
2017, p. 29).They explain:
Consider the phrase, the wind blows. Martha Feldman shared this mar-
vellous example at the 6th International PROS Symposium.What is the
wind but the blowing? Yet, English treats wind as a static, unchanging
thing existing apart from the processes that we all know constitute it. (p.
30)
Substance thinking—the general assumptions of an enduring self
as separate from the processes that constitute it—has contributed to
the advancement ofmodern science.This term of thinking has facilit-
ated human beings tomake realitymore ‘graspable’. Under substance
thinking, reality is freezable, examinable,manipulable, andexchange-
able, all which obscures the fact that reality is continuously moving
andbecomingsomethingelse. In ‘thewindblows’, to take theexample
above, thewind is construedasa stable subject that is ready toperform
a verb that is attached to it, the blowing. However, this subject-verb
separation forgets that it is themovement of thewind that constitutes
thewind. Aswe can see, even to explain it in thisway assumes the very
separability between the wind and its movement—although they are
philosophically enmeshed intoone reality!This is thenwhy the simpli-
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fications that are entailed in the use of language have left us “trapped,
boxed in, thinking, and speaking in categories and grammar shaped
by a long history of substance philosophy” (Mesle & Dibben, 2017,
p. 30).Theproblemof language isonephilosophical issuediscussedby
Whiteheadand this is alsoa recurrentproblemforotherprocessphilo-
sophers such as Henri Bergson (Muldoon, 2006) and Gilles Deleuze
(Lecercle, 2002). Besides language, there are other issues in process
philosophy which are not the focus of the present chapter such as ‘ex-
perience’, ‘heterogeneity’, and ‘temporality’ (Langley&Tsoukas,2017,
pp. 4–6).
Tsoukas (2016) aptly puts it that a complex world requires com-
plex theorising. In this regard, he concludes, the aim of social science
is not to predict the world but to explain and remind agents of what
they already do and may do. Process philosophy (or ontology, or per-
spective) is one way to embark on this journey to explain complexity.
This is also the path that is taken in this dissertation—the path where
the complex and continuously changing nature of reality is appreci-
ated, not bypassed, by choosing ethnography as a stance of research
engagement.
4.2 ethnography as a stance of research engagement
The word ethnography typically evokes an image of a researcher
with a notepad in hand who stays in a remote place with indigenous
people to write about their culture.While this has been the tradition
in cultural anthropology, ethnography can take many forms in dif-
ferent fields. Ethnography may be performed single-sited or multi-
sited (Hammersley&Atkinson, 2007;Marcus, 1995) and carried out
through several visits to the site up to many years of living in the site
(Rist, 1980). Ethnographic studies can be more practically-oriented
such as in product design and development (Jordan, 2013; Wasson,
2000) or more critically-oriented with a primary interest in social
justice (Madison, 2012; J. Thomas, 1993). Then there are different
settings of study that range from, among others, community ethno-
graphy (Newman, 1997), organisational and workplace ethnography
(Zickar & Carter, 2010), to ‘netnography’ which studies online com-
munities (Kozinets, 2010). In the field of organisation and manage-
ment studies, exemplars of ethnographic studies exists such asHenry
Mintzberg’s study on managerial work (Mintzberg, 1973), John Van
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Maanen’s study on a police organisation (Van Maanen, 1975), Sylvia
Junko Yanagisako’s study on family firms in the silk industry (Yanagi-
sako, 2002), and Gideon Kunda’s and Joanne Martin’s study on an
American high-tech company (Kunda, 2006;Martin, 1992).
Along with the multiplicity of ethnographic studies, ethnography
is defined in many ways. Formally, ethnography is “a holistic outlook
in research to gain a comprehensive and complete picture about a cul-
ture or a social group” (Fetterman, 2010, p. 18). It is “amethodology;
an approach to experiencing, interpreting and representing experi-
ence, culture, society and material and sensory environments” (Pink,
2013, p. 34). Ethnography is also understood as
a style of social science writingwhich draws upon thewriter’s close obser-
vation of and involvement with people in a particular social setting and
relates thewords spoken and the practices observed or experienced to the
overall cultural framework within which they occurred. (Watson, 2010,
pp. 205–206)
Doing ethnography calls for a degree of reflexivity which “recog-
nises the centrality of the subjectivity of the researcher to the pro-
duction and representation of ethnographic knowledge” (Pink, 2013,
p. 35). This recognition of the researcher in the production of know-
ledge is discussed in VanMaanen (2011) with a focus on the ‘authorial
voice’ of ethnography. At itsminimum, he explains, thewriting of eth-
nographic researchmust include:
(1) the assumed relationship between culture and behaviour (the ob-
served); (2) the experiences of the fieldworker (the observer); (3) the rep-
resentational style selected to join theobserverand theobserved (the tale);
and (4) the role of the reader engaged in the active reconstruction of the
tale (the audience). (VanMaanen, 2011, p. xv)
Van Maanen (2011) then distinguishes between three styles (or
‘tales’ as he terms it) of ethnographic writing based on how the au-
thor ‘appears’ in the text: realist tales, confessional tales, and im-
pressionist tales. A realist account of culture is the most familiar
and common form of ethnographic writing. A realist tale is narrated
in a “dispassionate, third-person voice” and results in “an author-
proclaimed description and something of an explanation for certain
specific, bounded, observed (or nearly observed) cultural practices”
(Van Maanen, 2011, p. 45). A confessional tale, on the other hand,
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is characterised by its highly personalised style and results in “an at-
tempt to explicitly demystify fieldwork or participant-observation by
showing how the technique is practiced in the field” (p. 74). In a con-
fessional form of ethnographic writing fieldworkers are “somewhat
nervous about the looseness and open-ended nature of their work”.
Worries and discomfort are apparent in the tensions of presenting
fieldworkassomething“more thanpersonaldocument”but“not fully
safe for science”. Then there are impressionist tales whose charac-
teristics are the use of “words, metaphors, phrasings, imagery, and
most critically, the expansive recall of fieldwork experience.” These
elements, told in the first person, results in “a tightly focused, vibrant,
exact, but necessarily imaginative rendering of fieldwork.” Put side by
side, it is tempting to think of the three styles as evolutionary, yet Van
Mannen asserts that each of these styles still has their place in social
science and that there are other kinds of tales beyond the three.
There have been several movements to distinguishing a ‘special
kind’ofethnography.Onevariantof interesthere isaversionthatMat-
thew Desmond (2014) calls ‘relational ethnography’. Drawing from
his own ethnographies and others’, he emphasises relational ethno-
graphy as the shifts to study “fields rather than places, boundaries
rather than bounded groups, processes rather than processed people
and cultural conflict rather than group culture” (Desmond, 2014,
p. 549). Inparticular, relational ethnography takesas itsobjectsof ana-
lysis
neither a bounded group defined by members’ shared social attributes
nor a location delimited by the boundaries of a particular neighbourhood
or the walls of an organization but rather processes involving configura-
tionsof relationsamongdifferent actorsor institutions. (Desmond,2014,
p. 547)
By taking “processes themselves as the fundamental units of ana-
lysis” (p. 565), relational ethnography is not, he argues, driven by “the
logic of comparison, as is the multisited ethnography of sociology,”
its aim is not “to understand if a certain group or community is pecu-
liar vis-à-vis their counterparts in other contexts” (p. 554). Rather, re-
lational ethnography is “designed around chains, paths, threads, con-
junctions [that come to support] the argument of the ethnography
(Marcus, 1998,p.90)” (Desmond,2014,p. 554).Theseelements imply
that the ‘relationality’ in relational ethnography necessitates at least
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two different actors that occupy different positions within the social
space and are tied together in a “relationship of mutual dependence
or struggle” (Desmond, 2014, p. 554).
Desmond’s ethnographic approach has drawn some criticisms,
most recently byMichael Burawoy (2017).Through a close reading of
Desmond’s twoethnographicworks (seeDesmond, 2007, 2016),Bur-
awoy (2017) highlights the inconsistencies between what is claimed
in Desmond’s ‘relational ethnography manifesto’ and Desmond’s ac-
tual practice of ethnography . One of the points that Burawoy raises
is the critique that Desmond’s relational turn “is anything but novel
. . . Ethnography is always relational whether those relations are dis-
covered empirically to produce “theory” tabula rasa or whether rela-
tions are constructed theoretically before they are explored empiric-
ally” (Burawoy, 2017, p. 266). For Burawoy, Desmond’s rejection of
both prior theory and case comparison inhibit the examination of
various relations instead of rendering them visible. As a result, the
wider forces that make the relations possible are neglected. Burawoy
then advocates the distinction between two types of relational eth-
nography, empiricist transactional ethnography—the one that Des-
mond uses—and an analytical structural ethnography—the one that
Burawoy himself endorses—that relies on prior theory and comparat-
ive logic.The former uses grounded theory as a source of theory, and
the latter uses what he calls Extended Case Method or ‘reflexive eth-
nography’ (Burawoy, 1998, 2009).
Arguably, the debate between Desmond and Burawoy is a tip of
the icebergof the complexities that are involved indoing ethnography.
Underneath their argumentations are the contention between trans-
actional ethnography, structural ethnography, and substantialist
ethnography—a debate which are long-standing and not of the main
interest in this dissertation.Without belabouring into the fine details
of the debate, I take some learning from the debate and construe eth-
nographymore generally as a stance of research engagement in three
senses: engagement with fieldwork, engagement with theory, and
engagement with writing.The first stance corresponds to the idea of
relational ethnography, the second stance incorporates the argument
on the use of prior theory, while the last stance corresponds to the
authorial voice in which the fieldwork is written.
As a stance of engagementwith fieldwork, I ammainly influenced
by two ethnographers, namely Desmond (2014) with his interests in
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processes, relationality, and the field, and Pink (2013) with her visual
ethnography approach. By visiting different actors in the same field,
i.e. the field of tourism and hospitality industry, I aim to reveal the
relations between the family and the business, between the business
and the industry, and between the family business and the country.
As a stance of engagement with the field, ethnography is also taken in
this study tomean that the researcher is positioned as part of the field
itself, even though the researcher occupies a different position than
the object of the study. In-depth semi-structured interview is used as
the main tool to generate the empirical material and, following Pink
(2013), this is combined with visual methods to ‘capture’ the nuance
of the field and to evoke contextualised responses by the informants.
FollowingWatson (2010), thisdissertationstrives tobe reflexivebyac-
knowledging the position of the researcher for the interpretation and
production of knowledge in the field’s cultural context.
As a stance of engagementwith theory, I take ethnography as both
a research process to generate theory and a research process which
is guided by theory. In the early stage, I carried out fieldwork with
loosely defined theory and was preoccupied more with getting into
the field of family business. While this has generated some theoret-
ical themes, the result was a broad assortment of cases which are dif-
ficult to synthesise. In the later stage, one theme that became cent-
ral (tradition) was worked on backwards.That is, as soon as I sensed
the strong presence of ‘tradition’ in the empirical material, I began
to seek for its theoretical foundation. From this point onwards, sub-
sequent fieldworkwas performed through acknowledgement of prior
theory. In other words, theory is used as a foundation for the selec-
tion of an object of analysis (in this case, family-run hotels) and field-
work is conducted to amend or improve prior theory (Burawoy, 1998).
In this dissertation, the working theory on tradition sets the justifica-
tion for the selection of fieldwork. Although the process is not linear
and straightforward, I chose to focus on the hospitality industry be-
cause this industry infuses together property ownership, human ser-
vices, and crafts—elements which are representative of tradition.
Lastly, as a stance of engagementwithwriting, I employ a combin-
ation of the three forms of ethnographic writing as delineated in Van
Maanen (2011). Leaning towards confessional tales, I openly disclose
my hesitation, discomfort, and worry during the fieldwork.Through-
out the dissertation, the readerwill discovermy naivety aswell as how
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unintendedhappeningscometo ‘makesense’ asIproceededfurther in
the journey. Later in the analysis chapters, I also gravitate towards im-
pressionist talesby telling stories,metaphors, and imageries. Inspired
byPink (2013), I use imagery as amediumand topresent to the reader
how space and objects are imbuedwith significance as tradition.
In the following section, I move to discuss the processes during
fieldwork. The section starts with a confessional account of getting
into the field and followed by a discussion on how the fieldwork is
made sense as a process to experience strangeness. At the end of the
fieldworkdiscussion, I showthechangesof the researchdirection that
this dissertation had undergone.
4.3 fieldwork and research process
4.3.1 Entering the field
OnWednesday evening of February 4, 2015, I received an e-mail that
marks the start of the fieldwork:
Thankyouverymuchforyour interest. Iwould like to informyouthatonly
companies can join thePaperjamClub.As a student,we have the pleasure
to propose you exceptionally to register to the event as our guest.
This e-mail is a response to my request to attend an event organ-
ised by Paperjam, a Luxembourgish business magazine. The title of
the event was “10×6 Family Business: From Generation to Genera-
tion.” It was a business-exclusive event where ten speakers talked for
about sixminutes on a chosen theme (hence ten times six).This time,
the theme corresponds to themagazine’s special issue on family busi-
ness succession that was published two years earlier. It was a privilege
to be allowed to attend the event without being a businessmember of
the club.
Amonth later, on the afternoon ofMarch 18, I was hand-cutting a
bundle of leaflets.The leaflets were a bunch of A5-sized research pro-
posals that I planned to distribute during the Paperjam event in the
evening. When I arrived at the venue, however, I had to reconsider
the plan. To my estimate, there were about one hundred people in
the building. This number was way more than the leaflets that I had
prepared—only around 20 or 25. I was about to give the leaflets away
randomly to some guests but then I abandoned the idea.Whywould I
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give it to somebutnot toothers?Howcould Iknow if apersonwas the
right one to receive? I second-guessed, perhaps, as I thought that such
move would seem to be a sporadic attempt and ineffective. Also, I did
not know howmany of themwere family business owners.My initial
plan did not work out; I had to find another way to getmyself noticed.
As I went to the front desk to register my attendance, the recep-
tionist gave me a badge with my details written on it: Rocky Adiguna,
University of Luxembourg. With the badge onmy chest, I felt lonely yet
excited. I was coming as a non-business participant, yet I could not
suppress the enthusiasmof sitting togetherwith family business prac-
titioners. I proceeded to the darkened main hall and sat down in the
middle row. Notes and recorder were in hand, and the talk started
shortly afterwards. Eight speakers presented the stories of their fam-
ily business. Two speakers, one from Banque Degroof and one from
PricewaterhouseCoopers, presented their advice on the importance
of corporate governance and family communication. The presenta-
tions were spoken mostly in French; one presentation was spoken in
English. I took notes on any messages I could comprehend with my
limited French.
I recomposed my posture as the talk was about to end.There was
a round of applause when the session ended. However, it was not un-
til the people rose up that I realised that there was no interactive ses-
sion. Again, I had to adjust my expectation. I was planning to raise a
couple of questions for a double purpose: to elicit some information
fromthe talk, and—perhapsmoreprimarily—togetmyself noticed in
the room.Then itdawnedonmeas towhy therewasa ‘networkingdin-
ner’ in the agenda.Thewholepurposeof this eventwas to interactafter
the talk.The absence of an interactive sessionmeans that I had to ap-
proach these people directly. I fretted. Making a cold salesman pitch
is a kind of encounter I dreaded themost.
As the guestsmoved from themainhall to the receptionhall, Iwas
strategisinghowshould I approachmy targets. Iwas scanningaround
the room to find any speakers who seemed to be approachable. Some
speakers remained in themainhall but theywere occupied. I stayed in
themainhall towaitandthenwalkedto thediningarea. Iwasstanding
alone, disconnected amid this so-called ‘networking’ dinner. I picked
somefinger foods and straddled fromone corner to anotherwith eyes
vying for vacant speakers or speakers who appeared to end their con-
versation.
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Finally, the moment came—a brief ‘in-between moment’ right
after a dialoguewas adjourned and before another interaction started.
In that narrow time window, I slipped in and halted the trajectory of
the person that I hadbeen following. I introducedmyself.He stopped
and listened. Despite my wavering voice, he seemed to take me seri-
ously and escorted me towards the entrance door at the perimeter of
the dining hall. “It’s too loud!” said he, referring to the noisy dining
hall. Itwas still noisy at this spot, butwedidnotneed to forcepower to
our voice. I took this as a token of respect fromhim. I repeatedmy in-
troduction andpresentedmy intention of approaching him.Hisman-
ner was elegant yet down-to-earth. Without hesitation, he shared his
e-mail address and offered me to make an appointment to talk more
about my research project. His name is Mr Carlo Cravat, the fourth-
generation manager of Grand Hotel Cravat, a hotel in the centre of
Luxembourg. That evening was the moment I entered into the Lux-
embourgish family businesses.
4.3.2 Fieldwork as a process to experience strangeness
In entering into a new ‘culture’, ethnographers often speak about
the notion of strangers—both when the ethnographers are living with
strangers and when the ethnographers are strangers to the group of
people (Geertz, 1973). Inmyexperience,doingfieldworkwas toexper-
ience the different sides of strangeness.My status as a student, for ex-
ample, gave me the privilege to attend the Paperjam event. However,
as an American-born, Indonesian-origin student who performed a
study in Luxembourg, I also feel as if I am a stranger trying to study
something that is not of ‘my world’. Luxembourg is a trilingual coun-
try that speaksFrench,German, andLuxembourgish. Street signs, in-
structions, and official documents are mostly written in French. Ger-
man is well-spoken by native Luxembourgers. Luxembourgish, or
Lëtzebuergesch, has many similarities to German andmost likely to be
heard inLuxembourg’spublic andgovernmentaloffices suchaspublic
schools,municipality centres (Bierger-Center), and public transports
(bus drivers, train conductors). Then there is a widely spoken yet un-
official language of Portuguese in some parts of Luxembourg. If to
be part of the world is to speak its language(s), then Luxembourg is
not of my world in a sense that I did not speak any of these languages.
At some occasions, not speaking the languagemeans having a limited
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verbal expression and being left out in conversations.
Fortunately, Luxembourg is open towards English though not
everyone is comfortable in using it. The language sets me apart as a
stranger, but I also become ‘at home’ through it. English is used as a
lingua franca inmany institutions including theUniversity of Luxem-
bourg. Shopkeepers, bartenders, waitresses, butchers, and hairdress-
ers arewilling to speak inEnglish. I speak tomy son inEnglish.These
daily uses of English provided me with a sense of acceptance and be-
longing. Although, there was a moment when I took my son to a
nearby café andI,perhapsdue tomyposture andappearance,wasmis-
taken as a refugee by a senior citizen.
To be a stranger is to let in and tolerate some prejudices. “Who
am I to study something that is so different from me?” is one of the
questions that arises whenever my request for a talk or an interview
is not responded to. I am not one of ‘them’ in any cultural sense ex-
cept being a curioushuman.Withno sharedhistory, I ama stranger to
themas they are strangers tome.Many ethnographic studies leverage
on the cultural similarities that the ethnographers have with the con-
text of study (community, location, language) and it is equally tempt-
ing to blame the barrier of access to anything that one does not pos-
sess. But along with the difficulties, there are privileges of not being
one of ‘them’. Being a stranger means being able to see what is, for
them, less strange. Some of the mundane such as the uses of honor-
ific, the customs, and the gestures of the body are among the practices
that arenormalisedbypeoplewhohavebeen long in the culture.Tobe
a stranger is to be forgiven for the naivety of asking questions and the
clumsychoiceofwords.Tobea stranger is to letothersknowaboutmy
history, where I come from, what my origin is, and what my purpose
in beinghere is. Inotherwords, to be a stranger is a reciprocal process:
to see andbe seen, to tolerate andbe tolerated, to knowandbe known.
Retrospectively, I see thefirst year ofmy study inLuxembourg as a
sense-makingperiodof being a stranger to the culture.Nonetheless, I
enjoyed being a stranger as I found it inspiring to readhowoften a cul-
ture is studiedby apersonwhohasno cultural connection to the coun-
try being studied. To mention a few, Clifford Geertz is an American
who studiedBalinese cock-fighting in Indonesia,ClaudeLévi-Strauss
is a French who studied Japanese culture, and Sylvia Junko Yanagi-
sako is a JapaneseAmericanwho studied culture in Italian family busi-
nesses. Once an outsider of a culture, they could articulate what was
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largely tacit and unproblematic. Their contrasts bring forth insights.
As a stranger, I found these strands of work comforting.
To carry out a fieldwork on family business is to peel through the
layers that surround it. Language, as I havementioned earlier, is part
of the cultural layer at the national/societal level. Beneath it is the
industry-level and firm-level layers. With so many family businesses
operate in every industry, it can be daunting to choose which one to
focus on. Imagine that you are a newcomer in the country and just ar-
rived at Luxembourg’s Findel airport. You take public transport to go
to the city centre, and youwouldmost likely see Sales-Lentz (founded
in 1948) or Emile Weber (founded in 1875) operating the buses. You
get off in the city centre 30 minutes later, and you can go for a cof-
fee and some pastries in Oberweis (founded in 1964) or, if you prefer
a smaller and homier space, Café Knopes (founded in 1936). Then
you are in the mood for browsing some books, and you can walk to
Ernster bookstore (founded in 1889) located very close to the Grand
Ducal Palace. It is time for lunch and your appetite calls for French
cuisine, then you can go to Café Français (established in 1920s) in
one of the squares. Ormaybe you would rather have a salad, then you
would probably see Moutarderie de Luxembourg (founded in 1922)
among the selection of dressings. You need to buy some groceries,
then Cactus supermarkets (founded in 1900) are within reach across
thecity.You takeanotherbus for sightseeing, thenyouwouldsee, inal-
most every corner of Luxembourg-city,many construction sites oper-
ated by family-owned construction companies such as Perrard (foun-
ded in 1900), Reckinger (founded in 1911), andConstantini (founded
in 1975). The sky gets darker and you need a place to stay in the city
centre.Then you can choose between the simple andmodern-looking
Hotel Simoncini (founded in 2008) in the city square or the historical
and vintage-style Grand Hotel Cravat (founded in 1895) just across
the iconic Golden Lady monument. These are among the multitude
family-owned businesses that one may encounter during a day’s trip
in Luxembourg.
The heterogeneity of family businesses can be disorienting as well.
My first contact with the family-manager of GrandHotel Cravat was
followed by a couple of appointments: one with the family-manager
of a car dealership and one with the family-owner of a book retailer.
While it is valid that they are all family businesses, family businesses
are always nested in a particular industry (or multiple industries). In
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addition, each family business has its contour of problems, and each
industry also engenders its own narratives. For instance, the hotel in
the hospitality industry is faced with the challenge to regain the occu-
pancy rate after the 2008 financial crisis.The car dealer in the dealer-
ship industry was less concerned about industry dynamics and more
focused on consolidating the governance of the group after the death
of the founders.The book retailer in the bookselling industry is faced
with the issue of having a small number of players and the looming
threats of the nationalmarket fromonline retailers (such as Amazon)
and other big brick-and-mortar retailers from France and Germany.
In my contact with the owners of a winemaking company and an in-
suranceagency, the family is still an important topic,buteachbusiness
wasalsoverydifferentone to theother.Onerelieson land,production,
distribution, andmarketing while the other is dependent on services,
laws, regulations, and insurance companies.The familyhas adifferent
contour of attachment towards the business in each industry.
A more delicate layer than the industry- and/or firm-level layer is
the family-level layer. The central influence of the family in the busi-
ness is well-known in family business research (Chua et al., 1999;
Klein, Astrachan & Smyrnios, 2005; Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994),
and it remains a challenge to examine the ‘interior’ of the family in the
business.The family layer is delicate since to inquire into it is to touch
upon sensitive issues such as ownership distribution, the involvement
of family members, family relations, family history, and succession.
Emotions are a prominent theme as well since hope, fear, joy, and
anger are enmeshed in the stories that people tell about the family.
During the fieldwork, I found it best to tap into the family dimension
by asking the family member to tell stories about the family business.
Stories about the founding of the business, for example, are often
revered as a humble yet epic beginning of the family’s journey. Stories
about business successions evoke tensions and negotiation between
older and younger generations. It is also worth noting that the subtle
issues are not only about what and how family stories are told. How
theresearcher listens tostories is alsopartof thedelicacy.Stories,with
all their subjectivities, need to be appreciated as truth. Stories that are
produced and narrated by people are not less true than stories pro-
duced elsewhere—they are social facts that are produced and repro-
duced. In fact, it is by telling and listening to histories that a stranger
may become less of a stranger.
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Table 4.1. Sources for the generation of empiricalmaterial.
Period of observation Secondary data sources¹
1. Selected sources are reported in the reference list.
Enterprise
Grand Hotel Cravat
Hotel Français
Hotel Simoncini
Galerie Simoncini
Hotel Empire
Hotel de la Sûre
Château d’Urspelt
7
9
2
1
3
1
2
No. of visits
Companywebsite
Recorded presentation
(duration 6:38)
Magazine and newspaper
articles
TripAdvisorwebsite
Companywebsites
Available transcripts
Magazine and newspaper
articles
Companywebsite
Owner’s personal archives
Companywebsite
Companymarketingmaterials
(brochures, pamphlets)
Newspaper articles and TV
channels
YouTube clips
Companywebsite
Companyvideos
Magazine and newspaper
articles
TripAdvisorwebsite
March 2015 to
September 2016
September 2017 to
February 2018
September 2017 to
February 2018
September 2017
September 2017
Fieldwork is a continuous negotiation of presence in the field.
Within it lies a reciprocal relationship between the researcher and the
researched. As it occurred to me, the field was a host for my presence
and Iwas a guest to its pre-existence.As a guest,mypresencewas tem-
porary andalwaysat themercyof thehosts.Thehosts retain thepower
to letme inand, at any time, theyhave the right to cutmeoff.Trustwas
built throughevery interactioneventhoughevery interactiondoesnot
guarantee further trust. From a transactional point of view, I did not
have anything practical to offer. I was there only to learn and listen.
But thiswas also aprivilege.As a student, Iwas seen as harmless.They
felt safe, or so I felt it, in sharing their thoughts. It was a privilege
to have experienced being in an ambivalent position when I was ex-
pressly told not to include a particular piece of information that had
just beengiven.Tobe in theknow,butnot able to sharewhat is known.
In Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, I present the summaries of the empirical
material produced and used in this dissertation.
In retrospect, I notice thatmanyparts of thefieldwork journey are
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Table 4.2. Interview informants.
Enterprise
Grand Hotel Cravat
Hotel Français
Hotel Simoncini
Galerie Simoncini
Hotel Empire
Hotel de la Sûre
Château d’Urspelt
Carlo Cravat
André Simoncini
VictorMertens
Bianca Streumer
Yannick Ruth and
Diana Lodomez
Owner-manager
Owner-manager
Owner-manager
Owner-manager
Owner-manager
6
2
1
1
1
4th
1st
3rd
2nd
2nd
GenerationInformant(s) Position No. of
interviews
5h 55m
1h 45m
1h 17m
46m
1h 21m
Total
duration
made possible only through the very sense of strangeness. I was un-
comfortable in being a stranger, but I also found strangeness alluring.
Strangeness seduces people to the vague promise of knowing.When
coupled with prejudice and insecurity, strangenessmay turn into hos-
tility. Butwhen coupledwith tolerance and sincerity, strangenessmay
turn into compassion and empathy.
4.3.3 From a stranger to a member: Addressing ethics in fieldwork
Ethical concerns such as informed consent, confidentiality, exploita-
tion, protection of informants, and ‘giving something back’ underpin
every ethnographic research (Fetterman, 2010; Pink, 2013). In this
study, informed consent is negotiated informally rather than formally.
This choice was taken for a couple of reasons. First, considering the
contextofmy interactionwith the familybusinessmanagers, Iwanted
to establish trust slowly through talk and personal interactions rather
than through the ‘force’ of a formal document. Second, I view that a
formal act of ‘signing’ of a consent document in this particular situ-
ationmight symbolically undermine the power of the family business
managers as hosts to my presence. The fact that they are willing to
open their doors tomy presence should be respected. And forme as a
guest, there is amoral responsibility to act accordingly—toenter their
space with respect and leave their space with respect. If anything, it
should have been the hosts who force the guest to sign an agreement
not tomisuse or abuse anymaterialwhich are collected fromthe inter-
action. Yet, none of these formalities happen, and both parties trust
each other’s good intention.
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Hence, my responsibility was, and still is, to be as accountable
as possible towards the participants. In each encounter (and pre-
encounter through e-mail), I repeatedly explained the purpose of the
researchandwhytheyarechosen for this specific research.Permission
and consent were asked in several phases of encounter: frommaking
an appointment for an interview, recording the conversation, taking
photographs of the business, to the possibility of having further inter-
action.During fieldwork, I have been able to secure repeated contacts
with family business managers, but every request for permission had
to be treated as if it was the first. In other words, informal consent is
not set once and for all and should not be taken for granted. Every en-
counter is a gift that the participants grant to the researcher.
As I engaged more with the family business managers, I began to
feel less as a stranger and more as a member. But what does becom-
ing a member mean? To me, this means a sense of obligation in at
least two forms: accountability and indebtedness. To be accountable
to the participants means to protect their identity and integrity. At
one point, I was considering to pseudonymise the participants and
the businesses. But then I realised the difficulty of doing so especially
when the empirical material are related to prominent figures in the
country, and include not only texts derived frommultiple sources but
also imageswhich imply thespatial andthevisual identitiesof thebusi-
nesses. With these difficulties, I then decided not to use pseudonyms
and, instead,use their realnames.The implicationof thisdecisionwas
an increased ‘burden’ to present the empiricalmaterial in away that is
both truthful and respectful.
With indebtedness, what I felt wasmore of a commitment to ‘give
something back’. This commitment grew stronger when one of the
participants asked me to make something out from the conversation
whichmay be useful for the next generation of his family business. At
this point, what was initially a form of obligation became a duty to be
accomplished. As a result, I published an early version of the doctoral
dissertation in a book format.Through an online self-publishing plat-
form, Blurb², I produced a limited copy of the book and distributed
themto the family businessmanagers. I took this ‘givingmoment’ not
only as a chance to present themain findings of the study, but also as a
possibility for the family business managers to react to the study. Un-
2. www.blurb.co.uk.
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til this passage iswritten, the bookwas receivedpositively andnoneof
the participants expressed an objection.
4.3.4 Stumbling, noticing, and reorienting
As much as research is a glorious story of discovery, serendipity, and
triumph, it is also a mundane journey of stumbling, noticing, and re-
orienting.Duringnearly fouryearsof study, this thesishadundergone
several (re)directions. I categorise these changes into three phases,
which are summarised in Figure 4.2. The first phase is characterised
by a wide theoretical choice on organisational culture and an aspir-
ation to perform visual ethnography. The priority for the first phase
was less on thenarrowcommitmentof theorybutmore in securing ac-
cess to the field, and to allow the field to inform the theoretical choice.
Hence, instead of being the focus of study, organisational culture was
chosen as a generic term to guide my attention towards the relations
between actors, practice, objects, and discourse.The plan was to cap-
ture these relations through the generation and analysis of visual ele-
ments suchasphotographs andvideos.Luxembourgwas chosenas an
empirical context. This choice was partly motivated by the fact that,
despite frequent reference to the importance and high proportion of
family businesses in Luxembourg (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2007;
Stiftung Familienunternehmen, 2016), scholarly studies on Luxem-
bourgish family businesses are still rare.The aim of choosing Luxem-
bourg was then to conduct a fine-grained study on family business in
a Luxembourgish context thatmay informnot only academicians but
also practitioners and policy-makers alike.
I stumbled. Empirically, as I embarked to negotiate access to fam-
ily businesses, I could not proceed further than talking to the fam-
ily owners ormanagers. Language and confidentiality issues often be-
came a point of concern when I asked for the possibility and permis-
sion to observe the company. Theoretically, while organisational cul-
ture allowed some degree of flexibility, it also inhibited my analysis.
When attending conferences, for example, I could not provide a satis-
fying answer to a basic question such as “what is your research ques-
tion?” I found it difficult to communicate a research idea with such
a broad theoretical choice. At one point, I was experimenting with a
social theory of cultural change developed byMargaret Archer (1996)
called the culturalmorphogenetic approach to be applied in an organ-
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1st phase
2nd phase
3rd phase
Stumbling
Limited access to perform an ethnographic
study
Culture is too broad as a conceptual focus
Noticing
Richmaterial on tradition
Reorienting
Tradition as a candidate for conceptual
focus
Theoretical choice
Organisational culture
Methodological choice
Visual ethnography
Empirical choice
Luxembourgish family
businesses
Stumbling
Limited depth of the empirical material
Noticing
Atheory on tradition is favourably received
by thewider audience
Reorienting
Primary focus on the development of a
tradition theory
Focus only on one industry
Connect the firm-level discoursewith the
industry- and national-level discourse
Perform ‘relational ethnography’
Theoretical choice
Tradition theory
Methodological choice
Narrative analysis
Empirical choice
Luxembourgish family
businesses
Theoretical choice
Tradition theory
Methodological choice
Relational ethnography
Empirical choice
Family businesses in
Luxembourg’s
hospitality industry
Figure 4.2. Phases, choices, and processes in the writing of the disser-
tation.
isational context. However, I was not able to convince my colleagues
as to why such approach is valuable for the study of family business.
Thesewere signs that I had to change theway I looked at the empirical
material. The use of the concept of ‘culture’ had restricted me to see
something new.
I noticed that the tradition-related parts of the empirical material
received favourable feedback. Among other ‘cases’ that I have collec-
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ted, the hotel case was the richest in tradition. I presented the hotel
case for a conference in 2016 at the 12th EIASM Family Firm Man-
agement Research, Zwolle, the Netherlands. Pictures and stories about
the hotel seemed to capture the audience’s interest.This reaction sig-
nalled that I should focus more on tradition and reorient my theoret-
ical focus towards it. As a result, I began to explore the literature on
tradition in organisation studies as well as in other fields of social sci-
ence such as sociology, anthropology, history, and philosophy. Later
in the year, coincidentally after attending the 2016 International Fam-
ily Enterprise Research Academy conference with a theme of narrative, I
switched mymethodology from an ethnographic study to a narrative
approach.
The result of the reorientation was the beginning of the second
phase. At this stage, I began to develop what I call ‘tradition theory’.
The use of narrative approach took a more central stage. I began
to draw the conceptual relations between tradition as narrative and
narrative as tradition. Luxembourgish family businesses remained
unchanged as an empirical context. The development of the second
phase culminated in January 2017 with the submission of a paper
for the 77th Academy of Management Annual Meeting in Atlanta, Geor-
gia, US. The paper was accepted as a discussion paper—meaning
that the paper was considered as an early-stage and will benefit from
roundtablediscussions.During theconference, Iwasput inagroupof
papers that touchupon the issue of narrative, identity, and tradition. I
received constructive comments to the three concepts that are argued
in the paper which are tradition, dignity, and narrative.The response
towards tradition and narrative was positive.The response on dignity,
however, receivedmixed feedback.
The2017Academy ofManagement conferencewas formative in gen-
eral. But it was not until later after the conference that I noticed
the fundamental shortcomings of my study. The different cases that
I had collected were inadequately connected, not equally rich, and
spread across different industries.This realisation resulted in several
decisions: tradition would remain the main topic of the study; focus
only on one industry rather than maintaining an assortment of dif-
ferent industries; examine the relations between companies; and ex-
amine the relations between the national-level, industry-level, and
organisational-level. These reorientations set the beginning of the fi-
nal phase with a more focused theoretical choice on tradition and a
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narrower empirical context of the hospitality industry.
In the next section, I move to discuss the analytical and interpret-
ive approaches of the dissertation. I start by highlighting the signific-
ance of ‘language’ in social reality and then discussing discourse and
narrative as approaches to interpret and analyse the empirical mater-
ial.
4.4 discourse and narrative as approaches of analysis
Somescholarscall the turnof the twenty-first centuryas the ‘linguistic-
turn’ in social sciences (Alvesson &Kärreman, 2000a; Czarniawska,
2004;Harré, 2005). One of the central tenets of this turn is the grow-
ing acknowledgement of language as an inescapable medium for the
interpretation and understanding of social reality (Alvesson&Kärre-
man, 2000a). Language is pervasive in a way that it permeates nearly
every process that is entailed within reality construction—processes
that include imagination, communication, negotiation, and action
(Ricoeur, 1978). Things do not present themselves without an inter-
pretation from those who see them. “If we desire a record of unin-
terpreted experience,” explains Whitehead (1978, p. 15) in his sem-
inal book Process and Reality, “we must ask a stone to record its auto-
biography. Every scientific memoir in its record of the ‘facts’ is shot
through and through with interpretation”. In the linguistic-turn, lan-
guage as a focus of inquiry is no longer confined in philosophy, or lin-
guistics, or literary studies. Instead, the attention to language has en-
richedawiderfieldof social science suchaspsychology, sociology, eco-
nomics, organisation studies, and entrepreneurship.
In this dissertation, the attention to language is given through
grasping its twomethodological applications: discourse andnarrative
analyses. Discourse and narrative are two heterogeneous approaches
of inquiry that are different yet partly overlapping (Livholts & Tam-
boukou, 2015). In the following, a brief account of each approachwill
be given.
4.4.1 Discourse analysis
The wide varieties of discourse analysis cannot be understated. Gill
(2000) highlights that there are not least than 57 forms of discourse
analysis and provides three categories based on their broad theoret-
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ical traditions. The first category of discourse analysis is often called
critical linguistics, social semiotics, or critical language studies. This
category takes an explicit interest in the relationship between lan-
guage and politics, and it has close affinities with linguistics, semiot-
ics, and structuralist analysis.The second category, she continues, in-
cludes those that are influenced by speech-act theory, ethnomethodo-
logy, and conversation analysis. Different from the previous category,
this category stresses the functional or actionorientationof discourse
and its locus of interest is the organisation of social interaction. The
thirdcategory takesdiscourse in itspost-structuralist sense.Studies in
this category challenge the idea of ‘the unified, coherent subject’ that
has been deeply entrenched in the Western philosophy. A common
example (and an exemplar) of studies in this category is the work of
Michel Foucault.
Similar toGill, Potter (2004) points out four ‘species’ of discourse
analysis based on their disciplinary origins. In linguistics, he starts,
discourse analysis has been used “to work on the way sentences and
utterances cohere into discourse” (Potter, 2004, p. 201). In cognitive
psychology, it has been related to “thewaymental scripts and schemas
are used tomake sense of narrative” (p. 201). In socio-linguistics, the
focus has been to make a model of discourse structure in a whole
range of different interaction settings. In post-structuralism and lit-
erary theory, the attention is less concerned about discourse as spe-
cific interaction and more about how a discourse constitutes objects
and subjects (an example given was in medical discourse where a spe-
cific disease constitutes a factual object and ‘doctor’ is a particular in-
dividual with knowledge and authority).
Alvesson and Kärreman (2000b) acknowledge the varieties in
discourse studies. They propose that discourse studies can be un-
derstood by mapping them across two dimensions: formative range
and discourse/meaning relation. The formative range of discourse
refers to the range of contextual interest, which ranges from micro-
discourse, meso-discourse, Grand-Discourse, and Mega-Discourse
(note the capitals). Micro-discourse, for example, takes interest in
close range with emphases on local and situational context whereas
Mega-Discourse addresses the “big issues and not the delicacies and
nuances that might embed them” (p. 1134). The dimension of dis-
course/meaning relation, however, ismore complex. First, it denotes
the extent to which discourse and meaning are temporally and at-
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tached. For example, some discourse may have transient meanings
and while others are more enduring. Second, it refers to the extent
to which discourse is coupled with its meaning at another level. For
the latter, some discourse may have meanings that are relatively inde-
pendentof thewider cultural normswhileothers andmayhave implic-
ations concerning the structuring of human actions. Altogether, the
discourse/meaning relation ranges fromoverlapping, tightly coupled,
loosely coupled, or uncoupled.
4.4.2 Narrative analysis
As mentioned earlier, there are overlaps between discourse and nar-
rative. Narrative is similar to discourse when it refers to any spoken
orwritten account—both are essentially language in use.Discourse is
also similar to narrative in a sense that the latter can be seen as a sub-
setof the former (Bamberg,DeFina&Schiffrin,2007;Genette, 1980;
Polkinghorne, 1988). In this regard,narrative isonegenreofdiscourse
among others (which may lead to some confusion when a combinat-
ory term such as ‘narrative discourse’ is used). Nonetheless, narrat-
ive has developed its own set of theoretical foundations. Czarniawska
(2004) highlights one of these foundations that narrative can be un-
derstood as a ‘mode of knowing’, which is related to the organisation
of human experience and the assumption of intentionality of human
action. Narrative in this sense is what a moral philosopher Alasdair
MacIntyre calls ‘narrative unity’, “which links birth to life to death as
narrativebeginning tomiddle toend” (MacIntyre, 1981/2007,p.205),
and variants of this perspective have also been developed in psycho-
logy (Bruner, 1986, 1991) and phenomenology (Ricoeur, 1986, 1988).
An example of narrative as a mode of knowing is vividly illustrated in
Hardy (1968):
we dream in narrative, day-dream in narrative, remember, anticipate,
hope, despair, believe, doubt, plan, revise, criticize, construct, gossip,
learn, hate and love bynarrative. Inorder really to live,wemakeup stories
about ourselves and others, about the personal as well as the social past
and future. (p. 5)
More formally, Polkinghorne (1988, p. 13) definesnarrative as “the
kind of organisational scheme expressed in story form.” He further
specifies that narrative may refer to the process of making a story as
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well as stories as the results of the process itself. Correspondingly,
Czarniawska (1998) outlines that a narrative is comprised of three ba-
sic elements: an original state of affairs, an action or an event, and the
consequent state of affairs. Yet, merely having a list of these three ele-
ments are not sufficient to form a narrative. “For them to become a
narrative,” Czarniawska (1998, p. 2) adds, “they require a plot, that is,
someway tobring them into ameaningfulwhole” (emphasis original).
Plot is a central feature in narrative. For Polkinghorne (1988, p. 19), a
plot has a function to “weave together a complex of events to make a
single story” for without it, each event “would appear as discontinu-
ous and separate, and its meaning would be limited to its categorical
identification or its spatiotemporal location.” For Ricoeur (1986), a
plot is a ‘synthesis’ which
unifies components as widely divergent as circumstances encountered
whilst un-sought, agents of actions and those who passively undergo
them, accidental confrontations or expected ones, interactions which
place the actors in relations ranging from conflict to cooperation, means
that are well-attuned to ends or less so, and, finally, results that were not
willed; gathering up all those factors into a single story turns the plot into
a unity ... (p. 122)
Both discourse and narrative analyses lay claim that they aremore
than ‘just’ a method. Doing a discourse analysis is said to bring with
it a ‘complete package’ that coherently integrates the philosophical
standpoints and the techniques used to analyse the empirical mater-
ial (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 4). The same goes to narrative in-
quiry. From theways narratives are collected, read, analysed, andwrit-
ten, there are sets of stances and techniques that a researcher needs to
choose (Czarniawska, 2004). Iwill discuss the collectionofnarratives
later, and here I will focus on the reading and analysis of narratives.
In the ways narratives are read—in other words, to construe nar-
ratives as ‘texts’—a close relationship can be drawn between narrat-
ive andhermeneutics. Czarniawska (2004) borrows the ‘hermeneutic
triad’ developed by Paul Hernadi (1987) to explain three analytical
phasesof reading: explicationor standingunder the text, explanation
or standing over the text, and exploration or standing in for the text.
Firstly, reading as explication is to ask the question ‘what does this
text say?’. To stand under the text, she explains, is to assume humil-
ity before the text and the duty of a researcher is to re-tell the story
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respectfully and responsibly. Next, reading as explanation is to ask
the question ‘why and how does this text say what it says?’. To stand
over the text is to assume control over the text by explaining it. In
this phase, Czarniawska acknowledges three modes of explanation
(i.e. subjectivist, objectivist, and constructivist) in order to interrog-
ate the texts. “One can ask:what are the reasons (motives) behind this
text?Which are the causes that formed this text?How is this text read
andbywhom?” (Czarniawska,2004,p.68).Thirdly, readingasexplor-
ation is to ask the question ‘what does this textmean tome?’. AsCzar-
niawska noted, reading in this phase is closer to writing than reading.
Exploration is where the researchers stand in for the author and be-
come the author by bringing in “their lives and preoccupations into
the text” (p. 61). Regardless of the mode of explanation used, explor-
ation is where the stance of the researcher comes to the fore and be-
comes explicit.
Moving from reading textual narratives to analysing oral narrat-
ives (note the subtle shift from narrative as text to narrative as talk),
Riessman (2005) outlined four approaches of analysis. The first is
thematic analysis which focuses more on the ‘what’ is said than ‘how’
it is said. Thematic analysis, she explains, is close to what grounded
theorists dowhere conceptual groupings are inductively created from
themany stories that are collected.The second approach is structural
analysis where the emphasis is more on the ‘how’ a narrative is told.
It treats language seriously concerning the function of a clause in
the overall narrative.The third approach according to Riessman is in-
teractional analysis. This approach emphasises the “dialogic process
between both the teller and the listener” to show that narratives are
not only produced one-sidedly by teller but the listener also particip-
ated in the conversation (Riessman, 2005, p. 4). Without neglecting
the form and the content, interactional analysis focuses on the co-
construction of story andmeaning. Lastly, the fourth approach is per-
formative analysis. This approach takes a stage/drama metaphor to
understand storytelling as performance that involves and persuades
an audience through language and gesture. It is more into “doing”,
Riessman (2005) underlines, rather thanmerely telling the stories.
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4.4.3 Analysing and interpreting the empirical material
In this dissertation, discourse and narrative analyses are employed at
different chapters. In Chapter 5, I applied discourse analysis as a con-
textualisation to the study on family-run hotels. In the chapter, I fol-
low Alvesson and Kärreman (2000b) and pay attention to ‘Mega Dis-
course’ at the national level, ‘Grand Discourse’ at the industry level,
and ‘meso-discourse’ at theorganisational level. In relation to the con-
ceptual interests in family business and tradition, this chapter aims to
explore the discursive space where family business and tradition are a
part rather than focussing exclusively on how the concept of tradition
is used at multiple levels. Thus, in reading Chapter 5, the reader will
find a broader constellation of discourse and it is only at the end that
‘tradition’ is foundasoneof thediscursive themes.Amoredetailedde-
scription of themethod is provided in the respective chapter.
InChapter 7 to Chapter 8, I performed narrative analysis tomake
sense of the narratives of five family-run hotels. Following Czarni-
awska’s (2004) advice, I interpret the texts through Hernadi’s (1987)
triadic process: standing under the text (asking what does the text
say), standing over the text (asking why and how the text is said), and
standing in for the text (asking what does the text means to me). In
accordance to Riessman (2005), I also performed a performative ana-
lysis in order to develop categories where the narratives appear not in
the formof texts but images and videos.During the category develop-
ment process, I was partly informed by the conceptual framework de-
veloped inChapter 3 (with the seven properties of tradition) but I also
created new categories which were later made sense as properties of
tradition.Hence the analytical process was iterative and entailed con-
stant comparison between theories, empirical material, and categor-
ies. A summary of the empirical material used for the narrative ana-
lysis is provided inChapter 6.
This chapter is the border between theory and the empirical ma-
terial.Throughout, I have disclosed the ontological, epistemological,
and ethical concerns which underpin the dissertation. In the next
chapter, I will contextualise the study by situating the family-run ho-
tels in a wider discursive space.
Chapter 5
Nation Branding, Tourism, and theHospitality Industry:
Contextualising the Luxembourgish Family-RunHotels
In the followingquote, oneof thehotelmanagerswhomI interviewed
commented on the dynamics of the national tourism sector:
. . . Luxembourg is a nice place to come, to stay for two or three days, two
nights to visit. Imeanwe have somenice spots in the country - here in the
city, or up in the north, in Vianden and so on. The problem is that Lux-
embourg has always been doing sowell until 2008 ... so, since 2008 since
we had this big crisis also in Luxembourg, of course suddenly people say,
‘Hey, what is theMinistry of Tourism doing?’ . . . So, the political will was
to get thismachine again to work.
In this chapter, I am inspired by the above statement and set out
to explore the discursive contexts in which the family-run hotels are
situated. Drawing primarily from internet archives, I examine what
Alvesson and Kärreman (2000b) call ‘Mega Discourse’, ‘Grand Dis-
course’, and ‘meso-discourse’. Respectively, I take these three levels
of discourse as the national level, the industry level, and the organisa-
tional level. In alignment with the study’s interest in relationality, the
purpose of this chapter is twofold: (1) to have a more nuanced under-
standing on the contextual landscape of family-run hotels, and (2) to
map out the interrelations that connect different actors in the same
field.
Accordingly, this chapter is organised in the following order. First,
I start with a brief overview of Luxembourg and then proceed to high-
light ‘nation branding’ as an emerging discourse at the national level.
Second, based on internet archives, I carry out an industry-level ana-
lysis which reveals the ongoing movement to reorganise the national
tourism industry. Third, I turn my attention to the organisational-
level discourse and analyse the websites of family-owned hotels.¹ In
1. In this chapter, I refer to ‘family-owned hotels’ to include a group of hotels that
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National-level discourse
Industry-level discourse
Organisational-level
discourse Family business as
received tradition
(Chapter 6)
Figure 5.1.Layers of discourse at three levels of analysis.
Figure 5.1, I illustrate the relative positioning of the three sections of
this chapter.Thedifferent shades of grey on each layer indicate the de-
gree of analytical focus related to family-owned and family-runhotels.
To remind the reader, the primary aim of this chapter is to examine
how family-run hotels are situated in awider discursive field rather than
how tradition is used at different levels. Readers specifically interested
in the topicof traditionare invited toproceed to theendof this chapter
where tradition is found as one of the discursive themes in thewebsite
presentation of family-run hotels.
5.1 luxembourg: a country in search of a new narrative
5.1.1 Tiny and partly unknown
Luxembourg is a country with 576,200 inhabitants, from which 53%
are natives and 47% are foreigners (STATEC, 2016b). Along with
this demographic mixture, language is an important cultural device
in Luxembourgish society. Luxembourg has its own language, Lëtze-
buergesch, yet French is used as its administrative language and Ger-
man is well spoken throughout the country. Péporté, Kmec,Majerus
andMargue (2010, p. 7) reportedon their study onLuxembourg’s cul-
are ownedbut notmanagedby the family and a groupof hotels that are owned andman-
aged by the family.When I use the term ‘family-run hotels’, this refers exclusively to a
group hotels that are both owned andmanaged by the family.
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tural history that the historical inflow of migrants have introduced
other languages such as Portuguese and Italian.They noted also that
Luxembourgers’ national-ethnic identity has been discursively depic-
ted as under threat. Various discourses from ‘demographic suicide’,
‘ethnic impoverishment’, to a recommendation to increase the ‘nat-
ural reproduction rates’ and the ‘reduction of immigration rates’ rep-
resent the deep anxiety as well as the political standpoints to ‘rescue’
Luxembourg’s national identity (Péporté et al., 2010).
On its official tourism website, Luxembourg presents itself with
a humble introduction: “The Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg is a tiny,
partly unknown country in the heart of Europe, bordered by Ger-
many,BelgiumandFrance” (VisitLuxembourg,2017a).Luxembourg,
or more precisely, the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg is rightly a tiny
country, and its status today is inseparable from the past that it has
with the bigger countries that surround it. Formed as a Grand-Duchy
after the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, Luxembourg’s history lies in
a complex intermingling with the kingdom of the Netherlands, the
kingdom of France, and the kingdom of Prussia. Luxembourg used
to be one of the provinces of the Netherlands and, from the 17th to
the 19th century, Luxembourg’s territory was gradually partitioned—
three-fourth of its land has been handed over to the currentGermany,
Belgium, and France.The status and recognition of Luxembourg as a
Grand-Duchy also presents a historical significance. One official gov-
ernment report states that “[t]he formation of an autonomous state
of Luxembourg was the fruit of a long process which began at the
Congress of Vienna in 1815 and continued until at least in 1890, when
the personal union with theNetherlands ended” (Thewes, 2011).The
‘Grand-Duchy’ status of Luxembourg is a fruit of intricate and ne-
gotiated processes. Yet, what was then a fruit has turned into a seed
through which Luxembourg now prides itself as “the only Grand-
Duchy in the world” (Visit Luxembourg, 2017a).
The struggle from the unknown to the known is a recurring theme
for theGrand-Duchy.Being ‘tiny’ and ‘partly unknown’, Luxembourg
takes more prominent roles on the global stage by the mid of the
20th century onwards. The growth of its steel industry throughout
the end of 1800 and early 1900 was followed by its participations
in the European Coal and Steel Community in 1951, which became
the European Economic Community in 1957, and later the European
Union (EU) in 1993.The signing of the Schengen Agreement in 1985,
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named after a village in the south of Luxembourg, was iconic for Lux-
embourg as an active player that promotes freemovement of individu-
als and trade between EU countries. Luxembourg has built its repu-
tation as a strong advocate of European political and economic integ-
ration which, in turn, paves a way to greater access to markets. This
strategic geopolitical positioningmakesLuxembourg tobe seenas “at
once influential and nonthreatening” (Hey, 2003, p. 78).
5.1.2 Emergence of nation branding discourse
As much as Luxembourg contributes to the free movement of indi-
viduals and goods within the EU, its popularity remains obscure for
most people abroad. Luxembourg is occasionally considered as “a hy-
pothetical city situated in Germany” (Augsburger, 2012) or Liechten-
stein (personal experience) and, when it is known, the country is ste-
reotyped as a centre for financial institutions. These misunderstand-
ings have evoked some country-level efforts to ‘organise’ the national
image. The movement to organise the image of Luxembourg can be
tracedback toMay17, 2011,whenapublic eventwasheld todebate the
necessity to promote not only of Luxembourg’s national tourism but
also its neighbouring regions—also called the Greater Region.² The
debate featured several speakers related to the tourism industry and
one of them was André Simoncini, a Luxembourgish hotelier which
is also taken in this study as one of five the family-run hotels in focus.
Asnoted in the followingofficial transcript, he advocated that themar-
keting concept needs to be reconsidered:
André Simoncini thinks that the question of the marketing concept has
to be changed: “First and foremost, we should focus on social cohesion in
theGreater Region and it is notmade by business, tourism or culture but
by people.” Culture and business not the end in itself but means for the
purpose of integrating a society. The international image of the Greater
Region depends, of course, on the originality and diversity of cultural of-
ferings, but this must be based on an authentic social foundation – the
“social machine” feeds the cultural offer, not the other way round: “Chil-
dren, young people, working people live in the Greater Region and older
people in different cities and villages - real coexistence and cultural ex-
2. The Greater Region is an area that is comprised of Luxembourg and its neigh-
bouring regions such as Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany), Saarland (Germany), Lor-
raine (France), andWallonia (Belgium).
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change within the Greater Regionmust first be established, the inner cit-
ies revived, and then we would have a strong backbone for our market-
ing concept.”This should then emphasise the specifics of each part of the
Greater Region and not levelling out like a steam roller. “It should make
theGreaterRegion understandable in its ambiguity.We are international
and at the same time culturally diverse and independent!” (Gréng Stëf-
tung, 2011, p. 3)
At the end of February 2012, the Luxembourg Chamber of Com-
merce held a round table with a theme “Luxembourg Seen from
Abroad.”As reported inonearticle, the event invited several public fig-
ures which include entrepreneur, business owner, banker, and artist
to discuss how the country “wants to be liked and respected” (Evans,
2012, p. 6). Still in the same report, theGfKNationBrands Indexwas
cited to point out that Luxembourg is “less well known than Singa-
pore and is liked about as much as Belgium.” Different voices were
present. Philippe Depoorter from the Banque de Luxembourg ex-
pressed that “we should be proud of our internationally known fund
industry” while correcting that “the tax haven image is 15-20 years
out of date.” George Lentz fromBrasserieNationale highlighted ‘the
country’smanufacturing capacity’ suchas steel, satellites, andbeer. In
turn, musician and actor Serge Tonnar responded by saying that “we
say ‘we want to remain what we are’ but we don’t know what we are.
Weneed tounderstandwhatwe are andwhatwewant to sell, and then
cultivate that” (Evans, 2012, p. 6).
A string of events that occurred after the 2012 round table point
to the growingdiscourse that the countryneeds toworkona coherent
message. In2013, ‘nationbranding’ becamea recurrent topic that gov-
ernment officials spoke in themedia.Then in2014, theNationBrand-
ing Committee by theMinistry of Foreign and European Affairs and
theMinistryof theEconomywas launched.Thisdevelopmentshowed
a signal that Luxembourg wanted a concerted effort to manage (and
also torectify) its imagebeyondthestereotypingof thecountryasafin-
ancial centre where the rich and multinational companies may avoid
paying taxes—an image that was already present even before Luxem-
bourgwas hit by theLuxLeaks financial scandal at the end of 2014. In
other words, a new narrative needed to be told.
The creation of the Nation Branding Committee marked the in-
creasing priority of nation branding in the national agenda and one
of its first tasks of was to determine ‘who we are’. Batches of surveys
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were carried out to include themany constituents of Luxembourg so-
ciety. The first stage of the survey, conducted in Autumn 2014, was
directed towards residents and cross-border workers. Afterwards, a
website (nationbranding.lu)was launched inJanuary2015 toallowthe
wider public to voice their view on Luxembourg. The website asked
visitors to do five things: to characterise Luxembourg in 140 charac-
ters, to upload a picture that represents the unique character of Lux-
embourg, to answer a questionnaire, to freely discuss the different as-
pects of Luxembourg, and to provide suggestions for Luxembourg
image. This nation-wide effort to define ‘who we are’ has drawn the
attention of local and international media. Luxembourger Wort, for
example, provided a special coverage on the nation branding theme.
Outside of Luxembourg,The New York Times asked why the nation
branding initiative did not happen earlier (Barthelemy, 2015). This
question was responded by Luxembourg’s Secretary of State of Eco-
nomyFrancineClosener: “Weonly starteddoing thisnow,becausewe
didn’t think itwasnecessary for a long time ... Itwasn’t very important
to us if wewere known in the world andwhy—because wewere doing
fine.”
InAugust 2015, theNationBrandingCommitteepublished theof-
ficial Luxembourg country profile. On the behalf of the Committee,
the country profile guideline was produced through a collaboration
between a German communication agency Concept X and Luxem-
bourgish agencies COMED and TNS Ilres.The document—claimed
to be produced “through a participatory process”, “according to sci-
entific methods”, and “involving both the general public and a wide
variety of actors of Luxembourg society”—outlines the definition of
the Luxembourg brand and what the brand aims to achieve. A sum-
mary of the Luxembourg brand’s structure is shown in Figure 5.2.
Theguideline definesLuxembourg to carry three values: reliability,
dynamism, and openness. Firstly, Luxembourg is reliable and this refers
to the stability offered by the political system of constitutional mon-
archy, the respect for human rights, and the economic stability. Stabil-
ity in terms ofmentality and infrastructure is also pointed out:
The country’s stability is also reflected in the mentality of its citizens.
They nurture their traditions as well as their national language, “Lëtze-
buergesch”. Luxembourg’s inhabitants have their feet firmly planted on
thegroundandsupport the country’s developmentwithgreat realismand
common sense, by focusing on the quality and sustainability of the solu-
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Figure 5.2.The“Luxembourg”brand structure. Source:NationBrand-
ingCommittee (2015, p. 6).
tions implemented. The quality of public infrastructure bears witness to
this commitment to excellence. (NationBrandingCommittee, 2015, p. 2)
Secondly, Luxembourg is dynamic and this refers to the country’s
historical progression. The Grand-Duchy has evolved “from an agri-
cultural country first of all to an industrial state and later to a strong
financial centre” (Nation Branding Committee, 2015, p. 2). The dy-
namism of the country also stresses on the country’s commitment to
innovation in several areas such as information and communication
technologies, the satellite industry, and a supportive ecosystem for
entrepreneurs. Culturally, the country’s dynamism is claimed to rest
on “the country’s unique and very specific way of taking action,” that
is, “[t]he “Luxembourg way of doing things” is characterised by prag-
matism, an ability to adapt and a commitment to constant improve-
ment” (p. 3). Lastly, Luxembourg is open, which refers to the coun-
try being “welcoming towards people from different origins and cul-
tures and displays open-mindedness to new and innovative ideas” (p.
3). The openness of the country is reflected in its role in the creation
of the EU and as a “mediator in Europe and the world” (p. 3). Luxem-
bourg is claimed as amulticultural country and a “truemelting pot of
nationalities, cultures and languages” (p. 3). “Amirror,” that is, where
“integration [is] lived on a daily basis” (p. 3). Openness is also defined
in termsofmovementsof goods and serviceswhere the country serves
as a logistics hub aswell asEuropeanheadquarters for global compan-
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ies.
Borrowing from Carl Gustav Jung’s psychology theory of arche-
types, the guideline argues further that the three values are best de-
livered through the model of an ally. Ally is one of the archetypes (12
in total) which reflects a personality that relies on the “openness to
embark on relationships and alliances, and the reliability to confid-
entlymake themgrow” (NationBrandingCommittee,2015,p.8).Asa
brand,Luxembourg ispositioned tobeusedas a trigger for transform-
ation, i.e. “a positive change at the level of the user himself and/or his
situation or his environment” (p. 9). Transformation is argued as an
“expressionofdynamism”—the lastof the threevalues—toemphasise
“the transformative power of the country” (p. 9). The three values of
thebrand (reliability, dynamism,andopenness), thepersonalityof the
brand (ally), and thepositioningof thebrand (transformative) are con-
structed to convey a promise: “further together”. More precisely, the
guideline promises that “those who take Luxembourg on as an “ally”
will go further, since they will enter into an alliance that brings bene-
fits tobothparties” (p. 11).Theguideline is concludedbyasserting that
the promisemust be “communicated intelligently so as to be credible
and to trigger an action in favour of the brand” (p. 11) and endorsing
that ‘storytelling’ is a “highly useful way of efficiently conveying this
message” (p. 11).
The creation of the country profile was followed by a project to
translate the three values into a concrete visual identity. The project
called Creathon—a word play of “creativity marathon”—was held in
March 4 and 5, 2016. It started with an open submission for the gen-
eral public and resulted in the selection of 40 people from various
background sectors. Creathon was then held in places that symbolise
creativity and culture: Nyuko, a business incubator; LUCA (Luxem-
bourg Center for Architecture); and CarréRotondes, a cultural space.
The two-day event produced six projects that were taken forward as
inputs for furtherwork by professional communication agencies. In a
press release, FrancineClosener expressed her reaction:
I’m delighted about the quality and the originality of the projects that we
just discovered.TheCreathon is an original initiative that allowed people
fromdifferent backgrounds to imagine together how to represent the per-
sonalityofour country. It’s exactly that inclusive andmultidisciplinary ap-
proach which differentiates our undertaking from that of the other coun-
tries. (Interdepartmental and Interinstitutional Nation Branding Com-
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Figure 5.3. Luxembourg’s visual identity. Source: Inspiring Luxem-
bourg (2016b, p. 7).
mittee, 2016)
5.1.3 A visual identity
In October 10, 2016, Luxembourg’s new visual identity was publicly
presented.The identity is centred on the use of “the symbol X” that is
composed of “four red and blue arrows, whose double alignment un-
derlines the mutual exchange” (Inspiring Luxembourg, 2016a). The
logo, also referred as “the Signature”, is accompanied with a slogan:
“Let’sMake ItHappen.”Theslogan is an invitation“to eachandevery-
one … to use the many possibilities offered by our country for both
their own and the shared successes” (Inspiring Luxembourg, 2016a).
An excerpt to the guideline of the new logo and slogan can be seen in
Figure 5.3.
The launching of the new country profile and visual identity was
both applauded and criticised. An article in Paperjam by Jean-Michel
Gaudron (2016), for instance, highlights the debate surrounding the
nation branding process.The article features a conversation with two
prominent figures, Sasha Baillie, the Chair of the Nation Branding
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Committee, and Raoul Thill, an independent communication con-
sultant. In the following excerpt, Sasha Baillie and Raoul Thill ex-
change their views on the challenges that remain:
SashaBaillie:Weare very satisfied, because the reactionshavebeen rather
positive in the media.What impressed us most were the requests for the
use of the visual signature. We have received over a hundred. That is the
principle: we have sent the country an invitation to take this visual and
make use of it, each of us being ambassador of Luxembourg. These re-
quests come fromall sectors, especially sport:many federations and clubs
want to use this visual in their presentations and their dress. It’s great be-
causewe see sport as one of the vehicles for transmitting ourmessage and
it is also about a younger andmoredynamic audience.…It isnot true that
the government did everything on its own. This Nation Branding Com-
mittee, whichwe now call Inspiring Luxembourg, is not composed solely
of representatives of the public sector. But we are aware that the process
is very complex and it is certainly not yet completed.
RaoulThill: I notice all the same that there is no euphoric feeling, a real
questioning of identity. Again, the discussions took place in a too limited
circle. It might be necessary to take a bus and go talk to all the villages
of the country? More targeted primary schools? We are in a process of
change, but people do not necessarily understand the change. We must
find this new model so people took things in hand and enter the debate
with a positive attitude. But there is great art and we all agree that it is dif-
ficult. (Gaudron, 2016)
In the social media such as Twitter and Facebook, public reaction
to thenewidentity arealsovisible.Since its launching, the“Let’smake
ithappen”tagline ismentionedfavourably ineventsandactivitiesheld
in Luxembourg, while there is also a voice that raises the tagline’s am-
biguity: “Luxembourg –Let’smake it happen. SohasLuxembourg…
not happened yet?”.
The launchingof the country’s visual identity inOctober2016con-
cludes the task of the Nation Branding Committee. In the presenta-
tion, seven priorities are outlined based on the “promotion of Lux-
embourg as a host country for foreign investment, as an exporting
country and as a tourist, cultural and commercial destination” (Le
Gouvernement du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg, 2013, p. 35, trans-
lated from the original in French). This event marks the transition
from discourse production to discourse dissemination, a task whose
mission is embodied in a newly established organising body in the
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tourism sector: Luxembourg for Tourism.
5.2 a reorganisation of the tourism industry
This section shows how the power created through the nation brand-
ing discourse is subsumed in the creation of a governmental body to
reorganise the tourism industry.
5.2.1 Emergence of ‘Luxembourg for Tourism’
Luxembourg for Tourism (LFT) was formed inDecember 15, 2015 as
an Economic Interest Group (EIG) funded wholly by theMinistry of
Economy. As an EIG, LFT becomes one among the few government-
backedEIGs to pursue the country’s national interests such as Luxin-
novation for business investment and innovation, LERAS (Luxem-
bourgEuropeanResearch andAdministrationSupport) for academic
research, and Luxembourg Expo 2020 Dubai for tourism. The cre-
ationofLFT is claimed to allow “greater organisational flexibility and
collaboration of stakeholders around their common interests” (Le
gouvernement du grand-duché du Luxembourg, 2015). Also in its of-
ficial website, LFT takes the role to ‘define’ and ‘implement’ “the na-
tional marketing strategy to enhance the country’s international im-
age and reputation as a tourist destination” (Luxembourg for Tour-
ism, 2017).
In a press release dated January 8, 2016, LFT announced the ap-
pointment of Romain Weber, a hotelier and a member of the Board
of Directors of Horesca Luxembourg, as the president of LFT. The
release—published in major media such as Paperjam, L’Essentiel,
Chronicle, Jeudi, RTL and Luxembourger Wort—highlights the ap-
pointment as a sign of “professionalisation” of the sector and a rep-
resentationof “the entrepreneurial spirit”. In theEnglish versionpub-
lished in The Luxembourg Chronicle (2016), LFT is stated to take
over the “the tasks and staff of the ONT” and is governed by a man-
aging council composed of representatives from Horesca, Chamber
of Commerce, the regional tourist offices, the City of Luxembourg,
Luxembourg-CityTouristOffice,andtheState.Thepress releaseends
by stating that the new president wants “bring together all stakehold-
ers to agree on the same medium and long term goals” (The Lux-
embourg Chronicle, 2016). From another source, an official govern-
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mental reportshowsthatONT’s formerdirectorAnneHoffmanncon-
tinues her role as themanaging director of LFT.
5.2.2 Archival analysis of websites
Among other promotional activities, a particular focus is given to the
website since, in today’s digital era, the Internet is one of the first con-
tact points for people to obtain information. Creation and mainten-
ance of a website is a deliberate process. It does not occur ‘on its own’
and, instead, it occurs through layers of decision making processes.
Secondly, in the tourism sector where most of its target markets are
people from abroad, a website presentation of a country is formative
to a country’s first impression. LFTclaims to be the first to adoptLux-
embourg’s new visual identity through its website, which signifies the
importance of website presentation in its promotional strategy. The
results of the archival analysis confirmed that it was only recently that
Luxembourgbecamemoreawareof theneed tocoherentlymanage its
image and the national tourism sector.
In performing the archival analysis of visitluxembourg.com, I util-
ised the web service provided by Internet Archive public library. In-
ternet Archive is a non-profit library that has been archiving the In-
ternet since its founding in 1996. A web service to retrieve web his-
tory was accessed through a platform called Wayback Machine (ht-
tps://archive.org/web/).The protocol of the web archive search is de-
tailed in the following.
First, preliminary search was made by inputting visitluxem-
bourg.com in the search field (see Figure 5.4). Results of the search
was then traced back by visiting the earliest record dates. From there,
a sample of website on the following month and year was visited to
identify whether changes had occurred. In the case where changes
have been found, a narrower sample of websites were selected (from
monthly to weekly to daily, if available) to pinpoint the exact date
of change. Occasionally, the web archive was redirected to another
website—this is when other websites such as ont.lu and visitluxem-
bourg.lu were found. In the discovery of a new website (for example,
ont.lu), a similar protocol was repeated to the corresponding website
(that is, by inputting thewebsite in the searchfield, visiting the earliest
record date, selecting a sample, etc.). The exploration process of the
web archive is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4.Searchresultof theVisitLuxembourgwebsiteon“WayBack
Machine”.
WayBackMachine visitluxembourg.com
search reveals
luxembourg.co.uk
ont.lu
visitluxembourg.lu
visitluxembourg.com/en
Figure 5.5.Archive exploration process.
5.2.3 Three periods of national tourism
The history of Luxembourg national tourism websites can be cat-
egorised into three periods: fragmentation, convergence, and consolida-
tion. The first period (from 1998 to 2012) is characterised by frag-
mentation. The earliest records of Luxembourg’s tourism websites
can be found in 1998. The first is www.luxembourg.co.uk, a web-
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Figure 5.6.Earliest recordofVisitLuxembourgwebsite (dated1998-12-
05).
site published by the Luxembourg Tourist Office in London in
June 1998. Then two other websites appeared in December 1998:
www.ont.lu by the Luxembourg National Tourist Office (ONT) and
www.visitluxembourg.com by the Luxembourg National Tourist Of-
fice inNewYork.Thesewebsites operated separately although in each
website there is a reference to another.The content that they offer are
more or less similar with sections on history, culture, and traditions;
activities and leisure; and events.
In the first iteration of visitluxembourg.com, the main page dis-
plays a photograph of a family with a background of Luxembourg’s
landscape (see Figure 5.6). On the header, there is a character whose
name can be found in the ont.lu 1998 archive as Siggy, which bears
“the name of Siegfried, Count of the Ardennes, who founded Luxem-
bourg around the year 963”. In 2002, visitluxembourg.comdisplayed
anarticlewrittenbyanAmericancitizen forTheNewYorkTimes.The
article, entitledLuxembourg GrandDuchy, Small Treasure, tells the story
ofwhyLuxembourg remains “a bit of a secret”.Until the end of 2004,
there areminor changes in thedisplayof texts but thewebsite remains
largely the same.
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Figure 5.7.Web archive of www.visitluxembourg.com (dated 2005-06-
20).
By the end of 2002, visitluxembourg.lu appears. Different from
its .com sibling, visitluxembourg.lu was maintained by ONT and the
Ministry of TourismLuxembourg. As noted earlier,ONTalready has
its own website since 1998 and the design of visitluxembourg.lu in
2002isaduplicationofont.lu.Thisduplicationcontinuedforacouple
of years until April 2004 when the visitluxembourg.lu was no longer
active and access to it was redirected to ont.lu.
Significant change occurred in June 2005 where visitluxem-
bourg.com appeared with a new design and layout. The Siggy char-
acter is gone and replaced by the display of “Visit Luxembourg” title
for the first time. As shown in Figure 5.7, photographs are givenmore
prominence in the front-stage and they are accompaniedwith articles
on “Six Great Reasons to Visit Luxembourg”. Also for the first time,
the website introduces the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg logotype
at the bottom of the homepage. The website was still managed by
LuxembourgNational Tourist Office in theUnited States. In parallel,
the www.ont.lu website is completely redesigned (see Figure 5.8) and
the Grand-Duchy logotype is presented on the top of the page. In
the meantime, the visitluxembourg.lu is reactivated and remained a
duplicate of ont.lu.
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Figure 5.8.Websitearchiveofwww.visitluxembourg.lu (dated2005-07-
14).
Figure 5.9.Web archive of www.ont.lu (dated 2010-06-05).
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At this point, therewere threenational tourismwebsites that oper-
ated in parallel: visitluxembourg.com by the office in New York, and
visitluxembourg.lu and ont.lu by ONT and the Ministry of Tourism
Luxembourg. From June 2005 toMay 2012, the display and layout of
the visitluxembourg.com website remained unchanged. In the same
time period, the ont.lu and visitluxembourg.lu websites have under-
gone a couple of changes (and both websites remained identical). In
the 2010 snapshot of ont.lu (see Figure 5.9), Grand-Duchy logotype
is given more prominence in size and placed underneath the photo-
graph.
The second period (from 2013 to 2016) is convergence. In Janu-
ary 2013, all the three websites (ont.lu, visitluxembourg.lu, luxem-
bourg.co.uk) converge. This convergence signifies an integration in
thewayLuxembourg ispresenting itsnational tourism.By2013, every
access to visitluxembourg.lu, ont.lu, and luxemboug.co.uk is redir-
ected to visitluxembourg.com/en.The Grand-Duchy logotype is pre-
served and moved up to accompany the navigation panel. As shown
in Figure 5.10, a new tourism slogan is devised: “Discover the Unex-
pected Luxembourg.” This period marks the enrichment of the con-
tent of the website, among them is the mentioning of family-run ho-
tels within the “Eat&Sleep” webpage.
The third period (from 2017 onwards) is consolidation.The estab-
lishment of LFT in the end of 2015 and its reinforcement in the be-
ginning of 2016 has showed some results by January 2017. The new
website (see Figure 5.11) embodies Luxembourg’s new visual identity
by integrating the “symbol X” in the Visit Luxembourg title.The blue
and red colours are used as an accent throughout thewebsite.The slo-
gan,nowmodified into“LiveYourUnexpectedLuxembourg”,was set
in a matching typography to the Visit Luxembourg title—less prom-
inent than previous version andmore visually coherent with the over-
all theme and feel of the website. While LFT preserves many of the
contents from the 2013 version, the 2017 version reinforces the direc-
tion that the national tourism is taking: themove towards promoting
Luxembourgasacountry for“business tourism”,morespecifically the
MICE cluster (Meetings, Incentives, Congresses, and Events). This
move ismademore visible through a clearer integration of “Meetings
&Congress”menu to in thehomepage—a link for adedicatedpage to
guide visitors to organise events in Luxembourg.
Contents related to traditions are available under the section on
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Figure 5.10. Web archive of visitluxembourg.com/en (dated 2013-05-
31).
“Art and Culture” and “Local Products” although some others are
scattered within the “Blog” section. Related to art and culture, tra-
ditions refer to the practices and events performed annually such
as “Dräikinneksdag (Epiphany), Liichtmëssdag (Glowing lanterns),
Oxen dances and tie stumps during Carnival, Buergsonndeg (Burn
the Cross), Klibberen (roughly: going rattling) on Easter, Émaischen
(pottery fair), Meekränz (May wreaths), Geenzefest (gorse festival)
onWhitMonday,Sprangpressessioun (Dancingprocession inEchter-
nach), Léiffrawëschdag (harvest Festival) in theMoselle region” (Lux-
embourg National Tourist Office, 2015) as well as “the glorious an-
nual Schueberfouer fun fair – one of Luxembourg’s oldest surviving
traditions” (Luxembourg National Tourist Office, 2017). Traditions
also refer to the ‘gastronomic specialities and recipes’ such as the na-
tional dish “JuddmatGaardebounen”or ‘SmokedCollar of Porkwith
Broad Beans’. A family-owned hotel-restaurant Béierhaascht is also
highlightedwithin thegastronomicsectionasarepresentationofLux-
embourg’s culinary tradition.
In continuation to the previous period, the current website pro-
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Figure 5.11. Recent snapshot of Visit Luxembourg website (retrieved
2017-09-28).
motes “small family-run hotels” in juxtaposition with “boutique
hotel”and“businesshotel”within the“Eat&Sleep”section. Informa-
tion about hotels and restaurants are providedmore comprehensively
with a short description of each business and an interactive map un-
derneath to show its location. A selection of “press trips”—i.e. trips
organised around a particular theme for the press—are given more
prominencewith theaimtopromote the country aswell asLFT’spart-
ners such as tour operators and hotels.
In summary, the “professionalisation” promised by the creation
ofLFT is reflected inhowthewebsitehasbeendeveloped. Integration
between Luxembourg’s visual identity to the tourism sector is visible,
although other aspects of the nation branding such as the country val-
ues (open, dynamic, and reliable) and the slogan (Let’s Make It Hap-
pen) remainobscure. By centring its promotionupon the discovery of
the “Unexpected Luxembourg”, the website now provides a compre-
hensive and professional-looking information for visitors who want
to experience the country.
Up to this point, it appears that there is alignment between
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the national-level discourse of Luxembourg as an ally-seeking coun-
try that promises ‘dynamism’, ‘reliability’, and ‘openness’, and the
industry-level discourse which promotes Luxembourg as a destina-
tion for discovery and tourism. In the next section, I move one level
down to theorganisational level to explore howdiscourse is produced
by the family-owned hotels through their websites.
5.3 introducing luxembourg’s family-ownedhotels
According to the Visit Luxembourg website, Luxembourg’s tourism
territory is commonly divided into four regions: Ardennes, Müller-
thal, Guttland, Moselle, Luxembourg, and Red Rocks (see Figure
5.12).
Ardennes
Müllerthal
Guttland
MoselleLuxembourg
Red Rocks
Figure 5.12.Map of Luxembourg’s tourism regions.
The northern part of Luxembourg is called Ardennes which fea-
tures castles, lake, and scenic nature. Then moving to the north-
eastern part is a region calledMüllerthal.This region is also referred
as Luxembourg’s “Little Switzerland” due to the contour of the land-
scape, and the long trekking trails that resemble those in Switzer-
land. Then the centre and the western part is called Guttland. In the
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VisitLuxembourgwebsite, theGuttlandregion is alsodescribedas the
place where “antiquity” and “modernity” coexist:
Just outside the city of Luxembourg, the visitors will find an enchanting
setting of charming villages with old farm houses, imposing castles and
beautiful natural landscapes.The region offers a calm and peaceful envir-
onment, despite it being located at the geographic centre of the country.
Hundreds of kilometres of hiking and cycling trailsmeander through the
untouched landscapes.Thehistoric heritage is ubiquitous,whether in the
Valley of the SevenCastles, on themanyGallo-Roman sites or in the rural
museums. At the same time, antiquity andmodernity go hand in hand in
theGuttlandregion,which is shownbytheplethoraof regional innovative
and sustainable projects. (Visit Luxembourg, 2017b)
Next, the capital Luxembourg-City represents a regionon its own
(althoughother sources also consider the capital as apart ofGuttland).
Many of Luxembourg’s iconic points of interest are located in the
capital, among them are the European Commission offices, the Pont
Adolphe bridge, the Golden Lady monument, casemates, the Grand-
Ducal Palace, and the Old Town.Then to the south is a region called
the Red Rocks which is famous for its steel industries. Lastly, to the
east is a region calledMoselle.This region is well-known for its vine-
yards andwineries.
With the country’s interest to present an image that is ‘dynamic’,
‘reliable’, and ‘open’, hotels are an important part of the tourism in-
dustry. This is not only because they are ‘used’ in the country’s pro-
motional contents, but also because in each region they are involved
in the production of discourse related to the hospitality of the coun-
try. In this section, I focus my attention to family-owned hotels and
explore how they present themselves in their website. In contrast to
the national and industry level where discourse production was cent-
rally organisedby the governmental bodies, at theorganisational level
discourse is characterised by diversity andmultiplicity.
This section is hence organised in two parts. In the first part, I dis-
cuss themethod to retrieveandorganise thewebsitesof family-owned
hotels in Luxembourg. Three phases were involved in the method:
database compilation, website retrieval, and coding process. In the
second part, I present the main findings of the analysis: two dimen-
sions of family-owned hotels’ website presentation, and four discurs-
iveacts in theirwebsitepresentation.Previous studieshavecarriedout
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a discourse analysis on the websites of family businesses (see Botero,
Thomas,Graves&Fediuk,2013;Micelotta&Raynard,2011).Adding
to this line of research, this section contributes to explore the discurs-
ive presentation of family businesses in the hospitality industry.
5.3.1 Method
compiling a database of family-owned hotels The first
phase of the inquiry was to compile a database which allows the dis-
tinction between family-owned and non family-owned hotels. To
carry out this task, I drew from four website sources: www.hotels.lu,
www.visitluxembourg.com, www.editus.lu, and legilux.public.lu.
Hotels.lu is a website under the administration of Horesca Luxem-
bourg, a national federation of hotels, restaurants, and cafés. The
website provides information of all hotels in Luxembourg with a
short description on the number of rooms, address, and contact de-
tails. As described earlier, visitluxembourg.com is a website that is
managed by LFT. Similar to hotels.lu, visitluxembourg.comprovides
a comprehensive information on all hotels in Luxembourg. The two
websites, however, are not always in synchrony.There are cases where
hotels that are recorded in one source is not recorded in another. To a
lesser extent, I also added somehotelswhich I observed to be existing
in the field but not listed in the twowebsites.
Next, hotels that were compiled need to be verified. They were
double-checked by searching them both in www.editus.lu, a business
directorywebsite similar toYellowPages, and in their ownwebsite. In
editus.lu, information about the owner and/ormanager can be found
and these details were then added to themaster list.There was a num-
ber of cases where the hotels do not have a website. In this case, a veri-
fication of the hotel relies on other websites (e.g. visitmoselle.lu and
mullerthal.lu). At this stage, an early indication wasmade whether or
not a hotel is family-managed.
Afterwards, I verified the legalownershipof thehotels through the
Legilux registry. To distinguish between the family business and the
non-family business, I leaned towards the definition of family busi-
ness implemented in Westhead and Cowling (1998, p. 34)—in refer-
ence to Donckels and Fröhlich (2016, p. 152)—where “Family mem-
bers in one family own 60% or more of the equity in the business.”
Through the verification process, hotels that failed to meet the cri-
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Identification of population
Verification and identification
of ownership andmanagement
Legal verification of ownership
andmanagement
www.hotels.lu
www.visitluxembourg.com
Field observation
www.editus.lu
The hotel’s ownwebsite
Regional websites such as:
mullerthal. lu, visitmoselle.lu
legilux.public.lu
Process Source
Figure 5.13.Data compilation protocol.
teria weremarked as non-family businesses.The verification through
Legilux concluded the status of the hotel either as a family or a non-
family business.The data compilation process is illustrated in Figure
5.13. Fromthedatabase, I found that there are 172 activehotels inLux-
embourg and, out of these, 93 (54%) are family-owned.
website retrieval The second step was to access the websites of
each family-owned hotels.This process resulted in the retrieval of 88
websites (out of 93 active family-owned hotels, 5 hotels do not have an
official website). A total of 874 screenshots were collected where, in
eachwebsite, between six to ten screenshots were taken.The list of 88
family-owned hotels with available website is presented in Table 5.1.
coding The third stepwas to conduct the analysis in accordance to
the inductive process proposedbyGioia,Corley andHamilton (2013).
From the collection of screenshots, ‘data analysis’ was carried out
through ‘initial data coding’ which maintains the actual words used
in the website—this is also referred as an analysis using “informant-
centric terms and codes” (Gioia et al., 2013, p. 18). The screenshots
were compiled and analysed in a qualitative data analysis software
ATLAS.ti. This first-order coding was followed with a second-order
thematic abstraction to organise similar concepts found in the first-
order coding. For example, the first-order concepts of ‘location’, ‘fa-
cilities’, and ‘services’ were grouped as part of the second-order theme
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Table 5.1.List of family-ownedhotelswith valid officialwebsites. (Con-
tinued on the next page)
No. Name Region Rooms Owning family
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
Hotel Domaine duMoulin d'Asselborn
Auberge du Chateau Bigonville
Hotel St Fiacre
Hotel duMoulin
Hotel-Restaurant du Commerce
Hotel Koener
Golf-Hotel Le Claravallis
Boutique Hotel des Nations
Hotel-Restaurant St. Hubert
Hotel Restaurant Auberge Eislecker-Stuff
Hotel-Restaurant Beau-Séjour
Hotel du Parc
Auberge de la Sûre
Hotel-Restaurant Dahm
Hotel Beau Site
Hotel-Restaurant le Postillon
Hotel de la Sûre
Hotel Braas
Hotel Lanners
Hotel-Restaurant Reiff
Hotel-Restaurant des Ardennes
Hotel Restaurant Hatz
Hôtel du Château de Larochette
Auberge op der Bleech
Sporthotel Leweck
Hotel-Restaurant Pommerloch
B&B Pommerloch
Hotel-Restaurant Manoir Kasselslay
Château d'Urspelt
Hostellerie-Restaurant Nagel
Hotel-Restaurant Belle-Vue
Hotel-Restaurant Petry
Hotel-Restaurant Victor Hugo
Hotel Heintz
Hotel AubergeAal Veinen "Beim Hunn"
Grand Hotel Vianden
Hotel Restaurant Keup
Hotel duVieux Chateau
Hotel-Restaurant Bernini
Hotel De La Gaichel
Hotel-Restaurant Parmentier
Hotel Jacoby - Restaurant De Bräiläffel
Hotel-Restaurant Re'ser Stuff
Hotel Le Dany / Restaurant Bivius
Hotel-Restaurant Olivier
Mandarina Hotel
Alvisse Parc Hotel
Hotel Restaurant Il Piccolo Mondo
Maho Rive Droite
Hotel-Brasserie-Restaurant Français
Hotel Simoncini
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Ardennes
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Guttland
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
15
4
20
12
48
50
25
28
21
8
11
40
9
25
18
20
23
14
10
11
19
16
23
9
51
8
18
6
53
17
54
27
20
30
9
57
25
8
28
17
11
13
20
20
50
325
12
7
21
36
Nilles-Funck family
Koeune family
Mathieu-Feidt family
Kremer family
Gindt family
Koener family
Gillen family
Winkin family
Peudevin family
Costa family
Perdigao family
Michels family
Rammelt family
Junker-Dahm family
Thilges family
Conrad family
Streumer family
Braas family
Lanners family
Reiff-Graf family
Borgstijn family
Klein family
Marques family
Celotto family
Leweck family
Wit family
Wit family
Popelaars family
Lodomez family
Nagel family
Petry family
Petry family
Kraus-Petry family
Ewert-Fischer family
Hahn-Kremer family
Peverelli family
Keup family
Thillens-Kremer family
Locorotondo family
Gaul-Guillou family
Pütz family
Jacoby family
Philipp-Birukoff family
Pierucci family
Bahbout family
Scholtes family
Alvisse family
Pizzolante family
Hobscheit family
Simoncini family
Simoncini family
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Table 5.1.List of family-ownedhotelswith valid officialwebsites. (Con-
tinued from the previous page)
No. Name Region Rooms Owning family
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
Grand Hotel Cravat
Hotel-Restaurant Parc BeauxArts
Hotel-Restaurant Parc Belle-Vue
Hotel-Restaurant Parc Plaza
Hotel-Restaurant Parc Belair
Hotel Central Molitor
Appartamento-Ristorante Italia
Hotel-Pizzeria Bella Napoli
Hotel Empire
Hotel-Restaurant Sieweburen
Auberge Hostellerie des Pêcheurs
Hotel-Restaurant Domaine la Forêt
Hotel des Vignes - Restaurant du Pressoir
Hotel de l'Ecluse - Restaurant PIER29
Auberge-Restaurant du Château
Hotel-Restaurant Meyer
Hotel-Restaurant Perekop
Hotel-Restaurant Kinnen
Hotel Scharff
Hotel-Restaurant AuVieuxMoulin
Hotel-Restaurant Eden au Lac
Grand Hotel Restaurant Echternach
Hotel de la Sûre
Romantik Hotel Bel-Air, Sport &Wellness
Hotel-Restaurant Brimer
Hotel-Restaurant Le Cigalon
Hotel-Restaurant de la Station
Hotel-Restaurant Gruber
Hotel-Restaurant Dimmer
Hotel-Restaurant Beierhaascht
Hotel-Restaurant Gulliver
Hotel Restaurant Carpini
Hotel-Restaurant Cottage
Hosteria Gusto
Hotel-Restaurant The Seven Hotel
Hotel de la Frontiere
Hotel Restaurant Le Presbytere
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Lux-city
Moselle
Moselle
Moselle
Moselle
Moselle
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Müllerthal
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
Red Rocks
60
11
64
89
58
36
8
14
35
14
9
10
24
35
7
28
22
25
21
11
54
28
27
38
28
11
20
18
29
30
70
25
45
6
14
18
10
Cravat family
Goeres family
Goeres family
Goeres family
Goeres family
Shepherd family
Antognoli family
Balestri family
Mertens family
Ewen family
Hang family
Wallerich family
Oswald, Schreder, and
Bungert family
Albert family
Forette family
Meyer-Gierten family
Schuster family
Kinnen family
Scharff family
Bouillat family
Binsfeld family
Conzemius family
Knepper family
Hein family
Brimer family
Stoque-Kunnert family
Hoss family
Gruber family
Dimmer family
Meyer family
Monte family
Carpini family
Mengin family
Pitasi family
Schroeder family
Diderrich family
Kayser family
‘idealising’. In the next step, I differ slightly from Gioia et al. (2013)
by not aggregating the second-order themes into ‘theoretical dimen-
sions’. Rather, I constructed a secondary second-order themes which
are more general than the primary second-order. This choice was
takenbecause the interest of the analysiswas simply to capture the dif-
ferences in the presentation of the family-owned hotels rather than
searching for theoretical dimensions. The secondary second-order
themes are not theoretical dimensions since there is no causal rela-
tionshipbetweentheprimary second-order themesandthesecondary
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Table 5.2.Data structure for the analysis of hotel websites.
Idealising
Presentation of offerings
being practical, useful,
comforting, and relaxing
Legitimising
Presentation of legitimacy
through a reference and
display of authoritative
bodies
Modernising
Presentation of things being
new and dynamic
Traditionising
Presentation of things being
preserved and timeless
Location
Facilities
Services
Staff
Certifications
Online reviews
Regional and
governmental
associations
Professional
associations
Hotel groups
New and renewal
Technology in-use
Presence in the social
media
Sophistication of the
website
Age and oldness
Preservation
History
Family
Materiality
Spatiality
Practices
Aesthetic experience
First-order concepts Primary second-order
themes
Secondary second-order
themes
Dimension 1: Explicit vs. non-
explicit family ownership
and/ormanagement
Dimension 2: Simple vs.
extended narrative
elaboration
second-order themes.
Table 5.2 shows the data structure as a result of the coding process.
Iwillpresenteachof thesecond-order themes inthenextcoupleofsec-
tions starting fromthe secondary (moregeneral) to theprimary (more
specific).
5.3.2 Two dimensions of family-owned hotels’ website presentation
From the more general level, I found that the websites presented by
family-ownedhotels inLuxembourgcanbedifferedacross twodimen-
sions: the presence of family ownership/management (either explicit
or non-explicit), and the elaboration of the narrative (either simple or
extended). These dimensions can be visualised as a two-by-two mat-
rix as shown in Figure 5.14. Out of 88 family-owned hotels, most ho-
tels (54) are explicit in showing that they are family-run and/or family-
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Narrative
elaboration
5 hotels
(6%)
29 hotels
(33%)
30 hotels
(34%)
24 hotels
(27%)
Family ownership and/ormanagement
Non-explicit Explicit
Simple
Extended
Figure 5.14.Modes of website presentation of family-owned hotels.
owned while some others (34) are not disclosing any family involve-
ment. In terms of narrative elaboration, themajority of them (59) are
presenting simple narrative and fewer (29) aremore extended. In the
following, each combination is discussed.
non-explicit family ownership/management and simple
narrative elaboration In thismode, involvement of the family
in themanagement is either hidden or implicit.The family namemay
appear in the name of the hotel, but there is no official claim whether
the family actuallymanagesorowns thebusiness.Thenarrative is con-
sidered simple when sentences in the website convey basic informa-
tion about the hotel. I use the term ‘simple’ to capture a range of nar-
rativeswhich are, on the one end, inadequate and insufficient (with al-
most no storying element) and, on the other hand, brief and sufficient
(with basic information and minimum storying). Narratives that are
brief focus on the usefulness of the hotel while narratives that are in-
sufficient left an impression that the hotel is less professional. Stories
that are toldwith simple narrative aremostly related to the pragmatic
benefits of the hotel with very little to no historical reference.
An example of this mode is a website of Central Molitor Hotel as
shown in Figure 5.15. Central Molitor Hotel is a family-owned and
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Figure 5.15.Hotel CentralMolitor, Luxembourg-city.
managed hotel located in the city centre. However, while ‘Molitor’
may suggest the family-owner of the hotel, but it is actually owned by
the Shepherd family.This information is not visible in thewebsite and
ownershipdetails needs to be retrieved throughLegilux.A scrutiny to
the Legilux registries reveals that the current manager is the wife of
the owner.
explicit family ownership/management and simple nar-
rative elaboration Websites in this mode are characterised by
anexplicit claimof familyownershipand/ormanagementof thehotel.
The narratives remain simple in the sense that they tell simple stor-
ies. Different from the previousmodewhich is ‘faceless’, in thismode
there is a ‘face’ that can be held accountable for the hotels’ operations.
One example of a website in this mode is the website of Hotel-
Restaurant Lanners (see Figure 5.16.Thehotel’s homepage illustrates
a mode of presentation that is explicit in family management and ba-
sic in narrative. Facts, offerings, and actions are conjoined together
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Figure 5.16. Hotel-Restaurant Lanners, Ettelbruck (originally in
French, translated byGoogle).
withasimpleplot.Thehotel’s situatedness (in theoppositeof theEttel-
bruck train station) provides the context. Lanners is then introduced
not just a hotel, but a “family-run establishment [company] that has
been open for four generations.” The location is further reinforced
by plotting it as “ideally located and accessible via public transport.”
Hotel Lanners’ newly renovated rooms, restaurants, and brasserie
are connected with an action through which the hotel ‘welcomes’ the
guests in its new facilities.
non-explicit family ownership/management and exten-
ded narrative elaboration Websites with no explicit family
ownership/management and extendednarratives are the least among
othermodes.Despite not showing the family involvement in the busi-
ness, websites in this mode usually construct an elaborated narrative
by telling stories about the offering of the hotels and/or restaurants.
An example for this mode is a website of The Seven Hotel - Bosque
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Figure 5.17.TheSevenHotel, Esch-sur-Alzette.
FeVi Restaurant. In the website, there is no explicit indication of fam-
ilyownershipormanagement.Nonetheless,TheSevenHotel is exten-
ded in its narrative. It explores the history of the restaurant and the
actor behind the restaurant (see Figure 5.17).Not only that, also in the
same page, the hotel-restaurant elaborately narrates its location:
Located in the middle of the Gaalgebierg Municipal Park, The Seven
Hotel is the ideal place for family, business or romantic stays. Only ten
kilometers from Luxembourg City, you will find the serenity of a pre-
served nature, far from the hustle and bustle of the city. All of the flower
gardens and forest trails combined with our high-end infrastructure will
make your stay a timeless break.
Thenarrative above, as one example, is extended as it connects the
location with the different purposes that it may serve (‘ideal place for
family, business or romantic stays’) and invokes particular emotional
sensations (‘youwill find serenity’, ‘make your stay a timeless break’).
explicit family ownership/management and extended
narrative elaboration In thismode, websites are both explicit
in showing the family involvement and their narratives are extended.
Websites in this mode are more likely to disclose the family history
and they proudly associate the family business with tradition. Among
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Figure 5.18.Domaine de LaGaichel, Gaichel.Homepage (originally in
French, translated byGoogle).
others, the extendedness of the narratives is often drawn from the
intertwinement between the family and the hotel, the location of the
hotel, the history of particular objects in the hotel, and the nuance
given through the evocation of different senses and emotions.
Anexampleof thismode isawebsitebyDomainedeLaGaichel.As
canbe seen inFigure 5.18, thehotel’s offerings such as thenew restaur-
ant and the location of the hotel (house) are elaborately narrated. In
Figure 5.19, the hotel’s history is narrated inmuch detail. Transitions
fromonegeneration toanother arepresented inamorenuancedman-
ner.
5.3.3 Four discursive acts of family-owned hotels’ website presentation
Within each group of the matrix developed earlier, I found that there
are four recurring themeswhich coalesce around theway the contents
try to convey amessage to the audience. I call these themes as ‘discurs-
ive acts’ which are idealising, legitimising,modernising, and traditionising.
They are explained in the following.
First, idealising refers to the discursive act of presenting things be-
ing ideal, practical, useful, and comforting. The act of idealising oc-
curs when it is signified in the website through the use of signifiers
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Figure 5.19.DomainedeLaGaichel,Gaichel.Familyhistory (originally
in French, translated byGoogle).
such as location, facilities, service and staff. Idealising is mostly, al-
thoughnotalways, thecommondenominatorofwebsitepresentation.
Idealising is notmerely presenting a list of offerings but it provides an
‘official interpretation’ of how offerings can be useful to the guests.
Themany objects that are idealised can be grouped into fourmain
offerings: location, facilities, services, and staff. To use the previous
example of Hotel Lanners in Ettelbruck, the hotel presents itself as
“20 minutes” away from Luxembourg-city and that it is “located in
the heart of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.” The hotel’s location
is then explicitly idealised: “Whether on a business trip, a romantic
weekend or a family holiday in Luxembourg,Hotel Lanners is ideally
located.” Hotel-Restaurant Gulliver in Bascharage provides an ex-
ample of idealising basedon the facility and staff.Thehotel asserts the
following:
Our rooms offer top-of-the range comfort in a family setting. This finds
its expression in a warm-hearted reception by our multilingual staff and
in our desire to show you the best of our region has to offer.
In this case, “top-of-the range comfort in a family setting” is the ideal-
ising act that is applied on the rooms as one part of the hotel’s facil-
ities.This “comfort” is then connected to “a warm-hearted reception
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by ourmultilingual staff” to evoke an ideal image of its staff. Service is
also idealised in “our desire to show you the best of our region has to
offer.”
Second, legitimising refers to the reference to and display of other
institutions. As a plot, legitimising connects elements that signify le-
gitimacysuchascertifications,onlinereviews, regional-governmental
associations, professional associations, and hotel groups. Different
from the idealising plot that tends to be self-proclaiming, the legit-
imising plot tends to present others’ opinion, acknowledgement, and
authorisation as a representation of legitimacy. The display of and
reference to “Certificate of Excellence” from TripAdvisor or reviews
from Booking.com, for example, signify that the hotel’s reputation
has been trusted by a larger number of visitors. Then there are ref-
erences to other certifications related to environmental compliance
such as EcoLabel and SuperDrecksKëscht that signify legitimacy. Le-
gitimising also occurs through a reference to regional brands such
as “Ardenne”, a cross-border regional brand that includes the north-
ern Luxembourg, part of Belgium, and part of France; and “Région
Mullerthal” for the eastern Luxembourg. A reference toHoresca, on
theotherhand, signifies a legitimisingactbasednetworkassociations,
which is also implied through referenceof hotel groups such asWorld-
hotels, Logis, andGoldenTulip.
Third, modernising refers to the assertion of things being mod-
ern, new, innovative, or state-of-the-art.Modernisingmostly appears
in the context of the establishment and renewal of facilities, the dis-
play and assertion that technology is in use, the presence in the so-
cial media (such as Twitter, Facebook, YouTube), and the sophistica-
tion of the website presentation itself.While it is used sometimes as
a contrast from tradition, modernising also appears to be applied to
tradition itself. This juxtaposition is exemplified by Hotel Meyer in
Beaufort:
[Webpage title] In the change of time
[Subtitle] Calm and relaxation
[Content] Over the course of the time, the building was regularly renov-
ated to surpass the expectations of our guests could again and again [sic].
It has always been taken care to ensure that themodernisations follow the
tradition and the charmof this time honored building.
It is explicit in the narrative above that the hotel presents itself as con-
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tinuously renewed. Yet, the emphasis on ‘modernisation’ is not direc-
ted to the opposition of tradition but to the reinforcement of tradi-
tion.
Lastly, traditionising refers to thepresentationof thingsbeingpre-
served and timeless. It is to be noted, however, while traditionising
entails the assertion of things as traditional but it is more precise
to say that traditionising is where things are presented as tradition-
like. This distinction points to the subtle difference between the re-
stricted meaning of ‘traditional’ as things being old-fashioned, long-
established, and habitual, and ‘tradition-like’ as things having the di-
mensions of tradition, which are temporality, narrativity, material-
ity, spatiality, actoriality, practices, objects, and aesthetic experiences.
This specificity is also why the term traditionising is preferred to the
term traditionalising.
Traditionisingoccurs throughdifferentdimensionsandall dimen-
sions are interconnected.For example,whenahotel claims that it pos-
sesses “the oldest working lift in Luxembourg” (GrandHotel Cravat),
traditionising is related to the temporality dimension (the oldest)
and object dimension (lift). Similarly, temporality and object are en-
meshedwhenahotel presents that “This ancientwater-millhas crossed
all the historic periods of the present GrandDuchy since 1036” (Hotel-
RestaurantDomainduMoulind’Asselborn,myemphases).Tradition-
ising throughmateriality is signified when the selection ofmaterial is
given prominence to convey ‘family ambience’ such as the following
presentation by Béierhaascht:
The special setting of our brewery-restaurant is filled with a family and
rural atmosphere.This family ambience and the Luxembourgish cuisine
make the success of the Béierhaascht. Wood and stone materials are the
dominant elements of the construction and the furniture.
In the above quote, Béierhaascht reinforces the traditionising act by
instilling the material aspect of its building and objects in the build-
ing.Thewords ‘Woodandstone’ areused toconveya senseofpastness
which relates to tradition.
Collectively, the four discursive acts indicate that despite the vary-
ing degree of explicitness of familymanagement/ownership and elab-
oratedness of the narratives, there are similarities in the way the con-
tents are connected together.On theonehand, there aremodernising
and traditionising which coexist and the tension between the two en-
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Family business as
received tradition
(Chapter 6)
National-level discourse:
nation branding (‘open’,
‘dynamic’, and ‘reliable’)
Industry-level discourse:
reorganisation of the
tourism industry through
‘Luxembourg for Tourism’
Organisational-level
discourse: various modes
and acts of website
presentation
Figure 5.20.Layers of discourse at three levels of analysis: A summary.
riches the narratives of the website presentation. On the other hand,
there are idealising and legitimisingwhichmayoccurwithoutmaking
reference to thingsbeingmodernor traditional, yet thisdoesnot close
thepossibility thatmodernisingand traditionisingareused to legitim-
ate and idealise the hotel.
5.4 looking back at the three levels of discourse
The attention to discourses in this chapter has revealed a variety of
discourses from the national level to the organisational level. To sum-
marise, these findings are illustrated in Figure 5.20. At the national
level, a salientdiscourse is relatedtothenotionof ‘nationbranding’.At
this level, the government is a potent organiser of discourse which en-
dorses the image of Luxembourg as an ‘open’, ‘dynamic’, and ‘reliable’
country. In turn, the movement at the national level trickles down to
the industry level where, supported by the government, a newbody to
oversee the national tourism industry was founded. The body, called
‘LuxembourgforTourism’,hasapurpose toalignthe tourismindustry
with the national agenda.
At the organisational level, I found that family-owned hotels refer
to tourism to narrativise their websites. Nonetheless, I also found
that family-owned hotels are not entirely in tune with the renewal ef-
forts by the governmental bodies. Instead of using the discourse pro-
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duced by the government (such as the new Luxembourg brand, logo,
and the three values), some websites prominently present the region
where they operate such as Ardennes, Müllerthal, and Moselle. In
otherwords, it is not ‘nation branding’ which is apparent in their web-
sites, but ‘region branding’.
By contextualising the family-owned hotels in a wider discursive
space, I hope to have introduced some nuances on the dynamics that
occur at the national and industry level. On a subtler note, there is a
trace of the term ‘tradition’ being used across the three levels. At the
national level, tradition is related to ‘who we are’ in the discourse on
nation branding in which the national language serves as a common
ground. At the industry level, tradition appears as ritual practices and
events,whicharepresented in the interest to attractpeople to visit and
experience the country. At the organisational level, tradition takes a
more explicit appearance as one of the discursive acts. In the next
chapter, I will bring tradition back to the centre stage by examining
thenarrativesoffive family-runhotels andhowfamilybusiness is lived
as received tradition.
Chapter 6
Family Business as Received Tradition
To inquire into tradition is to embark on an experiential enterprise.
The various sensory faculties are called for to grasp what has been
taken for granted in the daily life as ‘tradition’. Things that are seen,
heard, touched, smelled, and tastedareall interwoven toconstruct the
perception of tradition. It is intriguing to realise that, already, there
are pre-conceptions of what counts as traditional and what does not.
Insomeplaces that Ihavevisited, therewasan inescapable impression
of tradition and traditionality whereas in some others such impres-
sionwas less readily perceivable. Tradition is observable by thosewho
are outside of a tradition, and this also means that tradition is some-
thing that can be projected—either deliberately or coincidentally—by
those who are inside of the tradition. Yet, projection through sensory
faculties is only one part. Another part is the emotional projection
throughstories infusedwithnostalgia,dramatical turnsofevents, and
themundanity of everyday life.
To guide the inquiry into tradition, I take the simple definition of
tradition as transmitted things from the past (Shils, 1981).This defin-
ition is preferred since it allows, as a starting point, the decoupling of
‘tradition’ from the ‘traditional’. It thus frees tradition from the vari-
ous presumptions that are commonly attached to it.This definition is
both obscuring and enabling. It is obscuring since everything then be-
comes tradition. On the other hand, it is also enabling since its broad-
ness allows the viewing of other things that may not be construed in-
tuitively as tradition. A limit, then, is necessary. Taking Shils (1981) as
a point of departure, the limit is set by taking the angle of seeing fam-
ily business as tradition. From this point of view, the family business and
all the components that are attached to it—the stories, theobjects, the
people, the activities, the vision, the dream—are seen as a formof con-
tinuation from the past. The family businesses are in a state of being
received by the current generation. To see the family businesses as re-
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ceived traditions is, therefore, to put more emphasis in the received-
ness of the family businesses.
In this chapter, I will bring the reader to attend the intersection
of two kinds of beginning: the beginning ofmy entrance to the family
businesses, and the beginning of the family business itself.Thenarrat-
ives that are recorded here are derivedmainly frommy interviewwith
the family managers. This began, normally, by asking the history of
the family business.While it is natural to start a conversationwith the
question of ‘how did it begin’, there are other reasons for the choice
to do so. First, this question is expected. Hence to talk about it is a
‘warming-up’ that prepares both the researcher and the informant for
further interactions.Second, it allowsthe informant todecidehowthe
story will be delivered. Should the family history be disclosed? If so,
how brief or extensive should it be disclosed? It is through this ques-
tion that the informantmay choose on the inclusion or omission, and
whether further information will be given or withheld. Third, to ask
about history is a window for the researcher to enter the family busi-
ness, and to answer the question about history is a token of trust given
by the informant to the researcher.
As a continuation from the previous chapter, this chapter takes a
closer look at the narratives that are produced by five family-run ho-
tels beyond their digital representation on the internet. The present
chapter examines thepastnessof each family-runhotel by lookingat it
as a ‘stabilised’ entity.This stabilised view lays the ground for the next
chapterwhichfocusesonthepresentnessof the familybusinessasady-
namic entity. By emphasising the receivedness of the family business,
this chapter asks fundamentally how tradition is brought and made
available to the present generation.
From this chapter onwards, I will draw my analysis from five
family-run hotels. They are (1) Grand Hotel Cravat, (2) Hotel de
la Sûre, (3) Hotel Empire, (4) Hotel Français and Hotel Simoncini,
and (5) Château d’Urspelt. An overview of the family businesses is
provided in Table 6.1. Before I introduce the story of each hotel, I
will briefly discuss the reasons why these family-run hotels are selec-
ted.GrandHotelCravat is chosenbecause it represents anold andup-
per class family business. GrandHotel Cravat is one of the legendary
hotels for the Luxembourgish people. Hotel de la Sûre is chosen be-
cause it represents a family business which has an active role in pro-
moting and developing the locality. Hotel Empire is selected because
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Table 6.1. Summary of the five family-run hotels under study.
1895
1970
1957
1958
2008
2008
60
23
35
22
35
55
Location No. of roomsEnterprise
Grand Hotel Cravat
Hotel de la Sûre
Hotel Empire
Hotel Français
Hotel Simoncini
Château d’Urspelt
Luxembourg-city
Esch-sur-Sûre
Luxembourg-gare
Luxembourg-city
Luxembourg-city
Urspelt
Cravat family
Streumer-Van
derAar family
Mertens family
Simoncini family
Lodomez family
Owning familyYear founded
it represents an old and affordable hotel.Hotel Français andHotel Si-
moncini are chosenbecause they represent twodistinct approaches in
hotel operations. Hotel Français is maintained as a continuation of a
hotel ran by another family whereas Hotel Simoncini is established
as a ‘proof of concept’ that fuses together a hotel with an art gallery.
Finally, Château d’Urspelt is selected because it is the only hotel in
the country which was rebuilt from an abandoned castle. Collectively,
they represent a diverse set of family-run hotels where the concept of
tradition is potentially rich.
6.1 grandhotel cravat
In Chapter 4, I have described that my entry to the Luxembourgish
family businesses started with Grand Hotel Cravat. Currently in its
fourth generation, GrandHotel Cravat is located in the city centre of
Luxembourg-city. The country’s iconic Golden Lady monument, or
locallyknownasGëlleFra, isplaced justacross thestreet fromthehotel.
I was sitting in the hotel’s lobby when Mr Carlo Cravat, the current
manager, came andgreetedme. I raised to shakehis hand and, shortly
afterwards, we were seated at the bar Le Trianon by the window. The
GoldenLadymonument stood visibly across thewindow, towering as
if wewere overseen by it.
Whenaskedabout thebeginningof the familybusiness,MrCravat
narrated:
So we started in 1895. Somy great grandparent - um - they had an idea to
launch a restaurant. Don’t ask me how really this worked out because I
was not there. But my great grandmother, she was a cook. And my great
grandfather, he was actually in the restaurant.That was already very awk-
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ward because normally, the girls are in the restaurant and the boy is stand-
ing behind the pans and the pots. So that was, for these days, we must
think one hundred and twenty years back where the women even did not
have yet the right to vote. So, thewhole ideawas kept upby awoman.That
was already very - future-visioned, let’s call it like this. It worked out fine -
and they had time to have one child. So, that was alsomaybe their luck to
just have one child. Because when you just have one child you don’t have
to share the heritage. So, that’s the positive point, of course, when you are
a good boy, or a good child. You take over the family business. And well,
mygrandfather - so he took it over. I don’t know if they haddiscussions or
not [over the succession process]. I cannot tell you.
So, again, he got married - with my grandmother. She was a very strong
woman.When I say a strongwoman, thatmeans in all the aspects. So she
was also a leader figure. Um - she helped him very much building up the
two new buildings - so the one in the middle where we have now where
the brasserie is, and onehere.This building is from1956. So itwas bought
bits by bits, whenwe hadmoneywe bought a newpart. So youmust think
thatwehave this part in themiddle thatwasnot belonging tous.And then
again, so people who that was staying here had to go out to street and go
in the other. So, it was a little bit strange but in these days there were not
really many big hotels. So we were in the leading position, size-wise and
quality-wise. And, in ’65 when my grandparents [are in charge] they had
two children, so my father and my aunt. And of course, as we say, when
you have two children and thatmeans that somewhere you have to share.
ThebeginningofGrandHotelCravat is a storyof anentrepreneur-
ial family. Emerged from a restaurant business—with the initial con-
figuration of a woman in charge of the kitchen—it grew and became
a hotel-restaurant business. Along its history, Grand Hotel Cravat is
described to have hosted several post-World War figures such as the
American General Omar Bradley, war correspondent Ernest Hem-
ingway, and, during the Cold War, “three American astronauts who
had walked on the moon” (B.Thomas, 2014). Mr Cravat was alert to
the complexity of business succession. In the account above, he com-
mented on the first succession that “maybe their luck to just have one
child.”This is in contrast with the end of the account where he hinted
towards the intricacies of the second business succession: “they had
two children, somy father andmyaunt .. .when youhave two children
[itmeansthat] somewhereyouhavetoshare.”Theauntwasnotwilling
to be part of the family business and demanded the share of the busi-
ness. As it goes with the Luxembourgish civil law in successionwhere
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each descendant is entitled to equal portions (Ministère d’État, 2016,
Art. 745), the consequence was that the family had to pay the amount
of the share to the aunt—this had left the family with a substantial fin-
ancial load.
With regard to Mr Cravat’s involvement in the business, he con-
ceded:
Um, thatwas very - special, let’s say. Iwas - Iwasnot really keen in coming
in hotel business. I amvery - strict personwithmyself andwith the others.
And I always wanted to join the army.
Through thedisclosureof thewish to join the army, he alluded towhat
hedidknow,whichwashisown(un)intentionality inentering the fam-
ily business.He continued:
You know, the Luxembourgish army is not like any big army – you are not
really in danger in getting killed in anywar. It’smore like a big boys scouts
- a group. But, it’s interesting, it’s well-paid. It’s, um, you can be retired at
the age of 55. I mean, they were in that time that this was a very attract-
ive job. And - I like, cars, guns, I like, all these kind of - I shoot since the
age of 16. So, I’m quite interested in these things. And that was alwaysmy
- my wish to do this. And my father somehow, he - succeeded in making
me change. Uh, because he said - ‘Ah, you’re gonna have a nice life, you
will see the world, you can travel, you will meet many people, you will see
nice hotels, nice countries, open your - your, your vision,’ and so on, and
so on, and so on. And I thought, yes, if I stay my whole life in Luxem-
bourg, maybe that’s not going to be really - formy deep inside - it will not
be enough. So I - I took the decision to go to the hotel school in Lausanne
and do the four years in Lausanne and start as good as possible - and my
job. So I went to Asia, I went to Hong Kong - um, because I still believe
that - future lies in Asia, somehow.
His further elaboration reveals how intentionality was negotiated
and ‘made sense’. In theaccount above,MrCravat’s initialwishwas re-
conciled with the father’s wish for the son to run the business, which
constructs the business succession narrative from the third genera-
tion to the fourth generation.The outcome of this reconciliation was
his departure to Switzerland and later to Hong Kong.The latter was
particularly formative to his work ethic in the hospitality business.
To make sense of the meaning of running a family business, he fre-
quently ‘borrowed’ the Asian values and way of life such as “first we
makefriendship thenwedobusiness”and“youdon’thave to lose face”.
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He returned to Luxembourg at the age of 26 and then started towork
for the familybusiness.Thefatherhadpassedaway in2003, leavingbe-
hind his wife, daughter, and son. Since then,Mr Cravat’s mother has
been owning the majority of ownership while Mr Cravat himself has
been in charge as a general manager. Mr Cravat’s sister, however, is
not involved in the ownership nor themanagement of the business.
Mr Cravat expressed that among the intricacies of running a fam-
ily business is the historical and emotional bearings on its governance.
In his ownwords:
. . . theywere talking about the governance during the presentation [at the
night of the Paperjam event] – so you must see what kind of governance
that is the right one for your company.And that is – every company, as it is
an independent company, is different. You cannot take – okay, I take this
governance and - pfft! - we do that. That’s not possible. You can look at
some ideas to make up your mind what you want to do. But in the END,
youmust decide. Youmust decide with your head andwith your heart.
Rocky:That’s difficult.
Theheart is themost difficult one.
Rocky: Emotion, yeah.
Because the emotional part - [long pause] [exhales] - canmake you lose a
lot of money. .. . And that is why I say, in family business very often the
sentimental part is the one that is difficult – we have been doing like this –
for threegenerations!Whyshould I changenow?Timesare changing, you
must change.And that is themost important.That isoneof the realpoints
where many family business fail. Because they are not reactive enough.
Not reactive enough to the attacks of outside. To the changes.
Since 2008 until 2014, the family was deciding whether to con-
tinue the restaurant or stopping it. The continuous support that the
restaurant had enjoyed was disrupted when the global financial crisis
struck in 2008. Business travels becamemuch shorter, and the hotel’s
occupancy rate dropped significantly. This situation made it difficult
for the family tomaintain the financial support to the restaurant. Sev-
eral moves had been taken such as shortening the opening hours and
shutting down the operations during the low season.Thesemeasures
did not make a favourable difference. Mr Cravat admitted that with
these strategies thehotelhadonce incurredanevengreater loss. Itwas
afterexhaustingnearlyall theoptions forcost-savingthatonealternat-
ive dawnedonMrCravat to entirely stop the restaurant.Heproposed
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this idea to hismother andwas respondedwith resistance.The family
has been keeping the restaurant running for three generations and to
get rid of it was unprecedented. As indicated in the account above, it
took the family six years to come to a definite conclusion.The restaur-
ant was shut entirely by 31December 2014.
InMarch 2015, fewmonths after the official closure of the restaur-
ant, a public announcement was made that the restaurant will be re-
opened. Another family business, which was also a hotel-restaurant
business, had expressed an interest to open a restaurant in Grand
Hotel Cravat’s premises. It wasMr Laurent Roder andMrs Romaine
Roder who had committed to a partnership with GrandHotel Cravat
to continue the family tradition.This collaborationwas a new chapter
in the history of the two hotels. In an article for Paperjam, Mr Cravat
stated:
Roder and Cravat is the alliance of two Luxembourgish families from
the hotel industry to make the traditions alive - the tradition of the bras-
serie within the hotel and the tradition of the classical brasserie. (Clarin-
val, 2015)
The official news of their partnership came out inMarch 2015, but it
was sinceOctober 2014 that the two families had started the conversa-
tion.When asked about their initial contact,MrCravat recalled:
. . . when we took the decision in the family that we would stop with the
F&B¹ on the 31st of December, my first official - speech I did concerning
that [matter] was at - at the gala dinner of the Euro-Toques. Euro-Toques
is an European Union of chef cooks and I have been member of this for
a long time. And the - the president is a good friend of mine and I said,
‘Listen, I would like to give a very importantmessage on your gala dinner.
Giveme the possibility to do that.’ He said, ‘Of course.This is a real news.
Andmaybe you can help chef cooks while looking for a new restaurant to
get the opportunity to contact you directly after the dinner. And maybe
find a new spot to go onwith their job.’ So, we agreed to what I would say
andwhen I would say, and so on and so on, and - on the gala dinner there
was a gentlemanwhowas sellingwine and - he hadheard from that family
that was looking for a restaurant, and that’s how we came together. He
calledme a week later and he said, ‘Mr Cravat I think I found your future
partner.’ I said, ‘It cannot be.’ And, yes, that was.
1. F&B stands for ‘food and beverage’, or the restaurant.
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Figure 6.1.GrandHotel Cravat. Source: author’s own photograph.
The collaboration began with much optimism. Throughout the
year, strategic meetings were routinely held to align the vision of the
two families. One and a half year later, however, the three-generation-
old Hotel-Brasserie Roder filed their bankruptcy and exited the busi-
ness.This was not expected byMr Cravat—nor did he was informed
of its coming.The sudden (re)closure hasmade himmorewary of tak-
ing an external party on board. For more than a year since then, the
restaurant has been left vacant. From the outset, GrandHotel Cravat
(shown in Figure 6.1) seemed to be stable and unchanging. Yet, from
the inside, Grand Hotel Cravat is also a narrative of deliberate stabil-
ising in the face of constant tensions.
6.2 hotel de la sûre
Theoral history that is recountedatGrandHotelCravat stands in con-
trastwith the textualhistoryatHotelde laSûre.Uponmyvisit, thehis-
tory was presented with a paper detailing the chronology of the busi-
ness. An excerpt of the first 30 years of the hotel’s history is shown in
Table 6.2 (available also through its website). Started out in 1969 as a
hotel bought by a Dutch contractor Mr Ben Streumer, the hotel has
undergone multiple transformation and change in the course of two
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generations.
Table 6.2.The history of Hotel de la Sûre. Source: Hotel de la Sûre’s
ownwebsite.
1969–1970 restoration of the hotel.
1971 opening of the discotheque.
1972 closing of the discotheque.
1978 purchase of the appendix Rue de la Poste.
1979–1980 construction in this building.
1980 openingof theappendix, increasingthecapacityof thehotel
of 11 rooms andmaking it pass to 20 rooms.
1986 purchase of the Building industry SCHOUG behind the
hotel and restoration of the brewery.
1987 opening of the new restaurant COMTEGODEFROY.
1989 opening of the appendix rooms behind the hotel.
1990 opening new reception.
1990–1994 Ronald assembles the national teamof the cooks of Luxem-
bourg, gains the 7th world place over 38 countries.
1992 the reception being a very important thing, creation of a
new reception.
1994 complete renewal of the Brasserie - Bar.
1995 renewal of the hotel and hall entries.
1996 renewal of all the rooms in appendix Rue de la Poste.
1998 Total renewal of the “coffee-brewery”, the terrace “Am Sch-
lassgaart” and the entries of the hotel.
Start 1999 restorations of the hotel rooms (StandardC).
2000 Creation of the Wellness room: Shower, hammam, sauna
and jacuzzi.
Geographically, Hotel de la Sûre is located in Esch-sur-Sûre, a
small village in the Ardennes region of Luxembourg. With rivers,
forests, and castles, the Ardennes region is unique in its nature and
medieval atmosphere.The landscape of Esch-sur-Sûre is surrounded
by themeander of River Sûre, which gently separates the village from
the forested area. Upon my visit, I had the impression of the village
as an old, calm, and tightly-knit neighbourhood. With a population
of 364 inhabitants (Esch-sur-Sûre, 2015), I can imagine that people in
the village know who’s who rather well.The village is hilly, and at the
epicentre of the hill sits a castle that is open for public visits. Hotel de
la Sûre is situated in adjacent to the castle.
Ihadscheduledanappointment tohavean interviewwithMrRon-
ald Streumer, the family manager of Hotel de la Sûre. Having arrived
earlier thantheschedule, Ihadachance toobserve thesurroundingbe-
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fore anuphillwalk to thehotel.Walkingup, thehotel lies at the corner
of the bend right behind the church. I entered the hotel at 14.00, and
right in front of me I saw a tall man standing with glasses hanging on
his neck. I had the impression that hemust beMrStreumer, but Iwas
unsure—andhewasoccupied inaconversationwithamaninasuit.So
I decided to find a place to sit and wait in the reception area.The two
menwent away, and the lady at the receptiondeskwas busy in a phone
call. I waited until the lady ended the call before I approached her to
prompt my intention. She fielded another call.There were some con-
versations, possibly a little negotiation. Shortly after, the lady hungup
the phone andbegan to introduce herself as the sister ofMrStreumer,
Mrs Bianca Streumer. She explained further that the interviewwould
bedonewithheronbehalf of his brother. I nodded. She thenprepared
some materials, papers, brochures, leaflets, and booklets, before we
both left the reception area. We moved to the restaurant Comte Gode-
froy and sat on one of the tables.
In the beginning, I was presented with a printout of the hotel’s
chronological history,which I took as an answer tomyquestionof the
history of the family business. Then we conversed about her involve-
ment in the business. Different from the previous case of Mr Cravat
who openly said that he had a different wish,Mrs Streumer’s account
did not show any contention in her involvement in the business. Her
entry into the business seemed to be a ‘natural’ process. She started:
I am the child of the owners, so I grew up here in the hotel. And then, yes,
even then after that I have been at the hotel school here in Diekirch and
then I studied for service,management, kitchen, and then later in the hol-
idays I was working here, and then later I was working in France, in Cor-
sica, I stayed there.Evenafterall these thatwehavebeenat schoolweneed
tomake an internship of threemonths. First to start here in Luxembourg
and then later you can go outside of Luxembourg.
Running the company together with her brother, the siblings di-
vided the roles by ascribing the sister tobe in charge for theback-office
while the brother is in charge more on the restaurant. However, as
the business is embedded with the family, the question of ‘role’ also
seemed to be absurd. I asked:
Rocky:Whatwas your first role in the hotel?
Uh - pffh-when Iwas a child, I was doing awashing up, I was helping the
clients, I sold ice cream ... later I helped sometimes in the kitchen, later in
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the service. Yes. Everything. Everything, yeah.
Rocky: .. . and now, what is your responsibility?
My responsibility is the reception, the personnel, all the area of the per-
sonnel, the contracts.Human resource. Also accounting, and then the re-
ception service.
Rocky: .. . and your brother, he is -
He does the kitchen, and then – to buy the food.The supplies. I do more
back-office. Yeah.
In the media, Mr Ronald Streumer had been featured in several
TV programmes—both Luxembourg-based or foreign. As a chef,Mr
Streumer was filmed in one programme preparing and sharing a re-
cipe of a traditional dish. As a hotel manager, he was featured in the
coverageof thehotel’s reputation as the country’s first ‘bookhotel’, i.e.
a hotel where books can be found in almost every corner. Also, on a re-
cent visit by a SouthKorean TV programme, he was featured to show
around the hospitality and beauty of the hotel and the village. Con-
versely, the role ofMrs Bianca Streumer has been less visible. In a cov-
erage by a German TV media, Mr Streumer described his role as the
‘locomotive that can be difficult to brake and often tried to go through
the wall’ while his sister was described as the ‘Kehrmaschine’ or the
sweeper ‘which sweeps away the openings’ in the back of the business
(VOX, 2016).
As one of the oldest hotels in Esch-sur-Sûre, Hotel de la Sûre
(shown in Figure 6.2) has a strong connection to the local communit-
ies. In 2010, the hotel—in collaboration with the local community—
was the opening of the shop Em de Séi aMéi, a shop to display and sell
local products, artisanal gifts, and antiquities.Oneof the residents de-
scribed the hotel as ‘long in the tooth’ with notable influence in the
area. In the recent constructionof theRockSpa in2014, itwas said that
some of the residents were involved to witness the digging process as
it happened near the rocks of the castle. Lastly, the hotel has been a
gathering place for motorbikers. Aligning with the two siblings’ pas-
sion inmotorbiking, the hotel provides various services and facilities
for motorbikers such as touring track, motorbike garage, and motor-
bike bathroom.
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Figure 6.2.Hotel de la Sûre. Source: author’s own photograph.
6.3 hotel empire
If the founding history of GrandHotel Cravat was told orally and the
history of Hotel de la Sûre was told textually, it was in Hotel Empire
that the tellingof thehistorywas told in combinationwith somevisual
elements. Hotel Empire is located in the Central Station area (locally
knownasPlace de laGare orLuxembourg-Gare) inLuxembourg-city.
Standing squarely at the opposite of the station, Hotel Empire is one
of the fewsurvivinghotels thatwereestablishedat themainstreet.The
hotel is surroundedby thebuildingsofmultinationalbankssuchasSo-
ciétéGénérale (France) andING(theNetherlands).Otherhotels, usu-
ally smaller in size, are also present but they are located further away
from the main street. The history of Hotel Empire spans more than
100 years, yet its chronological list is much shorter than Hotel de la
Sûre’s (see Table 6.3). Different from Grand Hotel Cravat and Hotel
de la Sûre which are founded as a single-sited business of the family,
Hotel Empire emerged from the family’s businesses around the hotel.
I met with Mr Victor Mertens who represents the fourth-
generation of the family business. As per usual, the first touching
point after getting into thehotel is the receptionist, where I prompted
mypurposeof visit. Iwas told towait and thenIsat in the lobby.There-
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Table 6.3.The history of Hotel Empire. Source: Hotel Empire’s own
website.
1900 Already at the beginning of the past century, the family
(great-grandmother and grandparents) opened different
gastronomic facilities (Hölze Bud,Mosella, Ems) near the
Place de la Gare.
1939 Mr. EgideMertens purchased the property where now the
hotel Empire stands.
1945 Opening of a pub on the property.
1957 Construction of the hotel Empire.
1963 Mr. Josy Mertens and his wife took over the management
of the hotel.
1986 JulienandVictorMertens tookover themanagementof the
hotel.
1992 Beginning of the rebuiling andmodernization of the hotel.
2000–2015 Complete renovation of hotel rooms, of which now 40%
are superior rooms.
2018 Opening in February of a new restaurant with lounge area
on the 1st floor.
ceptionist area was relatively small compared to GrandHotel Cravat.
There were sofas in front of the entrance and a beverage dispenser on
one corner.Near the entrance door, I saw somepromotionalmaterial
from the Luxembourg City Tourism Office, and I picked a couple of
them to flip around—the ride of the Petrusse train and the City Sight-
seeing bus, amongothers. Amoment later,MrMertens arrived. After
short greetings,we bothwent up to thefirst floor to the breakfast area.
It was a sunny morning, and we sat near the window. The room
was warm and bright and, apart from us, there were not many people
in the room. At around 10 in themorning, the breakfast hour has just
ended.MrMertens performed some courtesies tomakeme comfort-
able. He left his seat and returned with a plate of twomini-croissants
and poured orange juice in my glass. As he composed himself in his
seat, I introduced myself again. Typically, I would have continued by
asking the history of the business and then asking the involvement of
the person in charge.This time, however, I thought Iwould do it in re-
verse order. I began the conversation by asking about his involvement
in the hotel.
Similar toMr Cravat, forMrMertens, it was not his initial inten-
tion to join the family business:
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Well, at the beginning I did not want to go to – [the business]. I wanted
to study something else.We are three brothers. And, uh - one brother, he
worked always in the hotel. From the beginning he was in the reception.
And thenwhenmyparents retired, so hewas alone, and I don’t knowhow
it came but I was involved also in the hotel. . . . my brother always worked
alreadybefore in the receptionwhenmyparentswere still here.Andwhen
they retired, he continued. But it’s difficult when you are alone. Because
we are open 365 days here, and 24 hours. Until I am involved also and till
today wemake it only with the two, you know. But our wives don’t – they
have other works.They are not involved in the hotel.
Mr Mertens had wished to continue his study in literature. His in-
volvement in the business started gradually and seemed to be induced
by the intention to help his older brother.The youngest brother is not
involved in thebusiness as he is a practisingdoctor. I later learned that
oneofMrMertens’ son is already involved in thebusinesswith the set-
ting up andmaintenance of the hotel’s website.
The visual history of Hotel Empire came to surface when I asked
about the history of the hotel.MrMertens hadwith hima thick folder
containing archives of, among others, newspaper articles, renovation
plan, andoldphotos.Asa response tomyquestion,hepaused,opened
his folder, and took somepictures out.Hehanded the photographs to
my view.Whilemy eyes were fixed on the photos, he explained:
At the beginning it was just a restaurant. It was my grandparents who
bought the place here. And it was before the World War. In 1940. They
have towait after thewar.Theyhave built here in the sameplace [pointing
towards the picture]
Rocky:This is the corner [of the street where the hotel is currently located].
That’s the corner, yes, where the hotel is. Empire. Yeah.
Rocky: Empire. So, only one floor [at the time].
Yeah. It was directly after theWorldWar in ‘45, ‘46 they built this. But be-
fore they had already another –Ems restaurant, whichwas here [pointing
towards the restaurant].They had already [a restaurant]
Rocky: So, it’s a bit away from this [hotel].
They spent somemoney they have kept it during the war, so that after the
war they could build that. And then in 1957, they’ve built - uh - [flipping
through the photographs] - yeah, here you see also [showing another pho-
tograph]. The other hotel [in the area] was already built. The President.
And here was [our hotel] - the small - [indicating toHotel Empire]
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Rocky: I see.There were many hotels before, like hotel Kontz, hotel Excelsior ...
Yeah, yeah, there were plenty!
I was able to closely relate to the history of theGare area since this
ismyneighbourhood.Thisplace iswhere Ihavebeen living since2014
when I started the PhD.Therefore, whenMrMertens showedme the
photographs, the immediate impression that struck me was how dif-
ferent the scenery was sixty years ago. As I saw it in the picture, the
Gare area used to be populated with many hotels and restaurants—
big and small. In contrast to today, there has been a noticeable trans-
formation in the area. Multiple hotels and restaurants were replaced
with a couple of office buildings. In early 2017, I read on the news
the bankruptcy ofMercure GrandHotel Alfa, which was located only
three buildings away from Hotel Empire. Hotel Alfa was one of the
biggest hotels in the proximity and, with its sudden demise, there are
only three hotels lefton the same street:HotelEmpire and twoothers
which are BestWesternHotel International andCityHotel.
Hotel Empire (shown in Figure 6.3) is a story of an enduring fam-
ily business. Different from Grand Hotel Cravat which has retained
a reputation as a luxury hotel, there is a strong sense of practicalities
in Hotel Empire. Despite the family’s early history in the restaurant
business, the current identity of the hotel seems to be less dependent
on its past. At the moment, the hotel operates a small pizzeria on the
ground floor, which helped the hotel during low seasons.The interior
and the roomsof thehotel aredesigned inwith the impressionofprac-
ticality. They provide what the guests need.The breakfast area in the
first floor was the only room where I can see some reminiscence of
the past. Some old photographs, a vintage piano in the middle of the
room, and a couple of other old acoustic instruments were displayed.
MrMertens stated that this is the oldest room in the hotel, and a plan
is already set to renovate the roomwith an entirely new look by Janu-
ary 2018.
6.4 hotel français and hotel simoncini
Families made their way to the business through a different entrance.
GrandHotel Cravat was founded as a restaurant and had grown into
a hotel-restaurant business.Hotel de la Sûrewas established from the
beginning as a hotel and had expanded with the establishment of the
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Figure 6.3.Hotel Empire. Source: author’s own photograph.
restaurant and spa facilities. Hotel Empire emerged from several res-
taurants to become a hotel with several buildings. In all these cases,
the business was passed over from one generation to another within
the same family.
Nonetheless, it is not always the case that the business is transmit-
ted to the same family. This was the case for Hotel Français. Hotel
Français is originated fromCafé Français that dates back to 1920s. As
stated in itsofficialwebsite, itwas in1958 thatHotelFrançaiswasbuilt
under the ownership of Michaely family and, in 1968, the ownership
was transferred to Mr André Simoncini to continue the business. If
otherhotelsdescribedearlier areamulti-generationalbusinesswithin
the same family,HotelFrançais is amulti-generational businessofdif-
ferent families.
InHotel Français,Mr Andre Simoncini was given the privilege to
have bought the business as part of the will of another family. He re-
counted:
You know, this hotel we have – had this hotel only on a contract for more
than 27 years. And even – [long pause] – even 30 years I had this contract.
I was not the owner. And I had very short contracts, for 5 years each time.
So it was very difficult in themanagement because Iwas not able to invest
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– for a long term. And in the meantime, the owner was saying to me, the
lady, “when Iwill die you can –my daughters, I have given the instruction
that they have to sell it to you.”And so 15 years ago Iwas able to buy it. You
know, I was able to buy it.
Hotel andCaféFrançais (shown inFigure 6.4) is situated inoneof the
squares in Luxembourg-city called Place d’Armes. It is three minutes
walk from Grand Hotel Cravat. The building is neighbouring with
Café de Paris and a fast food restaurant Quick. Historically, Café
Français have existed, together with Café de Paris, as early as 1939.
With such a long presence, Café and Hotel Français is described to
have a unique identity in the society.He explained:
I have, of course,made a very big changeof thehotel, and the result is - the
structure, let’s say like that, the structure and the activity which we have
contributed to introduce in the ’collective unconscious’, you know. In this
sense, this hotel, or the café, I’m running it now for more than 44 years,
has had a very big impact. Because Iwas not themanwhich is justmaking
business, I was, throughmy shops here, sharing friendships and social re-
lations with the Luxembourg persons or the foreigner, and I think that’s
the typical aspect of a familymanagement .. . So there is not only element
to earn, but an element tomake happy others and to share.
Unlikeother familymanagerspresentedearlier,MrSimoncini did
not have formal training in the hotel business. Nor did he live wit-
nessing his parents managing a hotel. Quite unrelated to the hospit-
ality business, he used to work forNATO, and hewas—and still is—a
writer.He recalled:
I was working for NATO. And uh - you know, as I was also a young man,
I waswriting but for long period, formore than four years, I was not writ-
ing anymore. But in the meantime, I was - I want to be independent. In-
dependent. Because I had this feeling for creation. And of course, I had
no money at all. But in the meantime, I was saying with money I would
be able to secure my family and in the meantime I will be able to be inde-
pendent, and Imight be in the position to do - to createmore. And then I
bought a house, and I had a collection of books and of etchings, and Iwas
opening that - without having the pretension tomake something very im-
portant. And a person came confirming that it was a gallery. So I was very
shocked. And then I was learning my job. And step by step, I have made
my - uh - I have built a concept. And I had in Switzerland the director of a
museum.Which was very nice with me. And he gave me, in two weeks, a
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Figure 6.4.Café andHotelFrançais. Source: author’s ownphotograph.
lesson for two years university. Yes, he was making a very wonderful syn-
thesis. And he was also a director of a broadcast [company]. He was very
nicewithme.Hemade awonderful opening and then, afterwards, step by
step I havemademy evolution.
In 1981, several years after becoming an hotelier, Mr Simoncini had
opened an art gallery named Galerie Simoncini. It used to be located
in 20 rue Louvigny in the city centre and hadmoved to 6 rue deNotre
Dame, where ImetMr Simoncini for the first time.
My first encounter withMr André Simoncini occurred when I at-
tended one of the gallery openings in Galerie Simoncini. Periodically,
the gallery showcases various artists’ work such as paintings, engrav-
ings, and sculptures. In one evening, there was a public invitation to
attend the launching of an exposition after the summer break. I went
to the gallery to observe, and also hoping that I would meet with Mr
Simoncini. And I saw him, in his formal attire, a person in his early
70s warmly greeted the invitees in the gallery. If there was a sign of
age, I did not see except the wrinkles on his eyes which accompan-
ied his smile. I approached him, and we both exchanged some words.
Mr Simoncini is a well-known person in Luxembourg not only in the
business scene but in the cultural and political scene. With the estab-
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lishment of the gallery and a publishing company Editions Simoncini,
he has earned a reputation not only as an hotelier but also as a galler-
ist as well as a literary publisher. His name is mentioned in the schol-
arly work of Kieffer (1991) as one of the immigrant poets who shaped
Luxembourg’s literary tradition. He used to be a politician and, to-
gether with his son, he is still well connected with the administration
in voicing his concept on city development.
Galerie Simoncini is located three-minute walk to the south from
Hotel Français. Spatially, Galerie Simoncini cohabits the same space
with a hotel with the same name, Hotel Simoncini. Hotel Simoncini
was the second hotel that Mr Simoncini had purchased after Hotel
Français—asignificantdecision thathadhelpedhimto sustain theop-
eration of the family business.He conferred:
So in the meantime, the family hotel which I bought afterwards we have
made the renewal, and in themeantime I was seeing that this is very diffi-
cult to keep an hotel of 22 rooms running. Because the charging is more,
andIwas looking for anotherhotel for even30rooms.Asmall hotel.Then
I had a chance, 11 years ago, to have a look on this hotel, and I bought it,
and I made the renewal. You know, and with the two hotels together, I
have now, I’m making an economy of scales, you know, which give me a
chance to carry onwithmy activities.
Rocky: Okay. So before it was quite difficult for you?
It was working but in the meantime, I was seeing that it might be a good
thing to – so Imade amajor effort to buy that.
In contrast to Hotel Français which is neat but retained some of
its historical elements, the lobby of Hotel Simoncini is a minimalist,
monochrome-toned hotel.The walls and ceiling are painted in white,
and each of the corners is accentuated with white lighting. The floor
is grey, and it blends well with the darker shade of grey of the recep-
tion desk. In its opposite, there are two pairs of white sofas placed
alongside the wall. Two large panels of glass are set as the windows
which makes it visible for the pedestrian to see through and for the
guests to see outside. Contemporary art artefacts are evident in this
hotel—from red paintings to black sculptures—thus giving an accent
to the plain and simplistic atmosphere of the lobby. As a final touch,
themonochromatic tone is given lifewith a sprinkle of green from the
plants.The lobby is not big, but it feels spacious since half of it is left
as an empty space. The hotel’s design language is repeated in the gal-
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Figure 6.5.Hotel and Galerie Simoncini. Source: author’s own photo-
graph.
lery: white paint, large glass windows along thewall, and ample space
to display the artworks.
Hotel Simoncini (shown in Figure 6.5) is a space for experiment-
ation. Mr Simoncini believes that a family business plays a vital role
in the development of the city. By juxtaposing an hotel and an art
gallery—as well as its favourable reception by the public and the
guests—the family business is a ‘proof of concept’ of the belief that
the city should adopt an approach that embraces diversity and multi-
plicity.
6.5 château d’urspelt
Moving to the north-end of Luxembourg, there lies a castle hotel
called Château d’Urspelt. The hotel is currently managed by a
husband-and-wife, Mr Yannick Ruth and Mrs Diana Lodomez. In
operation since 2008, the castle-hotel seems to be run by the first-
generation family founders. However, its status as a family business
is more appropriately understood in relation to the business of Mrs
Diana Lodomez’s father, Mr Freddy Lodomez, in the construction
industry. The beginning of the castle-hotel was chronicled by the
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generalmanager,MrRuth:
So, we’re married. Our father, he is a self-made man, really.Who is spe-
cialised in real estate development. So we are coming, our family, we live
in Belgium. We live just across the border - sixty kilometres away, which
is very convenient it’s not too far. And our father has been active in real
estate development first in Belgium, then for - I will say, specific reasons -
toLuxembourg.Nowhe’s approaching - 72, today, yeah.Andhehasmade
all this career, all this business projects inLuxembourg, first starting in in-
dividual houses, and then it turns to - I will say -more apartment develop-
ment.Sosmallflats and -buildingof sixor sixteenunits.Andhemade -uh
- gently, his path through Luxembourg development and he approached
an anniversary of his company. So the company, as we are located in both
countries, he has two different companies. There is one in Belgium, so a
Belgium company, and a Luxembourg company.
He approached, I think it was 25 years anniversary of his first company
in Belgium, and he went to one castle in the neighbourhood to rent it for
an event. He organised big party with all his team, all his friends, all his
contacts, all the facilitators of the development.He celebrated something
very big.
[Mrs Lodomez] and his dreamwas to rebuild a castle. Yes.
Rocky: I see.
[Mr Ruth] So he was already dreaming about a castle, and he wanted to
have a castle just as a rent, because he liked it - the spirit of building. Two
years later, I think it’s twoyears later,Diana, yes the secondanniversaryof
his second company in Luxembourg. Same age, 25 years old. And he said,
“What will I do, I have to celebrate another time.” He went to the closest
castle, which is the castle of Clervaux, the city hall of Clervaux. And he
went to themayor, wewere close to themayor due to this real estate devel-
opment. He said, “May I rent your castle for organising this party?” And
themayorwas, Iwould say, a challenging guy.He said, “Ah youdon’t have
to rent this one, I can showyouyournext castle.”He [the father] said, “Do
youhave any castle?” “Ah, Ihave an idea, I can showyou somethingmaybe
you’ll be interested.”That’s it.Then he drove - with themayor - and he ap-
proached this place. It was really really damaged, really really in bad state.
And therewas a small forest,whichnowdisappearedbut the buildingwas,
I will say, hidden behind the trees. And he fell in love - with the place. And
hedecided tobuy it over - to start rebuilding.That’s the endofmyexplana-
tionbut that’s the really really beginningof the storyof the castle.Because
it started with thismoment when themayor drove him here.
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To go to Urspelt, I had to take a train from Luxembourg-city to
Clervauxand tobe continuedwith a 10-minutebus ride fromtheCler-
vaux station toUrspelt. Stepping out from theClervaux train station,
I could already feel the presence of Lodomez family. Several construc-
tion vans with a decal f. lodomez construction were parked on
the side of the street adjacent to the station—and a couple more on
my way to Urspelt. My bus stopped right in front of the castle. Step-
ping down, I observed that the castle is situated on a hilly side of the
area,which isobviously typical since castles aremost likely tobe found
on the top of the hill.The surrounding neighbourhood was quiet and
peaceful.The loudest noise that I could hear at that afternoonwas the
humming engine of the cars that come and go intermittently.When
there were no vehicles around, it was the chirping of the birds that or-
nate the air—and the buzzing of the bee that just approachedme.
I proceeded to the main gate and found the reception building
on the right. I pushed through the wooden door and I was entering,
quite literally, a place where themedieval is in coexistence with the di-
gital. Starting fromthedoor, the automaticdoor closerdidnotuse the
standard hydraulic or spring system but a thick rope with one end at-
tached to the top of the door and another end tied to a pendulum as a
counterweight. Iwalked further towards the receptionand founda ro-
bot assistant—a little black-and-white human-like robot—that recog-
nises and greets people who look at it. I was escorted to the seating
area with chairs and fireplace. It was there where I met with Mr Yan-
nick Ruth andMrs Lodomez for the first time.
In the account above,MrRuth began the narrative bymentioning
“the spirit of building” to describe the passion of the father.This pas-
sion isalso foundas theespousedvaluesor ‘corporateculture’.Therein
it is stated:
Modernity has its roots: the tradition! Its strength lies in the values that
have proved their worth.
For f. lodomez constructions, building is a state of mind. It is
presented through our various activities, with as a point of support the
quality. And the human at the centre. Formore than 25 years!
Its strengths?Flexibility, integrationof all stagesof construction, senseof
work, experience. Of course. But at f. lodomez constructions, cor-
porate culture holds an equally important place. With the shared will to
privilege the human relations, the conviviality, the soul of artisan ... It
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is that also, the Strength of the Tradition! (F. Lodomez Constructions,
2017)²
In contrast with other hotels narrated earlier which maintained
thecontinuityof thebusinesswithin the family (andbetweenfamilies),
Châteaud’Urspelt emerged as anewbusiness entity.The receivedness
of it as tradition comes not through the inter-generational succession
but through the revival of things from the past.The castle, which was
previously hidden and abandoned,was foundby the family.The castle
was ‘given’ by the local mayor and ‘received’ by the Lodomez family
to be bought and rebuilt. However, while the physical feature of the
castle was in the family’s disposition, they were not, at least in the be-
ginning, inpossessionof itsnarrative.Asa result, therewasanarrative
voidbetween thebeginningof thecastle itself and the ‘founding’of the
castle by theLodomez family.This voidwas filled bywhatMrRuth ex-
plained in his account earlier: “That’s the end of my explanation but
that’s the really really beginning of the story of the castle. Because it
started with thismoment when themayor drove him here.”
In thehotel’s officialwebsite (Châteaud’Urspelt, 2017), thenarrat-
ive beginning of the castle is now part of the narrative of the hotel:
Theorigins of the chateau date backmore than 300 years. Over three cen-
turies the building has seen its share of vicissitudes and long court cases
between its previous owners. This was the case right up until 1862 when
a certain Armand Bouvier became its master and started carrying out im-
portant renovationworkon it.Hepaidparticularattention to thegardens,
which still retain their overall original design today. In particular, he is to
be thanked for the wonderful path lined with elms.This exceptional tree
has now become a rarity in the region.
The chateau suffered a great deal of damage during the Second World
War. Requisitioned by the Germans, this almost sacred institution be-
came their local commandpost for thenorthofLuxemburg.At theheight
of theBattle of Ardennes, it was abandoned toUS soldiers (26th Inf “Yan-
2. La modernité a ses racines : la tradition ! Sa force, elle la puise dans les valeurs
qui ont fait leur preuve.
Pour f. lodomezconstructions, construire est un état d’esprit. Il se décline au
travers de nos différentes activités, avec comme point d’appui la qualité. Et l’humain au
centre. Depuis plus de 25 ans !
Ses points forts ? Souplesse, intégration de toutes les étapes de construction, sens
du travail, expérience. Bien sûr. Mais chez f. lodomez constructions, la culture
d’entreprise tientuneplace toutaussi importante.Avec lavolontépartagéedeprivilégier
le savoir-être, la convivialité, l’âme d’artisan ... C’est ça aussi, la Force de la Tradition !
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kee Division”) who settled in for the harsh winter of 1944. To keep them-
selveswarm, these soldierswere to teardownandburnpart of its precious
woodwork.
Neglected fromthat timeon, the chateaugradually began todisappear be-
hind overgrown vegetation and be forgotten by the local people.
But thiswasonlyuntil a certainday in2005whenMrFreddyLodomez, an
entrepreneurwithapassion for restorationandnationalheritage, literally
fell in love with the chateau and decided to acquire it and bring it back to
its former glory.He aimed to achieve ahappy alchemyof past andpresent,
authentic andmodern, comfort and practicality.
For three years, about a hundred craftsmen worked non-stop, with the
greatest respect for local traditions and what remained of the existing
building, to return the chateau to its former beauty and splendour.
Mrs Lodomez has been heavily involved in the rebuilding project
since 2005. As the project grew, her husband, who at the timeworked
in a security industry, was called to help. After a while, themagnitude
of the project has forced the husband to quit his former employer and
committed full time for the castle project. In 2008, the revival was
completed and the grand opening of the castle was responded favour-
ably. It has attractedmedia attention and the castlewas awarded as na-
tionalheritage siteby thegovernmentofLuxembourg.Since then, the
growing demand from its guests have driven the rapid expansion of
the castle. New facilities such as rooms, kitchens, and bar have been
built to accommodate the demand—and more facilities, including a
helicopter landing pad, are on the way to be built. With all these ad-
ditions, Château d’Urspelt (shown in Figure 6.6) is at the same time
traditional andmodern.
6.6 receiving the roots of tradition
In this chapter, the narrative beginning of five family-owned hotels
has been introduced. Placed side by side, their narratives indicate two
processes: the process of becoming a family business and the process
of being a family business. As a process of becoming, narrative is the
crystallisation of the becoming of the family business. It provides a
relatively stable point of origin that serves to explain how the family
entered the business aswell as how the business becomesonewith the
family.Events longgone, actions longperformed, and intentions long
shared are entwined in a narrative. For the family, narrative is a point
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Figure 6.6.Château d’Urspelt. Source: author’s own photograph.
of contact to the pastwhich appears in a rangeof forms that ismore or
less complex. The enumeration of the year(s), actor(s), and action(s)
is one of the simpler forms. A chronicle that is nuanced with a plot
is a more complex one. In any of the forms, however, it is apparent
that narrativity as one of the roots of tradition is received and re-told
through a combinationof the oral, the textual, and the visualmedium.
As past events, the narrative beginnings of the family businesses
presentedearlier areunchangeablepastprocesses.Theyareunchange-
able in a sense the becoming of the family business has now turned
into the being of a family business. In this light, the present is a
product of such past processes. Through narrative, then, the present
ismade sense as a continuity fromthepast. For the current generation
whoare in charge of the business, thenarratives of past events serve to
relive past experience, to connect with the predecessors, and to guide
thewayforward.Correspondingtothesecondpoint, it ishere thatnar-
ratives represent thebeingof the familybusiness—thenarrativebegin-
ning defines who they are.
Family business is received in the present as a tradition through
its temporality, spatiality, and materiality. In this respect, the exterior
imagery of the hotels (Figure 6.1 until Figure 6.6) are presented pur-
posively. On the one hand, these images represent how, looking from
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a distance, family business as tradition is received as a fixed thing.
Through time, family business produces its own narratives oftenwith
a recursive referencewith time itself—“we started in 1895”, “itwas dir-
ectly after theWorldWar in ‘45, ‘46 they built this”, “we have had this
hotel only on a contract formore than 27 years.” In space, the physical
existence of the family business represents the location of tradition.
Tradition is demarcated by the boundary of the business’ physical ex-
istence. It is ‘there’ that we can find tradition. On the other hand, the
exterior viewof the family business is to suggest that thefixity of tradi-
tion from the outset hides the dynamics that are ongoing, in a varying
degree of tension, from the inside.The present chapter has been ded-
icated to introduce the former.
At the beginning of this chapter, I set out by taking the view of
tradition as transmitted things. After introducing the narrative begin-
ning of the five family-run hotels, I further specify that while tradi-
tion appears in transmitted things, it also emerges through the transmis-
sion of things. In this light, the transmitted-ness of things in their fin-
ished and unchangeable sense are the outcome of the transmission.
This view also implies that the appearance of things in the current
generation is made possible through the fact that they have under-
gone the process of transmission. As a consequence, things that are
not transmitted—forgotten stories, untold events, undisclosed inten-
tions, unrealised actions—did not pass through a transmission pro-
cess and hence they are inaccessible in the present as tradition.
Having introduced the five family businesses, I will then take the
reader further to move from viewing tradition in its receivedness to-
wards viewing tradition in its enactedness in the next chapter. Some
indications of the latter have appeared in this chapter.That is, owner-
managers are not passive recipients of tradition but they are also act-
iveenactorsof tradition invirtueof continuingwhathasbeenreceived.
This chapter has been about examining the apparent fixity of the fam-
ilybusinesseswhere theyareseenasstableandunchangingentities. In
thenext chapter, I godeeper to thenarratives of thefive family-owned
hotels and shift towards the view that traditions are not only received
but they are also actively performed.
Chapter 7
Family Business as Enacted Tradition
Whether the current owner-managers havewitnessed the foundingof
the business or they are separated several generations away from the
founding of the business, the pre-existence of the family businesses
sets the context for current actions.The previous chapter has been fo-
cused on the pre-existence of the family businesses as traditions by
looking at their transmittedness. In this chapter, a stance is taken to
see how things that have been transmitted to the present become the
arena onwhich the family businesses are enacted as traditions. In line
with Vansina (1985), this chapter takes the point of view that family
businesses are traditions not only because they are received but also
because they are performed. Human agency is necessary for the ap-
pearance of tradition since, as noted by Shils (1981, pp. 14–15), “only
living, knowing, desiring human beings” can enact and modify tradi-
tions.Accordingly, thefive family-runhotels introducedearlierwill be
abstracted based on the enactment process that they represent.
In order to flesh out the enactment process, I draw from the du-
alities/dialectics perspective (Farjoun, 2010, 2017)which views ‘inter-
penetration of opposites’ (Farjoun, 2017, p. 95) as one of the found-
ational principles of the ontology of process. Within this perspect-
ive, stability and change “feed one another diachronically” (Farjoun,
2010, p. 214), and they are “contradictory but alsomutually enabling”
(Farjoun, 2010, p. 202). From this angle, four dualities of enactment
are revealed: (1) repetition and novelty, (2) preservation and abandon-
ment, (3) being and appearing, and (4) certainty and possibility. Col-
lectively, these dualities represent four dissimilar tensions of stability
and change that unfold in the enactment of the family businesses as
tradition.There is a specific sense ofmeaning in each duality which is
briefly explained as follows.
The first duality is repetition and novelty. Repetition points to the
recursive practices that are enacted periodically.Novelty, on the other
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Table 7.1.Dualities in the enactment of the family business as tradition.
Duality
Repetition and novelty
Preservation and abandonment
Being and appearing
Certainty and possibility
Performing for an outsider
Performingwith an outsider
Keeping the narrative identity
Enduring the local transformation
Reviving the abandoned heritage
Being younger, appearing older
Being older, appearing younger
As a dialogue between generations
As a long-term approach for experimentation
Manifestation
hand, is to be understood as the emergence of unfamiliar experience
that is in contrast to the familiarity and predictability of repetition.
Repetition and novelty, hence, is a tension between re-enacting past
practices and introducing the new, which is initiated, performed, and
guarded by actors with authority. The second duality is preservation
and abandonment. To preserve is to maintain the presence of some-
thing, to keep it alive, and to protect its existence. Abandonment, on
theotherhand, is toget ridof something, tocease itspreservation,and
to neglect and discontinue its existence. Preservation and abandon-
ment, then, refers to the continuity of existence—both in time and in
space—as well as the continuity of the narrative. The third duality is
being and appearing.This duality addresses the possible dissociation
between what things are and what things seem to be. Being is used
specifically to denote the life cycle of the family business whereas ap-
pearing is to refer to the material appearance of the family business.
Finally, the last duality is certainty andpossibility.Certainty alludes to
the tendency to stabilisefluxwhereaspossibility refers to the tendency
toallowdynamics.Certainty relates to theneed for safetywhereaspos-
sibility relates to the need for experimentation. Certainty weeds away
multiplicity whereas possibility invites diversity. A summary of this
chapter is provided in Table 7.1.
As a note, in each form of dualities I am using the conjunction of
and rather than or to emphasise that both aspects always appear as a
tension. Of course, for a tension to occur requires at least two forces.
But as dualities, they are binary butnotmutually exclusive.There is an
inter-containment between the two, in the sense that one can always
be found in another.The two ‘poles’ can also be understood either as
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two interpenetrating forces, or as a movement from one pole to an-
other. As manifestations of enactment, their presence are always on-
going and oscillating. Each of these four dualities will be discussed
shortly.
7.1 repetition and novelty
The first duality is repetition and novelty. As suggested earlier, repeti-
tion is used here to refer to the repetition of practice in the daily op-
eration of the business. Repetition can also be understood as routine
given the predictability of the practices to be re-enacted in the future.
In this sense, repeated practices become a routine. But repetition is
also a looser term than routine in the sense that re-enacted practices
donot necessarily entail a strict sequence or procedure (although they
could be based on it). Novelty, on the other hand, refers to the new-
ness of the situation where practices are repeated. Repetition stabil-
ises practices whereas novelty destabilises them.
Repetition and novelty are an enduring tension in the enactment
of the family businesses as tradition.Through repetition and novelty,
a distinction is made between those who are inside of a tradition and
those who are outside of a tradition.Through repetition and novelty
also, authority and practicity is contested, modified, and reinforced.
In this regard, I argue that the duality of repetition and novelty mani-
fests as performances.¹ More specifically, repetition and novelty mani-
fest in two kinds of performance: (1) the performance of the family
business for an outsider, and (2) the performance of the family busi-
nesswith an outsider.
7.1.1 Performing for an outsider
It was Tuesday, April 28, 2015. That morning was my second visit to
GrandHotelCravat.Unlike thefirstmeetingwhere thehotelwascalm
and quiet, this time the hotel was busy.The staff were bustling in the
lobby while I sat across the reception desk and waited for Mr Cravat.
A fewmoments later, he appeared, and I was then escorted to the bar.
We sat on the spotwherewepreviously talked: by thewindowwith the
1. Here, I viewperformanceasone formofmanifestationofenactment.Following
Riessman (2005), I use the termperformance to allude to the enactment of practices in
its drama/stagemetaphor (i.e. performed by actors, on a stage, for an audience).
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view of the Golden Lady monument. He opened the conversation by
explainingwhat was happening:
. . . you know, for two weeks, it’s every year, the pilgrims from the whole
country plus the part of France, Belgium, and Germany that used to be-
long to the [Grand] Duchy of Luxembourg are coming for welfare to the
Cathedral – and then afterwards they go either for lunch here, or the go
the restaurant, and some are having cocktails and I have one event, small
event of 40 people that will come here just to have aperitif with some dif-
ferent snacks and – uh – voilà. So that’s, I just want to make sure that
everybody – knows everything. Salvatore [Mr Cravat’s hand is gesturing
towards the staff behind me], he knows, he has been with me for many,
many years. But as the cook is a new team, um – so they must be aware
that – I – must be sharp.When I ask for 11 o’clock, it’s 11 o’clock, and it’s
not 11.20. So that is, uh – and as I don’t know this guy so well – um – so I
prefer to be a little bitmore under pressure.
Rocky: [laughter]
So that Salvatore is not under pressure.
Rocky: Relax.
Voilà. Oh, Salvatore is anyway much more relax than I am. That is very
good.
Practices have histories and what practices are need to be under-
stood from the larger tradition that gives rise to them. I later learned
thatMrCravatwas referring to aLuxembourgish tradition called ‘Ok-
tav’.Heldon the thirdSunday afterEaster,Oktav is an annual pilgrim-
age in the honour of the Virgin Mary that dates back to the 17th cen-
tury. According to the city’s promotional content, during Oktav, the
pilgrimswalk fromtheoutskirtsof thecity to theCathedralwhilepray-
ing (Braun, 2007). Grand Hotel Cravat is located in the proximity to
the Cathedral (for about 150 metres away), and it has been hosting
some of the pilgrims to drink and enjoy some food after their visit to
the Cathedral. For the pilgrims, Oktav is a tradition of pilgrimage to
theCathedral; but for the hotel, it is a tradition to serve the pilgrims.
As a tradition, the practice of serving the pilgrims are repetitive.
But this does not mean that there is no novelty in the repetition. Mr
Cravat knows well what to do for this occasion. This was something
that has beenperformed in the past andwill continue to be performed
in the future. Nonetheless, he was under pressure about how it will be
performed.There is something novel in the performance of practice.
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In this regard, the contrast between ‘the new cook’ and Salvatore is il-
lustrative. Salvatore is a senior staff in the hotel.Through time, he has
established a history of the practices in the hotel. The shared history
betweenhimandMrCravat allows the predictability ofwhat and how
the practice should be performed. The new cook, on the other hand,
has no history, and in the absence of a shared history, surveillance be-
comes necessary.
In this staff-manager relationship,MrCravat is theguardianof the
tradition.The shared history between the staff and themanager gives
the staff a privilege of trust. Meanwhile, the shared history between
the staff and themanager also reinforces the authority of themanager
as the guardian. As a consequence, the staff is allowed to be ‘more re-
laxed’ sincehis authority is relatively limitedwhereas themanager has
more stake in the performance of the practices since he has to guard
that novelty does not deviate fromwhat is expected.
Repetition requires an authority to ensure its consistency. Author-
ity both controls and legitimises novelty as part of the repetition. In
the following account, the novelty is controlled in the practice of ‘late
check-out’.
I said to my staff, ‘Late check-out? Very easy. 12 o’clock is check out time.
Somebody wants to stay at 1 or 2 o’clock. You see what he pays, you can
say it’s fine. If we don’t need the room - till 6 o’clock we have time to do
it. Somebody asks until 4 o’clock. You charge 10 Euros an hour. So that
makes, 4 hours, 40 Euros.The guest would be more than happy to pay it
because he can stay in his room. So you gave him ‘OK’.’ Ah, of course you
have guest who want to have everything for free. But then you can - you
can say, ‘Then I have to ask my manager.’ And even [if you] don’t see me,
you can put in a reduction of 50%– and then say, ‘MrCravat, give you – re-
duction of 50%, hoping that everything is nice and happy, and then, oops,
see younext time.’ Sohe still will be happy, becausehe got something.But
he still has to pay. And next time he knows it is not for granted.
With no predetermined time, late check-out is a practice in its poten-
tial repetition. It has happened in the past, and it may occur in the fu-
ture. But late check-out is also a novel practice in the sense that it devi-
ates from the ‘normal’ check-out. In the presence of such novelty,Mr
Cravat acts as the guardian of a tradition whose role is to provide a le-
gitimate interpretationof the situation.His ‘formulaic truth’—tobor-
row fromGiddens (1994)—is the (arbitrary) rules to charge 10 Euros
per hour, and the 50% fee reduction.Thepresence of a novel situation
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in the course of repetitive practices is both an arena to destabilise es-
tablished norms as well as to reinforce the legitimacy of tradition. In
the case above, the concession of 50% reduction is not only a perform-
ance of tradition but also a power display by the hotel.
The day-to-day operation is the arena where novelty appears. It
is through the daily enactment of practices that repetition is chal-
lengedandcontested.Amongthewayscontestationmanifests is inon-
line hotel booking and review platforms. In the following review on
quoted from TripAdvisor, some of the practices performed at Grand
Hotel Cravat are disputed:
“Nothing grand about this!”
1 of 5 stars | ReviewedDecember 15, 2015
We just checkedout of this property. Iwould say you should stay here only
if location is a matter of life & death for you. It has a great location but
everything else about this hotel - the frontdesk staff, the rooms, the amen-
ities is downright appalling!
It is by far the worst Grand property we have ever stayed in.
Letme start with the front desk staff.We checked in on a Sunday evening.
The front desk guy almost behaved like he was doing us a favor by allow-
ing a room.He gave us an extremely shabby roomwhich was so tiny that
after two of us and our two suitcases, there was barely any room tomove
around. After a firm insistence fromme that he change our room, he very
reluctantly offered another room.
The room was now decent in terms of space. But there are hardly any
amenities in the room - forget bathroom slippers, there was not even a
showercap in thebathroom!Andthebathroomwasayuckywornoutdark
blue onewhich I immediate put out of sight!
We then left the room and came back onlymuch later (around 10 pm)
Asweretiredwerealizedourbed (whichwas twosinglebeds)wascreaking.
Ididn’t sleepallnight!Nextmorningwe lefttheroomwitharequest to the
front desk to look into thematter.
Imagine our horror when we came back around 5 pm to realize no action
hasbeen taken.Thefrontdesk then tried2–3optionsbut theywereunable
to fix the bed. And guesswhatwas their solution - to offer tomove us back
into the small pigeonhole of a roomoffered initially!!
By this time I was really upset.When I went to the front desk to see what
theywere proposing to compensate us for the inconvenience the guy star-
ted talking in a raised voice saying he doesn’t knowwhat else he can do!!!
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He thenoffered a bigger roomona lower floorwhichwe refused! Because
of his attitude!!
I will only say stay here if you are idea of a good hotel is having an extra
toilet roll in your bathroom!!
In this account, the practices in focus are the check-in and room
change. If the earlier case illustrates the practice of late check-out, in
this case, it is the practice of late check-in. A novel situation emerged
when the guest checked-in in the evening, entered the room, and
claimed to be dissatisfied with the room. The request to change the
room was granted by the staff, yet her dissatisfaction persisted. An-
other room was offered as she asked for compensation, which was
then refused.
To this review, Mr Cravat responded by choosing not to take the
debate further:
DearMrs—,
I thank you for the time you took to do these comments and I presume
you neededmore time to write them than the time you spent inmy hotel.
Luckily for us we have not many guests like you. We wish you all the best
as I will not argue on your risen topics. I havemore then enough positive
comments that will rebalance your personal opinion.
Best regards and happyNewYear,
Carlo Cravat
In a glance, such response is a display of authority and, in effect,
may seem to show arrogance. However, it is when the role of Mr
Cravat as a guardian is understood that his response can be seen as a
consequence of the interpretation of a novel situation. In the follow-
ing,Mr Cravat has made it clear to the staff that, first, there is a ‘final
aim’ to the repetition of practice, and that, second, a novel condition
may set a precedent for a particular kind of practice to be performed:
Last week, we had a meeting with the whole staff of front desk. So we
talked aboutmany things, and I said thefinal aim for you is to try toplease
as much as possible the guest. But! - there is always one but - you have
guests that you can never please.Then, I give you even - I allow you to tell
the guest we are sorry, we are not good enough for you, we call you now a
taxi, andwe - you candrive to thehotel of your choice.Wepay you the taxi,
but you leave.
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Some examples that are mentioned earlier have been the cases
where the response to a novel situation had resulted in an ‘unpleasant
ending’ between the hotel and the guests. In the following, the inter-
vention to novelty had resulted in both the reinforcement of authority
of the hotel as well as the winning of the trust from the guest:
Wewere doing a room, breaking down tiles, it was a lot of noise. He [the
guest]was on the secondfloor andwewereworking on thefifthfloor. So I
mean there was really quite a distance, but he was annoyed. Every fifteen
minutes he called [asking]whenwill we stopwith the noise. And thenone
momentI said, ‘NowI’mfedup.Nowtell theguest that I, thegeneralman-
ager, proprietor, would like to talk.’ So we sat in the lobby. And he was
drunk. He was drunk, he was completely drunk. And his wife was in the
roomand shewas drunk too. Sohiswifewas arguingwith himandhewas
fed up and, okay, he toldme all this story, I let him speak. And then I told
himwhatweweredoingand that around4.30 in theafternoonanyway the
workerswill stop.Yes, buthewas -hewantedcompensation. I said, ‘Okay’.
I looked at him, and I said, ‘What kind of compensation do you want?’
And he looked at me. And he was starting talking, I said, ‘Excuse me sir,
I don’t want to talk for an hourwith you.What - I don’t give you the room
for free, because theworkerswill stopat4.30, I tell you that.Nowthat you
havebeen -notwell, complaining, youwanta compensation.Tellmewhat
youwant for a compensation?’ Iwas soproactive that he couldnot answer.
And I suggested him then to have a few drinks in the bar, and to have two
pieces of cake. And hewas happy.The day after, Rocky, he came to seemy
staff he has been yelling at and everything. And he gave his apologies. He
said, ‘I think I had drunk yesterday one or two glasses toomuch and Iwas
a little bit upset. And I had no reason to be.’
A novel situation emerged when the guest seemed to exceed a cer-
tain threshold in voicing his complaint. As a guardian, Mr Cravat ex-
ercised his authority by sitting down with the guest to talk about the
matter. Formulaic truth is produced. The guest’s demand for a ‘free
room’ is responded with a counter-offer by suggesting him to have ‘a
few drinks’ and ‘two pieces of cake’. Not only formulaic truth is pro-
duced, but this alsobecomes a favour fromtheguardian that turnsout
to reinforce his authority. Favour-giving is performed in exchange for
trust and loyalty. In oneway or another, the day-to-day practice that is
repeatedly performed in a hotel business is the practice of serving the
guests.As tradition,practices thatareperformedreproduce thepower
relation between the guardian, themembers of a tradition, and those
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who are outside of a tradition. Not only that tradition separates new
members from the old (recall the ‘new cook team’ and Salvatore), it
also separatesmembers fromnon-members (the hotel staff as the pro-
vider and theguests as theusers).Theguardian—asanactor bestowed
with authority and position—plays an important role in the interven-
tion and interpretation of novelty: he or shemaintains the stability of
repetition and ensures the legitimacy of its performance.
7.1.2 Performing with an outsider
Theduality of repetition and novelty manifests not only as a perform-
ance between the members of a tradition for an audience, but it is
also a performance enacted by the members of a tradition with the
audience. For the latter, the audience—which are those outside of a
tradition—are not passive recipients, but they are constitutive in the
production of novel practices.Thegeneral difference between the two
shouldbenoted. If in theperformance for anoutsider tradition seems
‘impenetrable’, in theperformancewithanoutsider tradition seems to
be open and permeable. To illustrate how these are performed, I will
draw from the performed practices inHotel de la Sûre.
In 2009, Hotel de la Sûre launched a campaign to promote the
hotel as ‘Luxembourg’s First Book-Hotel’, that is, a hotel that has the
most collection of books. In an excerpt from a local newspaper, Mrs
Bianca Streumer recalls how the initiative began:
Theideawasbornof a betwithher friends at theHotelZiegelhütte inGer-
many. “We both had a library in our hotel, but nothing very transcendent.
Being passionate about reading, we set ourselves the challenge of collect-
ing the most books in a year. Subsequently, we stored the books accumu-
lated throughout the hotel, and the idea came to lend them to visitors,”
says the owner of the hotel. (Romain, 2010)
This ‘book-hotel’ practice is novel since it has never been done before
in the history of the family business.The practice began as a joint ini-
tiative with another family-run hotel in the Rhineland-Palatinate re-
gion of Germany, Gutshof Ziegelhütte. This promotional campaign
was enacted by attaching a sticker to a collection of books that are
spread throughout the hotel. The hotel claims to have a collection of
no less than 5,000 books and, duringmy visit, I was shown that some
of thebookswere stackedon the sideof the corridor aswell as near the
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stairs.There is also a library on the first floor where the books are or-
ganised based on genre and language. Included in the campaign was
policy to allow the guest to to exchange twobookswithonebook tobe
taken back home.Mrs Streumer explained the process:
Figure 7.1. Hotel de la Sûre as the 1st Book-Hotel of Luxembourg.
Source: author’s own photograph.
People are reading this one [Mrs Streumer takes a book and opens the
page], and then they say ‘aah’ and then they see also the books everywhere,
and then they say, ‘Oh, you want to have more?’ And then we say yes, and
then they bring it here. And then we put in a sticker, and then we distrib-
ute the books in all over the world. And sometimes people came and say,
‘I was looking for a long time for this book and now I found it here.’ So,
normally they bring two books and get one back. And that’s how you get
many,many,many,many.
The actual application of the sticker is shown in Figure 7.1. This
initiative is a collaborative practice with the audience since it involves
the guests in order to expand not only the collection of books but
also, through the process, the public awareness of the hotel itself.Mrs
Streumer then demonstrated:
So we get this one - you know, [points to the sticker] this one in the book,
so if people take thiswith them, thebook - so it is sponsoredby - and that’s
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a good publication for us, you know. So this one, and all the books we put
it [the sticker] in.Andwegetnow thebooks inGerman, inFrench, inEng-
lish, yeah, different languages.
For the outsider, the display of the books is also part of the perform-
ance when I was taken for a tour in the hotel. As she uttered:
[while giving a tour] - anduphere yougot the roof - and thenyou see every-
where books, books, books - [continues to walk along the corridor] - and
then here we have - also books -
Theperformative aspect of tradition takes a more literal meaning
when it is filmed. In the following, the villagewhereHotel de la Sûre is
located, Esch-sur-Sûre, was filmed by an outsider of a tradition. Avail-
able for public viewing fromthehotel’swebsite, the footage is part of a
TV programme produced by a South Korean TV station, EBS. In the
footage,MrRonaldStreumer is featured as a representationof the vil-
lage. For 9 minutes and 20 seconds, the footage shows how the repe-
tition of practice and the novelty of the situation are collaboratively
used as a performance.The snapshots and description of the footage
are shown in Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.4. Each of these parts will be dis-
cussed.
In Part 1 (Figure 7.2), the footage begins with a contextualisation
of Esch-sur-Sûre, both in terms of its geographical coordinate and its
surrounding landscape.The staticity of the landscape is then contras-
tedwith themovementof a car,which leads into the introductory shot
of Mr Streumer as an authority in the locality. The scene of him driv-
ing a car and of escorting the reporter to an uncommon place shows
that Mr Streumer, as the guardian, knows well how to navigate the
terrain (also note the chef attire that is in contrast with the surround-
ing). Then the reporter was led to a scenic spot to present the village.
As an introduction to the village, this spot is a ‘proper angle’, provided
by the guardian, to see the geographic feature of locality. At the end
of Part 1, the demographic feature is highlighted. With the village in
the background,MrStreumer claims that there are 287 inhabitants in
the village. As a performance, the visual positioning of Mr Streumer,
the reporter, and the village represent the guardian, the outsider, and
the tradition which is in the custody of the guardian.Through the in-
teractionwith the reporter, the guardian is giving an interpretation to
make sense of the tradition.
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Opening shot: the map of Luxembourg and the route
taken from Luxembourg-city to Esch-sur-Sûre.
Establish shot: the surrounding of Esch-sur-Sûre.
A car enters the frame. The car gets into a forest.
Introduction ofMr Ronald Streumer. Mr Streumer and the reporterwalk up the hill.
Mr Streumer shows the panorama of Esch-sur-Sûre. Aerial shot: Introduction of Esch-sur-Sûre.
Mr Streumer explains that the population of the village is
not more than 287 inhabitants.
Mr Streumer takes the reporter for a tour around the
village.
Figure 7.2. A reportage of Esch-sur-Sûre: Part 1 of 3. Source: https://
youtu.be/1Fnlcvy7Iq8
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The reporter is taken for awalk to the local gift shop.
They arrive at the shop, Em de Séi a Méi. The building is
in the background.
A display of the antiques and locallymade products. Close-up shot of the products.
The reporter enters the antique section of the shop.
They pass through a narrow alley.
A shopkeeper demonstrates the use of handmill for beer
production.
The reporter tries the handmill herself.
Close-up shot of antique jewelries. The reporter thanks the shopkeeper.
Figure 7.3.A reportage of Esch-sur-Sûre: Part 2 of 3.
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Mr Streumer and the reporter leave the shop.
The reporter is seated on the side of themotorcycle. Mr Streumer puts on a goggle-mask.
Mr Streumer invites the reporter for a motorcycle ride
tour around the village.
Mr Streumer drives themotorcycle away from the shop. The camera followsMr Streumer’s movement from
behind.
Mr Streumer honks the horn and greets the people on
the street.
The tour takes the viewer around the neighbourhood,
crosses the river, and returns to Em de Séi a Méi.
Closing shot: an aerial view of the village.
Mr Streumer greets another neighbour.
Figure 7.4.A reportage of Esch-sur-Sûre: Part 3 of 3.
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In Part 2 (Figure 7.3), Mr Streumer then takes the reporter for a
walk toa local antique shop,EmdeSéi aMéi.Hereagain, there is adis-
playofknowledgeandauthority as theguardiannavigates through the
terrain (as he leads the reporter through the streets and alleys). Upon
arrival, the reporter was led to enter the shop and presented with a
selection of antiques at one section of the shop. In Part 3, a series of
performances occur inside the shop: the display of the products, the
interaction with the shopkeeper, and the demonstration of the use
of the product. A relation that is not immediately visible, however,
is between Part 1 where the guardian is introducing the village as a
whole—alongwith a proper framing to view it—and Part 2 where the
guardian takes the outsider to a shop that was founded by the guard-
ian.This sequence shows the extent of influence and authority of the
guardian over the territory.
In Part 3 (Figure 7.4), a pattern of repetition starts to emerge.The
escorting practice in Part 1 (with a car, through the forest) is repeated
in Part 2 (walk through the streets). In Part 3, the guardian once again
performs the escorting practice with a different mode: a motorcycle
ride. The seating of the reporter and the wearing of the goggle-mask
byMr Streumer are again a reinforcement of the power relation.The
guardian decides the mode of introduction for those who are outside
of a tradition.This is followed by a sequence of a tour around the vil-
lagewhich symbolises control and influence over the territory. Streets
were travelled, neighbours were nicely greeted. The performance is
then concluded with the return of the tour back to the shop.The aer-
ial view of the village at the end of the footage is the re-packing of the
tradition as a self-contained and spatially-bounded entity.
The performance of escorting, touring, and introducing is a re-
peated practice enacted by the guardian and triggered by the presence
of an outsider. In the footage, this was enacted by Mr Streumer. But
it also occurred elsewhere whenever the guardian allows the outsider
to experience a particular privileged space.Duringmyownencounter
withHotelde laSûre, thiswasenactedby thesister;Châteaud’Urspelt
by thehusband-and-wife;HotelEmpirebyMrMertens;GrandHotel
Cravat by Mr Cravat; and Hotel Simoncini and Français by Mr Si-
moncini. Through such practice, not only that outsiders are allowed
to enter the privileged space of a tradition, they are also supplied with
a point of view, or an angle, to ‘properly’ interpret the tradition. Note
that I ambracketing theword ‘proper’ to stress that a guardianhas the
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power to define what is proper. For outsiders (and also for the mem-
bers), to enter (and be kept) into a tradition is to accept such ‘proper’
interpretation.
7.2 preservation and abandonment
The duality of preservation and abandonment is referred here to de-
note the continuity and discontinuity of the presence of things from
the past. To relate to the previous duality, preservation and abandon-
ment can also be seen as an outcome of repetition and novelty. Repe-
tition implies preservation, whereas novelty may result in abandon-
ment.However, the reverse is also valid. Preservationmay ensue from
novelty, and abandonment may befall from repetition. But if repeti-
tionandnovelty tend tooccur at the level of practice, preservationand
abandonmentaremore likely to showat the levelofprocess.Narrative
identity is oneexample.Anarrative identity ispreserved,not repeated.
Practice is repeated,notpreserved.Theoutcomeof repeated (ornovel)
practices may manifest in the preservation or abandonment of a nar-
rative identity.
The duality of preservation and abandonmentmay occur either as
two opposing forces, or as a trajectory fromone force to another. Col-
lectively, the tension between the two is generative for the narrative
continuity of the family businesses. Empirically, this tension is found
tomanifest in at least threeways: (1) keeping the narrative identity, (2)
enduringthe local transformation,and(3) revivingtheabandonedher-
itage. Each of these forms are discussed as follows.
7.2.1 Keeping the narrative identity
In GrandHotel Cravat, the keeping of a narrative identity is a salient
theme since themoment I stepped into the hotel. Founded in 1895 as
a restaurant, the questionof preservation and abandonment emerged
when thehotelwas facedwith the situation to continueordiscontinue
the operation of the restaurant. Having operated for more than 100
years, the restaurantwas a symbolnot only of the foundingof the busi-
ness, but also as the beginning of the family journey. Its preservation
has been key for the family’s identity.MrCravatmade it explicit that:
. . . the aim [of the family] is to have somebody at the F&B [food and bever-
age section]. Because if I stopF&B, then Ihavewhat you said before, then
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I have lost part ofmy business. But as long as I have another partner who
does that until a certain moment, it’s fine. If I put now in the brasserie a
shop with clothes, then I lost something. Because then I lost part of my
identity.
Similarly, the preservation of the restaurant is also what Mr
Cravat’smother tried to defendwhen shewas facedwith the situation
where the continuity of the hotel was endangered during the financial
crisis.Theabandonment of the restaurantwasperceived to jeopardise
the symbolic existence of the family even though clinging to it will en-
danger the actual existence of the family business.Mr Cravat recoun-
ted:
. . . when2008 therewas a crisis, of course thefigures of thehotel dropped.
And the hotel suddenly, we had a hole in the bucket. And - money was -
flushing out. So we had to take a decision and uh - it lasts - six years be-
fore we took the real decision, and that is where I am in the point and
said, ‘I want to stop now. I want to stop this haemorrhage.We are killing
ourselves.’ And that’s where we decided to take partners on the boat for
theF&Bpart, sowe rent out the restaurant andwekeep everything under
the control [of the family].
For the older generation, the tension to preserve or abandon the res-
taurant is responded differently.MrCravat recalled that:
... she [the mother] said, ‘It has always been like this why should we
change?Wehave towork, then,more.Wehave to change something but I
don’t want to get rid of something.’
Thefamily has taken six years to come to adefinite solution for the
tension. A middle way was devised: to abandon the activity of the res-
taurant, but to preserve the identity of the space as a restaurant. It is
not an option for the family to continue the restaurant by itself, nor
it is an option to replace the space with other business activities (such
as ‘shop with clothes’). Hence, what is seen as a threat for identity is
not change itself but its abandonment. As told already in the previous
chapter, itwas eventful that shortly after thehotel announced the clos-
ure, another family businesswas interested toopena restaurant in the
vacant space.This partnership has prolonged the operation of the res-
taurant (althoughwith adifferentname) for another 1.5 years until the
middle of 2016. The space was then left vacant until the end of 2017,
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where the hotel had decided on the new tenant to occupy the restaur-
ant.
Apart fromits restaurant,GrandHotelCravathasbeenable topre-
serve not only its existence but also the ‘feel’ of the existence through
its artefact:
It’s difficult to change and that’s always why I say, we have to evaluate but
we do not have to do revolutions. Because that is too brutal. And I feel it
withmyguests, thatmanyguests say, “MrCravat, it’s nice that youare still
existing.” Of course, this is not the newest hotel. Of course we could in-
vest a lot ofmoney.Of course it would be fantastic if I had themoney. But,
the atmosphere, the style, is, nearly in Luxembourg, unique. And that is
a point that you have to decide, “Do I want to be like all the other sheep?
Or do I want to stick out a little bit?” - maybe not at a hundred percent
what others make perfectly, but I am able to attract a certain amount of
people that are muchmore comfortable in my cocoon that is not perfect,
but that ismore related to what they are expecting, and to what they feel -
cocooned.
There is a deliberate choice in the preservation of materiality. Ob-
jects, or artefacts, within the hotel are kept and they are tightly linked
with how the current generation wants the hotel to be emotionally
identified by the guests.This is suggested by the following:
Ihave still a typewriter inmyoffice.Andhe said, ‘What the f- are youdoing
with this typewriter? Youhave the - you have your computer. Youhave not
work with this machine anymore. How often do you switch it on?’ I said,
‘Maybeonceor twiceayear.’ ‘Yeah,butwhydon’t you throwit away?’ I said,
‘Because it has always been there!’
Rocky: [laughter]
If I leave it there, it does not hurt you. And [for]me, it comfortsme.Now,
that is a little thing.But that explains thatweare sticking to things. Imean,
for example in this - bar.The woods, the wallpaper, the chairs, they have
been there since 1953. Okay, these curtains are still the - the -
Rocky: Original?
Yes! I mean you must imagine that. They are still fine. And when you
change it. It will be different. And that is what people are looking for
nowadays. To get back to this original, traditional things. But, of course,
if I have changed this bar it will bemuchmore beneficial. I don’t need any
rentability of this place.Thisplace is aharbourof tranquillity formyguest.
But youmust have enoughmoney somewhere else to cover this luxury.To
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have in thecitycentreabout80squaremetresdoingnothingwith it.Every-
body tellsme, ‘Do something with this! You losingmoney!’ I said, no this
is comfort.This is luxury.
Rocky: People may see that this is, like, idle - it can be utilised in another way -
Yes, yes, yes.But Idon’twant that. Iwant - yousee - Ihaveotherguests,but
this morning it’s quiet, but - normally I have some little working groups
here and there and they - they work with the computer, they are happy,
maybe they drink coffee or not.
Rocky: It feels nice, yeah, it feels good.
It feels nice! And that is something where I can fight against big groups.
Because you will not find back that in big groups. Yes, in the very big
groups. ShangriLa, Peninsula, these oriental Asian companies where
again this - this family - idea, this luxury, this cocooning, this - is in their
education. But in Europe, America - [pfft!] they don’t have that. It’s cold
large lobbies where you sit there.
Rocky: It’s cold -
It’s cold. You are not - you don’t feel cosy.
Mr Cravat was making a reference to the materiality around the
Le Trianon bar where we had the conversation. Figure 7.5 shows the ar-
rangement of the bar. The preservation of the woods, the wallpaper,
and the chairs since 1953 are deliberate.They are preserved to convey
a particular identity of the hotel that is, in his own words, “nearly in
Luxembourg, unique.” Other material objects are preserved as well.
As can be seen in the figure, the old fireplace at the right is preserved
in contrast with the digital flat screenmonitor at the centre of the pic-
ture.
Preservation is an ongoing process, and GrandHotel Cravat is by
no means flawlessly preserved. At times, I observed that some lights
were flickering, some rugs deteriorated, and the sofas produced a
distinct—although not unpleasant—scent. Mr Cravat was aware of
this. He knew well which parts of the lighting require treatments as
he himself took the technician around the hotel and showed him the
parts to be fixed or replaced. Amidst the heavy financial pressure to
operate the hotel, Mr Cravat is adamant to retain the business in the
family. In an interviewwithPaperjam, hemakes the allusion to literary
workTheLast of theMohicans:
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Figure 7.5.TheTrianonBar,GrandHotelCravat. Source: author’s own
photograph.
I am a bit like the Last of theMohicans who resist because I do not want
tobea rich rentierwhobetrayed the threegenerationsbeforeme thathave
built this place.² (Clarinval, 2014)
2. «Je suis un peu le dernier desMohicans qui résiste parce que je ne veux pas être
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To preserve something is to stand in for something.The Last of the
Mohicans is an American novel (also with film adaptations) written by
James Fenimore Cooper (1826). Taking the stage of America in the
1800s, the novel is a narrative of an indigenous tribe who struggle to
preserve their existence in themidstof colonists invasion.Theconnec-
tion that ismade between the struggle of preservation and the literary
work brings to light that within the struggle of preservation there is
an element of narrative identity. For those in charge of the family busi-
ness, the duality of preservation and abandonment is translated to the
following questions: What kind of story will this generation repres-
ent?What kind of story do I seek to write?
7.2.2 Enduring the local transformation
Theduality of preservation and abandonment is evident inHotel Em-
pire when it had endured the heavy transformation of the neighbour-
hood. In January 2008, Mr Victor Mertens was startled to find that
his hotel was featured in the front page of a newspaper Le Quotidien.
“The Station to beDisrupted,” says the headline. As he read the news-
paper further, he came to realise that there will be amassive construc-
tionproject in theoppositeof the trainstationarea.Had itnotbecause
of the newspaper, which he had kept as an archive (see Figure 7.6),Mr
Mertens would not have been aware of the construction plan despite
his hotel being situated in the neighbourhood.
It was later that he was involved in the negotiation with the de-
veloper of the project. By then,Hotel Empire was about to be bought.
MrMertens recalled:
. . . we had - very - difficult years, some years ago, no. Because all the build-
ings around, they were - new buildings - I can show you a photo, and we
were asked to sell our hotel.
Rocky: Really?
Yeah, yeah, yeah. Because all the houses were sold, no.
Rocky:Who bought them - who asked?
[laughter] I show you a photo, some years ago - and it was very - [MrMer-
tens takes a photo fromhis archive and lays it down on the table]
Rocky: Okay. So.
un riche rentier qui a trahi les trois générations qui avantmoi ont construit cet établisse-
ment.»
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Figure 7.6.Hotel Empire featured on the headline ‘The Station to be
Disrupted’. Source:MrMertens’ personal archive.
So, we were the only house [chuckles]. And all - and there was a big hole,
no [pointing towards the centre of the picture] - and it was a very difficult
period during three, four years, no.
Rocky: So, what year was it? 2011?
Ithas tobe2010,2011I thinkyes.Therewasanotherhotel justhere,Hotel
President. [MrMertens point to another photo]
Rocky: Before? Okay, I see.
And there were restaurants.They were sold, and afterwards it was a com-
pany - a developer - they bought this house, Valsheim, Ems, then after-
wards they also asked for the President, and it is also sold, and all the
houses here they were sold.
Rocky: Really.
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And there was much pressure to us also to sell. And we asked, ‘Okay, but
- we agree but - give us - when you make a new building, give us a part to
integrate in the new building.’ Of course, we want to stay here. Because
nowwehave apparthotels [apartment-hotel]. Andbecause theyofferedus
to go - I don’t know - to theOesling, in thenorth of the country. But,what
dowe do there, no? [chuckles] I don’t know.
Rocky: Right. [laughter]
And so, I said it’s not possible, no.They offered also to pay us something,
but it was not so - we have to pay taxes and, afterwards, we have lost our
work. We have no - so we said, ‘No, we can’t do it.’ And they didn’t agree
also to integrate, because - they also make a new building. So, we would
have to stop to say yes, and then afterwards - but itwas not possible.Many
discussions between us - but - uh - so finally we - it was a very difficult
period but - now we are glad to make it like this because now it’s better.
New buildings around, no?There is a bank and there is a restaurant Vapi-
ano. So, now it’s goodbut therewas - becausewedidn’t close it [during the
construction period]. For the guests, it was also difficult. There was also
noise. Vibrations. And um - yes, it was very, very difficult [laughter].
In this excerpt,MrMertenswas recounting theperiodwhen thehotel
hadenduredtheheavyconstructionproject that tookplacearoundthe
hotel. One of the photos that Mr Mertens was referring to in the ex-
cerpt is shown inFigure 7.7. From this figure, it can be seenhowHotel
Empire is left alone in the block. The move of the developer to buy
the hotel made sense because Hotel Empire occupies a strategic pos-
ition at the corner of the junction. Incentives were proposed for the
Mertens family to let go of the property, yet these were refused.With
no agreement reached between the two parties, the construction pro-
ject began and Hotel Empire had to endure the disturbance that was
caused by the project.
External dynamics do play a role in the tension between preserva-
tion and abandonment. Changes in the environment, physically and
economically, exert tension to the apparent stability of things. In the
account above, this external dynamics were induced by the move to
take over a particular space whereHotel Empire is a part. In contrast
with Grand Hotel Cravat, there is no explicit claim in Hotel Empire
where thepreservationof thebuilding is tied to the identity of the fam-
ily business. Instead, the decision not to sell seems to be a ‘rational’
cost-and-benefit analysis noting that, when things turned to get bet-
ter after the constructionwas completed, a reference wasmade to the
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Figure 7.7.Demolition of the neighbouring building. Source:MrMer-
tens’ personal archive.
economic potential that is generated from the new buildings.
A recent dynamic in theneighbourhoodoccurred in thebeginning
of 2017 where a four-star Mercure Grand Hotel Alfa suddenly went
bankrupt. To this event, he commented:
On short-term, it’s good for us because we have some more guests. But
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on the long-term, it’s not good because, you know, it’s closed. It’s - uh -
not good for our guests, no, for everything is closed. Because already the
building afterwards there was a bank, it’s closed since many years. And it
very degenerating. It’s not good for our guests too. So, on short-term it’s
good we get some guest more, but on the long term it’s not good for the
quartier, no, for the surrounding, for the area. So, we prefer that other ho-
tels are here.
Asaproperty-basedbusiness, hotels aredependent, amongothers, on
the attractiveness of the surrounding neighbourhood. This account
expresses a long-term concern over the locality where the business is
situated.The closure of the neighbouring hotel is beneficial forHotel
Empire in the short-term.Yet, if the surroundingarea continues tode-
generate,Hotel Empire is at risk to face an unfavourable situation: to
have a preserved business in an abandoned neighbourhood.
7.2.3 Reviving the abandoned heritage
The third kind of process that manifests from the duality of preserva-
tion and abandonment is exemplified by Château d’Urspelt. In this
hotel, preservation and abandonment take the form as a trajectory
from abandonment to preservation. One case will be discussed here
where the husband-and-wife owner-managers—Mr Yannick Ruth
andMrsDianaLodomez—commented, reacted, and reflected on the
documentary footage about the revival of the castle.The footage was
firstly shown during one of my visits to the hotel. Different from the
earlier footage of Esch-sur-Sûre, this footage is a slideshow of pho-
tos that runs for 14 minutes and 25 seconds. As such, there is no dia-
logue nor interaction that is performed in the footage. In the follow-
ing, I present the footagewhich is synchronisedwith the conversation
thatwehadduring theviewing.Thefootage isbrokendown into seven
parts fromFigure 7.8 to Figure 7.14 (my own voice is written in italic).
In Part 1 (Figure 7.8), the documentary begins with a slogan “vivre
ç’est transformer”—‘to live is to transform’. This opening tells what
will be told throughout the footage: a transformation of the castle
from its abandonment to its preservation.Then this is followed with
a sequence of photos showing the castle in its early condition in 2005.
I interjected my impression upon watching the slideshow—“It must
needed a lot of imagination tomake it life again.”This was replied by
an assertion to the slogan presented in the opening, “That’s the exact
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Rocky: I see, transform -
MrRuth: Yeah, life is transforming.
I see.
Ah, it was - - crazy [laughter]
Yeah, yeah, it was -
MrRuth: Yes, yes.
Mr Ruth: Yes, yes, yes. That’s - that’s -
the exact rule, to make it alive again.
That was, nowwe havemeeting rooms
there - it was raining inside.
Mr Ruth andMrs Lodomez: This is the
reception.
Mrs Lodomez: The suite. Mr Ruth: Sowe have to do all the floors,
because it was so -
Mrs Lodomez: It’s - everythingwas
destroyed.
The restaurant.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, it was - the roof I imagine, it must need a lot of
imagination to make it life again. From
something that was dead, to make it
alive -
[Mellow pianomusic starts]
Mrs Lodomez: It waswhenwe bought
the castle.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, it was like that -
Okay, renaissance.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes. [Mrs Lodomez
answers a call and left the room]
Right.
Mrs Lodomez: The entrance -
Yeah, yeah.
Figure 7.8. Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 1 of 7. Source:
http://dai.ly/x2jzwaa
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So, in this year you’re already involved?
MrRuth: No, I came in -
This is also -
This is the next one, we have done the
restaurant. Now it’s the yard, which is
there.
We did cover everything all the time
with pictures, so this was the first step,
really early step.
Becausewe finished this window, we did
part of the castle first.
It’s already clean.
MrRuth: Yeah, it has already been
cleaned -
- the year afterwards. Yeah I was
following the project but not in the
business.
This is the floor -
This one?
MrRuth: Yeah. This is upstairs.
- and - we started - yeah
[Jingling music starts]
It’s Christmas -
MrRuth: Yeah, winter time. [chuckles]
Winter time is coming.
MrRuth: Yeah, we had roughwinter
sometimes. Yeah.We are nearly in the
highest point of Luxembourg, I think it’s
fiftymeters highest.
Right.
MrRuth: And this part was the stables,
the last one - used to be -
Mr Ruth: and - we started - yeah- thenwe have converted all these
parts for the first rooms.
I see, I see.
[Mrs Lodomez returns]
Mrs Lodomez: It’s here.
This one? [laughter]
MrRuth: That’s this one! Yeah - that’s
right.
Figure 7.9.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 2 of 7.
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Mrs Lodomez: It’s the sales office - Wherewe have the rooms now.
Mr Ruth: Yeah.
Mrs Lodomez: After, we canmake a
small tour, sowe can -
Rocky: Yeah, yeah -
Already new.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, now -
[Upbeat music starts] Wow, it’s already having shape.
Yes, we imagined every details. I looked
in the brochure, I went to other castles, I
met different families with castles
[laughter] -
- andwe chose the colours, every detail -
[laughter] - aah, it was -
Yeah, this is one of themeeting
rooms.
So, you’re involved also in the design of
the castle?
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, it was - yes.
I think it looks good.
[laughter] It is -
MrRuth: I thinkwe did a good job
[laughter]
So, the materials, how did you get it?
Mrs Lodomez: Aah -
Mr Ruth: Yeah, human resource. That’s
the really, I have to - demanding -
Mrs Lodomez: Suite.
Mr Ruth: Suite. The largest room.
Mrs Lodomez: I think, in this job - it’s
just a lot of people. Because it’s very
difficult to - to have good people, to
have a -
Figure 7.10.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 3 of 7.
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Mrs Lodomez: Crazy, huh?
Right. T-they don’t have any experience
before to rebuild a castle?
Mrs Lodomez: No!
So it’s their first -
Mrs Lodomez: Yes their first [laughter]
Mr Ruth: Yes.
Mrs Lodomez: It was like hell!
Everyday -
Mrs Lodomez: I didn’t sleep - I was like
that -
I lose ten kilos - in one year.
Mr Ruth: Nowwe start - we finish it.
Mrs Lodomez: Because it was so crazy. It
was everyminute, finding ideas, finding
people to come -
- and I was not very good at
communication at this moment - so,
created internet website -
Yeah - everything - okay -
MrRuth: It was the smallest machine
that we can bring close to the doors -
- it was really very small - sowe have to
take - [Mrs Lodomez speaks toMr Ruth
in French]
Mr Ruth: Sorry, that was just the first
step - first treatment to the basement -
to finish it. And it was now a bar.
Mrs Lodomez: - I - I - pfffhh - it was so
difficult forme and, after, I - I asked
Yannick, please help. Three years alone.
Mr Ruth: This is the bar -
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, the bar.
Okay.
Ah, I see. New paint.
I cannot imagine the stress -
MrRuth: Now it’s the suite.
Figure 7.11.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 4 of 7.
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MrRuth: - a lot of emotion, huh - to see
it -
Mrs Lodomez: [laughter]
And this pillar, is a former piece of
another castle.
Oh, you -
MrRuth: No, no, it was here beforewhen
this onewas built. This castle was
already built in the former ruins of
another one.
Yes, it waswherewe have now the park.
It was uh -
Mr Ruth: It was a very, very old farming
building that really looked like -
Mr Ruth: I came, yeah, at the beginning
of the year?
Mrs Lodomez:We burned. [laughter]
Okay, right. You have to destroy them.
MrRuth: - that we have - yeah, because
it was very unsafe.
That’s the only piece, yeah.
Right, right.
Mrs Lodomez: That’s so beautiful for us.
Mr Ruth: Now it’s changed, this kitchen
has been removed.
A lot of emotion -
MrRuth: Yes, it was two years at least I
didn’t watch it again.
We are somuch involved in the daily
business that - formy - my eyes, I need
to see it again -
- as it helps me to see - and checking
back all - how hardwe have done since
then -
I see.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, I was pregnant -Mrs Lodomez: Yannick is coming - Ufff!
[laughter] - and youwere pregnant in
this year?
Figure 7.12.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 5 of 7.
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Mrs Lodomez: That was the gala room. I
was not there! I was in the hospital.
[laughter]
Mrs Lodomez: The stress was too hard,
the babywanted to come [out]! Then
the doctor said, ‘Finished, nowyou
stay here!’ But it was difficult -
- the baby - the castle - to combine - the
stress - pfffhhh!
Twentyfiveweddingswere sold - we had
to organise -
Mr Ruth: Yeah, we started to put it in the
market at the end of the construction -
- sowe started to do a lot of contracts -
twentyfive - the first season -
- and people just came at this stage to
sign and said, ‘Whenwill you be ready?’
Wewill, wewill.
Mrs Lodomez: Someday, I was the only
womanwith sixtymen. Sixtymen! It was
crazy! And - pffhh -we arrived.
Yeah, yeah, yeah -
- and one part of thework, I was in the
hospital, so I didn't see -
- when I went up [to the castle] it was
nothingwas there, andwhen I came
back, wow it was finished!
Mrs Lodomez: But, the motivationwas
so good. The -
Mr Ruth: Yeah, it was a beautiful
product.
Mrs Lodomez: The feeling. Everybody
was really alive, and it was so -
wonderful. It’s - difficult, no, because -
- the people here so - ‘Aah, we have too
much.’ I say, ‘What?What?What have
wemade?’
Figure 7.13.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 6 of 7.
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MrRuth: Yes -
Losing themotivation, sometimes -
MrRuth: It takes thirtymonths, in total.
Thirty huh?
Mrs Lodomez: Trente deux -
Mr Ruth: Thirty two.
Mrs Lodomez: Thirty twomonths. Yes.
- and after, one year, to make the twenty
six roomsmore. Becausewhenwe
manage the hotel with Yannick, we -
- we understood that it was not possible
to continue like that.We needmore
rooms. Yes, because it was difficult with
the financial part to arrive - so -
Mr Ruth: It’s Freddy.
Mrs Lodomez: It’s my father. It’s his
birthday today.
[laughter]
So, all the decisions, you decide?
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, with Yannick.
And your father, does he have a vision
about -
Mrs Lodomez: Hewill come for coffee -
Mr Ruth: Yeah, basicallywe decide all
the three of us -
Mrs Lodomez: At the beginning -
Mr Ruth: For the construction-speaking -
- for the activity it’s just Diana andme,
we - also have shared a vision ofwhere
wewanted to go in this space -
- the first questionwas, are we going to
make an hotel or not? That was the first,
really, really tricky part.
I see, I see.
[Video ends]
This one, yeah.
Mrs Lodomez: Yes, it’s here.
So the same people were building the
castle -
Mrs Lodomez: Yes -
- so they sometimes felt exhausted - very
tired, like - it doesn't end
‘And you, for two roomsmore - to push.
Hey, come on!’ Pfffh!
Yeah, yeah, yeah -
Figure 7.14.Transformation of Château d’Urspelt: Part 7 of 7.
rule, to make it live again.” Afterwards, a series of photos display dif-
ferent parts of the castle whichwere abandoned.
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Proceeding to the next year, the castle and its surrounding were
cleaned and the groundwork for the rebuilding began to be laid down.
Year 2006 was started by a display of a signboard stating the rebirth
of the castle.The footage continues to show the progress of the differ-
ent parts. Meanwhile, Mr Ruth andMrs Lodomez supplied an inter-
pretation on the photos—where they are located and what they now
become.Entering the year 2007, inPart 3 (Figure 7.10) andPart 4 (Fig-
ure 7.11), the castle has shown some improvements in the shape.The
roofswere redone, thewindowswere refitted. At this point, I took the
chance to ask how did they obtain thematerial for the reconstruction.
This prompt then opened up a discussion about Mrs Lodomez’s in-
volvement in the rebuilding process:
Yes, we imagined every details. I looked in the brochure, I went to other
castles, I met different families with castles [laughter] - and we chose the
colours, every detail - [laughter] - aah, it was -
Rocky: So, you’re involved also in the design of the castle?
Yes, it was - yes. I think it looks good.
Rocky: [laughter] It is -
[MrRuth] I thinkwe did a good job [laughter]
This interchange reveals the extent to which Mrs Lodomez was
involved in the revival of the castle. As the footage continues, she
stressed how the scale of the project requires a demanding amount of
labour, both in quantity and quality. From Part 4 onwards, some hu-
mansubjects aredisplayed.Havingnoticed this transition, Iprobed to
ask how stressful the project had been for the people—and for herself.
Her struggle was then revealed, “It was like hell!”The compounding
difficulties had prompted her to ask for the help of her husband, Mr
Ruth. In Part 5 (Figure 7.12), Mr Ruth expressed how the moment of
re-watching of the videowas amoment of reflection. A lot of emotion
was involved and, as the couple were verymuch engaged in the day-to-
day operation, the moment helped him to pause and reconnect with
the beginning of the journey. The conversation then shifted back to
the physical transformation of the castle. A story was told that one of
the pillars was taken from the ruin of another castle in the same place.
This is followed with a sequence of the demolition of the wall and the
burning of an old shed.
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The footage moved to year 2008.This year was the year whenMr
Ruth joined the business full-time.MrsLodomez interjected a signof
relief, after previously emphasised the intense pressure in managing
the entire process. Prior to the viewing of the footage, I learned from
MrRuththatMrsLodomezwaspregnantduring thefinalphaseof the
reconstruction. Hence, at this point I made a prompt about her preg-
nancy. In Part 6 (Figure 7.13), she expressed the continuous tension
that she had experienced.All seems to culminate at this yearwhen she
had to jugglebetweentwobirths: accomplishing the reconstructionof
the castle on the one hand, and expecting the birth of the baby on the
other. Mr Ruth took over the day-to-day management of the project
during his wife’s absence, while constantly informing her that daily
progress of the project. The construction industry is a heavily male-
dominant industry. As the leader of the project, it was a challenge for
Mrs Lodomez to motivate the employees, including in the last miles
of theproject.Yet, itwas thepositive feelingof accomplishing the jour-
ney that was cherished.
As the footage comes to an end, in Part 7 (Figure 7.14), a sequence
of beautification of the castle was shown. Wild plants were removed
and replacedwith a carpet of grass.Roomswereneatly displayed, eleg-
ant and ready.MrRuth commented that they 26more roomswere ad-
ded in the following year. Lastly, the picture of Mr Freddy Lodomez,
the father aswell as the originator of the project, was shown.Thiswas
followedbyacollageofphotoswhichconstitute the imageof thecastle.
Asaclimax,abefore-after transformationof thecastlewasshown.The
screen went dark and appeared a quote from Henry David Thoreau,
“If you have built castles in the clouds, your work is not in vain; that’s
where they have to be.Now give them some foundation.”
In 2008, the castle was acknowledged by the Luxembourgish gov-
ernment as a national heritage. Château d’Urspelt is an example of
how preservation and abandonment may as well appear in a family
business with no long history. In comparison to Grand Hotel Cravat
andHotelEmpire, for instance,whosehistories amount tomore than
one century, Château d’Urspelt is a newborn family business. Yet, the
tension tomove away from abandonment to preservation does ensue
when the family has set their intention to ‘give life’ to things from the
past.The footage—and the commentary of it—has shed some light to
the revival process. There are deliberate choices of design and mater-
iality in the course of preservation. The process was arduous, and at
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times there is no easy choice between the family and the business.
7.3 being and appearing
The third duality in the way the family businesses are enacted is being
and appearing. Many meanings can be attached to these two terms.
Here, I specify here that ‘being’ is used to denote the life-cycle of the
family business—hence being young(er) or old(er)—whereas ‘appear-
ing’ refers to the material appearance of the family business—hence
appearing young(er) or old(er). Being is related to the people who run
the business, whereas appearing is related to the material representa-
tionof the business itself. A contrast between the being and appearing
is producedwhen (1) the family business is being younger and appear-
ing older, and (2) being older and appearing younger. Each will be ex-
amined in the following.
7.3.1 Being younger, appearing older
The duality of being young and appearing old is exemplified by
Château d’Urspelt.The family business is being young since it is early
in the life-cycle.The founding generation is still present even though
he is not involved in the daily operation of the business. The second
generation is also young in the sense that they—Mrs Lodomez and
her husband—are establishing a new business that emerged from the
father’s business. In another sense, Château d’Urspelt is also young
because the managers are relatively young compared to other family
owners andmanagers discussed in this study.The castle-hotel was re-
vived not more than 10 years ago. Yet, while being a newly founded
family business, the castle-hotel takes the appearance of the old (of
course, the architectural formof ‘castle’ itself is a representationof the
past).
The castle appears to be old, yet it is also new. It is a castle whose
history dates back to 1862, yet it is also a new castle—heavily ren-
ovated, reimagined, and reappropriated for today’s needs and de-
mands.Thevigour of the castle canbe sensedby the commitment that
the husband-and-wife has put in managing and developing the hotel.
When I walked around the castle, I can see that the castle is an ima-
ginedold.And that also gives an impressionof lightness in spite of the
castle’s long history. The castle, somehow, also feels synthetic. ‘Old’
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Figure 7.15.One of the rooms in Château d’Urspelt. Source: archive of
Château d’Urspelt.
and ‘new’ in here are not a state of being, but a concept of appearance.
Theresult of the two is an intriguing juxtaposition: something that ap-
pears to be old, but everything is new.
Eachpresence ofmateriality is a site of performance. In the Super-
ior Roomwhere I stayed, I had the impression of luxury through the
combinationof spaciousnessand thevintage-style interiordesign (see
Figure 7.15). Latest technologies are discreetly installed such as fiber
optic Internet connectivity andwidescreenSmartTV.Oldappearance
is shownby theornate furnitures.The tables, chairs, and cupboard are
madeofwhite-paintedwoodwithafinish thatconveydeliberate faded-
ness (see Figure 7.16). The bathroom is another site of performance.
The flooring is parquet and the floor-to-wall bathroom tiles aremade
ofmarble.Thebathtub is another performance of the old and the new.
The plain white tub is attached with a valve and two pairs of animal-
shaped legs on each side.
Another site of performance is in the uses of technology that con-
trast thenewandtheold in thecastle. InFigure7.17, chargingspots for
electric vehicles are displayed.Thenewness of the electric chargers are
placed in contrast with the wooden posts whereupon the chargers are
attached.The recentness of the solar cell is placed side by sidewith the
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Figure 7.16.Deliberate fadedness of the chair and the table. Source: au-
thor’s own photograph.
pastness of thewood. In Figure 7.18, themain door is displayed to use
anold door closer technology.The topof the door is tied to a rope that
is weighed on the other side. Right in the opposite of themain door, a
robot assistant is displayed to stand in front of an old clock. Taken al-
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Figure 7.17. Electric vehicles chargers attached on wooden posts.
Source: author’s own photograph.
together, the display of the old produces the impression of luxury; the
availability of the new gives the impression of practicality.
Theperceiveddisjunctionbetweenappearingandbeing isalsocon-
tested by the guests through online review platforms. To refer to Tri-
pAdvisor as one of the leading platforms, Château d’Urspelt receives
a rating of 4.0 out of 5.0.³ As an illustration, I take here one extreme
example that points to how the appearance of the hotel is experienced
by the guest.
“What a disappointment this Château d’Urspelt”
1 of 5 stars | ReviewedDecember 9, 2016
Château d’Urspelt is the bling-bling project of promoter Freddy [...], who
is probably here for aDonaldTrumpversion fromLuxembourg.Unfortu-
nately, the castle is not up to its 4 stars and this especially because of poor
service. But let’s see in detail:
• a cold welcome upon arrival. No gesture towards the customers for
a possible early registration.The impression of being just a number
3. As per 25December 2017, the hotel has collected 651 reviews.Out of these, 49%
is ‘Excellent’; 32% is ‘Very good’; 13% is ‘Average’; 5% is ‘Poor’; and 1% is ‘Terrible’.
Source: https://www.tripadvisor.com
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Figure 7.18. Display and use of old technology. Source: author’s own
photograph.
will continue for the entire stay ...
• lowquality fixtures, e.g.mirror in the plastic bathroomclaimwood,
worthy of a 2-star establishment
• the sound insulation in the new part of the castle is non-existent.
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when your neighbour is taking a shower, you have the impression
thatwater isflowing fromyourceiling.wewonder if this is the stand-
ard LodomezConstructions.
• In the restaurant, staff is largely insufficient to serve the large num-
ber of customers. waiting time between the dish and dessert: + 1
hour. (andwewere not an exception)
• the breakfast room was packed on Sunday morning, noisy atmo-
sphere, buffet rundown and still staff totally overwhelmed by their
tasks
• We booked a romantic getawaywith a bottle of crémant included. it
wasnotontheotherhandwhenwearrived.At thecheck-outwewere
told that youhad to take it fromtheminibar!At thisprice, better stay
at home and use his fridge ...
Conclusion: We had a good weekend around Urspelt and Clervaux, but
will not go back to the castle.
In addition to the performance of the services, a number of
appearance-related points were raised by the disappointed guest: the
hotel as ‘the bling-blingproject’, ‘mirror in theplastic bathroomclaim
wood’, andthe ‘non-existentsoundinsulation’.Thereviewwasrespon-
ded directly byMrRuth.
Dear—,
Thank you for your recent stay!
We are delighted to welcome you to the listed site of Château d’Urspelt.
On behalf of our dedicated team, I am sorry to read that, despite our best
efforts, it has not been 100% satisfactory.
The satisfaction of our guests is and remains our number 1 priority, thank
you for sharing your feelings on all the sites you have used.
Allofourstaffthankyouforhelpingus tocontinually improveourservices
and benefits.
I amalso at your disposal to bring you if necessary all the details useful for
your next stay in the Luxembourg Ardennes.
Be equally sure that, despite having spent four years reviving theChâteau
d’Urspelt from its ruins,Mr. Freddy Lodomez still has no political ambi-
tion in theGrandDuchy of Luxembourg.
Best regards from theChâteau d’Urspelt,
Yannick Ruth
GeneralManager
Château d’Urspelt SA
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In the response, the appearing of the hotel is supplied with an inter-
pretationof thebeing.As aguardian,MrRuth reassures that thehotel
is putting the ‘satisfactionofourguest’ as ‘ournumber 1priority’.Also,
the guardian shows agestureof thankfulness andwillingness to listen.
While accepting the criticism and expressing an apology, Mr Ruth
also defends that what appears to be a ‘bling-bling project’ in the re-
vival of the castle should not be interpreted as a political ambition.
7.3.2 Being older, appearing younger
In contrast toChâteau d’Urspelt as a young family business that takes
the appearance of the old, Hotel Simoncini is performed as an old
family business that takes the appearance of the young. After a 2-year
period of extensive renovation, Hotel Simoncini was established in
2008 as a replacement of what is formerly Hotel Schintgen.There is
a similarity between Château d’Urspelt and Hotel Simoncini: both
began their operation in 2008. In this sense, both can be said as
a young family business. However, Hotel Simoncini is older than
Château d’Urspelt when the family members who manage the busi-
ness are taken into account. The family who runs Hotel Simoncini,
theSimoncini family, is relatively older in thebusiness life-cycle. Prior
to Hotel Simoncini, the family have been managing Hotel and Café
Français formore than40years.MrSimoncini’s twosonsare involved
in the management of the business, and so does his wife. In Château
d’Urspelt, on the other hand, the Lodomez family has just begun the
life-cycle in the hotel industry from the moment the castle is estab-
lished.
InHotel Simoncini, the appearance of youngnessmanifests in its
visual representations—the logotype and the logo of the hotel, the
design of the interior, the artefacts displayed in the hotel, and the way
the artefacts are positioned in the hotel. There is a sense of recency,
nowness, and newness that are produced through the display of these
elements. I will discuss each in the following and, by way of contrast,
make a comparisonwithChâteau d’Urspelt.
The first element is the logotype (the textual representation) and
the logo (thegraphical,non-textual representation)of thebusiness. In
Figure 7.19, Hotel Simoncini uses the logotype in the form of a mod-
ern sans-serif typeface.⁴ Set in all lower case letters (stylised ‘hotel si-
4. In typography, one of the ways to categorise typefaces—also commonly known
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moncini’), the logotype produces a sense of lightness and playfulness.
Inaddition,agraphical element ispositioned in themiddleof the logo-
type which forms a logo of the business.The graphical element takes
the form of an abstract curved line, flowing with no sharp edges.The
redcolourof the logoseems to conveyboldness, yet its shapeless curve
seems to say that it is fluid, unfinished, and malleable. The young-
ness of Hotel Simoncini is in contrast with the logotype of Château
d’Urspelt which uses a serif typeface (see Figure 7.20). Most notable
is the cursive ‘d’U’ in the logotype which is followed by an all capital
letters ‘RSPELT’.The logotype of Hotel Simoncini stands on its own
without additional detail whereas in Château d’Urspelt there is a dis-
play of stars, the founding family, and the founding date of the castle.
The former makes the hotel appear recent, and the latter makes the
hotel appear old.
Figure 7.19.Logotype and logo display ofHotel Simoncini. Source: au-
thor’s own photograph.
as ‘fonts’—is to distinguish between serif and sans-serif (i.e. ‘without’ serif). Serif de-
notes the ornamental finish of a letter. Some examples of a serif typeface include com-
mon fonts such asTimesNewRoman,Georgia,Garamond,Baskerville, etc. Examples
for a sans-serif typeface are Arial, Helvetica, Avenir, Calibri, etc. Although they are al-
ways open for interpretation, the usage of a serif typeface commonly gives an impres-
sion of ‘traditional’ whereas a sans-serif typeface is commonly used to give the impres-
sion of ‘modern’.
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Figure 7.20. Logotype and logo display of Château d’Urspelt. Source:
author’s own photograph.
Getting into the lobbyof thehotel,Hotel Simoncini presents itself
with a simple and minimalist interior design (see Figure 7.21). Util-
isation of space and objects acts to represent appearance. In Hotel
Simoncini, space is tight, and objects are placed in close correspond-
ence to their function.Theminimal presentationof objectsmakes the
lobby feel roomy, and alsoproduces an impressionof practicality.Col-
ours also play a role. The monochromatic tone that dominates the
lobby makes it feel simple and young. In Figure 7.22, there is a dis-
play of two contemporary art objects. On the top is a pendulum-like
artwork set in white which blends with the surrounding element. On
the bottom is an artwork set in redwhich stands in contrast to the sur-
rounding but in coherence with the logo of the hotel.
As a placewhere first encounters occur between the guests and the
hotel, the lobby is a strategic site for the display of appearance. It is in
the lobby that the guests derive oneof their first impressions. InHotel
Simoncini, the decorative elements are presented and positioned to
reinforce the message of youngness and practicality. The impression
is very different in the waiting area of Château d’Urspelt (see Figure
7.23), where space and objects are utilised to convey the meaning of
oldness and luxury. The decorative elements between the two hotels
are different. Instead of empty spaces and monochromatic colours,
space is tightly filled with objects, and earth-toned colours are used.
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Figure 7.21.The lobby of Hotel Simoncini. Source: author’s own pho-
tograph.
Insteadofdisplayingabstractobjects, there are chandeliers, paintings,
piano, wooden chairs, candles, lanterns, and a fireplace.
‘Young’ and ‘old’ are relative terms and, as such, their use does not
implywhether one is better thananother.Rather, they are alternatives
whichthemanagingfamiliesmaytake in thepresentationof theirbusi-
ness. In the examples given earlier, the relatively younger Lodomez
family has chosen to re-enact the presentation of the old whereas the
relatively older Simoncini family has chosen to present the hotel as
contemporary.There is another example that I will show, which illus-
trates when a relatively old family is currently appearing old but is in
the process of becoming new.This is the case ofHotel Empire.
In Hotel Empire, a plan is on the way to renew the appearance of
the restaurant.The familymanager,Mr VictorMertens, claimed:
Wehave a big project. I can show you here also for - that’s in January next
year - renovating thehotel [MrMertens takes a largefloorplan sheet from
his folder] Yeah, so we have a big plan.That’s all - the first floor. Because
it’s - the oldest roomswere renovated andherewehave always theoldwin-
dows and everything, and we are putting everything out. And completely
renovated. Here you see there is a plan for a hotel bar, in the side, that is
open - all day. Because now it is only open for breakfast. Before, my par-
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Figure 7.22.Displayof contemporaryarts in the lobby.Source: author’s
own photograph.
entshadarestauranthere.But [now] -weuse itonly forbreakfast.Because
wemake downstairs a small take-out pizza. Now, it’s a bit - it’s a pity [for
the restaurant] because it’s open only two hours a day, no. Yeah. And the
guests have nothing to sit down - so, it [the new restaurant] will be open
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Figure 7.23. Waiting area at the Château d’Urspelt. Source: author’s
own photograph.
all day. And it will be completely new. Renovated. [MrMertens points to
a section of the plan] It will be an open kitchen, so you can see inside the
kitchen, yeah. And - uh - here is the bar.
Rocky: Okay. [I examine the layout of the new restaurant] The guests can sit over
here, by the windows.
Well, now it has changed a little bit - we will make here a lounge. It will be
here - to be used everyday. Here [MrMertens points to the centre part of
the planned restaurant] is the old Hammond organ, because my father -
he played, always,Hammond organ. It’s still there.
Rocky: Ah, okay, okay. Youwill put the organ in the middle [of the restaurant].
So we don’t know if it’s possible to incorporate it. Yeah. It will be com-
pletely, also the kitchen - completely renovated. Yeah.
Rocky: - and there is a separate room here to [partition the restaurant]
We can separate it. If we need room, we can. But it’s - normally it’s open.
And so itwill be used, during themorning for breakfast. At lunchtime, it’s
also open.And in the evening for the guests from thehotel.They can sit in
the bar.
Rocky: Right, right. For this room, how old is this restaurant - or bar?
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Thisbuilding is - uh -nearly sixty - exactly sixty years. Itwasbuilt in ’57, yes.
’57.
Rocky: Sixty years. Right, right. Quite old.
Andwe have to renovate all the time, yeah. But this part wasn’t renovated.
Rocky:This one is maybe the oldest [room] -
Yeah, yeah. [chuckles]
Lookingat thefloorplan, Igot the impressionof thenewrestaurant to
be completely different from that at the current state during my visit.
Severalnewfeaturesarementioned in theupcomingrestaurant: ‘open
kitchen’, ‘lounge area’, and ‘bar’.The interior design is contemporary
but not in the sense of all-glass and industrial.Theflooringwill be par-
queted, and the tables, chairs, and sofas will follow the earthy tone of
the floor. From the floor plan alone, I did not get an immediate im-
pression of the hotel trying to maintain or display some ‘oldness’ un-
til Mr Mertens explained that there would be an ‘old Hammond or-
gan’ to be placed at the centre of the restaurant.And, even so,MrMer-
tens quickly added that he is unsure about it. The organ is currently
displayed at the entrance of the restaurant (see Figure 7.24).
Collectively, these examples show that there aremany sites where
appearances are performed. Château d’Urspelt and Hotel Simoncini
are among the clear illustration of hotels that take ‘old’ or ‘young’ as
a concept of appearance. Both are results of a complete transforma-
tion from what used to be old sites. Yet, while both are in operation
since 2008, they may appear older or younger than the actual date
of establishment. Not all hotels, however, have the luxury of build-
ing a concept of appearance from scratch. This is especially the case
in a family-run hotel such as Hotel Empire that has maintained the
building since the founding of the business. Built in 1957, the restaur-
ant is the oldest site for the ‘big project’ whose design language is
not as ‘young’ and minimalist as Hotel Simoncini yet not as ‘old’ and
grandeur as Château d’Urspelt.
7.4 certainty and possibility
The fourth duality in the enactment of the family businesses as tra-
dition is certainty and possibility. Certainty alludes to the tendency
to exclude differences whereas possibility refers to the tendency to al-
low differences. Certainty attempts to simplify whereas possibility at-
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Figure 7.24.Thedisplay of aHammond organ in the restaurant area of
Hotel Empire. Source: author’s own photograph.
tempts to complexify. Certaintyweeds awaymultiplicity whereas pos-
sibility invites diversity.Certainty looks at thepastwhereas possibility
looks at the future. In this study, the duality of certainty and possib-
ility is exhibited in two forms: (1) as a dialogue between generations,
and (2) as a long-termapproach for experimentation. Eachwill be dis-
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cussed inmore detail as follows.
7.4.1 As a dialogue between generations
The duality of certainty and possibility manifests as a dialogue
between generations in the family business when inter-generational
interaction and conflicts are understood in terms of their stabilising
and destabilising tendencies. Having been involved in the business
for an extended period, the older generation tends to ensure certainty
and predictability over possibility. On the other hand, with less his-
toricity with the business, the younger generation tends to seek for
(new) possibilities against the background of what has been certain.
In giving an illustration of how this occurs, I will draw primarily from
my conversation withMr Carlo Cravat, the family manager of Grand
Hotel Cravat.
In the following, Mr Cravat was reflecting about the negotiation
process that is related to the decision to stop the family restaurant. It
ishere that thedualityofcertaintyandpossibilityappearsasadialogue
between generations.
Yes, we had a lot of negotiations and - you know, we are like, a little bit,
the farmers.There is one boss. And he takes the decision. If the decision
is good or bad, he takes the decision. And that has always been like this.
And for the last years, that wasmymother, and she said it has always been
like this why should we change.We have to work, then, more.We have to
change something but I don’t want to get rid of something. And - that is -
that is the problem I told you. And - so, the negotiations - I tried to do it
as - professional as possible because when you talk to that person, it’s not
only the owner, but it’s your parent.
Rocky:That’s true.
It’s yourmother.Or your father. And that is double the difficulty. Because
when you say as amanager to your owner - ‘Excuseme sir, this is rubbish.
We cannot go on like this.’ You take the decision, that’s it. But I cannot
tell that to my mother. I cannot say to my mother, ‘This is rubbish what
you say.’ I mean, then I must be a little bit more - politically correct. And
then this is difficult, because you are not on the level where you can - do
a discussion. It’s always one is there and one is there [Mr Cravat is mak-
ing a hand gesture to show different heights]. Different levels. Because of
the education, because of parents - uh, parents and child. Imean you can-
not have a discussion adult-adult. I mean, if we take psychology now the
- analyse transactionnelle [transactional analysis] if you have adult-adult or
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child-parent then - it’s always child-parent. It’s always child-parent, you
can never - or, the child goes up - and says, ‘Now that’s it.Now, you listen.’
And then the parent suddenly becomes the child. But then again, you are
not at the right level. And that is what is very difficult in - in family busi-
nesses -where they all have beenworking, or still working in the company.
You never have a real discussion.
At first, Mr Cravat was using the ‘farmers’ metaphor to highlight the
hierarchical decision-making process in the business.Then such hier-
archy is then compounded when he emphasised that the person who
owns the business is ‘not only the owner’ but ‘your parent’. The cer-
tainty that is represented by the older generation is prompted when
themother insists onmaintaining the business as ‘it has always been’.
The possibility—which is represented by the younger generation—is
implicit within the mother’s reaction. It is the possibility that the res-
taurant will be shut down.
GrandHotel Cravat is an example of how, in a family business, au-
thority is centred in the family members.Whenmultiple generations
are involved in the business, however, authority is unequally distrib-
uted between the older and the younger generation.The generational
difference in the hierarchy of the family is carried over to the busi-
ness. As a consequence, the relational hierarchy—of ‘child-parent’—
will always loom throughout any dialogue between the two genera-
tions. From the excerpt above, Mr Cravat is aware of the difficulty in
expressing disagreement towards the older generation. In the follow-
ing,MrCravat recounted a debate that he hadwith his late father.
Idoremember -uh - very - intensediscussionsbecause itwas - Ididnotun-
derstandhimanymoreandhedidnotunderstandme.That iswhatwecall
‘generation conflict’.And - Imean, it’s important to listen to theoldgener-
ations because they havemore knowledge, they have the years of knowing
what happened, experience, but the young generations know what is go-
ing on outside. So if you are smart enough to combine, and if the young
generation is smart enough to listen to the old generation and vice versa,
then you get a good team.
Aspartof their experience andaccumulatedknowledge, theolder gen-
eration tends to (re)assure certainty.The younger generation, as part
of their alertness to the external environment,may have sensed some-
thing new—a possibility—that is not acknowledged by the older gen-
eration. Both, however, may not be willing to listen to each other (for
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which a dialogue will not occur). In this case, explaining one’s world-
view is a challenge for each generation. Mr Cravat continues with an
example:
Take, for example the very easy subject to discuss, social laws. Even dur-
ingmy father’smanagement time, people had towork44hours.Um- but
maybe work 47 hours or 48 hours. And then oneweekmaybe they work a
little bit less, but it was like, okay, when there is a work we have to work.
When we are off, then the boss gives you a half a day off supplement. So
that was more like, I decide when my workers can be free. Okay, if you
understand what I [mean] - So I decide on your life. If I think you must
work then youmust work. If I think that youmust be free then I give you
a free then you go off. Nowadays, this is not working any more like this.
Nowadays, you have 40 hours, you have the rules, you have the unions,
you have law, you have all these things. Though the - the point of being
your father, deciding if you can be off or if you have to beworking, is gone.
Or ismuch less. So, trying to explain that tomy father,was very hard.And
he could not understand it. Because, he said, ‘Butwehave beendoing that
now for three generations.’ I said, ‘Yes, but papa, nowadays there is social-
ist and the unions and everybody was pushing on that and they are copy-
ing from the French, and so on and so on. It is Europe, it is - pfff - what
do I know? It is like that. You cannot go against the laws.’ ‘I decide in my
house what I want to do. I have always been deciding what I want to do.’
Then comes the grenade when you say, ‘I’m sorry, you are wrong. Law is
law. Youmust go for it.’ And - so, that is for example a very typical discus-
sionwhere you cannot tell theold generation ‘youare right’.There youare
wrong, you are completely wrong.
In this example, a regulation change that occurs outside of the fam-
ily business is captured by the younger generation. This change was
then communicated to the older generation.The response was the re-
assuring of certainty based onwhat the family business has been prac-
tising in thepast.The father said, ‘Butwehavebeendoing thatnowfor
three generations.’ The younger generation, with a common interest
to continue the business, is compelled to express his disagreement to
theoldergeneration.Whenbothgenerationsarewilling to sustain the
business, what has been possible needs to be weighed in against what
has been certain.
The possibility that is represented by the younger generationmay
also appear as naïvety. It this in this case that the older generation,
through the experience that has been gained from years of running
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the business, may act as a stabilising force in the daily practice of the
family business. In the following,Mr Cravat gives an example of this
situation.
. . . other discussion is where guests were yelling and shouting and, for ex-
ample, I said, ‘Oh yeah, the guest is always right,’ andmy father said, ‘The
guest is right. Yes, until a certain extent. If you know the staff has been
working well, and they have not done any mistake, then you must stick
behind your staff. And tell the guest, I am very sorry sir, we are not good
enough for you. Youmust leave.’
In this dialogue, the role is reversed between the twogenerations.The
younger generation clings to the certainty that ‘the guest is always
right’ whereas the older generation puts forward the possibility that
such ‘rule’ may not apply when the father said, ‘The guest is right. Yes,
until a certain extent.’ It is here that the certaintyof the rule is destabil-
ised by the possibility of the situation.
A respectful relationship between generations is critical in trans-
forming the tension between certainty and possibility as a productive
force in the family business.The excerpts betweenMr Cravat and his
father above have exemplified that each generation needs to be will-
ing to listen and learn from another. In the following conversation, a
respectful relationship also means that one generation cannot force
other (subsequent) generations to do the same.
I cannotdecide for theothers [familymembers]. I can implement it for the
others to have the chance -
Rocky: Yes.That is the opening of the chance.
Voila! I cannot domore! I cannot domore.That’swhat I always said tomy
mother, we can prepare the path, afterwards, how the path of each mem-
ber of the family will be, we cannot decide.Wewill not be there anymore.
And that is very hard when you say that to the old generations. They say,
‘Yes, but if they destroy it [the business] and if they sell it?’ You cannot
change it. You will not be there anymore.This is not of our decisions any
more. [They say,] ‘Wehave to do something for keeping it.’ I said, ‘We can-
not.’
Rocky: So, the responsibility for you and - those who are living at the present time
is to keep it - so there is a chance in the future -
Voila!We have to keep it, and we have to prepare it, the case the next gen-
erationwants to go onwith it, has the chance to go.
Rocky: Has a chance. Yes.
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Voila. If you give it already to the next generation with few millions of
debts, then there is no chance. If you give a clean company to thenext gen-
eration, and you say you just have to work in it and you have to go and it’s
fine, then it’s good.Always consideringwhat is goingonoutside. Imean if
there is awaroutsideorwhat do I know, then it’s - but then everything col-
lapse.Andthen, youstill have, even if thebuilding isdestroyed, afterwards
you still have the land. Apart if you are expropriated or you are killed, or
what do I know. But I mean, let’s try to keep a certain normal - normal
thing huh?
In this string of conversation, certainty and possibility manifest in
two ways. First, in the first half of the excerpt, Mr Cravat was hint-
ing towards the impossibility of assuring certainty for the generations
to come. The worry of the mother, ‘but if they destroy it and if they
sell it’, is expressed as a tendency to ascertain the continuation of the
business. ‘We have to do something for keeping it,’ is responded with,
‘We cannot’, which again destabilise the certainty that is sought after.
Second, in the secondhalfof theexcerpt,MrCravat tookaperspective
that the certainty of keeping the business in the family is not to force
the next generation to continue, but to give them a chance in case ‘the
case the next generation wants to go on with it.’ In other words, cer-
tainty is turned from eliminating possibility to become carrying out a
responsibility thatmay allow possibility.
The older generation is both a symbol for and a provider of cer-
tainty for the younger generation. The younger generation, on the
other hand, is a symbol for possibility—the newness of the younger
generation should not be expected to provide certainty and safety, for
this is not the nature of the young. Inter-generational learning oc-
curs when the possibility of the younger generation is nurtured by the
stability of the older generation. In turn, the duality of certainty and
possibility may open up new ways to sustain the collective enterprise.
Nonetheless, the coexistence certainty and possibility may alsomove
the enterprise towards the opposite direction.When certainty is inap-
propriately imposed toweedout possibility, the younger generation is
notgivenachance todevelop, and theoldergenerationmistakesanab-
sence of possibility for certainty. As a result, the collective enterprise
is at risk to be impoverished.
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7.4.2 As a long-term approach for experimentation
The duality of certainty and possibility also manifests, secondly, as
a long-term approach to experimentation.⁵ Reflecting upon his en-
gagement in the commercial, cultural, and political scene,Mr Simon-
cini explicates how an approach to family business can be defined not
only as a form of an economic enterprise but also as a concept to ad-
vocate a dialogue between multiple actors. To recall, Mr Simoncini
is the owner-manager of four enterprises: Hotel and Café Français,
HotelSimoncini,GalerieSimoncini (artgallery), andEditionsSimon-
cini (publishing house). Hotel and Café Français are operated as a
continuation of the business formerly owned by another family.This
continuation—alongwithhisdaily engagementwith thepeople in the
locality—is claimed to contribute to the social integration in the city.
Hotel andGalerieSimoncini, on theotherhand, areoperatedas anex-
perimentation of a political conceptwhere the commercialmay stand
insymbiosiswith thecultural.His involvement in thecommercial, cul-
tural, and political arenas has allowed him to draw several points of
reflection where the enactment of a family businessmay transcend to
other arenas, such as city organisation, as an emancipatory act.
Tostart,MrSimoncini is concernedabout the recently introduced
regulation posed by the government towards the hotel industry. For
instance, thenewregulationhasmade itmandatory thataspecific type
of roomneeds to befittedwith a specific dimensionof bed.MrSimon-
cini argues that not only this rule is incompatible with the infrastruc-
ture of Hotel Français—which is an old building that cannot be eas-
ily reconfigured—but it also neglects the variety of forms that are rep-
resented by the family businesses. In a letter sent to the Ministry of
Economy of the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, he insists that rules
and regulations that do not take into account the complexity of fam-
ily businesses may be detrimental to the society. My role as a family
business researcher is referred in the letter toshowthat, amongothers,
family businesses play a distinctive role in the society.More precisely,
he writes:
I have an appointment this afternoon with a student from the Univer-
sity of Luxembourg preparing a doctoral thesis on family businesses. I
5. As a note, this form of enactment is derivedmainly from the conversation with
MrAndré Simoncini where I had the chance to have an extended interaction.
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will not miss to insist on their burdens and their constraints but also on
their duties and their vocation to perpetuate their activities. They resist
the “franchising” and over-standardisation of entire areas of commercial
space and, beyond their commercial vocation, represent an essential asset
for sociability and have a significant place in the ‘collective unconscious’.⁶
In this account, family businesses are positioned in the wider context
of city organisation. A tension arises between ‘the government’ as the
organiser of the city and ‘the family businesses’ as the subject of the or-
ganisation.The former exercises ‘standardisation’ while the latter res-
ist such homogenising force that potentially rules out diversity. The
former is a representation of ‘certainty’, and the latter is a representa-
tion of ‘possibility’.
MrSimoncini isparticularly concernedabout thewidespread fran-
chisingof the surrounding ‘commercial space’.Witnessing the closure
of smaller shops which were replaced by global brands, he contends
that family-run businesses are a representation of the identity of the
city.More importantly than being an economic entity, they play a role
also in fostering the social integration between people. Using Hotel
andCafé Français as an example, he explains:
. . . [Hotel Français] is not old-fashioned but it is very traditional. Tradi-
tional - hotel or restaurant.Traditional on aplacewhich is a popular place.
This place d’Armes [a square in the city centre], with the terrace, is a major
popular place. And this popular aspect - I have respected in a very positive
way, to be a place onwhichwe can share, the simple personwith other toff
persons, and you can put - what we call it in French - for me it’s very im-
portant this sort of concept of brassage. Brassage, to make join all the per-
sons, you know. For instance, in my café somebody is coming for having
a coffee. I am so happy, that another person which is coming and he have
a good bigmeal. You know.That is a typical business for a place like - here.
And here - there is only Rabelais [a neighbouring restaurant], which is in
the private hands, andwe are in private hands. And also there now on the
EnCercle, buthe is anewone.Yes,he is thenewone,but, in themeantime
I amhere now the oldest - oldestman, huh. And definitely we are the only
owner which is really running his own business.
This account illustrates the diminishing of possibility when fran-
6. MrSimoncini frequently refers to this term (most likely to refer to thepsycholo-
gical concept ofCarlGustav Jung). Inwriting, and sometimes also duringour conversa-
tion,MrSimoncini uses theFrench expression l’inconscient collectif.This is to be broadly
understood here as collective sub-consciousness or collective unconscious.
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chising businesses take over the ‘commercial space’ in the area (the
place d’Armes square). By contrasting the common person and the
more affluent one, the family business is symbolised as providing the
possibility for the intermingling of two different social class.
Departing from the role that the family businesses play in the cul-
tural context of the city, Mr Simoncini was experimenting, through
the establishment of Hotel Simoncini and Galerie Simoncini, that
both business and culture may coexist and reinforce each other. He
contends:
Simoncini Hotel was .. . a real experiment, because I bought there from
oneowner, the hotel, this part, and the other one I bought the shopwhich
was downstairs. And then I joined the two. And thenwemade a very, very
big change.Thishotel hasbeencompletely [changed] - even the stairshave
been completely destroyed and it has beenmade new. And we havemade
something which, once again, I think an investor would never do. I have
made an experiment in trying to make - to realise a structure of a hotel
with a gallery together. And to try tomake an osmosis, you know.
Theresult of this experiment is a proof of concept that there is a simil-
arity between approaching a family business and approaching culture
(used here to denote humans’ artistic expression). ForMr Simoncini,
both enterprises are a long-term activity:
The building of a family enterprise is a long term [act]. And, of course,
there you are not in a considerationof the speculationhow tomake amar-
keting, and try to make money ... so [it is] this long term [act] which can
justify most of the enterprise which is done by family or small business.
Andon the culture, youknow, so as I think that itmust be, if you arework-
ing in this sense, it is also a social act. Iwas insisting last time that thebusi-
ness, and the activity of the family business, is a social act in the organisa-
tion of the city. And, at the very moment, it is - I am fighting against the
administration, I told you last time, formore than40 years - Iwas against
the whole chunk of what they were doing, and now I am right. . . . So, it’s
a long term - and - the culture, you’re not considering culture, or art, as a
business, as a marketing. Also, culture is something which is on the long
term. Itmust be interested in the long term, and in this sense, I was - and
my approachwhich I havemadewas really to see culture as an investment
onwhich I’m trying to find the reality of the long term.
Rocky: Long term reality.
Yes. And now, this weekend, we were in the Hall Victor Hugo, and there
we havemade a justification, for instance, for the part of our gallery - that
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the result of theworkwhich you have done in the long term could be a jus-
tification [for the building of a family enterprise].
Rocky:Whatwas the reaction?
Itwasverypositive.Very, verypositive.And,youknow, incultureyouneed
to - to go further - try to discover, to feelwhat could happen, youknow.To
be - to have - to make a prospect, but in the meantime you must respect
from where you are coming. You know, I think this is - and then you can
build a concept, on the long term, onwhich youneed tohave a forum.You
need to have a forum. And the forum, you can only get it if you are able to
respect fromwhere you are coming, where you are.That’s the basis of the
forum.Thegenerationwhich is living now, the past generation, and try to
have a dynamic approach to go further.
Several issues are touched upon in this excerpt. First is the long-term
approach that is required forboth familybusiness andculture. Second
is the tensionbetweenpossibility and certainty.There is an imperative
for culture ‘to go further’, ‘to discover’, and ‘to make a prospect’—in
other words, to seek for possibility—while simultaneously respecting
‘where you are coming’—i.e. to take into account its certainty. Mr Si-
moncini did not make it explicit that the same is the case for family
business, but Iwill take the leap that he is also alluding tohowa family
business should be approached: to respect the certainty of where the
family business is coming from (i.e. its origin) while at the same time
trying to explore where the family business may be heading (which
is still a possibility). In this account, Mr Simoncini was referring to
the event in the ‘Hall Victor Hugo’ called Luxembourg Art Week 2017.
The event, held from the 9th to the 11th of November 2017, featured
Galerie Simoncini as one of the galleries from aroundEurope.
ForMr Simoncini, to build a family enterprise is not (only) in con-
sideration of profit but it is also a long-term activity that promotes so-
cial interaction. From this angle, there is a shift of focus from the busi-
ness per se towards the city where the businesses are located. From
this angle also, the question is not any longer how businesses may
make a profit, but how the city may provide a space that provides al-
ternatives. The notion of culture becomes important as one of the
ways where alternatives are generated. It is here that a justification of
existence, either for a family business or a cultural enterprise, is no
longer in the hands of the economic benefit, but in the construction
of a forum that allows social interaction.He contends:
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. . . in the dynamic of construction, you have - I think you have the phe-
nomenonofextrapolation. Instatistics, inmathematics, for instance, you
have the - um - how do you call that - [Mr Simoncini takes a pen and a pa-
peranddrawsan illustration] this is thepast,huh,and, there is thepresent.
And then this past is the dynamic of the environment - and you are trying
toprospectwhereyouaregoing, youmustworkontheextrapolation.And
I think thismodelmust be worked out. From a political point of view, for
culture - because who is doing culture for the next generation? Not one
man. It’s the society.
Here also, extrapolation is another term for experimentation. To ex-
trapolate is to imagine the possibility of things that may happen in
the future, which is derived from the certainty of things that have
happened in the past. Towards the end, Mr Simoncini poses a rhet-
oric: ‘who is doing culture for the next generation? Not oneman. It’s
the society’. On a lesser scale, I argue that a similar argument can also
be applied to the family business: who is doing family business for the
next generation?Not one person, but the family.
Thus far, the similarity between the approach to culture and fam-
ily business has converged in the view that both are an incremental
and evolutionary process. I was probing whether a radical change—a
revolution—is advisable in both doing culture and family business.
Rocky: Do you think revolution is necessary?
No, no, no. Evolution, never revolution. Because they all go again into
very emotional and irrational approaches. But evolution is made step by
step, youknow.And I think and that the society - youhave - a city likeLux-
embourg on which you have a lot of - um - nationalities and other func-
tions, is also the matrix of the complexity. And [in] the organisation of a
city, you need to respect the complexity. The big mistake is that you are
trying to simplify the complexity.This is an horrible thing because there
youare just reactingwith rules, new laws, andall these, andyoumustkeep
the complexity - it must be kept on. Very, very important, eh, the com-
plexity. And the complexity is definitely also the basis of a real and effi-
cient social act and, in the meantime, is the basis to make a true culture
work. Because if you want to make good cultural work, you need to com-
fort and to respect the antagonism - and the contradictions. And on this
basis, you are also creating a sort of emulation. Because I think the evolu-
tion is also something thatmight be very rational, but it is also amatter of
experiment.
Rocky: I see. Trying things and then failing.
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You must try, try, try, try, try. And then you have of course, according to
different optionswhich you are taking, youmight find somebodywhich is
able to have - to shake a hand with you, and find the part of the solution,
which I don’t know and you don’t know. So, it’s very important to keep
this on.
Most prominent in this account is the suggestion that complexity
needs to be respected, not simplified. Complexity needs to be em-
braced, not simplifiedby reactionary ‘rules’ and ‘new laws’.MrSimon-
cini then alludes to the stance that differences are necessary. ‘Com-
plexity,’ in his words, ‘is the basis of a real and efficient social act’. Re-
spectful ‘antagonism’ and ‘contradictions’ are argued as constitutive
for ‘true culture work’.
Both certainty and possibility are necessary for experimentation.
Certainty without possibility is tyranny, while possibility without cer-
tainty is fragile. ForMr Simoncini, the interdependence between the
twomay result in a concept of governancewhere the bigger structures
need to be in the position of support for the smaller structures. He
maintains:
. . . youmustbe carefulwhenyouarenegotiating, that youcankeepand try
to protect the small structures. You know, an evolution from the econom-
ical pointof viewor fromacultural pointof view, youarenotdoing it from
the big - and then to the small. But you make it from the small to the big.
You know.This is on the very small structure which youmust feel, how to
- uh - it’s like a flower. [Mr Simoncini draws an illustration] We have the
small bud, we are putting it in, and if we know how tomanage, the flower
will come out. And I think - but in the meantime you must have a reflec-
tion, to anticipate and to create a structure, making that the big part can-
not destroy the plant, you know. So youmust fit out how tomanage these.
And this is I think a sort of political technology - know-how that youmust
work out. And in the meantime, there is no reason to destroy the initiat-
ive of the big. Youneed some also. I don’t want to be an utopist. But in the
meantime, the big onemust be in the position of respect to the small.
Two forces are contrasted in this account: the ‘big’ structures—those
with a higher authority in the city such as the government and large-
sized businesses—and the ‘small’ structures—those with a lesser au-
thority such as small- and medium-sized enterprises. Mr Simoncini
then uses a metaphor of a flower to make the point that between the
big (the certain) and the small (thepossible) are inmutual dependence.
What is needed is not how one may dominate another, but how cer-
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tainty may provide stability which gives space for possibility to blos-
som.
Toclose, themutual dependencebetweencertainty andpossibility
means that a respectful relationship needs to be established between
those who are involved in the experimentation. For Mr Simoncini,
oneof theways todoso isby taking theopponentasan intelligentpart-
ner.
I think, youmust take, in culture, youmust take the partner as an intelli-
gent partner. Respect, and also give him a chance to conceptualise. And
the conceptualisation, you need to give him also - a constructive - a dy-
namic element in the end. To make a real thought on it. Not only to say,
to try to manipulate and say pap, pap, pap, pap - it doesn’t work like that.
Theremust be this courage, theremust be a vision behind.Theremust be
a vision - then you have also a sort of transcendence. And then - there is
themechanismof conceptualisation - to try tomakeyourownchoice.You
know, I think good culture is a big democracy in which you must give al-
ternatives. Youmust give alternatives in culture. It’s very important.
Themanner to engage in contradiction is implied in this account. Re-
spect is shown not by manipulation and ‘shooting down’ the oppon-
ent, but by giving the opponent a constructive feedback and a ‘chance
to conceptualise’ his or her own thoughts. Criticism is posed not for
the sake of opposition, but because there is an underlying ‘vision’ to
construct an alternative. In other words, the production of alternat-
ives requires time and independent thinking. This excerpt corrobor-
atesMr Simoncini’s earlier argument that the building of a family en-
terprise is a long-term approach.
7.5 making sense of the enactment of the family
business as tradition
Toreiterate, four formsofdualities in theenactmentof the familybusi-
ness as tradition have been presented. Respectively, they are (1) repeti-
tion and novelty, (2) preservation and abandonment, (3) being and ap-
pearing, and (4) certainty andpossibility.Beforegoing further, I deem
it necessary to pause and reflect how these tensions canbemade sense
as part of the enactment of the family business as tradition—having
in mind the interconnection between this chapter and the previous
chapter.
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Most fundamental is to understand the key difference between re-
ceived tradition and enacted tradition. In received tradition, the fam-
ily businesses are seen as traditions in virtue of their transmittedness
fromthepast.Thepreviouschapterwasabouthowstoriesare received
from thepast generations andhow such stories are told by the present
generation. In enacted tradition, by contrast, the family businesses
are seen as traditions in virtue of their daily enactment in the present.
In enacted tradition, the present generation not only receive stories,
but they also (re)produce them as a continuation of the past.The con-
sequenceof this view is that, to someextent, familybusinesses arealso
performances.
Whatdoes itmeanwhen the familybusinesses are seenasperform-
ances? For one, it implies that, like traditions, family businesses re-
quire livinghumanbeings toperformthem. Inperformance, there are
roles that are played, practices that are enacted, actors who perform
the practices, objects that are displayed, stories that are told, stages
that are set, and morals that are implied. To recall that one of the ba-
sic features of tradition is its transmission (Shils, 1981; Vansina, 1985),
then these performative elements are traditionswhen their uses imply
transmission from the past.
Drawing from the dualities/dialectics perspective (Farjoun, 2010,
2017), I have fleshed out the ‘GrandDuality’ of continuity and discon-
tinuity into four forms of dualities. On the one hand, repetition, pre-
servation, being, and certainty are the different shades of continuity.
On the other hand, novelty, abandonment, appearing, and possibility,
are the different shades of discontinuity. These are illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.25.
Continuity Discontinuity
novelty
abandonment
appearing
possibility
Repetition
Preservation
Being
Certainty
shad
es of
shades of
Figure 7.25. Forms of tension between continuity and discontinuity.
Source: author’s own elaboration.
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Therootsof traditionexplored inChapter 3—temporality, author-
ity, morality, narrativity, practicity, materiality, and spatiality—made
their appearance within each duality. In repetition and novelty, the
roots of authority, practicity, materiality, and spatiality are more sa-
lient in the performance of the family businesses as traditions.The ex-
amples of ‘Oktav’, ‘late check-in’, and ‘late check-out’ at Grand Hotel
Cravat show that repetitive practices produce a shared history which
reinforces the authority of the family manager as the guardian of the
tradition.Novel situations emerge within each repetition and, as a re-
sponse to novelty, the guardian produces ‘formulaic truth’ as a proper
interpretation for the tradition members. The examples of the prac-
tice of ‘book-hotel’ and the ‘village tour’ footage which feature Hotel
de la Sûre show that noveltymay induce repetition, and, from the ana-
lysis of the footage, that repeated practices and repeated use ofmater-
iality may signify authority over a particular space. There is a spatial
boundary in a tradition, and that to enter such space anoutsiderneeds
the permission of the guardian.
In preservation and abandonment, narrativity, materiality, and
spatiality are more pronounced. Several examples are presented. At
Grand Hotel Cravat, there is a tension to preserve its narrative iden-
tity while abandoning the operation of the historical restaurant. At
Hotel Empire, there is a tension to preserve the physical building and
the site where the hotel is situated in the face of the transformation of
the surrounding locality. And, atChâteau d’Urspelt, there is a tension
to revive the abandoned castle—which includes the material, the spa-
tial, and the narrative elements that are attached to it. In preservation
and abandonment, narrative continuity is negotiated; and the mater-
ial presence and space where they are presented are justified.
The duality of being and appearing gives prominence to the root
of materiality and spatiality. By experiencing the hotels, I show how
Château d’Urspelt utilisesmateriality to project an appearance of the
old while at the same time being young. Technologies are among
the representation of materiality. The presence of the digital and
the analogue influence the perception of traditionality. In contrast,
Hotel Simoncini projects youngness not through technologies but
arts. Simple,minimalist designwhich is combinedwith the display of
contemporary arts produce an impression of recentness and fluidity.
Spaces, in combination with objects and the material of the objects,
areutiliseddifferently toproject oldness or youngness.Candles, chan-
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deliers, wooden chairs, and wooden piano are among the representa-
tion of the old;metal, glass, and neon lamp are among the representa-
tion of the young.
Lastly, in the tension between certainty and possibility, the roots
of authority, temporality, and morality are more predominant. Re-
visiting the narratives of Grand Hotel Cravat, certainty and possib-
ility manifest as a dialogue between two authorities—between the
younger generation and the older generation. Authority is contested
through, on the one hand, the tendency to stabilise uncertainty and,
on the other hand, the tendency to explore possibility. Family mem-
bers have different temporal historicitywith the business, which influ-
ences their inclination towards certainty andpossibility. In the narrat-
ives ofMr Simoncini and his enterprises (which include hotels and an
artgallery), certainty andpossibilitymanifest as a long-termapproach
for experimentation. Therein, the dynamics that occur in the family
business transcend the confines of organisation towards the sphere
of city organisation. Authority is contested not any longer between
generations but between the regulator and the regulated. Temporal-
ity is implied in the long-term orientation that is required in the pro-
duction of alternatives. Above all, the duality of certainty and possib-
ility is turned into a productive tension to sustain the collective enter-
prise when it is underlaid by a respectful relationship—a morality—
between the two opposing authorities.
In Figure 7.26, I illustrate the connection between the four dualit-
ies and the seven roots of tradition in a triangular relation. At the top
and the bottom of the figure, there is the ‘Grand Duality’ of continu-
ity and discontinuity. In between, there are four dualities which are
linked, in a different configuration,with the various roots of tradition.
These roots are ‘sites’where eachof the fourdualities emerges. In turn,
these ‘roots’ interweave and conjoin to construct the phenomenon of
tradition.
In the previous chapter, I have argued that family businesses are
traditions by examining their receivedness. In this chapter, I have ar-
gued that family businesses are traditions by examining their enacted-
ness. In the next chapter, I will put forward the argument that fam-
ily businesses are in the process of becoming traditions by examining
their to-be-transmittedness.
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Figure 7.26. ‘Grand Duality’, the four dualities, and the roots of tradi-
tion.
Chapter 8
Family Business as Tradition to be Transmitted
Thischapter is the last of the trilogyof traditionas a rootmetaphor for
understanding family business. Conceptually, this chapter combines
the view of Shils (1981, p. 16) that “[a]ll accomplished patterns of the
humanmind, all patterns of belief or modes of thinking, all achieved
patterns of social relationships, all technical practices, and all physical
artefacts or natural objects are susceptible to becoming objects in a
process of transmission; each is capable of becoming a tradition” (my
emphasis), with the view ofMacIntyre (1990) that, within a tradition,
there isapursuanceofgoods thatextendthroughgenerations.Adding
to these arguments, I argue thatwhilepatternsofbelief, patternsof so-
cial relationships, technical practices, andphysical objects retain their
potentiality of becoming a tradition, they do not become traditions
by themselves. Yes, human agency is necessary—but human agency
alone is also insufficient.There are ‘forces’ that ‘propel’ actors to com-
mit themselves to the continuity of traditions.
It is to be acknowledged that the performance of the family busi-
nesses as traditions are inseparable from the becoming of the family
businesses as traditions. Through performance, not only traditions
are rendered visible, but their visibility, observability, and experien-
cability also make them transmissible. Yet, there are processes that
occur from ‘visibility’ to ‘transmissibility’. One of these processes is
the emergence of, to quote MacIntyre (1990, p. 60), “prior commit-
ment.”The previous chapter has been about how traditions aremade
visible through performances. In this chapter, I will discuss how tra-
ditions obtain the tendency to be transmitted through the emergence
of forces that give rise to the commitment to traditions. This study
reveals three of such forces: which are obligation, duty, and dignity.
These are described as follows.
Collectively, obligation andduty are usedhere as terms that allude
to the urgency to accomplish something. Dignity, on the other hand,
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is used here as a term that alludes to the recognition and appreciation
of self-worth (not self-importance). Other, deeper meanings to these
three terms are available although the fine detail of the philosophical
differencesbetween themisbeyond the scopeof this chapter.One that
is insightful for thepresentdiscussion isBrandt (1964)whichspecifies
that ‘obligation’ refers to, amongothers, “what apersonought todo in
virtue of his having promised or of his having accepted a benefaction”
(p. 386), while ‘duty’ refers to, among others, “tasks associated with
occupancy of an office or station in some organisation” (p. 387). For
dignity, among the available perspectives to define it, I lean towards
theviewproposed inRosen (2012)wheredignity is linkedwithmutual
respect. “Dignity requires respectfulness” (Rosen, 2012, p. 62), both
from others as well as towards others.
Before going further to showhowobligation, duty, and dignity ap-
pear in the empiricalmaterial, several challenges in tapping into these
subtle conceptsneed tobe spelt out.Empirically, duty, obligation, and
dignity are often difficult to pin down in their explicit form. Unlike
‘tradition’ where it is a commonword in a daily life, it is less likely that
actors speak, in an explicit verbal expression, about duty, obligation,
anddignity.Consequently, to sense thepresenceof the latter calls for a
charitable interpretation of theway actors speak about the former. As
conceptual cues, duty andobligation are impliedwhen there is a sense
of ‘having to do’ and ‘having to accomplish’ in actors’ sense-making
process of being and living as a family business. Dignity is implied
when the commitment to carry out what has to be done and what has
tobeaccomplished is threatened,questioned,ordestabilised.Further-
more, not only an explicit use of duty, obligation, and dignity is diffi-
cult to pin down, to isolate the three concepts is also a difficult task.
One is often implied by another, and one can be re-interpreted as an-
other.
Taking into account the complexity in presenting and analysing
the three concepts, in the following section I will show and discuss
how obligation, duty, and dignity are implied in the way traditions
are talked about.Different from the previous chapterswhere each sec-
tion is neatly grouped under a separate heading, for this chapter I
will present the three concepts altogether. A string of excerpts will be
presented one after another in companion with the interpretation of
each. As a note to the reader, the examples that I will present in this
chapterwill be based almost exclusively on the conversation that I had
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withMrCravat and, to a lesser degree,Mr Simoncini.This is done so
because of the limitations in the empirical material, where I was un-
able to engage in amore prolonged interactionwith other informants.
Hence this exclusivity, while restrictive, should not be taken asmy un-
willingness to include other voices. I will discuss more about this lim-
itations later in Chapter 9.
8.1 obligation, duty, and dignity as forces of
transmission
It is throughnarrative that familybusinesses are receivedas traditions,
and it is through narrative also that they will be transmitted as tradi-
tions. A vivid illustration of the use of narrative as a sign of commit-
ment in the continuation of tradition is shown in the accounts ofMr
Cravat. To start, I will revisit a short excerpt that has been presented
earlier in Chapter 7.
I am a bit like the Last of theMohicans who resist because I do not want
tobea rich rentierwhobetrayed the threegenerationsbeforeme thathave
built this place.
In this account, Mr Cravat refers to another narrative—the Last of
theMohicans—to show his commitment to the family business. As a
metaphor, ‘the Last of the Mohicans’ is a significant narrative. It de-
picts an epic struggle of survival (and eventual demise) of a dignified
American Indian tribe ‘Mohicans’ in the midst of a colonial invasion.
MrCravat’s mentioning of ‘a bit’ in the beginning is perhaps to stress
the survival and not the demise.The use of themetaphor implies that
there is dignity in the commitment of Mr Cravat to sustain the con-
tinuity of the family business—the commitment should not be deval-
ued.This is then followed by an assertion that he does not want to ‘be-
tray’ the generations that have built the place.Thecommitmentnot to
betray is another way of saying that there is an obligation, in virtue of
receiving the family business as a ‘benefaction’, forMrCravat tomain-
tain the continuity of the family business and topass it over to thenext
generations in the way that he has received it in the first place.
The sense of obligation to keep the business in the possession of
the family is corroborated in the following account whereMr Cravat
is projecting the long-term vision of the family.
As long as we are in, we try to keep the same things we did. Once we are
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not anymoremanaging it, andwe are just looking at it as a capital, thenof
course we want to have the return of capital.Then we are in a completely
different world. - [inhales] -Where we still must look is what is the aim.
The aim is to keep the capital. So even if, I look now very, very far away,
even if for one generation we are just trying to keep the capital, and one
day there is a generation that comes and said, ‘I would like to start again
to do hotel business.’Well, the capital is there! Go!Go! Yala!Dowhatever
you think what do you want to do. As long as then the family agrees with
your idea, why not?
Rocky: Yes. Right. I mean, this is very forward - I mean -
Oh, yes. I am thinking now two, three generations -
In this account, Mr Cravat begins by specifying the general plot that
‘as long as we are in [themanagement of the business]’, the family will
try to keep ‘the same things’ as they were in the past. An alternative
plot is then introduced—‘once we are not any more managing it [the
business]’—which is followed by the consequence where the family
will demand the return of capital. A commentary on the alternative
plot is provided: ‘Then we are in a completely different world.’ The
pause and inhale that occur afterwards signify the heaviness of ima-
giningsuchaplot,which is incontrast to thepreviously statedcommit-
ment ‘tokeep the same thingswedid’.What follows is anexplicit state-
ment of the obligation of the family, which is ‘to keep the capital’. At
this point, a contrast can bemade between obligation and duty. In the
previous excerpt where Mr Cravat mentioned that he does not want
to be ‘a rich rentier who betrayed the three generations’ before him, it
is an obligation that emerges on him to be performed for the past genera-
tions. In the present excerpt where he mentioned that ‘even if for one
generationwe are just trying to keep the capital, and one day there is a
generation that comes and said, ‘I would like to start again to do hotel
business.’Well, the capital is there!Go!’, it is aduty that emergeson the
family to be performed for the upcoming generations. In otherwords, ob-
ligation is tobeperformed for thebenefactors;duty is tobeperformed
for those who will potentially benefit from the position that is occu-
pied by the performer.
In the following, Mr Cravat sensed a duty to educate aspiring
hoteliers in the country.Havingbeenahotelier formore than25 years,
he conferred:
I feel I have responsibility to givemymessage to the younger generations
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so that they are ready if they want to step into their father’s businesses, or
start a new business, or whatever.
When this account was given, Mr Cravat had been involved as a
speaker in a hotel school in Diekirch, in the north of Luxembourg.
Thisaccount illustrates thatdutyemergesasasense ‘togive’.Hesaid, ‘I
feel I have responsibility to givemymessage to the younger generations’ (my
emphasis). Responsibility is a duty to be performed, and the object of
the performance is the ‘younger generations’. Different from the ‘pre-
vious generations’ who have given benefits to the present actor, the
‘younger generations’ have not performed any benefits for the present
actor.The benefit of the latter remains in its potentiality whereas the
benefit of the former has been a reality. Duty is carried out to those
whose benefits are not yet realised. Obligation is carried out to those
whosebenefits have been realised.Therefore, the above excerpt canbe
read as ‘I feel I have theduty to givemymessage to the younger genera-
tions’. Yet, what is the ‘message’ about?This is a part where the notion
of dignity comes in.
In the following account, Mr Cravat explains what message that
he has to convey.
. . . they shoulddefinitely knowandbe told that hotel business is not only a
job. It is also, as you say, it is also human job. It’s like being a - I don’t want
to say that we are like doctors, but - like the doctors, sometimes you have
this medical part and then you have this psychological part. I mean, you
can be a damn good doctor on the medical part and a lousy psychologist,
[but then] some patients will not come back. Because they will say, ‘Okay
maybe he’s good inmedical - but I still don’t feel well.’ You can have a doc-
tor that is less good in medical and better in psychology, and the patient
will say, ‘I prefer to see him, he listens to me, he gives me good advice’ -
‘Still suffering, but at least I feel better when I leave him.’ So that’s what
I mean, youmust find this balance between the human part and the busi-
ness part.
A sense of value andworth in the profession is implicit in this excerpt.
Dignity is implied because to be a hotelier is ‘not only a job’. Dignity
makes the profession ‘more’ than a job since dignity is a reference to
the worth of human being. In the excerpt, this worth is derived from
the sense of respect towards others that is demanded by the profes-
sion. Ametaphor of ‘doctors’ is used tomake the point that a balance
between technical proficiency and emotional sensitivity is required in
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the profession. In other words, a hotelier is dignified when he or she
dignifies the ‘human part’.
There is dignity in the commitment to a tradition.Theprevious ex-
amples have shown that tradition canmanifest in the formof the fam-
ily business as well as the profession. Dignity in the continuation of a
tradition is also implied when the actor is aware of the narrative tra-
jectory of the family enterprise.MrCravat reflects upon themeaning
of being a family business:
I say that - [if] the father has started, and the son goes onwith it, and then
afterwards there is no successor, it’s a pity - but it’s not a tragedy. If you
have four generations or five generations that have been working in the
samebusinesswhere somany people have been growing up in thesewalls,
in these place, it is different. And you knownothing else than this. So that
is forme, it is a big difference, a big difference.
This accountmakes a contrast between two narrative trajectories: the
first is explicit and the second one is implicit. The first narrative tra-
jectory is, ‘the father has started, and the son goes onwith it, and then
afterwards there is no successor, it’s a pity - but not a tragedy’. It is a
narrative (albeit an imaginary one) of a family enterprise of which the
endingwill be ‘a pity’.The secondnarrative trajectory is implicit in the
following phrase, ‘but it’s not a tragedy’.What constitutes a ‘tragedy’
is given in the next sentence, where ‘you have four generations or five
generations that have been working in these walls, in these place’ and
there is no continuity.Theworth of the continuity of the family enter-
prise is what constitutes the dignity of the family business. In this re-
gard, dignity is a mode of commitment to slip through the grip of a
tragic ending.
Duty and dignity that arise in the family business can also inter-
twine in a string of narrative in the form of an allegory. This is illus-
trated in the following.
It’s like in the animal life.The youngwolf was always to show the oldwolf
that he is the strongest. To a certainmoment the oldwolf will always beat
the young wolf because he will have the experience and he will be able to
put them on the back. But there will be one moment where the old wolf
will be so old that, evenwith the experience, it will not be able anymore to
win against the young wolf because the young wolf will not have only the
force,buthewillhavegainedofexperience.But then[there]willbealready
another young thatwill attack the - the still youngwolf, and theywill - and
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life goes on.And the very oldwolfwill look at it and say, ‘Ck!Man, you get
the coins back from your bill!’ [laughter] I mean, if you are smart enough
as oldwolf to understand,when is the time to step back and say, ‘Listen, if
you needme, you knowwheremy cave is, and you can and getme and ask
me, and you dowhatever youwant to dowithmy experience andmy idea,
and if youdon’twant it, youmust go for your life.’ And that is also like that
in a family business. You don’t have this story of wolves in big companies
- Yes, you have the wolves. I want to eat you to get your job. But that’s not
the samefinal aim. It’s not todo it to improve the company. It’s to get your
job, to get yourmoney.That’s it.
This account is given byMrCravat in his reflection on themeaning of
being a family business.The first part of this allegory of the ‘wolves’ is
related to the duty that the older generation has towards the younger
generation. In the beginning, the background is set where ‘The young
wolfwasalways toshow[to] theoldwolf thathe is thestrongest’ and ‘to
a certainmoment the oldwolfwill always beat the youngwolf because
hewill have theexperience’.This settingdepicts twokindsof tendency:
the tendencyof theyoungergeneration toprovehisorherworth to the
oldergeneration, and the tendencyof theoldergeneration to take con-
trol of the family enterprise as part of his or her obligation and duty.
Thepowerstrugglebetweentheyoungandtheoldcontinues toapoint
where theyoung ismatureenough in ‘experience’, and theold is ‘soold’
and has diminished in ‘force’. At this point, the role is switched. The
younger generation is not any longer proving the worth to the older
generation but now carrying out the duty to nurture the next genera-
tion that will ‘attack the still young wolf ’.Through these interactions,
the role of the older generation is transmitted to the next generation.
The expression, ‘Man, you get the coins back from your bill!’ emphas-
ises the transmission of the role as well as the recursivity of the nar-
rative in the family business setting.There is a duty that the older gen-
eration will continue to play, and knowing ‘when is the time to step
back’ is part of the duty of the older generation to give authority to the
younger generation.
The second part of this allegory is related to the dignity of living as
a family business. To operate as a family business contains values that
are both worthy to be lived and worthy to be transmitted. This sense
ofworth is signified by the contrast between two ‘kinds’ of wolves.Mr
Cravat said, ‘Youdon’t have this story ofwolves inbig companies -Yes,
youhave thewolves. Iwant to eat you toget your job.But that’s not the
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samefinal aim. It’s not todo it to improve the company. It’s to get your
job, togetyourmoney.That’s it.’Thesuddenshiftfrom‘youdon’thave’
to ‘yes, youhave’marks the shift ofmeaning from ‘wolves’ as a story of
a caring family to ‘wolves’ as a story of self-interest. Dignity is implied
through this contrast. The former is dignified because it respects the
humanrelations—of theoldergenerationbeingselfless—whereas the
latter is not dignified because it disrespects the human relations—of
the people being selfish.
In another occasion, dignity as having an emphasis on the respect
of human beings occurs through the contrast between the financial
and the non-financial aspect of operating as a family business.This is
exemplified in the following account ofMrCravat about ‘money’.
Money, you know, money - you don’t talk about it. You have it, you don’t
talk about it. You don’t have it, you don’t even talk about it. It’s - money
is something we must have in our societal system. But that’s not the
point. The point is to make people happy. If people are happy, they pay
everything.There’s noproblem.And then suddenly they call it quality. Be-
cause they are happy.What is quality? Quality is when somebody comes,
hehadaniceday,hehadagoodfood,hehadanice service - andeverything,
[and then] he said, ‘Bye-bye, see you next time. Oh, by the way, I have to
pay.’
This excerpt talks about how the financial aspect is valued (or de-
valued) in the social interaction of the business. It begins with a de-
emphasis onmoney, ‘. . . youdon’t talk about it . . .money is something
we must have .. . but that’s not the point,’ and followed with an em-
phasisontheemotional, ‘thepoint is tomakepeoplehappy’.Thisstate-
ment is then corroborated by an assertion that the financial aspect
will follow once the non-financial aspect is taken care of: ‘if people
are happy, they pay everything.’ Dignity is implied in the following
sentence about ‘quality’. ‘What is quality? Quality is when somebody
comes, he had a nice day, he had a good food, he had a nice service -
and everything, [and then] he said, ‘Bye-bye, see younext time.Oh, by
the way, I have to pay.’ In other words, there is a sense of worth in the
family businesswhen they can subjugate the financial aspect in favour
of the emotional/human relation aspect. Dignity is the quality of hav-
ing themutual satisfaction of the respect of human being.
Dignity as being able to subjugate the financial below the non-
financial is also implied the following account with a metaphor of a
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‘tailor’.MrCravat continues:
. . . for example - go to the other example, a tailor. Nowadays you can go
in a shop, you go you buy a suit, 500 Euros, you got a nice suit. So, why
for God’s sake, tell me, people are spending up to ten thousand Euros for
a normal three-piece suit at a tailor?Who’s wrong, the person who pays
500 Euros, apart from looking at the financial thing.What is the differ-
ence between the person who is buying 500 Euros that is very happy, and
the person who is buying for ten thousand Euros - and that will be also
happy but will have paid 9,500Eurosmore, for the same suit. Not for the
same suit, but - forhaving a suit on the shoulders and the trousers on.And
there is, of course, the social recognition. But, with the tailor, there will
be the personal recognition, therewill be the pampering, therewill be the
thing, ‘I take care of you, human being. I have been doing that all my life
and I do whatever I can to please you and to satisfy you.’ And that is what
is a big difference between these two things.
Similar to the earlier examplewith ‘doctors’, in this example a compar-
ison is being made between two types of ‘tailors’. Two extreme price-
points are put forward as a prompt tomake the point that, while both
tailors may satisfy the need of the customers, prices are seen in differ-
ent ways. On the one hand, there are customers who are ‘happy’ be-
cause of the price. On the other hand, there are customers who are
‘happy’ because of the ‘pampering’, the dedication, and respect shown
bythetailor: ‘I takecareofyou,humanbeing. Ihavebeendoingthatall
my life and I dowhatever I can do to please you and satisfy you.’ From
this angle, price is, in turn, only a consequence of the satisfaction and
care that is experienced by the customers. Once again, the dignity of
the profession is implied. It emerges when the financial concern is
ordered as secondary whilst the non-financial concern is ordered as
primary.
The reflexivity of traditions—that is, the ability for traditions
to question what is being re-produced and why is it re-produced—
is reflected through the emergence of obligation, duty, and dignity.
Through these forces, the commitment to and the perpetuation of tra-
ditionsarenot anunthinkingbehaviour enactedbyactors.Rather, the
continuity of traditions is a result of an ongoing questioning and in-
ternal dialogue of what to be passed over to the next generation and
what to be changed from the past generation.This reflexive process is
illustrated in the following account ofMrCravat.
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What I will not do what my father did is to - to make - to make this job or
this situation - to put it on a higher level, to say this iswonderful, this is all
crystal and all gold, and no trouble, and everything.My children are very
close tome. And they seewhat Iwork, how Iwork, how long Iwork - how
I feel after the work, that I have positive days, less positive days. And, so
my two daughters for example, they are definitely not interested.The eld-
est one is studyingmathematics inBrussels. And the seconddaughter she
would like to go and study medicine and later become a surgeon. So they
are not interested from far or close to the discussion.The only onewho is
[interested] - for themoment, is my son, he is sixteen - he is interested in
cooking.
MrCravat begins his account with a reflective statement, ‘What I will
not do what my father did is .. .’. Recall that, in Chapter 5, Mr Cravat
was persuaded by his father to be involved in the family business with
some promises about the ideal life of being a hotelier. This was what
the father did to Mr Cravat, and this is what Mr Cravat ‘will not do’
towards his children. After having realised and experienced the grav-
ity of the commitment that is effected by assuming the position, he
will not ‘put it [the position, the job, the role] on a higher level, to say
this is wonderful, this is all crystal and all gold, and no trouble, and
everything.’ Mr Cravat then refers to his children and their potential-
ity of becoming a successor.The twodaughters are unlikely to become
onewhereas the sonhas shownsomesignsof interest.As Iprobed fur-
ther, he elaborated by relating the son’s interest in cooking with the
great-grandmother.
Rocky: Cooking?
Cooking. So like - his great grandmother. So, when we go back, for ex-
ample, me - I hate cooking. So, somewhere the genes of the ancestors -
somewhere - come back. And I think that he - um, hemight have this feel-
ing or this positive idea of good food, preparing good food, enjoying good
food - he loves to eat - but he also loves toworkwithnicematerial andnice
products and - really you see in his eyes that he - he can feel it. And that
is very nice. So, but, again I want him to do first high school, have his bac-
calaureate. And then later he can decide where he wants to go. I talked to
himandIsaid, ‘Doyouwant togotoLausanne?’Andhesaid, ‘No, this is to
me too theoretical, too administrative. I would prefer hotel school where
I gomoredown to the basics. Service, kitchen, reception, front desk, back
office, but less managerial positions.’ Because he says, ‘A good manager
must knowwhat a steward, cleaner, dishwasher cleaner thinks.’What we
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stillwere taught at school - that for thedishwasherwhat is important ishis
working tool. And that can be a simple sponge. A good sponge can make
his life much easier. Happier. But if you are sitting in your nice tower and
youdon’t knowwhat thebasic things andneeds, youare awrongmanager.
You aremaybe a super financial guy, but you will not have good quality of
service.Because thepotswill notbe cleanedproperly, the cookwill receive
dirty pots.Hewill not be happywith the dishwasher, he will not be happy
to prepare good food. The guest will not be happy because the food will
not be at the quality level it should be. And so on, and so on, and the fin-
ance will not be happy because the figure will not be right. But, why will
the figures not be right? Because of this damn sponge! Okay!?
A comparison is made between the great-grandmother, Mr Cravat
himself, andhis son.Havingno interest in cooking,MrCravat sensed
that ‘thegenesof theancestors’ comeback in the (potentially)fifthgen-
eration of the family business. More specifically, the son’s interest in
cooking is shown through his ‘positive idea of good food, preparing
good food, enjoying good food ... he also loves to work with nice ma-
terial and nice products.’The account thenmoves towards a dialogue
about where the son will go in the future, which opens up a series of
narrative about what constitutes ‘a good manager’. Here again, there
is a contrast between two kinds ofmanagers. One is ‘a goodmanager’
who knows ‘what a steward, cleaner, dishwasher thinks’, and another
is ‘a super financial guy’ who may not have ‘good quality of service’.
At the core of their difference is the manager’s knowledge (or ignor-
ance) of ‘a simple sponge’ as an important ‘working tool’. In a glance,
themanager’s knowledge of the sponge is an interesting plot as it trig-
gers a chain of reaction which moves the story from the cleaning of
the pots to the financial figures—from the mundane to the strategic.
Upon closer examination, however, there ismore in the ‘sponge story’
than justaplot.Within thisplot, there isanassertionofdignity.Acom-
mentary is immediately given to interpret the story that is just presen-
ted.
I mean, we have to go back to the basics. And, that is, in our business -
of course, when you manage a hotel of 600 rooms, you cannot. The one
who is financial officer - he does not need to know about a sponge. He
must know that a sponge costs 3 cents. Butwhat hewill be doingwith this
sponge is - isnoneofhisbusiness.Butanhotelier, somebodywhowants to
take over a family business,must know that.Hemust be sensible to these
kindsof things.Hemustbe sensible to a vacuumcleaner thatmakes funny
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noise.Why is the machine making funny noise? Is it breaking down? Is
the bag full of dust?Where is the trouble? And that is what makes so in-
teresting family business, hotels, or - youmust be sensitive to everything
in your company. Because it’s your company. It’s yourmoney. You are the
financial officer but you are also the person in charge of buying stuff. And
if something goes wrong, it goes wrong into your pocket. So that is a very
big difference.That’s why at the very end I said - we are always more mo-
tivated to produce good quality, to produce happiness than large groups.
Because large groups have other - of course they have their aims. But the
people who tried to achieve these aims - they tried to do something, if it
works it works, if it doesn’t work they get fired.That’s it.
The commentary implies that not all managers need to know about a
simple working tool. In a family business, such knowledge becomes
unique. It dignifies a hotelier, or ‘somebody who wants to take over a
family business’, in virtue of the level of sensitivity that is demanded
by the profession/position.That is, ‘Hemust be sensible to a vacuum
cleaner that makes funny noise. Why is the machine making funny
noise?Is itbreakingdown?Is thebagfullofdust?Where is thetrouble?’
The dual role of the owner-manager as ‘the financial officer’ as well as
‘the person in charge of buying stuff ’ is highlighted. Furthermore, not
only that attention to detail is required in being an owner-manager,
but this alsomeans that the personwhowillmanage a family business
is expected to care also about the peoplewhoperform ‘simple’ tasks. In
the account, this is expressed by the commitment that ‘we are always
more motivated to produce good quality, to produce happiness than
large groups’.There is dignity in ‘producing happiness’, as it relates to
the ordering of priority on people—to interact with them with care
and respect—over the financial aspect of the business.
To this point, from the examples that have been presented, the ar-
gument is set that obligation, duty, and dignity are forces that pro-
pel the transmission of traditions. By ‘propelling’, I mean that these
forces exercise their power towards actors and compel them with a
commitment towards traditions. The accounts of Mr Cravat above
have shown how obligation, duty, and dignity emerge within the fam-
ily business.Toclose this section, there isonemoreexample that Iwill
present to add to the argument that obligation, duty, and dignity are
forcesof transmission that emergenotonly fromtheolder generation
to theyoungergeneration inacontextof a singleorganisationbut also
in a wider context of a city organisation.This account is given by Mr
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Simoncini.
. . . my opinion is that the political and the economical authority must
make effort to comfort this sort of approach of family business because
- they are not reacting - in an opportunistic way. You know. And they are
able even to try to face some difficulties to keep it, huh. And in the high-
tech management, if it doesn’t work, you just throw it away. You know.
And so with private business you can grow up stability of the economical
field. And this is very important, even in a city, to comfort the inconscient
collectif. Because, you are coming back ten years, after ten years you are
away, you are coming back, everything has changed. And it must be re-
cognised. You must recognise the city. In this sense, it is a major part of
the identity - the economical identity of the city. And of course, there you
have a major part which [the family businesses] can play. And it must be
encouraged by the - government.
In this excerpt, Mr Simoncini was commenting upon the diminish-
ing presence of small and medium-sized family-run businesses in
the country, especially in Luxembourg-city. The excerpt is related to
Chapter 6, at the end of it, where Mr Simoncini is concerned about
the growing dominance of ‘franchising businesses’ that threatens the
identity of the city. In this account, justification is made to the worth
of the family businesses. Mr Simoncini expressed that family busi-
nesses are not ‘reacting in an opportunistic way’ and ‘try to face some
difficulties to keep it’. This is then contrasted with another form of
management—in this case, a ‘high-tech management’ which is also
popular in the country—where ‘if it doesn’t work, you just throw it
away’. Further, Mr Simoncini made a link that the family businesses
are indispensable for the ‘collectiveunconscious’ thatmark theunique
identity of the city in the long-term. He added, ‘Because, . . . after
ten years you are away [from the city], [and] you are coming back,
everything has changed. And it must be recognised. You must recog-
nise the city’. To give more nuance, it is to be acknowledged that this
account is given in the face of a rapid transformation that is currently
happening in Luxembourg-city, especially in the centre of the city
whereMrSimoncini’s hotels are located. It is against this background
that thecontinuedpresenceof the familybusinesses isasserted tohave
‘amajor part’ for the recognitionof the city—not in termsof the profit
made, but in terms of the cultural and social role.
To close, the distinction and similarity between obligation, duty,
and dignity should now be apparent. Obligation is a feature that
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emerges from the receiving of a benefaction, and it is performed for
those who have given the benefaction. Duty is a feature that emerges
from the occupancy of a particular role and position, and it is per-
formed for those whose benefits remain in potentiality. Dignity, in
turn, is both a sense of self-worth as well as a sense of respect towards
otherhumanbeings that is instilledwhenaparticularmodeofbeing is
under threat or requires justification. Altogether, these features exer-
cise their power on actors who have received traditions, and they rep-
resent the forces of the transmission of traditions.
8.2 tradition as process: a conceptual elaboration
InChapter 3, Ihaveconstructeda rudimentaryconceptual framework
to guide the inquiry into traditions. This framework is then applied
as a lens to examine the family-run hotels in Chapter 6, Chapter 7,
and the present chapter. Throughout these chapters, new light has
been shed, and several insights have appeared. In this section, as a
final part of the trilogy of the analysis of traditions, I will incorpor-
ate to the initial conceptual framework what has been learned so far
about the three facets of tradition—i.e. traditionas received, tradition
as enacted, and tradition as to-be-transmitted.The result is a concep-
tual elaboration that depicts and describes tradition as process. Anew
model of imagining tradition is proposed, which I hope to be helpful
for grasping and understanding some fractions of the complexity of
tradition.Themodel is illustrated in Figure 8.1 and the graphical ele-
ments that constitute themodel will be discussed as follows.
The model of tradition as process takes the form of a line that
moves in a spiralling loop. Tradition is depicted as a continuous
curved line (as opposed to other visual forms such as ‘jagged lines’ or
‘boxes’) to represent at least two meanings. Firstly, the line portrays
the seemingly simple form of tradition. From a distance, tradition
seemstobeunitaryandunproblematic. Itspresence iseverywhere, yet
it is not everywhere that its presence ismade explicit. As a simple line,
it is the basic shape that constructs bigger, more complex shapes. As
an unproblematic phenomenon, tradition often recedes to the back-
groundand ‘masked’byother formsofmanifestation.Second, the line
is curved and continuous which represent the fluidity and continuity
of tradition.The line is cyclical yet returning at a different beginning.
This loop is to take into account the recursivity of tradition, where
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Figure 8.1. A spiralling loop model of tradition as process. Source: au-
thor’s own elaboration.
what is received is enacted, andwhat is enacted is, in turn, becoming a
tradition to be transmitted to the next generation.The cycle is similar,
yet every cycle is different.
The next element in the model is the three circles and the arrows.
The three (imperfect) circles are distinguished by their opacity; one is
bold, and the other two are more translucent. Their opacity denotes
their relative positioning in terms of time. At the one end is the ‘past’
and at the other end is the ‘future’.The ‘present’, however, is notmade
explicit in the model. Time is fluid and, along with it, the ‘present’ is
perhaps one of themost elusive concepts about time. If the present is
to mean ‘now’ or ‘at this particular juncture’, then it immediately be-
comes thepast because themoment thathasbeenpinneddownhas es-
capedourgrip. Incontrast,bothpastandfuturearemorereadilydefin-
able.Thepast is thatwhichhaspassed, and the future is thatwhichwill
come.The translucenceof thepast and future in thefigure is to convey
that both are always contained in thepresent although they are less ex-
plicit.
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The arrows indicate both the direction of time and the process of
tradition.Theprocess of traditionmoves in a repeated sequence of re-
ceived, enacted, and transmission.Thepositionof thearrowsalsocon-
tainsmeaning.The two arrows on the upper line illustrate the traject-
oryof timewhilst the arrowon the lower line illustrates the transform-
ationprocess of tradition.Thebackwards-facing arrowon the circle is
also toconvey that, through the transformationprocess, the reproduc-
tion of tradition is both a move ‘back’ in time while moving ‘forward’
to the future. It is through the enactment of tradition that repetition
connects the past and the future. It is through the preservation of tra-
dition that the past can bemade to appear in the present.
If one sets to think of a linear time, then one can imagine that the
transmission of something should occur before the receiving of some-
thing;and, in turn, the receivingof somethingshouldoccurbefore it be-
comes something to be transmitted. Yet, transmission never happens
in a vacuum. In any point of time, there is always something ‘ready-
made’ that is taken for granted.This is one of the features of tradition
where tradition pre-exists the present generation regardless of their
liking or awareness of it.The ever-presence of tradition as prior to the
present generation is the reason why the processes of tradition in the
model are presented in such specific order: first it is received, then it is
enacted, and then it is to-be-transmitted.
Finally, there is the textual element in the model at the bottom of
the figure which corresponds to the properties of tradition that are
revealed throughout the chapters. To read it from the right, firstly,
there are the roots of tradition. The ‘roots’ metaphor symbolises tra-
dition as a phenomenon that is formed through the interweaving of
several properties.Through this study, it is proposed that the proper-
ties jointly ‘produce’ the phenomenon that is commonly called as tra-
dition. These roots can also be construed as the ‘location’ where the
phenomenon of tradition can be found. Secondly, there are the dual-
ities in the enactment of tradition. Four sets of duality are revealed in
this studywhichare repetitionandnovelty,preservationandabandon-
ment, being and appearing, and certainty and possibility.These dual-
ities represent the ongoing oscillation and tension between continu-
ity and discontinuity in tradition. Thirdly, there are forces that drive
the transmission of tradition.Three forces have been discussed in this
chapter, which are obligation, duty, and dignity. As a whole, however,
these processes should not be seen as philosophically separate. Yes,
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theyareanalyticallydistinct.But theprocessof experiencing tradition
cannot be atomistically spliced and sanitised.The dualities within tra-
dition cannot be isolated from one to another. The weight and heav-
iness that arise from the commitment to a tradition cannot be separ-
ated from the stability that emerges through it.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Final Reflections
Throughout this study, I have taken the journey to inquire into tradi-
tions in a family business context. Starting from the curious relation-
ship between tradition and family business, this study has attempted
to develop a conceptual framework that allows tradition to be placed
at the centre of the inquiry. Five family-run hotels in Luxembourg
were examined, and their narratives reveal that tradition is multifa-
ceted andmultilayered. InChapter 2, the literature of family business
studies were reviewed to get a grasp of how tradition is referred, posi-
tioned, and understood in the literature.This review revealed the vari-
ous ways in which tradition is referred to: (1) as a set of assumptions,
(2) as a set of practices, (3) as a resource for organisational perform-
ance, (4) as a barrier to organisational effectiveness, and (5) as an or-
ganisational goal. A tree metaphor was then used to argue that these
five aspects are the branches of the observable phenomenon that is
commonly seen as tradition.What remains under-represented, in the
literature, are attempts at providing theoretical roots for tradition as
a concept. This is responded in Chapter 3 which attempts to build a
bridge between family business studies and other fields in the social
sciences.The reading of select works in sociology, history, and moral
philosophy resulted in a conceptual framework which provides three
directions toapproach familybusinessas tradition: (1) familybusiness
as received tradition, (2) family business as enacted tradition, and (3)
family business as tradition to be transmitted.
InChapter 4, I have discussed themethodology used for the study
as well as the different turns and adjustments that were made during
the researchprocess.Ontologically, this studyadopts aprocessual per-
spective which views change as an underlying reality.This ontological
choice determines the kind of theorising that is subsequently pursued
through the fieldwork. In Chapter 5, I attempted to get a broader un-
derstandingof theLuxembourgish family-runhotelsbymakingacon-
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nection to the discourse at the national and industry levels. At the na-
tional level, several initiatives had been carried out to construct an
image of Luxembourg as an ‘open’, ‘dynamic’, and ‘reliable’ country.
Visual identity and slogans were created, and they have been adopted
bystrategicgovernmentalbodies related to thepromotionof thecoun-
try.One of these bodies is in the tourism industry, where a neworgan-
ising body—Luxembourg forTourism—was formed. At the organisa-
tional level, an examination of the hotel industry reveals that half of
the hotels in Luxembourg are family-owned and/or family-run. Col-
lectively, they engage in discourse production related to idealising, le-
gitimising,modernising, and traditionising.
Thenext three chapters correspond to the threeways of approach-
ing tradition developed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 6, an emphasis was
given to see the family businesses as received traditions. From this
angle, the narratives of five family-run hotels were introduced. This
revealed that, as traditions, the family businesses were received differ-
ently: as a continuation of the family’s past enterprise, as a revival of
past heritage, and as a transmissionbetweenone family to another. In
Chapter 7, emphasis was given to the enactedness of the family busi-
nesses as tradition. This focus unravelled how the roots of tradition
become salient in family business. Four dualities were discussed: (1)
repetition and novelty, (2) preservation and abandonment, (3) being
and appearing, and (4) certainty and possibility. Lastly, in Chapter 8,
the family businesses were examined as traditions to be transmitted.
As a result, I proposed a conceptual elaboration which ties together
the receivedness of tradition, the enactedness of tradition, and the be-
comingness of tradition in a single string, looping and shapeshifting
as time passes.
9.1 towards themultiplicity and reflexivity of
tradition
Overall, this ethnographic inquiryofLuxembourg’s family-runhotels
is a preliminary step in the appreciation of tradition. Its aim is to give
space to tradition to stand on its own feet as a theoretical lens. To
this end, this study of traditions in a family business context has shed
some light on the multiplicity and reflexivity of tradition. Tradition
is a complex phenomenon that is hidden behind its simplicity. From
a distance, tradition seems to be fixed, static, and immovable. Yet, it
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is this apparent stability that veils its underlying beauty.Through tra-
dition, time seems to become static. Through tradition, space is ac-
corded its immovability.Through tradition, people are initiated to be-
coming its guardians.Their position and authority exert control over
the continuity of things as a tradition. Through tradition, practices
are repeated even though those who enact them are always changing.
Through tradition, there is a communion between the present gener-
ation and those who had preceded them.Through tradition, the past
and future become amoral burden that add weight to the lightness of
the present. And finally, through tradition, narratives live on—from
one generation to another, fromone place to another.
The multiplicity of the concept of tradition raises an awareness
that tradition may as well be reflexive. In accordance with a process
perspective,what appears to be anon-change from theoutsetmaynot
be caused by the obliviousness of the people to what is happening in
and around the family business.On the reverse,what seems to benon-
change might as well be a result of a reflexive enactment of tradition
whose preservation is inextricably linkedwith the identity anddignity
of the guardians.Those who uphold tradition know well what can or
cannot be changed, andwhy a particular formof tradition needs to be
preserved and others abandoned and replaced.What needs to be ex-
plained further, therefore, is how non-change can be a source of fam-
ily business sustainability? Now, ‘sustainability’ may not alwaysmean
continuous financial growth. Sustainability may also mean the role
that family businesses play in fostering social integration in the local-
ity where they are situated.
Through this study, not only the concept of tradition gets appre-
ciated but also family business is shown as a tradition-rich ‘site’ of re-
search. If theconceptof tradition is tobe takenseriously for theenrich-
ment of the social sciences, I am resolute to advocate that one of the
contributions that the family business field canmake to other fields is
through a further elaboration of the concept of tradition. Recall that,
for Shils (1981), to speak about tradition is to speak about generations.
In the light of this, family business is a context where the notion of
generation is at its strongest. Family business, by definition, entails
inter-generationalityandthus it is inseparable fromtradition.Andthe
entanglement between family business and tradition may as well be
more intricate than what is initially thought. Tradition becomes pos-
sible through the presence of the family, and the family members act
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in virtue of pre-established traditions. At times traditions are the out-
come of actions, at times they are the condition for actions.
Themultiplicity of tradition implies several consequences related
to research on family business as well as the practice of family busi-
ness and related areas. To begin firstly with the implication for family
business research, one has to be more careful when the labels of ‘tra-
dition’ and ‘traditional’ are used. Their meanings are various so that
when some aspects of the family business are described as ‘tradition’
or ‘traditional’, the intended meaning of such ascription needs to be
adequately specified. Without any elaboration, the reference of fam-
ily business (or aspects in the family business) as ‘traditional’ becomes
unclear—if notmeaningless.Which quality of tradition is actually im-
plied? This, however, is not ‘just’ a grammatical imperative. Neither
am I nitpicking that tradition has to be explained every time. Lan-
guage constructs themodeofunderstanding theworld, and if theuses
of language can be further specified and its limitation rendered vis-
ible, perhaps the result is a richer way to account for a particular phe-
nomenon.Thereare timeswhere simplification isnecessary, but there
are timeswhere simple termscloud,obfuscate, andhideunderlyingar-
guments.The task of the researcher is to find a balance between these
tensions.
For practice, this study on Luxembourg’s family-run hotels in-
forms policymakers that there is a role that family businesses play
in society that goes beyond the economic aspect. Family businesses
are important in a society not only because they employ people, gen-
erate profit, and pay taxes. Family businesses are important also be-
cause they are discourse-producing and tradition-maintaining. They
produce discourse through their embeddedness in the cultural and so-
cial substrate of society.Theymaintain tradition through the continu-
ity that they endeavour to realise. In the face of these, the promotion
of Luxembourg as ‘open’, ‘dynamic’, and ‘reliable’ should not result in
theperpetuationofdiscourse that family-runhotels are less open, less
dynamic, and less reliable.The political will to re-brand the country’s
narrative (including its derivative in the reorganisation of the tourism
industry) may devise a better integration between the governmental
and business spheres by appreciating family-run hotels as the source
of narratives, hence increasing not only the economic appeal of the
country but also the cultural and the social.
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9.2 limitations and areas for future research
BeforeI leave thereaderwithsomefinal reflectionsandself-critique in
relation to the notion of tradition, I will highlight several limitations
that arepertinent to this study.Additionally, I also indicate someareas
for future research for researchers interested in the topic of tradition
and/or family business.
9.2.1 Limitations
First, in this study, I claim to have performed an ethnographic study.
But this claim is of course open for debate.The relatively short period
of ‘fieldwork’, the limited assortment of empirical material, and the
varying depth of access to multiple voices of informants are limita-
tions which restrict the breadth of examples that I can present in the
study. Second, as a consequence of the focus in tradition, other no-
tions in this dissertation are left under-elaborated. Stewardship, for
example, can be sensed throughout the study but I did not make fur-
ther discussion on the relations between stewardship and tradition.
Third, in theattempt tocontextualise the familybusiness inawiderdis-
cursive space, I have only scratched the surface of the discourses and
missed the potential to expand on tradition as amulti-level concept.
9.2.2 Areas for future research
dualities and paradoxes in family business research
This dissertation has tapped upon several forms of duality in fam-
ily business by examining how tradition is enacted. Future research
may take inspiration from this study and focus on exploring other
forms dualities (Melin & Salvato, 2012, for example, see) or para-
doxes (Schuman et al., 2010; Ingram et al., 2016, for example, see) to
attain a richer explanation towhat is generally considered as ‘continu-
ity’ and ‘change’.
moral and ethical dimensions in family business re-
search Among the seven roots of tradition discussed in this disser-
tation, the root ofmorality is still under-explored.Morality is elusive,
and this study has argued that there is a sense of dignity, duty, and ob-
ligation that they have to enact. Yet, a stronger conceptual grounding
is still required to allow a deeper explanation to these moral-related
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aspects of tradition. Future researchmay utilise tradition as a concep-
tual lens to explore further into how the moral dimension of family
business can be understood. For example, one can ask in what way
does dignity, duty, and obligation explain the continuity and discon-
tinuity of tradition?
tradition as multi-level discourse This study has touched
upon the topic of nation branding, but it does not go deeper into how
tradition is used for the nation branding programme. If nation brand-
ing is seen as a concerted effort to deliberately construct andmanage
the image of the country, then tradition can be one form of discourse
that allowsmultiple actors to come together for a dialogue. Future re-
searchmay examine the connection between tradition and the localit-
ies to open up the debate of what can be defined as tradition, how it is
invented, perpetuated, and changed.
exploringtraditioninothercontexts Futureresearchmay
inquire into tradition by attending other industries where the notion
of tradition is presumably rich such as craft,winemaking, and restaur-
ant. Attention to these industries may illuminate and/or elaborate
other processes which are not captured in this study. As an example,
in Luxembourg there is an initiative from the governmental bodies
to brand products that are designed, produced, and manufactured in
Luxembourgas ‘Made inLuxembourg’.While its aim is todistinguish
Luxembourgish products in the internationalmarket, but therein tra-
dition is implied as something that is related to ‘origin’. As a compar-
ison, other ‘Made in’ variants such as ‘Made inGermany’, ‘Made in Ja-
pan’,or ‘Made inSweden’ isdiscursivelyused toconveyaparticular tra-
dition from that particular location—whichmay entail quality, design
language,orboth.Fromadiscoursepointof view, future researchmay
addresshowtradition is received,preserved,and invented throughthe
perpetuation of similar initiatives.
9.3 mis-understanding tradition: a self-critique to the
practice of science
To write a study is to construct a mirror to the self. Following this ax-
iom,Ibelieve thatanyknowledgeand insight thatemerge fromastudy
must eventually be reflected back to thosewhoperform the study.The
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writer is never free fromwhat is written, and this is especially the case
foraparadigmatic study (asopposedtoapragmatic study)whichseeks
for a novel way of seeing things. Therein, the writer is shaped by the
writing as much as the writing is given shape by the writer. The new
paradigm that arises from the study, if any, should become a mirror
that poses a critique not only to the area of the study (where thewriter
is writing) but also to the very practice of writing the study itself. If a
functioning mirror is that which allows its spectators to correct their
misperception, Iwill thenaddresshowtheunderstandingof tradition
produced through this dissertation is reflected back as a self-critique
to themisunderstanding of tradition.
There aremanyways that tradition can bemisunderstood. One of
theways that Iwant to reflect on this is in themisunderstandingof tra-
dition as the opposite of rationality. As a self-critique, an appropriate
location to see how this is happening—before even looking ‘outside’
to the ‘field’—is to take a look at the scientific community itself. A sci-
entific community is a group of people whose practice is claimed to
operate based on (scientific) rationality.The narratives of Copernicus
and Galileo in the 16th and 17th centuries are illustrative in showing
howrationalityemergedtotakecentrestage inoppositiontotradition.
Within this opposition, science is construed as amovement to debase
tradition. Tradition is an area which science seeks to ‘illuminate’. Sci-
ence is the new that takes over the old—i.e. tradition.
Paradoxically, when science claims to move away from tradition,
it is at the same time moving towards tradition. In several centur-
ies, different modes of rationality have been established. Research
methodology is one example.To take a rough simplification, research
methodology is fractured into two big traditions: qualitative tradi-
tion and quantitative tradition.Within the qualitative tradition, there
are many traditions relating to how a qualitative research should be
undertaken—each with its guardians and ‘formulaic truth’ of what is
proper and not proper as a qualitative study. Here also it can be seen
howpast generations aremade to live in the present aswell as how the
guardians of the traditions exert their influence inmaintaining the co-
herence and continuity of their tradition.
It couldbe that thepresenceof tradition is at its strongest in thesci-
entific community. To illustrate, I will examine my position as a doc-
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toral student who operates in a scholarly tradition.¹When a student
writes a research proposal, the worth of his idea is partly determined
by how the student acknowledges the past generations of a particular
tradition. In this case, such ‘particular tradition’ canbe in the formofa
theoretical lens, researchmethods,fieldof research,orotherbodiesof
knowledge that have been established.When he fails to demonstrate
what is expected by the guardians—here the role is played by the su-
pervisors or other senior scholars—the student is at risk to be rejected
by that particular tradition. On the contrary, when the student abides
by what he is expected to do as a student, he is permitted to stay in a
tradition. However, as part of the practices of scholarly tradition, the
student is also expected to contribute something new to the body of
knowledge.Hencehe is facedwith the situation todoboth: toabideby
certain ways of practising in the scholarly tradition while, at the same
time, find away to give something new to that tradition. It is here that
novelty is potentially introduced—by a new generationwho are at the
beginning of a tradition. In the scientific community, they are called
as ‘emerging scholars’.
Themembership of the student in a tradition is always negotiated.
His status as a member of a tradition is legitimised by the guardians
although he is relatively free to choose the tradition that he wants to
be part of.When the student goes away for a conference, he sees that
there aremany traditions, and amember of one traditionmay as well
be a member of other traditions. Through exposure to various tradi-
tions, the student begins tonotice that the ‘truth’ upheld highly in one
tradition can be viewed as problematic by another tradition, and vice
versa. The initiation of the doctoral student into a tradition culmin-
ates, ritualistically, on the day of the dissertation defence. Therein, a
group of guardians are brought together to assess the value of the in-
tellectualworkaswell as todecide, at theendof it,whether the student
inquestionhaspotential in taking the tradition further.Whensuccess-
ful, the end of a student’s initiation is the beginning of his position as
a guardian of a tradition.
Therefore, as it turns out, tradition is not the opposite of ration-
ality.What was initially thought of as something whose project is to
‘break free’ from tradition, now becomes something that cannot be
free of tradition. As it turns out, there is nothing paradoxical about
1. As this is primarily a personal reflection to interrogatemyownposition, the use
of ‘he’ is not intended as a gender bias.
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the co-existence of the two, and one is not a replacement for the other.
Hencenothing is surprisingwhen,within a rational enterprise,which
may take shape as ‘science’, ‘business’, or other, tradition is found
again and again.² The relative positioning between the two does not
exist in a single continuum where more rationality means less tradi-
tionality. Instead, they represent two different continua, each with
their own gradients.
It is not the intention of this critique to lament on tradition in its
bleak totality. Rather, this reflection is to show that, within tradition,
reflexivity is not lost, and that tradition can bemisunderstoodwhen it
is inappropriately separated fromother concepts.More strongly, this
is also to say that scientific rationality should not be used as a justi-
fication for its domination and colonisation over tradition.This is to
say that the enlightenment that science claims to bring should not be
translated as an entitlement to a particular privilege; that the explora-
tion, expansion, and enrichment of knowledge shouldnot be pursued
to impose one’s superiority over others, but to elevate the capacity of
understanding others. Ultimately, if there is only one message to be
taken from this study, then it is my plead that tradition should not be
assumed as a description of things, but as processes of how thingswork.
2. To be reminded, rationality is a conceptual template, its positionmay aswell be
filled by other concepts that are commonly thought of as rational-based such as ‘mod-
ernity’, ‘innovation’, ‘change’, etc.
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